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ABSTRACT
>■111 m  I ■ k M t
Fourth century studies of Xf jaz and their role in the development 
of Arabic literary theory of criticim are the main concern of this 
attempt, the general theme being an assessment of the evolution of 
the views expressed in this connexion* The period chosen for investiga 
-tion is the culmination of a series of earlier stages pioneering 
these studies#
Before dealing with fourth century studies of I*jaz, consideration 
is given to some of the earlier attempts in that direction,especially 
of the third century, as it was these which laid the foundation for 
later studies* In the latter century also this branch.of study emerged 
primarily as an independent topic in Qur’anic studies* Some of the 
other theological questions which led to later controversies are also 
considered*
From a purely literary standpoint, in addition to the early com- 
-mentators1 efforts, two outstanding authors-al-Jahiz and Ibn 
Qutaybah- also expressed strong opinions on the subject, though-not , 
necessarily under that title, and who greatly inspired later studies, 
have been chosen as representative,of that century*
Tov/ards the end of that century, and whenl1jaz became a stabilized 
topic in Qur’anic studies, attempts are made to investigate the actual 
term itself and.also the factors which directly affected fourth 
century studies.
Few of the great controversies of the early fourth century have 
survived, but much can be reconstructed.through the views directly 
inherited by the succeeding generations.
The four authors with whom we shall be mainly concerned are; .
al-Rummani, al-Khattabi, al-Baqillani and al-Qadi fAbd al-Jabbar. The• • •
first two in their terse treatises.dealing directly with the.literary 
aspects of the problem, the latter, both eminent theologians, cover­
ing a much wider field, both theological and literary.
For most of these four, new materials are used, often revealing 
new dimensions to their conception of the problem.
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PREFACE
!lAs for the question of I* jaz itself, indeed much 
has been said abaut it, which is considered by the 
and those who are in the -pursuit of 
religious matters enough and sufficient* I do not 
think they have any more to add to it; hence they 
should seek the study of rhetoric (Balaghah) so as 
to achieve a religious end,aiming at the perfection 
of people*s belief in the Qur*an and its celestial 
nature*u *
Was Ifjaz a purely literary question or was it a theological 
controversy or perhaps an amalgam of them both ?
The obvious fact that the idea of I1jaz concerns in the first plac« 
a religious work in which the consideration of the role of language is 
of fundamental significance thus inextricably ^entwines both the form 
and the content*
The question of whether the religious realization fostered the 
literary aspect of the idea, and if so whether there were achieve­
ments outside this influence in the Arabic literary theory of 
criticism and rhetoric, is the theme of the folloxcLng inquiry*
The specific period chosen for this investigation is the fourth 
century A*H., the tenth A.D*, and the works of four distinguished 
authors are the basic material with which we shall be mainly concerned 
A more protracted introduction to this period and the principles 
underlying those studies shall be considered later on* Meanwhile, 
before approaching those studies, their authors and the literary 
achievements they engendered, it is necessary that an attempt should 
be made to assess some of the studies preceeding them and some of the 
historical circumstances which led to the study of I1jaz in the fourtl 
century, particularly the endeavours of the third century scholars* 
Almost two and a half centuries of Qur’anic literary history had 
elapsed before the emergence of I*jaz as an independent branch of 
study, during which time certain developments in Arabic literature 
resulting in achievements :\n in this field, v?ere rapidly evolving. 
Some of these were based mainly on the study of the text of the Qur*ar 
itself, others concerned secular literature* Nontheless, in both fielc
(^ ) A*al-Khuli, Fann al-Qawl, (19 7^) PP*157-8*
varied inquiries into the unique status of the language of the 
Sacred Book are apparent.
In contrast to this, the fact of the Qur>an>s pre-eminence as a 
religious document was bound to create theological controversies, not 
only xtfith regard to its teaching but also its nature *?■ created or 
eternal.
The literary aspect is otir main concern, especially the literary 
theory of criticism and rhetoric and the fact that one of the major 
functions of criticism is interpretation, which enlarges and purifies 
the understanding of a literary work, or indeed enables us to judge 
of its excellence, necessitates that we look first at some of the 
early branches of .Qur’ahic literature - and especially the oldest, 
interpretation or Tafsin. Although this latter is itself a sign of 
an evaluating judgement, we shall look into it as a means of approach 
of the earl^ fes endeavours and some of the achievements made, and also 
the attitudes of their authors toward the interpretation of the 
Qur’an by means of current 15.terature.
The influence of those early attempts and their author’s immediate
and immense effects we shall trace further in our exposition of the
studies which followed them, particularly those of al-Jahiz and Ibn* *
Qutaybah, under whom they developed further still*
The latter scholars* pioneering efforts represent to us by far 
the earliest stages of the study of I*jaz, albeit under different 
titles, in fact some of the headings occuring in those studies (i.e. 
the idea of Nazk or style) became one of the two literary aspects of 
the study of I*jaz in later centuries.
From those studies also fourth century scholars benefitted a 
great deal, either as sources of information or as additional eval^i 
-ations•
Turning to the other side of the problem, the- theological aspect, 
one of the perennial questions which occupied theological schoo3_s 
throughout the third century, and far beyond, was the question of 
the creation of the Qur’an; which not only brought to a head the 
realization of some literarj7* devices but also created a certain theory 
which accompanied the chapter of I*jaz for many centuries thence,
( ^ i i i )
the theory of al-Sarfah*
^  *
Early in the third century, factors which gave rise to Qur*anic 
studies were a mixture of internal (within the Muslim community)and 
external elements* But in the second half of the third century 
certain heretical and sceptical movements were developing and in the 
heretical writings of those movements such tenets as miracles, 
scriptures and prophethoods were severly attacked* The resultant 
criticisms launched at them were clearly the direct causes which 
initiated the study of I* jaz and which ultimately became integral 
facets in it*
These early steps in literary or theological fields,either alone 
or in combination, feature in the general background of the study oi 
I* jaz
Finally, a word should perhaps be said about the fourth century 
authors* material* Although of most of them a work on I*jaz or 
other branch of Qur’anic study has long been known and published- 
indeed some of the authors wbb© known for nothing else but their
H *
works on I*jaz until comparitively recently, as in the case of 
the author, al-Baqillani- We have been fortunate enough to find 
new materials from most of them, which will,we hope, shed nevf light 
on their achievements with regard to the chapter on l*jaz*
1CHAPTER I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N ;
i- The early studies of Tafsir and I*jaz
ii-The n Creation of the Qur’an u and I*jaz
i
2i) ' The Early studies of Tafsir and I Mas.
Tafsir* interpretation or commentary, is the richest field of Qur*anic 
literature, if only "because this wide-ranging branch of study employed 
a vast multitude of Arabic humanities as a means of illustrating the 
sacred book* Yet a considerable length of time passed between the est­
ablishing of a canon of Arabic linguistic and literary sciences, as 
such t and the early attempts in Qur’anic exegetical studies*
This situa-tion, which fundamentally affects the later study of Ic jaz* 
deserves our attention, particularly to see if, in the infancy of this 
branch of study, it had by any means applied any form of the current 
literature as a method of interpretation*
Ibn Khaldun in his ’Muqaddimah*, while introducing Tafsir as a branch
of study, claimed "It should be known that the Koran was revealed in
the language of the Arabs and according to their rhetorical method. All
Arabs understood it and knew the meaning of the individual words, and 
1statements.1
The statement that all Arabs understood it....etc, loose and nebulous
as it appears, seems to have provoked some modern scholars to question
2its appropriateness and logicality, and also in some measure to 
question how Ibn Khaldun was unmindful of it when later on, in fact, 
on the same page, he stated the necessity to the prophet of explaining 
certain passages, ,fHe used to explain certain passages in the Qur’an
1. ,Muqadciimiat ibn Khaldun*, p. 585-4, Trans* Frans Rosenthal, vol. 2, pp.455.
2. Ahmad Amin, 'Fajr al-Island, vol. 1, p. 155*
5. Amin al-KhulI !Manahij al-Tajdld etc. * p. 272-5.
as it said "So that you may explain to the people that -which was re­
vealed to themj* even more he added, "he used to explain the unclear 
statements (in the Qur?an) and distinguish the abrogating statements
1from those abrogated by them and to inform men around him in this sense."
It may be asked what was the reason for Ibn Khaldun's statement?
Was it because he was under the impression that Tafsir as a systematic 
branch of study Was not essential because of the purity of the language 
among the early generations of Islam; or was it that he found sub­
stantiation in some tradition which propounded that the prophet did
_ 2
not explain except a few verses (Ayahs ^and further the indifferent attitude, 
taken by some contemporaries of the prophet and the following generation, 
towards Tafsir.
However y;ague and misleading the statement made by Ibn Khaldun at 
the opening of his chapter on Tafsir and whatever trust he had in the 
early Arabs* capability of understanding the QurVanic text, it is evident 
that there existed a certain form of explanation although the terms which 
were applied by Ibn Khaldun may be different* These forms, however, later 
became laiov/n as traditional Tafsir. of which Ibn Khaldun himself has this 
to say, "These (explanations) were transmitted on the authority of the 
men round Muhammad and were circulated by the men or the second generate,on
15
after them on their authority."
I*'1 'Muqaddimah', trans. vol. 2, p. 453.
2* See'al-Mabahl, p.' 183* 'Two Muqaddimas to the Qur’anic Sciences', ed.
Arthur Jeffrey, also Ibn Jusayy, 'Tashil', p. 9.
5. 'Muqadddmah*, trans* vol. 2, p. 444.
k1The foundations of Tafsir it has been noticed were disjointed and 
unsystematic® As a coherent branch of knowledge it was initiated, 
according to some authorities, by al-Earx^ a* (&®207), although other
references suggest that there had been earlier attempts, long before
3 * -that time, at complete exegetical studies® However, from Yaqut alone
one learns that Abu <*Ubaydah (d® 207?) had started his work entitled
_ .* A
®Majas al-Qur’an in 188 A®H®
Earlier consideration of the study of I* ,ja% as an isolated topic
began for the first time towards the end of the third century A®H®,
but it may be inappropriate to assume any relation between the early
exegetical works on Tafsir and I Maa® But if what we may' understand,
in the following pages, as 3>.jaa is the weighing and comparison of the
Qur’anic text against Arabic literary production, perhaps the matter
requires reassessment®
Goldaiher, in his learned chapter on various Qur^anic readings,
in ®Die Kichtungen der Islamischen Koranauslegung1 Leiden 1920, directed
5
attention to the Qur1 an text itself and the various forms of reading as
1® B® Carra de Vaux, E*I© vol® ppQ 603“4o
2® Ibn al“Nadim, 'Eihrist*, Eluegel edo p* 66, Of® Ahmad Amin, ’Duha 
al-Islams^  vol* 2, p® 141® The author despite the indecisiveness 
of al-Nadxm*s statement^  seems to accept it®
3® Eg® Ibn Jarir al-Tabari in his introduction to ? Jami4 al-Bayanf 
narrated that Ibn ♦Abbas (d*68) had dicated a complete version of^  
Tafsir vol® 1, p* 31® lines 3ra7® (Bulaq, edn®) Also for the Tafsir 
of the Mu*tasilite «Amr® b® vAb^which he took from al-Hasan al- 
Basri (d® 116) see Ibn Khallikan,_'Wafayat*, (De Slane edn®), p® 335< 
Also for the perhaps partial Tafsir of * At a1 b ® Dinar (d® 126) see 
Ibn Hajar, fTahdhib al-Tahdhib®, vol® 7® P© 193-9©
4® Yaqut, Margoliouth eckw vol® 7® P© 166, vol® 3® P© 63©
3© P i the Arabic trans® Ali H® *Abd al-Qadir, p® 1, Cairo, 1363/1944 
reads
*— ^  ^ 9 * ^ 3 r A—uifti
5initiatory steps towards Tafsir* "Die primitivste Strufe der Komas 
ihre Keimhaften Anfange Stellen sich uns in der Konstituierung der 
Textes selbst dar.,r This statement indicates two aspects: as. to
the first the author has little to contribute, hut the second he pursues 
in detail*
The exposition of the Qur^  an by its own text, i. e. explanation
of the obscure and concise structures by more lucid and detailed verses,
2had been acknowledged by earlier scholars as the correct and most 
suitable method of interpretation*
This method occupied a considerable position in what became known
as * Traditional Tafsir1, of which a great many examples can be seen in
" - ♦ 5the books of Hadith; to mention only two, *Sahih Muslim, particularly* * *
in the chapter entitled ’Fadai il al-Qur’an*, and in Bukhari * s 1 Sabah* in
#
4the chapter 1 Bad'' alf^ Khalq* • More examples can be found* From the
’Muwatta' of Malik we have taken this short extract as an example* Under
the title ’Kalala inheritance’ he recorded the following:
"Malik related from Zayd b. Aslam that, 4 Umar b. al-Khattab 
had asked the^Messenger of God, may God bless and save him, 
about the Kalala, The Messenger of God, may God bless and 
save, him, said, "It will suffice theee concerning the;' question 
to q eek the verse which was revealed in summer at the end of 
the Surah of al-Nisa* (17/177). ”
2* See, Ibn Taymiyyah, ’Muqaddimah fi Usui al-Tafsir’, pp* 24-5*
5-4. Both books were combined, Bukhari*s see vol* 7, p* 2* etc*, and
Muslim’s printed on the margin, vol. 5, p. 82, etc. Cairo, n.d*
5. Mklik, * al-Muwatta’, p. 192, (Tunis, 1280. (The place of
publication is given in Brockelmann sup. 1/297)
Mote.
To this direction of interpretation can also be added the shorty glossary 
selected and compounded, from authentic sources, by Ahmad b. Ali al- 
Muqari, which was attributed to Ibn % Abbas, in which words are used in 
several interpretations, illustrated by quotations from the Qur’an. See 
B.M* Ms. Or. 5912, fol* 41-9, and Brockelmann sup. 2, p. 984.
6In the course of his elaboration of the second theme Gold&iher
1makes refernce to the pioneer efforts of Theodor Nol&elce in this field,
now
which for a dearth of material is even still largely unexplored* Refgrrv
2ing to Zamakhsharx’s commentary, on pp* 46-7 the author noticed that he
had recorded a certain reading for a specific word in Surah 11/177,
while the philologist al-Mubarrad had wished it to he read differently*
But Ibn al-Munlr in his supra-commentary on Zamakhsharx* s rejected the
new reading, stating that in the various established forms of reading
there is a type of I Mas*
Similar remarks on the reading are made by Suyutx, who when writing
of strange commentaries (chap* 79) with reference to a certain reading
wrote "*•• and this reading conveyed a different meaning from that which
5the popular reading gives, this contributes to Qur’anic I * jaz:*1
Such casual remarks as those of Ibn al-Munxr and Suyutx, later in 
time as they were, contribute little to the question, at least directly* 
It may also be noted that scholars of later centuries had even attrib­
uted the characteristics of Iejaa to the cryptic letters found at the
4opening of certain chapters.
1* Short notices are to be found in the translated version of his article 
on the Qur’an by J*S* Black, ’Sketches from Eastern History1 pp. 54-5,
for further notes and comment see also A. Jeffery;-
a) The English introduction to ’Materials for the history of the 
Qur’anic1 text*
b) ’The Qur’an as a scripture', pp. 1-7, See also for comment on the 
German scholars contribution to the subject, Paul Kahle, ’The 
Qur’an and the Arabiyya ’in the ’Ignace GoldZfcher Memorial volume* 
pt* 1*
2. Arab, translation, see also Zamakhsharx ’Kashshaf’, vol* 1, p. 21B, and 
ibn al-Munir’s comment on the margin of p* 217*
5. Suyutx, 'Itqan (Calcutta edn*) vol. 2, p* 221.
4* Ibn Kathxr, Commentary, vol* 1, p. 58*
7At this stage it would perhaps he rewarding for our purpose to 
have a closer look at the earlier steps of Tafsir and in particular the 
previous endeavours at explaining the Qur*an’s text, with the aid of 
current literature, especially poetry* We will try to examine Ibn 
’Abfeas’s approaches in this direction, but before doing so it may be 
as well to visualise the prevailing attitude*
Should the Qur’an be explained with the aid of poetry ?
This was the question of which Suyuti culled the answer from Ibn al- 
Anbarl, who recorded that many of the Prophet’s companions and the 
succeeding generation adopted a positive attitude to this problem 
although the orthodox opposition saw in such attempts a danger of the
M *1
relegation of the status of the Qur’an to the advantage of poetry.
It is found in the Traditions however that a man asked the Prophet 
about the most preferable of Qur’anic sciences and the Prophet replied 
that, it was its language M’Arabiyyati-hi11 and should be sought in 
poetry*2
During the days of ’Umar b. al-Khattab, it is also recorded, that
• •
once while he was in the pulpit a man asked what was the meaning of 
the word ’’Takhawwaf” in Surah XVI/*l*7f as the narrative went ’Umar was 
nonplussed, then a man from Hudhyl answered,
*’Takhawwaf” means to us ’’Tanaqqas”, and he quoted the poet’s saying:- 
E*W*Lane translated it so,
1* Suyuti, ’Itqan1, p* 281*
2. Ibn ’Atiyyah’s Introduction, ed. A. Jeffrey, p* 261
8"Her saddle abraded from a long and high compact hump like as
when the piece of skin used for thing arrows has abraded
from the bark of a rod of the tree called: \ 1
then fUmar commented,
11 0 people cling to your pre-Islamic poetry for therein you xri.ll
2
find exposition of your book*”
In a similar vein it has been ascribed to Ibn ’Abbas that he 
said, ” Poetry is the register of the Arabs, if a point in the 
Qur’an , which God revealed in Arabic, becomes obscure to us we 
should refer to the register of the Arabs to seek its meaning there- 
in.- 3
Or in another context 
nIf you require an explanation of the strange words in the Qur’an,
hseek it in poetry, for poetry is the register of the Arabs.”
To Ibn*Abbas a commentary was attributed, but judging by the 
the views of earlier scholars only little authenticity can be 
attached to it, to quote only the words of the eminent Imams, 
al-Shafi’i and Ibn Hanbal is sufficient to minimise this Tafsir 
which al-Eayruzabadi attributed to Ibn ’Abbas.
1, E.W.Lane quoting Ibn Manzur, the author of ’Lisan al-’Arab*
who ascribed the poetry to the poet, Dhu al-Rummah, comments 
'’•••••••or not he but some other poet,for it is ascribed to
several authors*” Arabic -English Lexicon, vol. 1r p. 823* 
Cf* 'Lisan*, footnote, vol* xiii, p* 210; ’Aghanl{ vol* v,
P* *157^  for further discussion.
2* Al-Shatibi,’al-Muwafaqat fi Usui al-Shari’ah1 vol*2,pp.87-8,
3* SuyutiJ Itqan, Calcutta edn**p. 281*
*^ ”* ’Muzhir} vol. 2,p. 302, 3ed edn*; Itqan, vol*1,p.119*
5* " ’Itqan1, vol. 2, p* 225,Cairo edn.
6* ” Ibid. vol. 2,p. 188.
to Ibn * Abbas
The former Imam asserted "^ f the sayings ascribed^only about one
1hundred are accepted as authentic'*' in connection with Qur* amc exegesis.
The latter also claimed, "What is left of Ibn eAbbas*s commentary is but
2
an isolated passage, which is not even worth travelling for" being 
mindful of the fact that Ibn Hanbal's residence was at that time in cIraq 
and the passage was said to exist in Egypt, Such statements seem quite con­
trary to what had been admittedly ascribed and attributed to Ibn eAbbas*
An initiatory critical attitude towards the chain of transmittors> 
(Isnad) was taken during the lifetime of these two contemporary imams* 
Tafsir* for so long inextricably entwined with the study of Hadith* was 
extracted as an independent study* The need was felt to examine the 
chains of authority, because of the tremendous increase in non-convent- 
ional commentaries used in support of certain schisms. The attitude
was made more apparent by Ibn Hanbal, who in criticising the study of
5Tafsir, along with other subjects, declared them to be unverified, with 
no basis (Usui) i. e* not possessing a strongly linked chain of transr- 
mittors* As Ii. Birkeland noted, "In his time claims made to Isnads by 
orthodox traditionists were not consistently applied to Tafsir. Nor have 
they in later times to the same degree as they have in hadith and fiqh.
In the case of the philologist Eayruzabadi (d.817) and the comment­
ary he attributed to Ibn ftAbbas, the critics of the Isnad have shown their
1. Suyuti, 'Itqan*, vol. 2, p. 225.
2* Ibid. vol. 2, p. 188.
5. Z.D.M. G-. vol* 44, p. 4:19.
4* H. Birkeland, *01d Muslim opposition against interpretation of the
Koran1, p. 17#
1mistrust of its chain of authority, Eurther if we compare only one of
the rhetorical figures repeatedly applied in this Tafsir, namely
%
Hysteron and Proteron (Taqdlm and Ta’khlr), with such a reliable
source as Tabari one finds that while the former ascribed it directly
through his chain of authority to Xbn c Abb as, the latter only used it
by way of analogy.
Ibn eAbbas*s awareness and familiarity with the history of the
Arabs, their annals and poetry, was recognised in numerous bibliograph- 
4ical works; his approach to interpretation of the Qur5anic text, through 
the medium of poetry, was the natural outcome of this background. A 
great volume could be composed from the many anecdotes scattered liber- 
ally throughout several exegetical works and literary references, but 
this could only be achieved by a keen and laborious comparative study 
of such texts, at least to justify the third century observations and 
denials, some of which we have already noted. These apparently can 
hardly be reconciled with the masses of fragmentary Tafsir imputed to 
Ibn e Abb as, even those which have reached us via reliable authorities 
such as Tabari and Zamakhsharx in their commentaries, ^is trend of 
employing poetry as a method of explanation, or to be more precise as an 
emphasis for his explanation, was merely the seeking of confirmation 
from the Arabs* literary heritage.
1. Muh. Hussain al-Dhahabl, * al-Tafsir wal-Mufassirun,1 vol. 1, pp. 81-2*
2. See pp. 80, 244, 275, 291, Cairo edn. 1517.
5. Tabari, Commentary, vol. 2, p. 419*
4. Eg. Ibn Sa*d, *Tabaqat', vol. 2, p. 576, also Ibn eAbd al-Barr, *al- 
Istx^ ab*, vol. 1, p. 574.
5. Al-Mabanl, *Muqaddimahf, pp. 198-9, ed. A. Jeffery, also al-Zarkashl, 
*al~Burhan*, vol* 1, p. 292.
11
~  „ - 1 
Suyuti alone, however, in 1Itqan* recorded the hundred »
questions of the Kharijite Nafi1 b* al-Azraq for xtfhich Ibn lAbbas 
had extracted explanatory instances from poetry* The format in 
which they appear without fail in*Itqan* is the following:
The questioner, or Ibn al-Azraq, would require the meaning of a 
certain irord in a certain verse of the Qur’an. In reply Ibn 1Abbas 
gave first the meaning of the question in prose, whereupon the 
questioner would ask again if the Arabs were aware of this, 
"Indeed”, would answer Ibn *Abbas, and proceed to emphasize his 
reply by reciting a verse or so from established poetry* I have 
chosen only three as examples:
i) The word in question being ’Wasilah* from Surah,V/38
"0 ye who belitVe, fear God and c,%?ve the means of approach Him." 
After the meaning had been given in prose and after the usual 
question as to the Arabs familiarity with such, he replied, quoting 
the poet, ’Antarah,
"Verily, men seek means to thy favour, 
if they take thee, thou shouldst blacken thine eyes with kohl 
and tint thy^ fingers11
ii) For the word *Fa’aja’aha* in Surah,XIX/23?
"And the pangs of childbirth drove her unto the trunk of the palm 
tree#She said,"0 would that I had died *ere this and become a thing 
of nought, forgotten."
The con.-firmatory verse from poetry was from the poet Hassan b.
1* vol^ 1, pp. 121-13^ *» Caix*o edn*
2* Diwan, Amin al~Khuri, p»13*
kkQ.:- '4^ *3 4-Vh ° 1
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Thabit.
"Verily, we had forced a strong attack (upon you)
*til ye sought refuge in the mountain* s foot1* .
'J. JL^ » CL C». La “lijL. ^ ^
^  ^  '
iii) As for the word, 1wa-la-tadha* in Surah, XX/119>' 1,lir r-rT-;‘ r--T-ri—-r^r^r-
"Verily, thou shalt not thirst , nor shalt thou be smitten by 
the sun.",
according to the authors of * Itqan* , Ibn 1 Abbas quoted a verse 
from *TJmar Ibn Abi Rabi*ah*s famous poem, fMin A1 Nu*m*‘in verifica­
tion,^
"She perceived a man who, as the sun rises high,faces the smiting 
heat,and at night endures the cold in his limbs" /
5k * S{c
From the death of Ibn *Abbas in the second half of the first 
century until the last decades of the second century, little poetry 
was used to contribute to the interpretation or analysing the 
Qur*anic text. Some of Ibn ,Abbas,s pupils emulated his method but 
they failed to attain his standard because of a strong movement of 
resistance which became overwhelmingly predominant. The illumina­
tion of the Holy Book by means of ancient Arabic poetry was regarded 
as a detrimental and mundane personal view (Ra*y). This attitude 
was characterised by persistant adhesion to the Traditions and the
1. Diwan,ed* H.Hirschfeld,(London,1910) No.XI,1.3;ed.Barquq,
(Cairo ,1929) ^ p.302.
2. In both *Aghani*(vol*1,pp.71~3) and*al-Kamil* of al-Mubarrad(ed. 
W.Wright,ch.^9iPP*$71~2), this story is told differently. While 
Suyuti gives it as an example,both these referenced give it,as if 
Ibn 1 Abbas was bored with Hafi* *s questions and wanted to liyen 
the proceedings. Mubarrad however, at this particularjVerse(p’*372)
added by way of explanation the Qur’anic verse to give the meaning, 
3* Cf. *Ikrimah, who when asked about the word Zanim in SurahLXIl/1^
avoidance of sound reasoning in regard to Tafsir*
The origin of this austere and pious attitude can be traced to the
early days of the first caliph Abu Bala? who when asked abopt a certain
verse, XIV/85? said, irWhat sky could shelter me, what earth could carry
1
me, should I dare to interpret the Qur5an with my personal opinion*1
2
A similar attitude was attributed to the second caliph eUmar* Ibn 
e Abbas himself, despite his piety and forthrightness, was not wholehearted­
ly applauded on this issue. Some of his contemporaries did not always
approve of his conclusions, Ibn «Bmar once remarking, *’I used to say I
5disliked Ibn cAbbas1 s ventures iii interpretation:.1
This response was, to an even greater extent, the general view 
adhered to by the generation of the subsequent century, such pious men as,
<Ubaydah b. Qays (d. 72),^ Ibn Wa?il (Shaqlq b. Salamah, who died
5 6during the governorship of Hajjaj), S&^Id b. al-Musayyib (d. 94),
— 7 8Salim b. €Abd Allah (d. 106) and al-Qasim b* Abl Bakr (d. 108) and
perhaps several others* Many explanations were given for these attitudes,
but the one common factor in all these references, in this movement, was
1* 2. al-Mabanl, Introduction, p* 185.
5* Ibn Hajar, ’al-Isabah’, vol* 2, p* 524, Suyuti, ’Itqan1, Oalcutta edn* 
P« 10. ^
4. Ibn Sacd,: fTabaqatf, (^ eirut edn*) vol. 6, p. 95*
5. Ibid* ' p. 100
6. Ibid. vol* 5, p. 137* Ibn al-Musayyib how­
ever, seems to enjoy listening to poetiy, op. cit. p. 135, in which he
visualised the Arab characteristic, 1Tabaqat al-Nahwiyylh, p.8.
7 • Ibid. 
8. Ibid.
vol. 5, p. 200. 
vol. 5, p. 187.
3*
_______________.(contd*) j z /
while the master Ibn eAbbas had chosen
1the strong religious feeling' which restricted them, to which may
also be added the unity of the study of Tafsir and Hadith*
The question arises, what of philological studies in this devout
and religious atmosphere'? “Arabic philology grew out of the study of
the Qur’an, so that Arabic grammar to an even greater extent than
Hebrew grammar has accommodated to the language of the scripture"
2was the remark of A. Jeffrey,
It was first and foremost for the sake of correct reading of the 
Qur’an that the urge was felt for constructing rules to eliminate 
errors in reading. This indispensable requirement thrust the observat- 
ion of grammatical phenomena directly into prominence. This, however,
is manifest in the pioneering attempt of the founder of Arabic grammar,
— / \ 4Abu al-Aswad al-Du’all (d* 69). In the course of the second century
tlmsecharacterstic phenomena became more expansive and developed,
culminating in "The Book" of SXbawayh (d. 188). In it a vast number
of Qur’dnic verses were investigated.
Towards the end of the second century and the beginning of the third
the grammarian-philologistS nevertheless embarked even more noticeably
on dealing with the Qur*anic texts of various categories; perhaps the
most remarkable are:
1. See, Tabari, introduction, vol* 1, p. 89, Ibn Kathlr, introduction 
p. 6, and Ibn eAtiyyah,*MuqaddimahJ p. 263.
2. 'The QurJan as scripture', p. 4.
5. External factors are given by I. G-oldziher, see 'Arabic literature 
during the Abbasid period1, Trans, by J. Somogyi, Islamic culture, 
vol. 31, p. 292, 1957.
4. Abu Saeid al-SIrafi, 'Akhbar al-Nahwiyyin al-Basriyyin', p. 5,
5. Ibid.
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Majaz; al-Qur^an (lit. the metaphor in the Qur*an),
Maeanl al-Qur5an t^he meanings of the Qur’an),
and G-harlb al-Qur’an (the peculiar words and constructions
in the Qur’an).
•> 1For these studies. Ibn al-Nadim amongst others has listed several 
authorities, the bulk of which, unfortunately, are still untraceable.
Whether therefore these varied efforts were originally composed 
as works of grammar, philology, or even for that matter, literary criti­
cism, seeking support in the sacred Book, or whether they were mainly
and specifioally works of Tafsir explained by means of grammar and
*■ 2 philology, ~ the question as A. Khulx has noticed, with regard particu­
larly to some of them, has not been satisfactorily resolved by scholarship.
We can only hope to glance at them in the perspective of some early 
scholars to see in which category they were placed.
The intense Zeitgeist of the age, apparent as we have noticed, in 
the conventional attitudes of the scholars of Tafsir also infected strongly 
the greatest philologists of the day* The philologist al-Asma*x (d. 216) 
for example, appears from many a source to have possessed an extremely 
reticient stand toward Tafsir. In one event it has been reported that 
he was asked about the meaning of certain verse in the Qur’an (Surah,
XIl/lS^'He smote her with love”. After a pause he gave the emphatic
4reply this is from the Koran." The contention in this case being, perhaps 
1* ’Fihrist*, pp. 51-5.
2. 'Manahij al-Tajdld’ pp. 105, 109-112, with regard to Abu eUbaydah*s. 
*Majaz al Qur’an* the author has dealt with the views of; al-J&kandari, 
Taha Husain, Ibrahim Mustafa and ASjmad Amin.
5. e*g* Ibn ^al-Anbarl, *Nuzhat al-Aliba? * p* 170; Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat, 
Tran. De £^ ane Yol. 5, p. 585, Suyuti, *Bughyah*, p. 515, Khatxb *Ta* rxkh 
Baghdad*, vol. 10, p. 415, No. 5576*
4. Zarkashx *Burhan*, vol. 1, p. 295*
the word Shaghafaha. But despite his negative attitude toward Tafsir,
however, he surmounted the difficulty by quoting an ancient Arabic 
saying concerning some people who had wished to sell their slave-girl, 
when somebody said:-
"Do you intend to part with her when she is extremely desirable to 
you (Shighaf)?" lie thus managed to extricate himself from straightforward 
interpretation.
This episode may reveal more about Asma'I* s position toward Tafsir*
"Abu Obaida, having been informed all^Lvt (Abu Said) al-Asma,i 
blamed him for composing the Kitab al-Majaz., and that he had said:
"He speaks of God's Book after his own private judgement."{(e 
Informed when and where he gave lessons, and , on the day mention­
ed he mounted his- ass, rode up to the circle of scholars, dis­
mounted and after saluting al-Asmai sat down and conversed with 
him. On finishing he sand:
"Tell me Abu SaidJ
What sort of thing is bread?"
The other answered, "It is what you bake and eat*"
Therei" said Abu Obaida, "You have explained the Book of God 
after your own private judgement," for God, may his name be 
exalted, has; said, in repeating the words of Hiaroh's chief baker,
"I was bearing on my head a loaf of bread."
Al-Asmai replied: "I said what appeared to me true and did not
(mean to) explain the Koran after my private judgement." On which 
Abu Obaida replied: "All that I said and which you blamed me for 
appeared to me true and I did not (mean to) explain the Koran 
after my private judgement."
This obstinancy prevented him not only from explaining the obscure 
expression in the Qur’an, but also from explaining the meanings of Hadlth. 
Yet the position held by AsmacI is somewhat weak, for although he was a 
Sunnite of orthodox belief, during a period of time in which the 
rationalist views began to coagulate, if tentatively, from their ethereal
1 z r~i a'«
1. Ibn Khallikan, Wafyat vol. 8, p. 122, Gottingae 1840 Tran* by De Sbane 
vol. 5, p. 390.
2. Ibn al-Anbari,'Hushat al-Aliba^p. 170.
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forms, he would repent| perchance he ,ferred", or, as we have noticed^
would reply, "So, but I do not know what may be its signification in the
1
Kor an and Sunna."
Whatever the truth may be about Asmefe's restrictive piety, with good
reason one is inclined to_ assume that the main factor was a form of
2jealousy or rivalry between scholars or as Yaqut demonstrated,
"The chief reason which withheld AsmacI from interfering with 
Tafsir was but *hypocrisy and obstinacy' towards the fact that 
Abu I^Tbaydah had outstripped him with regard particularly to this 
field*"
3£ K  3E
From the opposition of Asmaci, it is clear that Abu 'Ubaydah's 
work meant nothing but a new form of interpretation* Many similar 
attitudes like that of Asffiael were at variance Abu ^Ubaydah’s new 
approach of interpretation. But before proceeding let us present this 
work* It has been reported oft^fh^fAbu 'Ubaydah related the following 
"Al-Fadl lbn al-Rabi* sent to me at Basra, to go and see him so I set out 
our interest in the episode lies in this passage, bearing in mind that 
we are in the presence of Fadl.
"A well-looking man in the dress of a Katib (sic) then came in, and al-
Fadl made him sit down beside me and asked him if he knew me. On his
reply that he did not, he said to him: "This is Abu Obaida, the most
learned man of Basra; we sent for him that we might obtain some benefit
from his learning."
1* lbn Khallikan, op.cit.
2. Yaqut, *Mucjam', vol. 5, p. 22*
"May God bless youi" exclaimed the man.
"You did welli" Turning then towards me he said: "1 have been longing
to see you, as I have been asked a question which I wish to submit to 
you." I replied, "let us hear it." "The (Koran which is the) word of 
G-ods" said he, "contains the passage:
"The buds of which are like the heads of demons. Now, we are all aware 
that, in promises and threats, the comparisons which are made should 
refer to things already known; yet no-one knows what a demon's head is 
like." To this I replied: "God spoke there to the Arabs in their own
style; have not you heard the verse of Amro al-Kais."
"Will he kill me, me whose bed-fellows are a sword and (arrows) painted 
with azure (steel) like unto the fangs of ogres?"
Now the Arabs never saw an ogre, but as they stood in awe of such beings,
they are often threatened with themi"
Al-Fadl and the man who questioned me approved of this answer. On that 
very day, 1 took the resolution of composing a treatise on the Koran, in
i
explanation of this and similar difficulties with every necessary elucidation^ 
This then is the circumstance which encouraged Abu eUbaydah to under­
take his great work. From the example which the book* s story itself re­
veals it is clear that the author's attention had been drawn to a recognit­
ion of the obscurity of certain expressions in the Qur^ an* In his intro- 
2
duction, however, he made clear that his work would not serve a profitable
1* lbn Khallikan 'Wafayat', trans.
2. ‘Majaa al-Qur^ an,' p. 8.
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purpose to an imderstanding of the earlier Arabs# After a short 
philological treatment of the terms Qur^ ah, Surah and Ayah, he 
exemplified about forty different features of speech as modes of ex­
pression in which the Arabs conveyed their meaning#
Early as they were, before the establishment of a rhetorical canon, 
these terms and their identification, or rather strict characterizat­
ion, became, as we have noticed, in some way more problematic if not 
downright misleading* Although the qp^cord which some of the terns found,
at least in some respect, with others in the later established rhetorical
1 2 5categories, controversies, have arisen in both classical and modem
studies, regarding particularly the word Majaz to show that this
aspect is only a case of paralleleto and that no inter-relationship
existed between the two.
The conclusion reached as to the former thesis, at least by the
4 , v
more recent studies, is to take the term Majaa (The Way) in its literal
meaning and endow it with no analogic value whatsoever# For them the
author had provided a multiple of meanings, eg; Tag dir, meaning by
implication, Ta^ wil, the explanation of the meaning of that which is
ambiguous, Gharib, unfamiliar, Ma^ na, meaning, or even Tafsxr.
As a work of Tafsxr3 as it has in preference been classified, the
method maintained throughout the book was to explain the meaning of the
selected verses by others similar in sense, then, as far as he was
capable, he would emphasize this by reference to Arabic literature. It
1. Muhammad Z. Sallam, 'Athar al-Qur?an etc.' p* 44.
2. lbn al-Qayyim *Mukhtasar al-Sawaqi4 al-Muhriqah etc A p. 5.
5* Taha f|usain, * Dhikra Abx al-eAla5/, pp. 108-9.
4. ’Majaz; al-Qur^an1 introduction, pp. 17-18.
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it is not clear however, whether or not Abu ^Ubaydah was enthusiastic on 
the application of Tradition as a means of interpretation, for it is 
found that, in the whole of his book, he used only fourteen Hadlths.
Comparing Abu cUbaydahfs work with the atmosphere in which it was 
produced, to see if he v/as influenced by any particular school of thought,
the situation becomes ^  paradoxACe^ -It has been reported that he was a
ICharijite^  cont^rise that he was a Qadarite^ tn either the refer­
ences ceased to call him a Sunnite.
Defending this phenomenon of interpretation he put it quite bluntly
5
as being in the spirit of the desert Arab's philosophy, to be taken or 
left at will, he cared little therefore, for those who objected to it.
It may be noticed that this was the prescribed method, which was later 
in the century, means, strongly valued by Muctazilite scholars*
Yet although the Mu'tasilite ideas began to flourish profusely at the
beginning of the third century and in spite of the report that we have
just mentioned, which claimed that the author had some inclination towards 
the Qadarite (the early name of the MuHazilah) doctrine, it is difficult 
for us to vouch that his work was written under the influence of 
Mufttazilite ideaology.
Other philological attempts emanated thence under the title 'Maeanl 
al-Qur5anf on which, according to some authorities,^ it has been
1* Yaqut, 'Mucjam', vol* 5, pp. 164,165.
2. al-Yazi&I, 'Tabaqat al-Nahwiyyin', p.. 199.
5. Ibid, p. 194.
4. lbn al-Nadim, *Fihrist', Cairo ed. p. 52; SuyutI, 'Bughyat', p.395.
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reported that Abu 'TJbaydah himself had written a book; if this should 
prove to be true one would assume that his conception of the terms 
Majaz and Maeani were somewhat different*
1
It is obvious, however, that in the list presented by lbn al-Nadrm 
the remarkable number of scholars who embarked on this topic were in
fact philologist-grammarians, as at that time, in this field, it is
difficult to distinguish between the two occupations. Thus it seems that
this topic stimulated a great deal of interest, the beginnings of which
can be traced as far back as the early decades of the century, For we
find among the works attributed to Wasil b* cAta’ instigator of the
school of Muetazilh, a book which carries the sane title !Ma€anI al~
Qur’an*
According to some authorities, however, it also seems that this 
topic, by the turn of the century, had become even more popular, so that 
even some women discussed aspects of it. lbn Taghrl BardI recorded that
q
Fatimah al-Nisaburiyyah, (d. 222) used to speak of Ma€ani al-Qur’ah.
On consideration it is obvious that all these various attempts,
regardless of their earlier consequences, of which we are as yet still
ignorant, and despite the disapproval of some eminent scholars ^  their
4fellows’methods in this aspect, had nonetheless been made possible as
Tm Ibid, p. 51-2.
2. The completion of *K* al-Fihrist', Vienna Oriental Journal, vol. lv, 
p. 211, also Cairo edn. p. 1,
5. 1 al-Nujum al-Zahir'ah*, etc* vol. 1, p. 666.
4. It is difficult to establish a basis on which Farra* attacked Abu
eUbaydali*s new method of interpretation, to the degree of expressing 
the wish to whip him, (cf. lbn al-Aribari, 'Nuzhat al- 'Aliba’ 1 )«, when 
the self-same method he adopted was in many cases identical with that 
of Abu cUbaydahf s, Farra3 lived in the court of Mstmun and was a teacher 
of his sons and it is also reported that he was a Qad&rite, Whatever 
the stimulant of these attacks, they were prompted in no small way by 
current intellectual impetus.
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the strong religions piety, which for so long had restrained many from 
approaching Tafsir, seemed no longer to be a stifling influence* The 
strong reactionary movement, personified in the school of Muctazilah, who 
not only themselves freely interpreted the composition of the Qur*an but 
by so doing they affected, rather provoked or forced, the pious orthodox 
in some degree to abandon their restricted and negative attitude towards 
Tafsir and apply similar techniques in their own arguments; this 
however did not necessitate the abandonment of traditional methods by 
some of the orthodox, who prolonged their arguments into later centuries*' 
Thus the previous two centuries witnessed the vacillating progress 
of Tafsir, during which time it is seen that the scholars shook off their 
reticence of interpreting the Qur^an's text, although even greater 
controversies were to reach the light in the course of the third 
century*
1* It is of some interest that in such anpxtreme traditionalist as 
the Imam lbn Haribal one hears- of his Using the term Majaz* His 
application of the term, as explained in later centuries, (lbn 
al-Qayyim, !Mukhtasar al-Sawaeq al-Mursalah* etc. vol. 2, p. 2.) 
was that he used the tern not as the antithesis of reality, but 
in the mere literary meaning of the term, as we have noticed did 
Abu cUbaydah.
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iij The Creation of the Qurran 
and Ic.ias
The greatest characteristic of the third century A#H#, the ninth 
A.D. , was that it reflected the youth and vitality of an era epitomised 
as the *(k>lden Age* of Arabic literature# This period witnessed an 
unprecedented revival in all branches of art and science, among which 
was the re-emergence of scholastic theology, -under the protection of 
official sanction, from the enforced obscurity it had undergone in the 
previous century#
Emancipation of theological views, which had begun a century earlier,
1
now advanced with the revitalising contact with Greek philosophy# In 
the first three decades of this century the inextricable controversies 
inherant in the dogmas of that zealous, apologetic sect of Islam, 
MuHazilah (the Se^ceders, perhaps better known as the people of the 
divine unity and divine justice), reached their culmination. Among the 
problems which perplexed them was the question of the creation of the
Qur** 'an. What effect did this theological dispute have upon the literary
question of Icjaz? This is the problem at issue.
A brief sketch of the main development of the theory of the creation 
of the Qurran would perhaps not be &miss#
The renowned al-Jacd b* Dirham, tutor of the last Umayyid caliph, 
Marwan II, was the first to declare that the Qur’an was created, although 
it has- been reported that the doctrine was formulated and written on
1# cf* W.H* Patton, kAhmad b. haribal and Milana’, footnote 1, p. 51#
2# lbn al-Athir, ‘ Kami!, vol. 7, p# 79.
5* Ibid, cf# also Ahmad Andn^puha al-Islam; vol. 5, p# 165#
1even before Ja*d*s time, the dogma being reported as having been in-
2
spired by Judaism*
The philosophical mood in which Ja^d developed this doctrine, 
as: explained in later centuries, was the denial of the attributes of 
God and although of the exact argument of his rejection little is known,
it is apparent that the question of the Divine qualities of God troubled
3 &and stimulated him a great deal* It has been suggested that his
views on the creation of the Qur’an led subsequently to al-Jacd's denial
of its literaiy qualities, vis*' I*j&s. Could this be verified it
would establish an earlier relationship between the two questions than
has hitherto been propounded*
Denial of God,s attributes and the question of the creation of
the Qur’an were among the doctrines&Legated to Jahm b* Safwan (d*128)
from al-Jacd* Wasil b* cAta* founder of the school of Mu'tazilah and
• r r
contemporary of Jahm, had views: on the denial of the attributes of God
—  —  5
which were not fully developed, according to al-Shaharistani, main­
taining only the denial of two eternities* Jahm however went much 
deeper in his rejection of the attributes of God, affirming that it was 
not permissable that the Creator should be described in the terras: by 
which his creatures are described, as that would lead to anthropomor- 
phism* With regard to the attribute ’speech1 Jahm found it as great a
1* lbn al-Athir, 'Kamil*, vol* 7, p. 79*
2. Ibid, cf* also Afomad Amin, ’!Quha al-Islamj vol* 5, p* 165*
3* lbn Kath’ir,' al-Bidayah wal-NihayahJ vol* ix, p* 550*
4* M.S* al-Rafici, ^ I cjas al-Qur'i&n' etc*, 2nd edn. p* 185*
5* *Milal_wa al-Niljal1, on margin of lbn Hazm* s ‘Pisal*, p* 57*
6. Ash*ari, 'Maqalat', vol* 2, p. 589*
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parados as did later Mu^tasilite thinkers* Deny it he did not among 
the other attributes nor could he accept of its eternity. The con­
clusion he arrived at was that the names ascribed to God were finite 
metaphors (transitory), which statement may confirm his views on the 
creation of the Qur’an.
The terms applied by lbn Taymiyyah, in describing Jahm1 s ex­
planation of the attribute speech, was that God did not speak in 
actuality but the ascription of speech to Him was only a metaphor.
The term metaphor in this context is not in the sense of analogy, but 
as an alternative for transience. The question may arise, on what basis 
did Jahm apply the term metaphor? The history of metaphor in Arabic 
literature, as recorded by lbn Taymiyyah in his ’K. al-Iman* is 
"The division of speech into ’reality* and ’metaphor* that became 
popular in the fourth century, was in progress;' in the third century,
I know not of it a existence in the second century, unless that it was
1used towards the end of it.11 I t  can be seen from this statement 
that lbn Taymiyyah is definite about the condition of metaphor in the 
fourth and third centuries, but his allusion to the second century is 
extremely vague, therefore doubt may be cast on Jahm’s ignorance of 
the application of metaphor, even though in its infancy.
So much is c l e a r J a h m  was not only troubled by the attribute 
of speech, per se, which led him to emphasize al-Ja^d’s idea of the 
creation of the Qur’an, but was also anxious to avoid any suggestion that 
gave rise to anthropomorphism as expressed in many verses in the Qur^an.
1. Damascus, 1961/1581, p. 74.
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He could not accept these expressions at face value, nor could they
conveniently he ignored, therefore the only possibility for him was
to endow them with an allegorical nature* Can this be counted as an
application of metaphor?
Returning to lbn Taymiyyah, in the above mentioned work he states
that metaphor was introduced into Arabic literature by the Muctazilites
and other theologians of their ilk. In another work some enlightment
may be gained regarding Jahmite opinion on the verses of the Quroan
which testify that God has spoken^ he records that they explain this
2act metaphorically* This, however, may be taken to concern the later 
Jahmites, while Jahm1 s own views, on the appellations of God, are found
later in the same work thus, that he refrained from applying names or
5any other description to God except in metaphor* This is confirmed
by al-Baghdadi, who, while discussing Jahm’s views on Jabr* affirms
4
that he only ascribes actions, even to men, metaphorically* Thus 
it appears that Jahm* s allegorical interpretation laid the foundation 
though theologically, for the literary men of succeeding centuries*
+ + +
In the early decades of the Abbasid dynasty strict orthodoxy 
severely limited the activities of the innovators and free-thinkers, 
forcing them to practise their views in secrecy.
1* fal-Rasa5il wa al-Masa’ilf, vol* 3, p. 27*
2* lAl-Park bain al-Firak*, p. 199; and also the summary of the
same work by al-Rasini, ed. by P. Hitti, p. 128*
3. A* S* Tritton, ’Muslim Theology1 p* 47.
4* 'Wasiyyat Abu Hanifah*, translated by A* Jeffery in ’Reader on
Islam* p. 343* °
It has been recorded that the Imam Abu Hanifah (150/767) was the
first to teach that the Qur*>an was created, although he afterwards with-
1
drew his opinion* In his will he testified, **We confess that the
Qur*an is the speech of Allah-exalted be he-unereated, that it is His
revelation and what He has sent down* It is not He, but neither is it
2
other than He, but in a real sense it is one of His attributes*"
From this it may be assumed that during the closing days of Abu Hanifah
there must have been some discussion over the question
of the creation of the Qur^an.
After the death of Abu Hanifah his disciple Abu Yusuf assumed his
role and continued his teaching* One of Abu Yusuf*s students, Bishr lbn
Ghayyath al-Marisi, as has been recorded repeatedly, taught openly that 
- 5the Qur?an was created. Such effrontery led the Caliph al-Rashid to
proclaim1 nI have heard that Bishr al-Marisi said that the Qur^an is
created; now verily, if God give him into my hand, I will kill him
in such a way as I have never yet killed anyone1* upon which Bishr remained
a
hidden for about twenty years1.
+ + +
During the reign of Ma^ raun and his successors Muttasim and Wathiq, 
the school of Muctazilah and it’s teachings became overwhelmingly pre-
1* A. S# Tritton, 'Muslim Theology* p. 47.
2* * Wasiyyat Abu Hanifah*, translated by A* Jeffery in 'Reader on Islam'
p. 545.^
3. al-Khatib 'Ta1 rikh Baghdad*, vol. 5, no. 3516, p* 56./lbn Khallikan 
'WafayatJ vol. 1-7, pt. 2, p. 10;/Dahabx, ‘Miaan al-IctidaIH, vol* 1, 
p. 150,/ Qurashi, 'Tabaqat al-Hanafiyyah} p. 165. Baghdadi makes 
this the reason however for Abu Yusuf's desertion of al-Marisi.
4. Maqrxzi, 'Khutat*, p. 5, trans. ¥• M. Patton p. 48. 'Ibn Haribal 
and the MjLhna*.
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dominant. Ma’mun, It has been recorded, not only favoured the 
Mu*tazilah, to the exclusion of all other sects, but also wrote books 
and treatiseshimself, in defence of their principles*^ Many reasonshhave 
been cited to account for this tendency, among which are} the current
2 M
patronage of Greek philosophy, al-Ma,mun,s intense interest in
3
theology, for which he had had a thorough training, the restrictive
atmosphere of the orthodox school or the influence of some strong
personalities, for example his chief judge Ahmad b* Abi Du’ad and his
*
teacher Abu al-Hudhayl al-*Allaf. These and perhaps other political
factors contributed to his adoption of the doctrine of the creation of 
- 5the Qur*an, in 212, although his support of the principles might have
been considered long before. After much deliberation in 218 he decreed
that the doctrine of the creation of the Qur*an must be accepted
7universally among Muslims*
Al-Ma’mun, however, died soon after this pronouncement and was
succeeded by al-MuHasim who as one of his first acts instigated an
inquisition (Milmah) against the orthodox, which was continued in.
some degree by the following Caliph, al-Wathiq •
The strength of the success of the inquisition
1* lbn al-Murtada, *Tabaqat al-Mu*tazilahr , ed. S.D.Wilzer, p. 123*
2. Subki, *Tabaqat al-Shafi*iyyah* vol. 1, p. 218*
. Cf. Carl Brockelmann,1History of the Islamic People* Eng. Trans.
p. 126_ _ „ m
38^ *. Damiri, * Hayat al-Hayawan al-Kubra * vol. 1, p * 7 2 •
3. Tabari *Annates* volt10,p.1099I al-Athir, *Kamil*vol* 6,p.188}
Suyuti,TTa^rikh al-Khulafa^ *p.203*
6. Cf. Ah&ad Arnin^  *Duha al-Islam* ,3ed.edn. vol. 3?
7. Buyiiti, 1Ta*rikh al-Khulafa’ *- P*ra137t Taghri Bardi, al«
Nujum al-£ahirah,vol*1,p.6V3*
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by these three Caliphs lay in the support of that influential 
character, Ahmed lbn Abi Du m'&, the chief judge, and the energetic 
thinkers of the school of Muctazilah in their sixth and seventh 
generation* ^
The Muctazilah, who seemingly demonstrated diverse views towards
the attribute speech, were immovable in their attitudes on the creation
— 2 of the Qur’an; holding that as the attribute speech, and consequently
the Qur’an, consists of commands, prohibitions, interrogations and
narration, each of which is a different reality and separate specific
entity, thus being inaddmlssable in a single eternity and impossible
5 /,
for them to accept* Thus in such a dialetctic atmosphere, all in­
tellectual energy was directed towards the theological problem of the 
creation of the Qur’an and 1 the question of Icjazu al~Qu2?an must have
been either pushed aside or discussed only as a subsidiary to the big
4
question*1, this perhaps might not be the case as discussion of the 
miraculous nature of the Qurf*an and it>s; literary aspect were still 
in an embryonic stage and were perhaps initially induced by the question 
of the creation of the Qur’an.
A connecting link, between the problem of the creation of the 
Qur^an and two of it>s subsidiary aspects, itfs miraculous nature and 
I cjaz, may be afforded by two eminent Muctazilites, Mucmmar lbn cAbbad 
al-Sulami (220/835) and cIsa lbn Sabih al-Murdar (226/841). The former 
utterly rejected miracles and the latter, after much tribulation over
1* Murtaja, *Tabaqat al-Muctazilah*, p. 44, 71.
2. Shahristam., ‘Milal1, vol. 1, pp. 31, 72, 82, 98, 102, 115, 193.
3. Shahristani, 'Nihayat al-Xqdam*, ed. Guillaume, pp. 289, 290.
4. Abdu al-Aleem, ‘Islamic Culture1, vol. 7, p. 231*
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the Qurf> an* s creation, arrived at a denial of it>s superior literary
- - 1qualities* Mucmmar, according to Baghdadi, with the rest of the
4M' _ us&n
extremist MuHazilah denied all accidents (A rad) created hy
God, saying that he only created the substances (Jaw&hirjl He alone
reached the conclusion, however, that even miracles are not the decree
of God, as He only creates the substance and it is the substance itself
which formulates accident* y^ et further he states that there is no
miracle in a substanceJ the only miraculousness is in the
extraordinary performance of that substance, (lit* bodies A j sain).
In other words Mucmmar rejected the signs of the prophets on the ground
that they are accidents and thus not creations of God*
Murdar (the monk of Muctazilah) on the other hand, in keeping
with other unconventional views prevalent at the time, a severe oppression
having been put on orthodox, held the radical view of repudiating the
o
literary merits of the Qur’an*
Towards the end of the reign of the caliph Wathiq the momentum 
of the inquisition faded and gradually became obsolete* This was even 
more pronounced after the debate, on the creation of the Qur'an, between 
the judge Xbn Abi Duw^ad and the Sunnite theologian *Abd Allah b.
Muhammad b* Ishaq, in the presence of Wathiq, in which the judge was
5
defeated.
With the assumption of Mu^tawakkil to the caliphate in 252, the
. . . 4
inquisition came to an end. After a short delay, in 254 he declared
1* fUsul ad-Din1, p* 177*
2* Shahristani, ,MHall, vol. 1, p* 88, and also al-Samacani, fK* al-Ansab*,
D. S. Margoliouth facsimile, f521a.
5. Ibn_al-Jawzi,_fMuntaafiM\fi al-Ta’rikh* vol. 4, B.M.J£s. 0r.5004.
4. Suyuti, *Ta^rIkh al-Khulafa1, p. 58* Damiri, *Hayat al-Hayaw'an*, 
vol.°1, p. 77-8.
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that the Muctazilite doctrine was a heresy and returned to the traditional
faith. While Ma^mun was so enthusiastic in his conviction as to
have written books defending the dogmatic principles of the Muctazilah
Mu^fcawakkil, on the contrary, assisted in the production of a work
entitled *The Book of Religion and Empire* by H i  lbn Rabban al-Tabari
(d. 250), designed to reinstate and uphold the views of the orthodox,
after the sufferings they had undergone in the previous fourteen years
%
218-252. This work, however, has been <(te$£r!te& as being one of the
1earliest studies of lc,jaz if not the first, though unsystematic. In 
the sixth chapter the author counts the Qur?an as being among the 
miracles of the prophet, he emphasized further the point that rhetoric 
is a sign of prophetic office; stating "When I was a Christian, I did 
not cease to say in accordance with an uncle of mine who was one of the 
learned and eloquent men among Christians, that rhetoric was not a sign 
of prophetic office on account of its being common to all nations. But 
when I waived tradition and customs, and broke with the promptings of 
habit and education, and examined the meanings of the Kur’an, then I
found that the question was as its holders believe it to be. This
1. G-. E. von Grunebaum, * A tenth centuiy-document of Arabic literary 
theory and criticism* The sections on the poetry of al-Baqillani * s 
I'-jaz al-Qur9an, translated and annotated. Introduction p.xvi, also 
footnote 12,
2. The Arabic text ed. Mingana, p. 44-5, English trans* Mingana, p.50. 
Also the introduction of the same work, pp. i-xxi. For further 
details on the author and his works, cf. E. G. Browne, *The History 
of Tabaristan*, p. 45, London. 1905/D.S. Margoliouth, on *The Book 
of Religion and Empire* from the proceedings of the British Academy, 
1950, M.Z. al-Sadiql, Introduction of 1 Firdaws al-Hilanah*, Berlin, 
1928, B.M* ms. Or. 41*
eulogy, a comparison of the Qur’an and the other revealed books, 
is far from the literary criticism -which compared #he Qur’an’s com­
position with the Arabic literary heritage, that was begun in the 
third century and became increasingly more elaborate in succeeding 
centuries*
+ + + +
Theological and literary studies were in a nebulous state, 
literary works frequently having a theological bias. Specialisation 
as such was non-existent and authors wavered individually between all 
branches of knowledge*
Two theories seemed to be connected with the studies of the 
composition of the Qurfan, a static one which put forward the view 
that God prevented the Arabs from producing the like of the Qur^an 
which ' • afterwards became known as al-Sarfah; and an active theory,
that later became the definitive study I cj'azJ which proceeded to compare 
the Qur^an’s style with other Arabic literature* Sometimes the two 
were combined however to form a composite theory* The first of these 
theories was assumed to have been invented by Nazzam, which having 
been taken for granted by historians might be worthy of a reappraisal*
Nazzam and the theory of al-Sarfah
The trend towards philosophy called to the aid of religion is
perceived to a great extent in the speculative theology (Kalian) by
which a class of theologians found themselves compelled to supplement
1the teaching of the Qur^an by philosophic demonstration, even though the 
latter ostensibly seemed to contradict the religious text*
It is, however, recognisable in the attitude of the philosopher- 
theologian Ibrahim lbn Sayyar al-Nazzam ^231/845-6?) -with regard par­
ticularly to his theory of al-Sai*fah. Nazzam had the credit among  -------
historians, especially heresiographers, of having made extensive use of 
Greek philosophical doctrine* It also recorded that he read the books 
of philosophy and incorporated their teachings with the doctrine of 
the Muctazilah. Unfortunately as a great number of Muttazilah contro­
versial treatises have disappeared or were wilfully destroyed, leaving 
5
no trace, reconstruction of their views is extremely hazardous* "It
- ,seems however, Nazzam* s writings are lost except fragments have been
** A
preserved mainly in the works of his pupil al-Jahiz.,r Added to these 
are the explanatory and scrutinizing discussions of Nazzam's idea of the
* f
fourth and succeeding centuries* Nevertheless modern studies seem to
suggest that Nazzam* s own supporting and definitive views, on his theory
of al-Sarfah are not to be found elsewhere except for three short notices0
1* Judah Halleri*s 'Kitab al-Khazari; trans* from the Arabic by Hartwig 
Hirschfeld^ pp* 2-5.
2. Shahristani, 'Milal* p. 67*
3* Robert Durie Osborn, 'Islam under the Kalifs of Baghdad', pt. 1*
ch* 5, p. 1 48*
4* H. S* Nyberg, E*I. vol* 5, p* 895.
J>h
incidentally mentioned by al-Jahiz: in the works 'Hayawan' and 'llujaj
1
al-Nubuwah. ’
Therefore, in the first half of the third century, there is perhaps 
little hope of illumination on the theory of al-Sarfah from Nazzam’s. 
general philosopical attitudes and the school of Muctazilah*
First of all let us define the idea of al-Sarfah as it has reached
a L
us* laterally the word al-Sarfah means prevention1 or Aversion?
a
hut the implication as presented at different times and in various 
2sources is that the composition and the beauty of the Qur’an’s
1* Abu Radah 1 Ibrahim lbn Sayyar al-Nazzam etc*1 pp* 56-7.
2* It is worth noticing how diversely the idea of al-Sarfah was 
recorded by scholars between the third and sixth centuries, but 
fourth century examples except for that of al-Ashrari we shall deal 
with later*
(i) al-Jahiz (d*255) for instance produced it thus, "Nazzam and his 
followers had alleged that the Qur’an was true revelation, but it' s 
composition is not a proof (for prophecy)11*
fRasa°il al-Jahis,1 edn. Sandubi p. 148*
(ii) al-Ashcari, (d* 52l) "The miraculous element in the Qur^an is what 
it tells about the inconceivable things, but as for it1 s. composition 
and verbal arrangement it was feasible for worshippers to produce 
it’s like had not God prevented them."
’Maqalat al-Islamiyyan,1 by H. Ritter, vol* 1, p. 225*
(iii) al-Baghdadi, (d.429) "The fifteenth heresy (of Nazzam) is the com­
position of the Qur^an and beauty of the literary arrangement of 
its words do not show the miraculous characer of the prophet, nor 
are they a proof of reliability of his claim to prophecy* The proof 
of his reliability lies only in what the Koran contains regarding the 
manifestation of unknown things. As to the composition of the Koran 
and the beauty of the literary arguments of it’s verses; verily the 
worshippers are capable of the same, and even of what is more beaut­
iful than this, in composition and literaiy arrangement."
The translation is from ’Moslem Sects and Schisms’ of Baghdadi’s- 
’Fark bain al-Firak* by Kate Ghambers Seelye, pp. 148-9 cf* Muh.
Badr edn* of ’Fark bain al-Firak, * p* 114*
literary arrangement does not show the miraculous character of the 
prophet, nor is it a proof of the credence of his claim to prophet- 
hood. The only miraculous element according to al-Nazzam is what the 
QurVan contains about the ubkncwn things, the recording of events that 
happened in the past, and those to come in the future. Had not God 
prevented the Arabs from producing a composition like that of the 
Qur’an they might have written it's like or even surpassed it as lit­
erature.
This theory produced a range of controversies in the study of
Ic jaz; particularly in the fourth and later centuries, as we shall see. 
___________________ (contd.)
(iv) al-Shaharistani, (d.584) "The miraculous attributes of the Qur*>an 
are, what it relates about things that happened in the past; or 
those to come in the future; averting the opposition towards it, 
and by making the Arabs nescient of the urge to produce it’s like, 
although he permitted that they might produce a surah of it’s 
like in eloquence, in rhetoric and in composition."
Iji, however in the eighth century used most of these examples in 
his book' al-Mawaqif*
see. Sharfy al-Mawaqif of Iji (cAbd al-Rahman b. Ahmad) (756) by 
cAli lbn Muhammad (Zain al-Din) al-Jurj’ani, Constantinople, 1259/ 
1824, p. 557-561, and the special version of al-Ilahiyat wa al- 
Samciyyat wa al-TazyJll* p. 197-201. Lipsia, MDCCCXLVIII.
(v) After Iji, however, and by one of his commentators!, the idea of 
Sarfah was sometimes interpreted by both definitions, the Muctazilite 
noted above and that of the Shicaite ascribed to al-S&arif al- 
Murta<3L& (cf. Ibn Kamal Pasha, ’Risalat, Icjaz; al-Qur ■’ari B.M. Ms. Or 
5965 f. 122b.
There were comparatively few scholars who supported it, albeit from
different viewpoints, while the majority were opposed to it.
Although mary references suggest that the idea of al-Sarfah was
1
the creation of Nazzam, in the third century, some modern studies
|
claim that it was merely the re-emergence of the theory of an earlier
Mu<tazilite thinker, Wasil lbn *Ataf (d*15l) even though there is lack
2of contemporary evidence* It is apparent that the subject of al-Sarfah
<*
is not contained among the theses of Wasil*
*
It may be argued that the idea of al-Sarfah may have been inspired 
by the fertile dialectic; atmosphere of the school of Mu*’ tazilah par­
ticularly between the years 2L8-255, which saw the peak and decline of 
the officially sponsored question of the creation of the Qur^an*
The problem, as we have noted, emerged fundamentally from the
-g
attitude of the Mu ctazilah' 'towards the attributes of God, including 
of course that of 1 speech,f as all the sect propounded the idea of 
it * s f initeness* Consequently this might have led Nazzam to form his 
argument thus:- The Qur'an is transient, therefore it can not be a. proof
1* cf* Hifni M* Sharaf, in his two works (A) fThe Study and editing of 
"lbn Abi al-Isba* *al-Misrifs (585-654) fBadi* al-Qur^an*, p. 55.
(B) His short*survey entitled Nazm al-Qurvan, No. 22, p. 8.
The writer in his first work refers twice to ,Idsan al-Mizan* of
lbn Ha jar al-cAsqilani (d.852) he only mentioned "the Indian 
edition, 1529", making no reference to the page number2 There is 
no indication in vol* 1, p. 67, under the name of Nazzam to the 
statement, nor under the name of Wasil, vol. 5, p* 214-215, published 
in 1551. The statement may be recorded somewhere in one of the six 
volumes ofJCbn Hajar who recorded Wasil as an uhbeliever and Nazzam 
as a Zind^iqi J
cf. also ‘Mizan al-I^idat* of Bhahabi (673-748) vol. 3, p. 267, 
who was copied more or less verbatim by lbn Hajar regarding Wasil, 
in which there is also no mention of Nazzam.
2* see A. J. Wensinck, E.I. vol. 4, p. 1127-1128*
5* cf* M^ammad Zaghlul Sallam, f Athar al-QurT an fi Tatawwur al-Naqd al-
cArabi, 1st edn. etc* p. 69*
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either of God or his prophets*
Endeavouring to establish a foundation for the study of al-Nazz’am1 s
rational theses on al-Sarfah it is surprising to find that, "two0
tendencies dominate his thought, the zeal for strict monotheism and
zeal for the Qur?an, which compelled him to set aside any other source
1of teaching and ethics," Enthusiasm for the Qur^an can be observed
in his rejection of arguments based on analogy or general agreements
2of the Muslim community as of no validity to him. He was also mis­
trustful of Traditionists (Ahl al-Hadith) and frequently and bitterly 
3rebuked them.
Was it a mere philosophical hypothesis that led him t£) al-Sarfah?
£
al-Jahiz recorded that "Nazzam* s weakness in his thinking was that he
made an assumption then developed it to a positive conclusion, for-
4getting that it was originally only a hypothesis*"
In our attempt we may try to look at the theory of al-Sarfah in 
Nazzam* s philosophical standpoint ■under two main topics, both of which 
bear close relation to our subject* Firstly his attitude towards 
miracles in general and secondly his views on the intellectual capab­
ilities of man.
It is evident that the school of Mu<tazilah had little confidence
5 — — 6in the miracles of saints; for the reasons given by al-Baghdadi,
1. H* S* Nyberg, E.I. vol, 5, p. 892.
2* al-Jahia, *Hayawan*, vol. 2, p. 230, vol. 6, p. 343.
5. Abu al-*ls Intisar* op.cit. Ibn Hajar, vol. 1, p. 67.
4. al-Jal^ dz:, 'Hayawan*, vol. 2, p. 83*
5. Baghdadi, Udik'l al-Din*, vol. 1, p. 175, 1st edn.
6. Ibid. p. 175. (Also recorded Nazzam*s rejection of another miracle).
that these would conflict with those of the prophet; and also because
there was scant contemporary evidence of the miraculous power of
gifted persons, during the period* Some of them seemed to reject
them completely however making no distinction between miracles of
1prophets or saints*
As for Nazzam, apparently he only rejected a specific miracle as­
cribed to the prophet, namely that of the cleaving of the moon;
2 -5his rejection being recorded by lbn Qutayb&h, al-Baghdadi and al- 
- - 4
Shahristani, all of whom showed this to be connected with Nazzam1 s
*
intolerance towards the veracity of lbn Mascud, who recorded the
event, rather than disbelief of the miracle itself. Therefore, it
could hardly be Said that the idea of al-Sarfah sprang from his
disbelief in miracles, as even al-Jahiz demonstrated Nazzam*s aecept-
5ance of supernatural action*
With reference to his doctrine about man* s intellectual capacity 
it can be noticed that Nazzam esteemed man*s mental potential to the 
point that, "Intelligence alone is sufficient to ejui&e men to know-
A
ledge of the Creator, even in the absence of prophets or scriptures#"
This perhaps led him to conduct his argument on strictly scientific
7and non-traditional lines*
1* Ibid* p* 177
2. Ibn Qutayb&h ^'Ta^  wil Mukhtalif al-Hadith" p* 25, 50-1.
5# Baghdadi, al-Fark bain al-Firak voi. 1, p. 144*
4* Shaharistani, Milal p* 40* cf. Abu Radah footnote, p. 165*
5# Jahia, Hayawan vol* 4, p. 25-6#
6* al-Shahristani, •Milal1, vol* 1, p#674*
7* cf* H.A.R* G-ibb, ‘Ignace Goldziher Memorial Volume*, part 1, p* 152#
Al-Ashcari, regarding the Muctazilah*s. views’, on mants ability, showed 
that the school was divided into two main streams of thought over 
the question* The sect as a whole adopted the idea that, f,Man is 
capable only of undertaking a thing that is within his physical power, 
recognised or not, while Nazzam alone and unconditionally declared that 
man was capable of anything conceived in his mindlf
Insofar as contemporary references are concerned it seems that 
Nazzam* s notion of al-Sarfah was turned from a mere philosophical
a
hypothesis, as had been shown by Jabiz and Ashcari,to a complete denial
of the stylistic quality of the QurT an according to al-Baghdadi and
2
the scholars of later centuries*
So far it is clear that Nazzam1 s theory does not show any more ob­
jection to the stylistic merit of the Qur^an, than showing the
possibility of man*s producing it*s like, although this is a direct con-
5tradiction of the text itself.
The censure by al-Nazzam of lbn Mascud for excluding two Surahs 
from his text of the Qur*an, was recorded by lbn Qutaybitli in the third 
century; thus, "Did he not then judge by their wonderful composition, 
that was styled on the Qur*>an*s inimitable pattern, which incapacitated 
the eloquent men from producing it*s like*" This can be taken as 
evidence that al-Nazzam greatly admired the composition of the QurJan.
1* al-Ash^ari, ’Maqalat al-Islamiyyin*, vol. 1, p. 259*
2* cf, the footnote on an earlier page*
5* e*g. Surah XVII/88.^
4* lbn Qutaybah, 'Ta^ ’wil Mukhtalif al-Hadith1, p, 26*
t
f^O
Furthermore another Mv^tazilite, aX-Khayyat writing in the lateI
1 ~ third century, while engaged in proscribing lbn al-Rawandi * s books
and allegations against the Mu^tazilah, ascribed the first statement
made by al-Jahiz that the Qur^an was not a proof of prophethood, to
al-Nazzam* ^I t
Jahiz and the tern al-Sarfah
j f *
Before approaching the views of al-Jahia on the composition of0 *
the Qur^an, which appear fragmentally in various accassible sources., 
it may well be worthy of notice how he approached the idea of al-Sarfah*
e
Jahiz; at any rate was the only authority of the relevant period
e i'
and was perhaps the first to ascribe the theory of al-Sarfah to Nazzam, 
even if only by allusion* We have not so far, however, as much 
evidence to venture that the idea was created by Nazzam himself as the 
ambivalent attitude of Jahi* would have us believe. In support of 
this are other references of the same centuiy, two of them, namely 
lbn Qutayfcjh and Khayyat, both seem to rid Nazzam from such an accusation. 
Thus we may try to unravel the problem in the light of the relationship 
between the teacher, al-Nazzam and his pupil, al-Jdhiz*
There is no doubt that Jahiz had once great admiration and devotionr o
for his master Nazzam, as is shown in the statement made by him in theo ) v
book ^ayawan1 concerning him, ”But for the theologians the common 
folk of all nations had perished; but for the Muetazila the common
1. H. S. Nyberg, Introduction to Intisar1, p*18*
2. Albert N* Nadar, al-Intisar1, p* 28-29, cf* Nyberg, p* 27-28*
*K1
folk of all (Muslim) sects had perished; though X do not say but
for Ibrahim (al**Nazzam) and his disciples the rank and file of all• *
Mu*tazila had perished X do say that he opened for them ways and
'I
revealed things of great advantage and profit*" and another
source reputes Jahiz as writing, " The ancients say; in every
• •
thousand years there is a man who has no par, if this be true, the
man should be Abu Ishaq al-Nazzam" 2• •
Jahiz, although in the field of theology,acknowledged leader of
a Mu’tazilite school, was first and foremost a writer as has been
3
recorded by many authorities* A noticeable factor in his writing
Zf
however, is his instability and also a strong tendency to leaver
3
erratically between extremes, in his points of vieirc.'. These
1* Jahiz, * Hayaiiran’, vol*4,p*206, .The English translation used
* • *
is by A.S.Tritton, ’Muslim Theology1 p*79; also ’Hayawan’ 
vol*2,p.207*
2# Ahmad b. Yahya al-Murtada, ’Dhikr al-Muftazilah*ed* T.W. 
Arnold,p*29*
3* Al-Malti, fK, al-Tanbih etc* p*30*
a
k B lbn Qutaybah, ’Ta’wil Mukhtalif al-Hadith*pp®71~8;
Paul Kros, !Epite de Beruni, p® 213 »
3* Abu Ja’far al-Islcafi, in his refutation of al-Jabia’s *K.
al-fUthmaniyyah1 published with the ’Rasajil of allJahiz1
• *
Cf* particularly CH.7* P*38*
inclinations perhaps contributed to the reasons for his bitter attacks 
on Na^zam and his students, after he had broken his ties with their 
circle*
Within Nazzam' s philosophical framework, particularly with regard 
to his view? on the capabilities of man's intellect, there is ample 
room for the theory of al-Sarfah, but surely not in the garbled form that
r
1was recorded by later hostile heresiographers*
Frequently schisms took place in early Muslim sects resulting in
many cases in the establishment of new schools and teachings* The
Mu^tazilah were not excepted from this tendency and disputes were
habitual among them, even before the sect was weakened by the renaissance
2 —of the Sunnites in 255* Jahis altercated bitterly with Nazzam and
5his following over certain issues, and the former acclamation and 
devotion turned to depraction and disparagement* We have seen already
how he discredited Nazzam of his rational thoughts, and furliter in
* & ^
his book 'Ehalq al-Quran* (The creation of the QurVan) Jahiz maintained,
1* The so often quoted fifth century definition of al~Sarfah by Baghdadi 
for instance, seems to have been a confused view supplemented by 
other MuHazilite attitudes* It is obvious that Baghdadi not only 
recorded the statements made by theologians- of earlier centuries, 
even including that of Ash ari, but added to these the view of another 
third century Muctazilite Murdar ('Fark*, p* 151, cf* Jar Allah,
1 al-Mu ctazilah * p* 159*) who said that "People are capable of ex­
celling the composition of the Qur^an*& Baghdadi's enmity to Nazzam 
was such that he stated ('Fark*, p* 144) that tfXf it had not been for 
fear of the sword Nazzam would have been shown the heresy of the Bra­
hman (people who deny prophethood) *" Perhaps this conclusion of 
Baghdadi Was reached after consulting three Sunnite works by Ashe ari 
which were primarily to discredit Nazgam as a believers also books aid 
again Baqillani's * Ikfar al-Muta^wiiin, ('Fark' p* 155)
2* cf* al-Ashcari, 'Maqalat *, vol* 1, p. 155-278, also Zuh .di H* Jar Allah, 
'al-Muctazilah*, p. 180, 'The eclipse of the Muctazilah'*
5* Abu al-Husain al-Malti, ' K* al-Tanbih wal-Radd 'Ala ahl al-Ahwa' 
wal-Bidac, Edn* S* Dedering, p* 50*
h3
“This book will demolish many* heretics including Nazzam and those who
follow him, who disbelieve in the divinity of the Qur^an, denying
1any merit in its composition*" Moreover in another work T al-Masa*? il
wal-Jawabat! (Questions and Answers) he also devoted a certain chapter
to attacking Na?gam and his companion, pointing out disputations over
many issues, particularly their insistance on al-Darurat * the in-
2tellectual necessities for the acquisition of knowledge*
■Whether or not the chief exponent of the theory of al-SarfahT <» TTl
was Nazzam, for which there is little convincing evidence from the 
third century itself, it seems that it was Jahiz who adopted and de­
veloped, if not created, the term* The indication seem to be that 
Jahiz was overwhelmed by the influence of his master Nazzam when he1 f d •
5first adopted Sarfa* but, if we may trust a later authority in stating
*
that the last work of Jahiz was al-Hayawan, we find him confirming, in
the sixth volume, "We are of the belief that Sarfah is present in all
*
4these matters’,* among which he included the prevention of the Arabs 
from producing the like of the Qur^an with regard to it’s literary 
arrangement*
We may therefore, justifiably try to trace the development of the
idea and application of the term Sarfa in the works of Jahiz* It seems
“7------------ *
that he had taken a preliminary step before reaching the tern al-Sarfa*
4.* See page hh * (Gontd. from previous page)
.1 Jahiz, »K. Mukhtarat Fusul al-Jahi^, fol. 122a, BM* Ms* Or. 5158, and 
also 'Rasa'il al-Jahiz’ I ed* Sandubi p. 148.
2* Ibid, vol. 176b, and vol. 180a and b*
Husari, *Jamc al-Jawahirr, p. 160* Jahiz, *Hayawan*, vol. 4, p* 69* 
Harun*s introduction of Jahiz1s •Hayawan* , pi 24-27*
4. ■Hayawan*, vol. 6, p* 85*'
In his book ’Hujaj al-Nubuwwah*, he applied synonomously the verb 
Manac(to prevent) to convey the same meaning in reference to some of 
the second century views that emanated from the movement of Zanadiqa*
He wrote, "A chapter concerning their prevention from opposing, the 
Qur^an and their disability of doing so, and what had prevented (Manacahum)
them from that was what had deprived Ibn Abi al~ cAwja*, Ishaq Ibn
- 1 
Talut and al-Nu^man Ibn al-Mundhr from doing so* • • • ” and who were all
Zanadiqs* Mention of al-Sarfah might also have been made in his other
- 2
controversial work entitled *K* al-Radd tAla Man Alhad fi Kitab Allah# *
The application of the term Sarfah and the use of it became more 
frequent and definitive as we reach Jahiz*s book * al-Hayawan* • He 
used it more than once while attacking the Dabrites (those who abjured 
the miracles of the prophets)* In the chapter entitled *The question 
of the Hoopoe* he recorded a number of prophetic episodes; namely 
those of Solomon, the Queen of Sheba and the Hoopoe, Joseph and Jacob, 
the Exodus and the Arabs and the Qur’an, in all these he relied on
g
Sarfah for his argument* He also stated that, "Unless it is Sarfah
which God bestows in the hearts of his beloved, and unless it is the
Will of God to make conscious or ignorant whomsoever He chooses, there
4can be no harmony between, nor integration of people*11
From these it seem clear that if he was not the creator of Sarfah,
ct
he had at least intense faith in the theoiy, But transcending all 
his opinions was his great admiration for the composition of the Qur^an*
1* *Hujaj al-Nubuwwah’, BM, Ms* Or. 5138, and *RaseVul al-Jahiz’, p. 145 
2* Yaqut, *Mu<jam* ed. Margoliouth, vol* 6, p* 77*
5* see, vol* 4, p* 77, Ibid, p* 87, 89—90*
4* Ibid, p. 91, Harun edn*
CHAPTER II
I* jgZ AMD SOME OF THE ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE LITERARY THEORY 
DURING THE THIRD CENTURY A.H./ NINTH A.P.
a) Jahiz*s contribution in the light of Abu 'Hbaydah's
* *
’Kitab al-Majaz*
b) After Jahiz- Ibn Qutaybah on I*jaz
k€>
Jahia and the composition of the Qur*an 
» •
Much has been -written about *Amr b. Bahr al-Jahiz, but judging by 
the number of subjects in which he was conversant and his literary out­
put, a great deal remains to be said; for the added reason that a great 
number of his works are still missing.
In theology Jahiz w*as the founder of a school that bore his name
1
and in the literary sphere he was a pioneer of Arabic rhetoric* We 
shall however, confine ourselves to his views on the composition of the 
Qur^an, as it is from these that studies of I4 jaz in the fourth century 
received their inspiration* Jahiz wrote several works on the Qur** an 
the contents of most of which are still unknown, except their titles 
mentioned by himself in other works or referred to briefly by scholars 
of succeeding centuries, for example
(A) 'Masa^il al-Qur'an. ’ ^
(B) *K* al-Radd *Ala Man alhad fi K* Allah1. ^
(C) fAy al-Qur’an1
( j D )  ’Khalq; al-Qur'an*.
Unfortunately the main work entitled, 'Nazm al-Qur'an’ (The composition
of the Qur* an) is still missing* The book achieved a certain notoriety
7among later scholars, but found strong support from the Mu<tazilites;
1. see, Sayyid Nawfal, * al-Balaghah al-‘Arabiyah fi Dawr Nashfatiha*, 
p*170.
2* Yaqut, ’Mu4jam1, vol* 6, p* 77*
5. Ibid*
4* ’Hayawan1, ed* Harun, vol* 5, p. 76.
5* Three chapters can be found in BM. Ms* Or. 5158, vols. 121a-128b*r
Khayyat ranking it high amongst Jahiz* s vindicatory works, and
Zamakshari appears to have been inspired by it, mentioning it in the
—  2introduction to his commentary, ’Kashshaf*1
While al-Jahiz refers to his book as 1 al-Ihti jaj li-nazm al-
Qur’an, * later bibliographers recorded only the name *Nazm al-Qur *an.
Was it the same book with two different titles? It seems from
Jahiz*s own evidence that there was only one book, ,al-Xhtijeg li-
nazm al-Qur’an*, written for al-Fath b. Khaqan and received by him 
4
with bad grace* Yet in the introduction to *Hayawan*, which was pre­
sented to Muhammad b* *Abd al-Malik al-Zayyat, he suggests that he also 
sent him a copy of * al-Ihtijaj *, > which was accepted in like manner.
Yaqut reserved only the title *Nazm al-Qur' an*, mentioning that there
0
were three copies of it* The different title recorded by the later
bibliographers would therefore, appear to be merely an abbreviation of
the original title*
Notwithstanding the loss of many of Jahiz*s works, an insight can be
gained as to his views on the composition of the Qur’an by reconstructing
them from his existing works*
-------------------- (contd*)
67. Criticizing Ibn al-Nadim for being ill-informed of Jahiz *s work, 
Hartwig Hirschfeld in *A Volume of Oriental Studies presented to
E.G* Browne on his 60th Birthday Cambridge, 1922, p* 202, with 
reference to the British Museum ms* Or* 5158, erroneously^suggested 
that “He also mentioned (p. 55) an article 3
(Fi Nazm al-Qur*’"in) ^ which is perhaps identical with No* IX of the 
ms* b \ (Fi Khalq al-Qur’"an) In the second folio which nis
numbered in the ms. 122a (lines 15-16) Jahiz stated that although 
he had written an epistle on the composition of the Qur* an, his 
recipient wished him to deal with the creation of the Qur^an, which 
is pttgefe&y what the ms* states*
X  cf* Baqillani, *1 *gaz al-Qur'an*, an introduction, p* 11*
_____________  (ContcL )
1* 'Intisar1, p* 25* Beyrouth edn*
2* 'Kashshaf1, vol. 1, p* 5.
5* Ibn al-Nadim, ’Fihrist’, edn* Flugel p* 35; Yaqut, ’Mu ‘gam1, 
vol* 16, p* 76*
4* B*M* Ms* Or* 5158, vol* 122a*
5* *Hayawan!, vol* 1, p* 5., also S*I* p* 244*
6. Yaqut, 'Mu'-jam1, vol* 6, p* 76*
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Professor G. Von Grunebaum, presumably encouraged by Brockelmann,
2noticed in his introduction, while dealing with the beginning of the study 
of I^ jaz and in reference to Jahia, "He does entitle the first chapter of 
his Sihr al-B&yan, ms# Koprulii 1284, vol# 5b: fi ba*d ma nataqa bihi >1-Qur> -9 *
an al-karim min al-kalain al-mujiz. al-mu* jiz.1 She work referred to does
3not in actual fact belong to Jahiz, therefore no reliability can be placed 
on it.
(1) G.A.L., Sup# 1, p* 244, no# 80#
(2) 1A tenth century document of Arabic literary theory and criticism*
p* XVI, foot-note 16:’.#
(5) In a microfilm copy of this same ms* it is found to be possessed of two 
different titles; on the top of the first leaf it reads *A1-Ijaz wal- 
I^ jaz;1, compiled by Abu Mansur *Abd al-Malik b# Muhammad al-Tha''alibi, 
the author's name can be read only with some difficulty. Underneath 
this the other title reads *K# Sihr al-Bayah ••• etc*, by Abd Allah al- 
Jahiz. Suspicion is aroused by the ignorance of the scribe of the real 
name of al-Jahiz, of which he only recorded the first two letters.
(* m ).
In the margin there is also, penned by a different hand, *K. Sihr
al-Bayan li cAbd Allah al-Jahiz1 *
j  «
This work, judging by its language on the one hand and by comparison 
with the several other copies, both printed and in manuscript, on
the other, undoubtedly belong to al-Tha* alibi. Of this work and
particularly the first chapter there have existed hitherto three printed 
copies
(a) Published with a Latin translation and annotation by J. J# Valeon, 
Lugduni, Batavorum,_ 1844, with the following title fK. Pihi 
Ahasin kalim al-Nabi*. In subtitling it the scribe added "It 
is either the original, IC. al-Ij&z fi al-Icjaz or a summary of 
al-Tha* alibi " •
(b & c) The full ms. of the Koprulii version (1284), to which Von ^ runebaum 
was referring, was published among other epistles, including an 
abridgement of al-Jahiz1 s 1 al-Bayan wa al-Tabyin1 Constantinople, 
1884/1501. (cf. Cairo edition, 1897, entitled, 'al-I^ jaz wal- 
Ijaz* edited by Iskandar Asaf.
(d) The B.M* also has preserved a Ms. of Tha alibi's *K. Nawadir al- 
Hikam etc., of which the first chapter is entitled Pi ba*d ma 
nataq bihi al-Qur’5 an etc* Despite the aberrations in the ms* 
and inaccuracy in the editing of the printed versions, they are 
all more or less in agreement with regard to this chapter.
In the extant works of Jahiz however, particularly in his out-
standing works *K. al-Hayawan* and TK. al-Bayan wal-Tabyin1, the author
frequently deals with a variety of rhetorical and critical facets of the
Qur’anic text* It would appear as if he were confined in these contrived
interludes by aptness to the colourful and multifarious zoolgical and
literary subjects he embraced. The prevailing impression that Jahiz*s
#  *
statements leave on the reader's mind is that he was writing in a contro­
versial if not altogether polemic mood.
It takes a considerable length of time for a single idea to develop 
into a dogma. Prom the early stages the circumstances which elevated the 
theory of I*-jaz to a specific literary topic, whether extraneously or 
from within the community itself, often emerge as a challenge and riposte 
in both its literary and theological aspects. Tflhile the savant adhered 
tenaciously to his point of view, his rival would try even more fiercely 
to denounce it, thus side by side there existed arguments, sharp and bitter 
at one time, flat and repetitive at another.
As a theologian in a century seething with religious thought, Jahiz, 
to a great degree seems to have established, if not laid the foundations 
of dialectical and controversial issues which in later centuries, when
the studies of I4-jaz reached their zenith, were used as models and
1 o
adapted for use, or criticized and belittled, by the various schools of
thought*
(1) *Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjami, 'Dala’il al-I^az', p. 298.
(2) Baqillani, 'I^ jaz al-Qur’ an1, p. 7*
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Although it may he observed that JaJiiz did not employ the term
I* jaz per se, the whole idea was quite vivid to him; instead he used the
infinitive 4 aja in his arguments discussing the Qur^ an* s composition,
1
in the course of which he also adopted other theological terms*
-* 2 In !K. al-Nubuwwat;1 (Book of Prophethoods), generally known as
’Iiujaj al-Mubuwwah*, he broadly explored the theological, that is the
miraculous aspects of Icjaz. The- theme of this book .. discounts the
significance of a prophet in favour of the form in which a prophet1®,
authenticity may be established* The crucial point of the book is its
reliance on the oral evidence of the Prophet Muhammad and its power to
convince the sceptics*
In favour of the oral evidence Jahiz brings this presupposed argument;
,fIf it is said that the evidence (for prophethood) is invalid unless
humanity as a whole is incapable of producing its like, it being
supernatural, as in, the raising of the dead, the walking on the water,
parting the sea, producing fruits out of season, giving the beasts speech,
feeding the multitude from the mite and whatever is of supernatural
invention, which can only be performed by God Almighty, therefore as
for the oral evidences which emanate from the worshippers, by them
adopted and through them transmitted, they cannot be taken as substantiation
for proof in this instance is what, but beyond human capability?"3
l^) Eg. He sometimes writes of "The proofs, evidences and signs of
prophethoods", fHuoaj al-Nubuwwah* p. 118-9. Similarly, "God has
S^^^ed evidences of his mission and signs of a prophecy",
Bayan, vol. 5 p. 251.
(2) The name is given by Ja^iz ’Hayawan’, v. 6. p.50, al-Jurjani,
'Dala * il*, p. 298.
(5) Ibid. p. 156.
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To this Jahiz replies:
”We do not maitain that oral evidence,as such, is a valid proof
but the handing down of it is evidence and the descent is not a
creation or a fancy* of the people. ”
Jahiz, to give the essence of his long thesis, after many argumenta- 
• *
tive twists, in conclusion states that if the oral evidence renders
humanity from producing its like, that wou3.d gescertain its validity*
With regard to the composition of the Qur’an he argued thus:-
”For if an Arab reads a short or a long Surah (from the Qur’an)to one
of the emineni^orators or eloquent men,they would realise from its
composition, words and nature, that they are incapable of producing
its like* Further if he challenged with it even the most eloquent Arab,
his inability to produce the like of it would become manifest,not pnly
2as regards one letter or two, or a single word or two.51
He continues however, to add that single words and phrases like 
those of the Qur’an:-
•’Praise be to God” and
”God is sufficient for us I Most Excellent is He in Whom we 
trust” etc.,
are naturally within the reach and capability of anybody, but an
endeavour to compose fi*om these sentences and words anything
H - 3
approaching the quality of the Qur’an, seems to Jahiz impossible*
• •
 ^^ ^
(1) 'Hujaj1 P. 136
(2) Ibid 120
(3) Ibid
P*
p* 120.
Before examining m  detail some or JatiiLz’s literary poinrs it is 
perhaps necessary to establish, though in brief, the factors and 
motives which guided his attempts in this field. Conditions were aus­
picious for great religious controversies both from within the society 
itself, as manifest in the variety of schisms arising, and from without, 
as a result of closer contact with a mixture of races and creeds.
These very factors with some modification were to clash again- and 
again, against orthodoxy throughout the following centuries*
A. Shucubi,yyah and Zindiqism
Notwithstanding the fact that both terms Shu ubi and Zindiq are
1of an overlapping significance throughout centuries, during the 
relative period their roles seemed to be mainly that while the former is 
distinguished as a racial and in some measure a political struggle 
between Arabs and non-Arabs, mainly Persians, the latter is character­
ized as a heretical and sceptical tendency in the religious manner. Yet 
they were in many ways closely associated, so that a sharp line of de- 
-marcation could at most be only approximation.
(l) For the application and development of the tern ’Zindiq’ see,
Von Kramer, ’Contribution to the History of Islamic Civilisation1, 
trans S.K. Bukhsh, pp. 100-7; E.G. Browne, !A Literary History of 
Persia1 ,^ vol. 1, pp. 159-60; Louis Massignon, E.I.vol. 4, pp. 1228-9 
Ahmad Amin, Farj al-1 slain, p. 128, by the same author, ’Luha al- 
Islam, vol. 1, pp. 145-68.
For the term Shu4 ubi see,
Von Kramer, op. cit* p. 80 sqq; Browne, op.cit. p. 269 sqq: also
H.A.R. Gibb in his learned sociological chapter in ’Studies on the 
Civilisation of Islam', pp. 62-72; AJjmad Amin, Duha al-Islam, 5th 
edn. vo. 1, chptr. 5, pp. 56-80.
5^
■Whether the Shu1 ubiyyah as a whole or in part "took religious
-  ^
aspects involving heresy and Zindiqism*', as has "been suggested, or
whether the reverse was true and Zindiqism totally or partially
2
branched off the former movement, the intimate relationship between
3
the two can no doubt be seen. Whatever the motivation, racial, political 
or religious, investigation of which is beyond the sphere of this work, 
may have been, one result is apparent, that the literary wrangle 
between the supporters of Arab supremacy and their opponents was carried 
on on a large scale.
Among other authors it was Jahiz in this century, who took the 
burden for the defence, or justification, of the Arab heritage against 
the Persian claim to equality, even superiority. The literary con­
troversy engendered by this friction resulted in a great output and is 
the only indication we have of the bulk of the argument so far. Per­
haps the question of most concern is whether these ideological skirmishes 
stimulated criticism of the Qur'an's composition. But to such a 
question it would be appropriate to examine the likelihood of any 
previous such attacks.
If "The anti-Arab polemic of the secretaries reached its climax in
A
the first half of the third century”, the works or views which the
(1) P. ?itti, 'History of the Arabs', 6th edn. p. 402.
(2) Cf. 4Abd al-Rahman Badawi, Min Ta'rikh al-Ilhad, pp. 25-4, with 
reference to Taha Husain's 'Hadith al-ArbfSw
(5) A good example can be found in what Jahiz recorded with reference to^ 
the Zindiq, Yunus Ibn Abi Parwah, Hayawan, vol. 4, p. 448, and Ibrahim 
Ibn Ismail, 'Rasa1 il al-jahiz', ed. J. Jabr, where the two terms 
are fused.
(4) See, H.A.R. G-ibb, op.cit. p. 66.
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pro-Arab a writers began to criticize, or reflect upon, were by then
nearly a century old* From a Shi cite source, if the authenticity of this
1work is accepted, there was a treatise by one of Jahi^'s contemporaries 
dealing with a writer of Persian descent who was reputed to have been a 
Zindiq and who endeavoured to oppose the Qur1 an, or at least compose 
a similar work*
Fourth centuiy sources also throw light on that particular period
«*p **
of the mid-second century, as seen in the 'K. al-Aghanif of Abu al- 
Faraj where he deals with two of the poets who belong to these movements* 
The first episode was propagated by Bashshar ibn Burd (d* 167/785) 
against Hammad 4Ajrad, who in a moment of anger, when the people de­
serted his circle to listen to a Qur?an reciter, said, "Ytfhy did they
2
desert me? By God, what I am saying is better than what he is saying". 
Strangel<y enough Bashshar himself, who despised Hammad, was reported by 
Abu al-Faraj as having, in a moment of joy, lauded one of his own 
poems over Surah 59.
In Jahia* s own works, however, although it has been suggested that
— -m A,
he was the first to tackle the problem of Zindiqism and Shu'ubiyyah,
5yet again the loss of several of his major works, particularly that
(1) The,Z^di';Imam:al-Qasim ibn Ibrahim (d. 246/860). S.L.Poole, 
fMuhammadan Dynasties* p. 102.
(2) 'Aghani', vol. XIII, p. 77.
(3) Ibid, " p .  87.
(4) Muhammad N. Hi jab, 'Mazahir al-Shu lubiyyah fi al-Adab al- ‘"Arabi etc.1
p. 452;; also Browne, op.cit. vol. 1 p. 268.
(5) These works are mentioned in Hayawan, (i) al-Arab wal-^Ajam, 1/5:
(ii) al- ‘Arab wal-Mawali, 1/5: (iii) 1 al-Suraha* wal-Hujana1, i/4.
y ** 1Untitled 1 Shucubiyyah*, in which he claimed to have made a thorough
assessment of the movement, bedevils investigation*
Professor H.A.R. G-ibb in a general analysis of the conflict
between the two civilisations, writes thus,
"A new civilisation is not created in a day, and the conflict
between the Arab tradition and the Persian tradition went
deep down to the roots. The issue at stake was no
superficial matter of literary modes and fashions, but the
whole cultural orientation of the new Islamic society -
whether it was to become a re-embodiment of the old Pers^-
Aramean culture into which the Arabic and Islamic elements
would be absorbed, or a culture in which the Perso-Aramaen
contributions would be subordinated to the Arab tradition and
2the Islamic values.1 
Jahiz; while in agreement with this statement stresses the religious 
aspect:-
"The enmity might have been on account of zealous racialism, 
as the bulk of those who doubted Islam were of Shu*ubite 
stock,"
in analysing this he added:-
"To dislike a thing is to dislike the people who brought it
about or belong to it and also to hate that language (Arabic)
and that island (Arabia.)"
1. This work is mentioned in »K. al-Bukhala*, Van Vloten edn., p. 262.
2. H.A.R. G-ibb. Op.cit. p. 66.
5. 1 Hayawan1, ed. Harun, vol. 7, p. 220. »
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Examining G-ibb fs approach specifying locality, time and class of
Shu^ubiyyah (the secretaries) however, where he states:-
1 It seems to me entirely erroneous, however, to interpret
their attack on the Arabs as in any sense a Persian nationalist
movement* During the second half of the second (eighth)
century9 Persian resistance (if nationalism is too strong
or misleading a term) had repeatedly displayed itself in
Khurasan and the northern provinces of Iran in risings which
were not only anti-Arab but also anti-Islamic* There is.
nothing to suggest that the secretaries as a class were
sympathetic; towards these movements; all the presumptions,,
1indeed, are to the contrary*"
it is found that he is at variance with Jahiz, who in dealing with
the etiquette of writers (in which he includes, secretaries) states,
"He, the writ ex*, (secret aiy) would begin first and foremost
by attacking the composition of the Qur'an, endeavouring to
exterminate its eloquence by pointing at its contradictions,
furthermore he would his^elegance and manner:! sm by
2denying the Traditions and repudiating their values*"
However indicative and revealing these words may seem as regards the 
ShuHibiyyah in general, and the class of secretaries, in particular, 
it is important to beware of such generalisations* It is safer
1* H*A*R* Gibb, op*cit* p.66*
2* Jahia, !Dham akhlatq al-Kuttab’, ed. J* Finkel, pp* 42-5
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to assume, perhaps, that the truth of the matter lies Somewhere 
'between the two statements. In the light of this, two classes 
©f Shucubiyyah should be distinguished. Those who disparage the 
Arabs, both as a race and the creed which they propagated, whether 
in the vicinity of Basrah and Kufah or in the outlying provinces, 
whether subversively under duress or openly; and those who detested 
the Arabs but held no ill-feeling towards the scripture, some of 
their studies being even of more value than those of the Arabs
rr> ?
themselves. In this last class Jahiz.1 own master Abu HJbaydah should 
be acknowledged*
In this respect the position of the celebrated creator of prose, 
4Abd Allah ibn al-Muqaffac (d* 145 A.H.) may be worthy of note. He 
was often acknowledged for the elegance of his style and to him were
mm
attributed, by later bibliographers, all works of Zindiqism of that
time. ITThe Idialif^  al-Mahdi ibn al-Mansur sometimes, said: I never
found a book of Zindikism which did not owe its "origin to Ibn al-
Muqaffa*" reported Ibn IChallikan. In a later Shi^aite source the
story of his hostility towards Islam in general and the Qui? an in
2particular received more popularity.
On the claim that he had written a work in which he endeavoured 
to oppose the Qur’an, the sole reference to which is by the Shi^aite 
Imam al-Qasim, modern scholarship regarding its authenticity reflects 
two points of view* those who consider it to be on the basis
1. Ibn Khallikan, * rWafayat *, ‘ ed* Wustenfeld, (Arabic text), vols.1-7, 
Be Slan^trans* vol.1 pp.^ - 5  no. 18b.
2. Tabarsi, ' al-Ihtijaj*, pp. 195-4 (partly on margin).
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firstly, the suspect religious stancywhicJybecame known^d^ 
1 and secondly,*[the scaniw references fotmd in the work of the
_ „ 1
Zaydi.'Imam, al-Qasim* The other group of scholars doubted it on 
kwo also. They were dubious in the first place of the
authenticity of the work of thw above-mentioned Imam, and also
regarded as evidence the ignorance of earlier bibliographers and
other literary references of such a work. Perhaps even a third 
group can be found.^
Be that as it may, before attending further to either of these 
views, let us re-examine some of the references to this argument 
in the work of the most important transmitter, Jahiz.
It was not that Jahiz was unfamiliar with the literary status 
of Ibn al-Muqaffac , nor was he unaware of his writings, nor for 
that matter was he ignorant of the works of other Zindlqs or 
Shu^ubis." He may indeed be acknowledged as one of the earliest 
of the rare authorities on the man as well as his work. lie has given 
us in his remaining works a fair judgement on Ibn al-Muqaffa*''s literary
1. 'al-Padd *Ala al-Zindlq al-La^-In*, ed. M. Guidi.
2. A concltjsive summary of the varied views Is made by cAbd al- 
Pahman Ba&awl, 'Min Ta’rikh al-Ilhad..•.', pp. *h~8. For Ahmad 
Amin's view see 'Buha al-Xslam1, vol.1, p. 253*
3. nJahidh had without doubt the genuine books of the Manichaeans 
before him; in all probability in Arabic translation. How very 
much known the doctrines of the Manichaeans then were and what 
attention they recieved is best shown by the fact that two such 
important writers as Jahidh and Ibn al-Nadim (the author of 
the Fihrist) expressly mention them and the former indeed comp- 
-ares the Manichaean religion with Christianity and Judaism.n
Von Kramer, 'Contributions to the History of Islamic Civilisation', 
Trans. S.K.Bukhsh, p. 101. Cf. also E.G.Browne, op.cit., vol. 1
p • 268•
±
accomplishments, not only as an appraisal hut in a true critical
2sense, as it can he seen that he deals also with his literary defects.
Considering Xbn al-Muqaffac1 s educational and tutorial merits 
JaipL^:. presented of him a picture of a singular and refined master 
of his age, yet he equally unveiled his weaknesses in theology, he 
wrote.
"Among the most eloquent and accomplished teachers* was Ahd al- 
Allah b. al-Muqaffa*, nicknamed Abu A^mr. He was a client of 
the family of al-Ahtam and the foremost orator as well as 
author and translator. He was the inventor of good writing 
and a pioneer of historical narration, generous, chivalrous 
and handsome. He used to exercise theology (Kaiam) hut he 
knew nothing about it, and although his transmission of 
theological theses was precise, he was equally unable to dis-
g
tinguish between misconception and trustworthiness."
The account given by the later Ibn Khallikan (d.618 A.H.), 
however, is somewhat of an overestimation of the true position and 
in some degree similar to that recorded by Ibn al-Nadim some three
A
centuries earlier on Zindiq movement. It would appear from the
^Hayawan', ©d. Harun, vol. 2,550. *Bayah,* vol. 1, p. 115.
2. Ibid, vol. 5, p. 132. Ibid vol. 1, p. 208, vol. 5, p.29.
Sm B.M. Mss. Or. 5158, ff. 15b-16a. This passage was translated by
Hartwig Hirschfeld, fA volume of Oriental Studies*, p.207. But
the translation is defective.
4-. As noticed by Louis Massignon, "In the Fihrist ed. Flugel p. 558, Ibn
al-Nadim has given a very heterogenous list of Zindiqs (the value
of which is sometimes overestimated, it is rather imaginative)"
E.£. vo. 4, p.1220.
The fact that whoever deviated from the orthodox teaching was bound 
to be labelled Zindiq has perpetuated this overestimation: as ob­
served by Von Kramer, "Even the caliph'. Ma1 mun is mentioned by the 
author as a Zindiq, but it is indeed to be taken in the sense that he 
was not absolutely orthodox." (op.cit. p. 103)
comment of the former that both Jahiz and Ibn al-Muqaffa4* held a similar 
viewpoint,
"Notwithstanding the eminent merit of Ibn al-Muqaffa , he was 
suspected of Zindikism, and al»Jahiz related that hef Muti Ibn 
Xyas, and Kahya Ibn Ziyad were persons the sincerity of whose 
religious sentiment was doubted; and one of the learned on 
hearing this, said: How is it that al-Jahiz forgets to
count himself?11^
It can be assumed, in comparing the two texts, that Ibn Khallikan1 s
source of information in this' last case was Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahani
(d.556 A.H.), but the question is from which work of Jahiz did Abu
al-Faraj in his turn get his information? Although on this occasion,
2unlike some others, he did not reveal his source, by looking at the 
list given by Jahiz, in*Hayawan* (vol. 4, pp. 4455-8,451-2) and com­
paring it with that in Aghani (vols. XVI, pp. 148-9, and XII, p.8l) 
the indication is not only did he quote it verbatim from Jahiz but 
but also added the name of Ibn al-Muqaffa*' to the inventory *
Jahiz, even when giving himself the opportunity, however, as noted 
earlier, while dealing with the theoiy of al-Sarfah, omitted mention 
of the name of Ibn al-Muqaffa ^ amongst other Zindiqs who attempted 
to match the Qur*an.
1. Wafayat, Wustenfeld edn* No. 182; De Slane trans* vol. 1, p.454-5.
2. Cf. Aghani, vol. Ill, p. 24.
B. Commentators and others
The other factor which contributed to Jahiz;’ consideration of
*  r
the composition of the Qur’an was the erroneous and legendary inter­
pretation inflicted on certain verses by many of the commentators.
In some cases he adopted the embittered and deprecating standpoint of 
his master al-Nazzam regarding them, "Do not; attend, to many of the 
commentators; of the Qur’an, though they would offer their explanation 
to the rank and file, and endeavour to provide answers to their 
questions; for the fact is that the majority of those commentators are 
of no authority nor have they a sound basis in these attempts, they 
merely stimulate . ■*: public curiosity by their strange and mysterious 
explanations." Having mentioned some of the suspect names he next 
cited examples of their inappropriate expositions in both the Qur’an 
and the Traditions. What he deplored most of their activities was the 
conjuring of the unfamiliar and legendary in the imagination of these 
commentators. Such criticism would sometimes appear in satirical form.
1. ’ JIayawan1, ed* Harun, vol. 1, p. 545.
2. Eg. the epistle, twice repeated in ’Hayawan1, vols. 1/146; 5/547-8. 
"Some of the commentators and folk-tale collectors a sserted that 
when the people of Noah’s Ark were troubled by the mouse (many mice) 
G-od caused the lion to siifeeze and out flew a couple of cats, a male 
and female, the former emerged by the right nostril, the latter by 
the left, therefore the cat is similar to the lion, but a new problem 
emerged on account of the cat’s ordure, Noah was requested to ask for 
more help. He was told order the elephant to excrete a pair of pi&s 
which solved the predicament of the smell of the cat’s ordure, so 
observed they, the similarity between the pig and the elephant.
Kaysan on hearing such nonsense exclaimed, "So that couple of cats 
should surely be acknowledged the Adam and Eve of all cats]" Abu
< Ubaydah replied to him, "Do you know that to every creature there is 
an Adam and Eve."
This group of commentators apart, the rest may be classified under 
three main divisions:
(i) Those mentioned in passing, belonging to no specific sect or
schism, he referred to them thus, '’Some of the people opposed
to the verse so***", or "The refuter said*..*", or "It has been
1rejected.•••" etc.
(ii) Those who belong to a certain sect and who hold an unsympathetic
j/*-
view to one of the Mu<tazilite principles as in Jahiz*s quotation
of the verses, LYl/56, XYX/29,XXXIX/71, which in his opinion were
2
clear evidences against the position held by the Kharijites who 
denied one of the Mu* tazilite tenets, namely the Manailah bain 
al-Manzilatayn, the indifferent state of mind conceived by the 
Mu^tazilah with regard to some sinners* Similarly he recorded 
the Jahmites and other^s interpretations of the verses XXXIIl/72, 
ZXXIT/iO, 11/74.
(iii) The sect often mentioned by Jahiz, the Zahirites (Exteriorists)• 
They were so called because they understood the word of the Qur^an
in its plain literal sense and rejected the TaJ wil or allegorical 
interpretation, to which other sects, particularly the MuHazilah, 
recoursed in certain cases. Yet Jahi^ ; may refer to this group 
without mentioning its name, as in, "Those who refrain from any
form of allegory and cling to the literal meaning of the word and
- - 4oppose the Majazat."
1* ’Hayawan^, vol. 4 pp. 100, '105, 164, 197, vol. 7, p.242, also ’Bayan*, 
edn. Plarun, vol. 1, p. 265.
(2v5) Ibid. vol. 4, p. 278,287.
4. Ibid* vol. 7 p. 50; see also G-AL (Arabic trans.) vol. 5, p. 105.
Some of Jahiz* s Rhetorical Assessments■ •" ' ..... , — - - ■
Majaz (Tropical use of woi*ds).
The study of Majaz throughout Jafriz*s work may be examined in the
light of the intimate and devoted relationship between the grateful al-Jahiz
and another of his tutors, Abu HJbaydah, to see whether this
rhetorical figure was elaborated further under his guidance, Ibre-
•**
viously it has been noticed that the tern was loosely used by Abu 
cUbaydah to cover as wide a range of meaning as its literal sense (the 
way) permitted, also transposing it with other terms and allegorical 
figures,
Jahiz seemed to have a rare regard for his master *s scholarship 
and acknowledged it in such epithets as, "There was no Kharijite nor 
any other who Tfas more enlightened in all branches of Arabic human- 
ities than Abu cUbaydah** He distinguishes him also among other 
philologist scholars whose circles he attended; likewise he often 
repeated in both 1 Hayawan* and fB8yanf such references as, "I was in- 
formed by Abu ‘•Ubaydah*, or, *Abu ^ Ubaydah recited this for me,"
Thus it is no surprise when Jahiz twice in * Hayawan* followed the 
critical approach of his master while discussing the characteristic of 
Tashbih (simile) in the verse, 1 It is a tree that issueth from the 
bottom of Hell, the fruit thereof resembleth the heads of devils," It 
was because of the reported interpretation of this verse that Abu 
‘’Ubaydah was goaded to compose his work * al-Majaz• ’ ^ The only difference
1. *Bayan*, el . Harun, vol. 1, p. 347.
2. Ibid, vol. 4, p. 23-4.
3. Eg. Ibid, vol. 3, p. 265, *IIayawan*, vol. 1, p.471, vol. 5 p. 555.
4. This statement is not recorded in the extant edition of this work.
in circumstances of approach was that in Abu vUbaydah* s case the 
questioner was one of the maters, whereas Jahiz was struggling over a 
new interpretation attached to the verse by some ill-informed comment­
ators, who chose to interpret the 1 devils heads" as a certain unpleasant 
looking tree that grew in the Yemen.
To advocate that Jahiz was inspired by his master1 s learning can 
be supported by the many references he made to him, although it is Jahiz
himself who rejects his interpretation of certain verses, lamenting Abu
1^Ubaydah’ s absentmiudedness*
What then was Jahiz* s conception of Majaz? The definition given 
to the term in his works may be deduced from one of his theological dis­
cussions in support of the question of the creation of the Qur’an, re­
pudiating the position of the Sunnites on this issue. He argued, "It 
should be admitted that the Qur’an is created in reality not by means of 
metaphor (Majaz), nor by the concessions of the philologists."
\ In- a similar argumentative mannhr he
referred to the possibilities of the exploitation of homonyrnity in ex-
2pressing certain ideas.
from these indistinct definitions it would appear that the function 
given to the term Majaz, in Jahiz*s opinion, is not in fact far removed 
from that already maintained by Abu Ubaydah, that is, a way of expression 
beyond the strict limitation of individual words, but it must be
1. With reference to the verse "And the (Tribe of) Thamud he spared not." 
LIIl/51, Jahiz. noticed that, "Abu ^ Ubaydah had interpreted this as 
affecting the majority of them and not a general statement. Having
sought an excuse for him, Jahiz denounced strongly his interpretation 
on the basis of another verse, IXEX/8, which makes no exception. 
*Bayan*, vol. 1, p.187-8*
2. Ilujaj, p. 150, Hayawan, Sasi Edn* vol. 5, p. 123.
remembered that the rigid and full classification of terms and figures 
of speech was; yet far off* It was however this very fluid and inde­
terminate state which prepared the way for further developments*
Ihe apparent discrepancy between these two generations seems to 
be that while in Abu * Ubaydah *s work the term Majaz is frequently 
interchanged with other terms, for example, Tafsir, faTwil and G-harib, 
Jahiz, although he avoided such blatant confusion, presents us with an 
entirely different, but nonetheless more puzzling, state of critical and 
rhetorical terminology as, fashbih, Isti* arah, Mathal and 33adal as 
well as Majaz which were often combined while dealing with the style
«— ■i
of the Qur’an.
Despite all these ambiguities, Jahi^’s contribution to the study
of Majaz appears more vigorous and exhilarating. In ene event he
defended the application of Majaz against the indifferent attitude,
. 2
without any justification, held against it.
By contrast, in his selective study, Abu ^ Ubaydah appears to have
overlooked, or reflected little upon, many verses which Jahiz pursued
in exhausting detail* An example of this approach is found in his
treatment of the verb Akala (to eat) and the noun of the same verb
and its application in the Qur an, to v/hich Abu * Ubaydah contributed 
5nothing.
The extent of Jahiz;1 s contribution can be seen in the following 
quotations. He starts thus,
1. G.f. Z. Sallam, *Athr al-Qur'an,1 p.48.
2. G.f. ’Hayawan,1 vol. 1, p.359, where JalpL% repeatedly makes such
remarks as "This should be explained by means of Ivlajaz”, or, Mlhe
clarity of the meaning nobody disregards save those ignorant of Majaz.u
"These same men said, God ha^nade covenant with us,
that we believe not any Messenger,
until he brings to us a sacrifice devoured by fire." (lll/l85) 
commenting, "Surely God, exalted be He, has spoken to the Arabs but 
in their own language." To illuminate this statement he quoted from 
Arab poetiy wherein the verb * to eat1 is used figuratively. Here is 
a selection of some of the verses he used:-
(i) That of Au£ ibn Hajar, depicting the toils of a persistent 
climber to reach a pool of water at the top of a mountain,
"The earth shall return that absorbed of me.
And for fair judgement my deeds shall be brought near."
In the subsidiary chapter more examples are quoted. From the Qur’an 
verse IV/iO,
"Consume the unlawful."
His comment ran, "This description is applicable to them (the takers) 
though they spend these sums on drinking, clothing or riding animals, 
and do not spend a single dirham in the way of eating. "
Moreover, he quoted from the verse IV/10 also:^
"They do swallow fire into their bellies."
"His finger-nails were eroded by the rocks, but however
difficult it became for him, his long ascent continued."
(ii) Or that of the Kharijite poet, Mirdas ibn Udah.
(contd.)
3. Cf. Abu U^baydah, ^ajaz;1, vol. 1, p. 117,522,340.
His comment on this reads, 1 And this is another form of Ifcgaa." For 
emphasis he culled from Abu Nuwas those verses in ■which he described time 
and wine:-
U , a t^ ^
“Time corrodes that useless substance,
and remains the pure essence^  well preserved*1’
The last example he quoted was that which he attributed to Duhman al~
** i Nahri:
“She aslced about some people who were vanished,
Time had eaten andclrunk its fill of them* “
His estimation of the whole analysis is confined in the remark, "And
*- 2all these are different and all are called Majas."
Strangely enough all these extracts were assembled in two chapters; 
under the combined heading fTashbih and Majas;1; adding to the confusion 
however* the author also presented us with a few more names at the open­
ing of the subsidiary chapter thus, "They are also called Mathal and 
Ishtiqaq". Thus we are left with a problem. Had Jahia; displayed these 
terms, generously without stressing the point of some of them, as his 
master had done, the matter might just as well have been resolved by guess­
work, but an odd thing is that he seems to have touched on some of the 
specific characteristics that received more attention in later days. Here
1* This has been reported in other sources as being zhe work of al-Haoignah 
al-Jacdi. See Harun, foot-nore u) ♦Hayawan*, vol. b, p*2d*
X* Ibid, p. 28.
perhaps, before pointing to some of these aspects that were dealt with,
it would be best to establish what was the relation of the rest of the
terms, both in regard to Manas; and to each other*
For the first half of this question it is evident that Majaz was
the piyot on which the rest of the terms revolved, albeit in a more
limited circle, which became known as rhetorical studies, than that of
Abu c Ubaydah, who tried to cover a wider range of lexicographical and
grammatical ground*
The second half of the question can best be answered, perhaps, by
pointing to the significance of these terms as. they occur in the avail-
able works of Jahiz.# *
(i) Mathal (Parable)
Within the nebulous structure of Ma.jaz in Abu U^baydah* s work a
separate identity for Mathal cannot be found, however, when dealing
with the verse XIIl/16 he refers to it merely as "The Majaz in this
case is that of Amthal," which can be interpreted as the parable in the
general sense. But when dealing with the verse XXXIX/45, his remark
would indicate that he also conceived it as a form of Tashbih (simile).
In some other cases he showed no such discrimination*
"The Mathal, said Jahiz, "is the utterance of an Arab, but the
Arab authorities can only be trusted for their grammar (Raf* and Nasb)^
in other things they can be either right or wrong." By this, of course,
’Majaz1, vol. 1, p. 525.
2. Ibid. vol. 2, p.116.
5* Ibid. vol. 1, pp. 555-4.
4. 'Hayawan*, ed. Harun, vol. 1, pp. 150-1.
he was referring to proverbs in general* From the several examples he
«*m
cited Mathal may he interpreted as Tashbih, or a branch of it, for it
1
carried some of its elements*
On treating the verse, ^
’They were the Arm of lime,
In which refuge is found,,! 
he commented, "This is Mathal, which the narrators called the Badic
2
(the new),’* which it seems embraced the third branch of Ara^bic rhetoric*
(ii) Tashbih (Simile)
!Ehe roots of this term are deep indeed, if the scholastic 
theology of the Mu* tazilah is taken into account, in which the general
intellectual trend had from, its early stages emphasized that any form of 
anthropomorphic complement which occurred in the Qur’an, as in verses 
where God*s hand, face, throne, etc*, are mentioned, should be counter­
ed with lexicographical and symbolic devices for fear of conflict with 
dogmatic adherence* From thence the structure of future argument was 
laid* Of the exact circumstances ? however? little is known to us*
Being a literary and rhetorical phenomenon it was well known to 
Jahiz and his contemporaries, as has been noticed, and as the coi^ i:SM?S'&>Ar
l?! I
3$^ ; parts of the simile, *Mushabah1 and'Mushabahbihf were consequently
rr
maintained in criticizing the style of the Qur^ an*
1. of. Ibid. 1, p. 228, 259, 270, 290; vol. 4, $. 190, 501; vol. 5, p.267, 
383*
2. 'Sayan1, vol. 4 p. 55*
3* S. Nufal, 'Al-Balagah al-cArabiyah1, p. 139.
Jahiz, continuing the point of his being under the influence of 
his master Abu ’Ubaydah, reported from him some of the less subtle 
instances of Tashbxh while comparing the horse to several other 
animals; as for the more subtle forms of Tashbih, as we have noticed 
earlier, he twice discussed the comparison of dhvils* heads ,
-i
expounnding the problem further in one instance*
— 2Apart from the numerous quotations from poetry and the Qur’an
and the considerable observations, as of comparing two objects in one
*2 -
verse, Jahiz championed the study of Tashblh by his serious and * * <
scrupulous treatment of Wajh al-Shabah or the point of similitude*
In his opimion this signifying element should be more explicit and 
perspicuous in the Mushabbah bihi than the Hushabbah* On this 
principle he criticised, or rather reported the criticism , inflicted
*
upon Abu Nuwas’s verse, . ' ✓
f a 0 ^ ^ ^ \ ' * ^
f
"When it is silent, it is as a guilty man, 
Speechless at the mercy of his prosecutors1
1* ’’Truly people have never seen a devil in any form or shape, but 
as God has instilled in all people’s minds the most ugly, 
detestable said monstrous picture of the devil’s image, it has 
therefore become their habit to refer to it as an example of 
hideous things in life.” ’Hayawan*, vol# A, p* 39*
2. E,g* 1Hayawan* vols^ 1/211, 272; 3/239.; A/l66,2Al ,26A,250; 3/23
6/l79f183*35^1 ’Bayan* vol* 1,pp.222-3.
3* ’Hayawah1, vol.3, pp*3§“  ^ •
Here Jahiz has noticed that there are two objects compared 
with two ‘different ones as in Imru’al-Qays1s verse
"As if the hearts of birds, soft and dry in their nests 
Resemble the jujube-berry and the decaying chaff.
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As the poet compared the quietness of the dwelling place to that 
of a guilty man, in the critics view it should be the reverse* With 
this precedent Jahiz tackled the problem of Wajh al-Shabah in the
«  «  Vr..ri T - i r t i u u - . . r - :  - ' -
Qur’anic verses£VII/l75-6)
u And recite to them the tiding of him to whom
We gave Our signs, but he cast them off,
and Satan followed after him, and he became
one of the perverts*
And had We willed, We would have raised him up
thereby; but he inclined towards the earth
and followed his lust. So the likeness of him
is as the likeness of a dog; if thou attackest it
it lolls its tongue out, or if thou leavest it
it lolls its tongue ou£."
Jahiz, in justification, began first by completing the reading of
• *
this verse thus,
"That is that people’s likeness
2who cried lies to 0ur signs."
This had been overlooked by the rival faction, who had pondered over
the seemingly odd comparison, and also on the fact that the verb
ITalhath (to pant) is in the wrong position, for a dog can only pant
as the result of intense heat or severe thirst*
Jahiz continued emphasising the position of the disbelievers as 
• *
he saw it, that despite their having confirmatory signs from their 
messengers, they
1&2. A*J.Arberry,fThe ICoran Interpreted} vol.1,p*l92*
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repeatedly rejected them* The point of similitude being that of the
keeness of the dog which, to achieve its ends, will employ strenuous
efforts but, when they have been attained loses interest.
in the course of the folloi^ ing thirty years, al-Mubarrad ^d.285 A.H)
seems to have held a similar position, noticed by professor von
Grunebaum thus:-
n It appears that only during the 9th century did criticism of 
the artistic qualities of the Koran come to be considered more 
and more improper for the true believer* Cf. the interesting 
passage, Kamil,p*^85, inhere al-Mubarrad (d*898) is at pains to 
refute a critic’s objection to Koran 37*&3j objection- the 
Musabbah bihi ought not to be less but more familiar than the 
Musabbah which the critic alleges is not the case in the impugned 
verse- which, otherwise, is entirely consonant with the accepted 
principles d>f Arab literary criticism" 2
(iii) Isti’arah and Badal
The interrelation of TashbSh and Isti’arah seems to have been
intrinsic in the studies of Abu ’Ubaydah and Jahiz • It woitld appear,
♦ •
however, that despite hints made by the former which might shed light
Z
as to his awareness of the function of Isti’arah, he oftei^treated it to
r
the point of expressing it by means of Tashbih *
Jahiz following the course of his master, although he penetrated 
• •
deeper in his analogical efforts towards Isti’arah , also recoursed 
to the same conclusion*
Although in his work, *Majaz al-Qur’an* Abu •Ubaydah sought 
refuge in the term Majaz, as it had been the main idea in the book, 
and by so doing avoided such terminology as Isti* arah, it did not
1* Hayawan, vol*2,pp*15-7*
2. *A Tenth Century Document of Arabic Literary Theory .*.p.xiv,footnote 
no. 7 •
3* Sayyid Nufal,1al-Balaghah al-1Arabiyyah. .... 1 p.85*
however, indicate that he was totally unfamiliar with the term, if only 
in its simplest form, that is the borrowing or substitution of 6ne 
word for another. In lK. al-Naqa1 id’ he even adopted a derivation 
from the same root for it in his treatment of Farasdaq^ verse:-
i . /  o  f *>. > » ^ ^  “ « 9 J + 1 / ‘J  s
v-— a > L«iji \ ^ 3s- t ^  o* f ^  ^
•'There were no people as generous as the Tamim, whereon such a
day
Women with children were driven as a herd of antelopes."
Of the word cAwadh al-Nisa1 he argued that it meant those who are
£
accompanied by their children* The word Awadh was originally used
for she-camels attended by their young, but the Arab had transferred
the word by way of Isti* arali to indicate women and children, he added
1however* "This is very popular". This popularity was perhaps due to
the intermingling of Tashbih and Isti^arah as in the treatment of the
verse
  ^  ^   ^  ^  ^ \
— ■ *  v
"They protected the territories with a star-spangled cloud"
which he treated as Tashbih5 but which could also be classed as;
Isti^ arah. Whatever the significance of the last statement ^ of ten,
in !K. al-M&jaz.1, that which later on was shown as Istitarah,
was considered by him either as. Majaz as in the verse XXV/25,° or
4 5left undistinguished as in the verses IV/48 and LV/42.
1. Ibidj and fK. al-Naka'd, vol. 1, p. 275, ed. A.A. Bevan.
2. ?Naqa'id, vol. 2, p. 971.
5. 'Majaz1, vol. 2, pp. 75-4.
4. Ibid. vol 1, p. 129.
5. Ibid. vol. 2, o. 266.
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Yet again from another poem by the same poet, al-Farazdaq:-
^  .L ^  \ ^  \ ( d L ^ j
M folding back their herd until dusk, to partake of
The sparse water in the trough and the foulest remains." 
The word Dimnah he commented, n was used to signify the clay 
and the little water which was left at the bottom of the well, but 
here it is Musta'ar (borrowed), for the word originally meant a
'I
refuse dump of ashes and manure.
Jahiz, on the other hand, with regard to the verses-
nAnd a cloud still spread over the ruined place,
Lamenting over the deserted courts with tearsn
commented thus," The poet has used the word 1 AySiaha with reference
-  2to the cloud and the rain as the weeping of it, by way of Istifarah, 
that is by way of naming an object by means of the name of another, 
if it takes its place.11'
- 3More examples of. this kind are to be found in fK.al-Hayawanf ..
In treating the Qur’anic verse XX/20, " It was a serpent gliding",
the argument was that the word Tas1a (to walk) in the Arabic text,
does not suit the serpent which can only slither. Jahiz retorted that• .
there had been far too many poets who attributed walking to snakes 
and other things which did not possess legs, and even if this were not 
so it should still be resolved by means of Tashblh and Badal. Further
1. ^I-Naqa’id1 ,vol. I, p. 32^ *.'
2. *Bayan^ ed! Harun, vol.I, pp. 152-3
3* *Hayawan1 , vol. II, pp. 280-^ *.
Il5id. vol. IV, p. 273*
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to this he cited the verses
LVI/56, "This will be their welcome on the Bay of Judgement*" ^
p
XIX/62, "Therein they have food by morn and evening*"
XI/A9, "And those in the Fire say to the guards of hell," ^
The underlined words in his view can only be interpreted
metaphorically*
—  Zj_
Jahiz, as has also been noticed, may indulge in some rhetorical
details over the characteristics of Istifarah* as when regarding the
lizard* The legend about this creature being that it is so cunning 
that it keeps a scorpion next to its tail in its lair which stings 
the hand of any aggressor* This is taken by the Arab poets as the 
epitome of malice* In the verse of Ma*n b* Aws:-
" Lo t Who would be for a man whoc ever, .remains
(Irreparable), as a broken rock,
I11 his bosom creep the lizards of malice,
Harbouring scorpions for his generous folk,"
The poet here parallels the malice lurking in the man’s bosom and
the spreading of its effect throughout, with the lizard, he therefore
6calls that malice ’lizard*. In the Qur’anic verse quoted above (XI/A9)
Jahiz argues that Hell has nothing to lose and no one w&sh-es to enter* • • 7
but there are angels engaged in the position of guards they are there­
fore given this name•
1* Ibid. vol.A,P£.273-273*
2, *Bajyan1 ,ed* Harun, vol*1,p*153#
3* Sayyid Nufal, op.cit. p. 1A6,
A. ’Bayan^ vol.1,153*
9, * Hayawan1vol* 6,pp * 65-6.
6. * Ibid,p.66.
I iv) Kinayah and Ishtiqaq
Philologists were well acquainted with Kinayah long before its
recognition as a rhetorical formula, as clearly shown by the statement
.by Abu ‘'Ubaydah that Yunus, who died in 182; A.H., had claimed that
Abu * M x  (d* 154 A.H.), in consideration of the word ’bowed* in the
Qur’anic verse ,!If we will, we can send down on them from the
slcy a portent, so that their necks would remain bowed before it,”
argued that the word in question was not a qualifying attribute to the
word ’necks* but is the adjective of the Kinayah which adjoins the
word ’necks*. The Kinayah here is but the word ’their*. In this sense
however, it has been maintained by Abu ^Ubaydah himself in a number of
1
cases to indicate only the pronoun. Yet what is more important is 
what is emphasized in later times in rhetorical studies, which was the 
substitution of names and attributes for those rather unpleasant and 
disgraceful words, not mere metonomy, which was not totally ignored by
Abu * Ubaydah as can be seen in his treatment of the verses, V/6,VIl/21,
/ 2 ** 5
and V/7. His contemporary Parra* followed in the same way*
Bearing this last in mind, what in the course of the following
fifty years was Jaljiz; to say? It has been noticed that he sometimes:
held contradictory views on certain issues, perhaps Sarfah was one
of them* With regard to Kinayah he seems to furnish us with such a
discrepency. In one instance we can see him begin his enquiry into the
subject with an open attack which would appear to be the cessation of the
role of Kinayah. He started by holding to contempt those who affected
1. ’Majaz al-Qurtanl, vols. 1, p. 24, 174j 2, p. 82.
2* Ibid. vol.^1, pp. 128, 155, 212.
5. See Z. Sallam, ’Athr al-Qur*an ..’ p. 55*
what may he called 'Artificial gravity*, which restrained them from
using certain sets of words, on account of such words being crude or vulgar*
the principle that for every condition there is a certain formula
of words he argued that "It is inappropriate or ingenuine to seek
for Kinayah for if the word to be discounted is of no merit, why
was it created in the first instance?" He did not therefore support
certain interpretations of the verses V/76 and XXXl/21 when they were
— 2explained by way of Kinayah*
As well as this negative attitude towards Kinayah, Jahiz also seems
to permit its conventional role, which had already been established by
5the philogists, and for the same reasons* Yet it appears that the idea 
frequently conveyed in this term was not far from Ishtiqaq (derivation 
or invention of completely new words), which occurred to him in the 
words Munafiq (dissembler), Tayammum (permission for using clean sand
instead of water as a means of ablution), Mukhadram (a person whose
♦ " 1
life fell within both the period of paganism and Islam) and many others
4 - _which did not exist before Islam* By this way of Ishtiqaq Jahiz also
arrived at another rhetorical formual Tawriyah (equivocation) which 
seems to have been known during the period as Kinayah •
(v) Ijaz
On the subject of contrast between Ijaz (conciseness) and Itnab
i
1* *ijayawan1, ed* Harun, vol* 5, pp* 40-5*
2* Ibid* vol 1, p* 544*
3. As an example for this, he gave, among others, the word (n*) 'Qahab* 
(cough or lead) to indicate profligacy or the money thus earned, 
'Hayawan, vol. 1/154* ^ Also the set of words adopted for the places 
of convenience, "Khala?, Madhhab, Makhraj, Karaf, ^ush, and Mirha^ L, 
all of which would indicate how they (the Arabs) were extremely 
cautious in avoidance of baseness, meniality, vulgarity or slander* 
"Ibid, 3/295.
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°r Fudul (superfluity) a considerable chapter could be written from
the many remarks scattered throughout Jahi^*s works, extolling the
former to the peak of eloquence and sublimity and denouncing the latter
monotony and emptiness. This would perhaps summarise Jahiz*s
attitude toward the whole subject. .
In one case he sees in concision a common ground which all
rhetoriticians indiscriminately faerfcfc and value highly, whereas super-
fluity is condemned and strongly detested. This latter he accepted
with the proviso that in -somerOHSUs verbal prolongation and extravagance
2
had their uses in certain circumstances.
In modification of the term Ijaa, Jahiis wrote, "Conciseness, or 
Ijaz does not necessarily mean economy of letters or words, for a 
chaptg^ may exhaust a scroll of paper and yet still be called concise.
"What is important, in truth, is to omit irrelevances, which may con­
fuse the whole issue if not subject it vo complete smbxguiuy.1
The rest of Ja^ ii# argument can be divided. Detween appraising Ijas 
and consolidating his comments with a variety of literary spetaswrns 
from prose and poetry*.
A remarkable statement in his study relating to conciseness parallels 
a psychological approach when he demonstrated thus, "There is no doubt,
- ■ ^ ^
1. G.f. His epistle *A1-Bala#i wal-Ijaz *, EMMS. Or* 5158, f.219b-220b.
This work was mistakenly re-Arabised in the recent Arabic trans­
lation of Brockelmann as ,Al-Balaght/wal-Icjaz:*, G.A.L., S.I.P. 244, 
no. 58^ trans. al-Najjar, Sol. 5,j>* 120, no* 58.
2. 1 Hayawan1, vol. 1, p. 19, ed. Harun.
5. f@ayawahl, vol. 1, pp. 72, 76, 90-4, vol. 6, pp. 7-8. *Bayah, ed.
Harun, vol. 1, p. 99, 107, 149, 155, 174, Some of the examples are re­
peated in both works, c.f. ’Bsyan1, vol. 1, p. 150. ^ayawan1, 
ed. Sasi, vol. 5, p. 25*
to me at any rate, that human minds are more receptive*«•**•«• of
short speeches., even if in the longer ones there exists some merit*"
In consideration of the style of the Quran the sad fact emerges
once more of the loss, of his major opus, in which, as; is evidenced by
his references to it, he seems to have dealt critically with several
verses; "I wrote a hook in which I had assembled verses from the
Qur1 an, aiming at maiding familiar the values of conciseness and 
2
omission over extravagance and superfluity and also to know the merit
of Isti1 arat (metapiors) • Had you read it you would have observed their
concision and the accumulation of a multitude of meanings in a few 
3
words*
This statement was followed by a few verses for exemplification; 
they would however shed some light on Jalji^s conception of Xjaz,
(a) That which describes the wine of Paradise in the verse LVI/19:- 
"No headache shall they feel therefrom, nor shall their wits
be dimmed*1
commented Jahiz*
“These two words (verbs) contain all that is a fault with
4the wine of this world*"
(b) and the verse of the same chapter LW/55, which describes the
fruits of Paradise:-
^ayawan*, vol* 6. pp* 7-8*
2* Ibid* Omission used as an alternative for Ijaz*
0*f* 'Bayan*, vol* 2* pp* 279982. ,
3* This is addressed to Muhammad ibn 4Abd al-Malik al-Zayat*
4. In another context he also remarked on the same verse, then he
lauds the wine of Paradise in the short speech," •«•• as though 
it has been said no intoxication nor a wine merchant"* See his 
chapter on homosexuality, B.M* Ms* Or. 3158,f*15,a/b.
"Neither out of each nor yet forbidden," 
similarly he added,
"In these two words, (adjectives) is revealed all the meanings 
imaginable*"
For more examples, he referred us to his missing work.
Alternatively the terffl Hadhf (omission) is used by Jahi^ 
instead of Ijaz; sometimes the terms are joined together to form a 
single heading, as at the beginning of a comparatively long chapter 
in ’Bayan1, volume 1, p* 276-85, under the composite title "The concised 
and omitted"* After much delay he referred to it at the opening of 
another chapter as; "From the omitted", volume 2, p. 271, wherein after 
his short introduction, "Some of the speeches direct the hearer 
immediately to the speaker1 s; meaning", he cited the verses, XXII/2, 
XX/74, XXV/17, XXX/62,1 for example.
Jahiz may not in fact, mention either of the terms, yet his illust­
rations can be understood but in the nature of them, as can be noticed 
in the chapter in which he dealt with the virtues of silence, in the 
verse which concerns the prophet David*
"We made his kingdom strong and gave him wisdom and decisive 
speech*"
Wrote Jahiz.•> *
"The word *Wisdom* indicates intellectual efficiency, equanimity
0.r forbeance, width of knowledge and righteousness in judgement, 
whereas by decisive speech he was. endowed with precision in brevity,
1. !Bayanf, ed. Harun, vol. 2, p. 281.
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the expotljPt&bnj of ambiguity and infallibility of decision."'*’
The Qur*an and rhymed prose
The question of rhyme and rhythm, or for that matter poetry as
**
a whole, and its appearance in the Qur’an seems to have engaged both 
ancient and modern critics* In the Qur^an's own text it is emphatically
g
stated more than once that it is not a work of poetry. During 
Muhammad's lifetime, when, in conspiratorial circumstances, it was 
mooted to one of his outstanding contemporaries to denounce, at the 
imminent annual gathering of the Arab tribes, thst" the new prophet 
a poet, he declined thus,
"No, he is not a poet, for we know poetry in all its forms and
5
metres." This statement concerns in part the person of the new prophet 
and also to an even greater extent the actual composition of the Qur?an. 
When considering the verdicts of modem critics on this issue, strangely 
enough all possible .angles of approach seem to have been covered*^ Some 
of them selected, among others, the Surah Abu Lahab (GXl) as an example
1. Ibid. vol. 1, p. 200, Of. also Z. Sallam, ' Athar al-Qur1 anT, p. 92.
2. Of. Surahs XXXVI/69, CXIX/41, XXVT/222.^
5. 'The Life of Muhammad (Sirah of Ibn Hisham) * Trans, by A* Guillaume, 
pt. 2, p. 121.
fym Gf. William Warren, 'The Open Court*, vol* XII, no. ii, pp. 641-5.
Nov. 1899, who opens his verdict thus, "Few English readers of the 
ICoran realize that, it is a book of poetry, and that its rhyme and 
rhythm have iramensly helped its currency in all lands where the 
Arabic language is spoken." ^
Zaki Mubarak, (*al-Nathr al-Fanni fi al-Qarn al-Rabi4,' vol. 1,
pp. 58-9) contrariwise, while approaching the probabilities of pre-
Islamic prose, concluded that the composition of the Qur'an can^be
taken as a unique example of that prose. Taha Husain, 'Min Hadith
al-Shiv r wal-Nanthr*, pp. 31-2, on the other hand put it thus,
but you know that the Qur* an is not prose yet it is not poetry either. "
of poetry in the Qur>an.T
Jahiz;, earlier in the third century A.H. also dealt with the same 
surah; his view will give an idea of the earlier discussion of the 
question, which became much more prominent in the fourth century. The 
argument he developed thus, "To those who claim that in the QurJanie 
verse, "Perish the hands, of Abu Lahab and perish he" (Tabjat yada Abi 
Lahab wa*tab) Xl/l, and in the tradition, "Art thou anything but a toe 
covered with blood? What has happened to thee has been in the way of 
God," (Hal anti Ilia Iaba*un damiti wa fi Sabili Allahi Malaqiti), 
there is a form of poetry because its rhythm is in agreement with the 
prosodical metre Mustaf*ilun Mafac ilun, the answer is that if you con­
sider peoples' speech, oratory and correspondence you will find numerous, 
examples of Mustafa ilun Mustaf ^ilun and Mustaf* ilun Fa ^ ilun but no one 
on earth would claim such unintentional prosodical facts as; poetry.
Further if a seller calls for his wares, "Who would buy aubergines"
(Man yashtari bazinjan), surely he has spoken in the metre of Mustaf * ilun 
MafMilat, but can it be considered that such jargon is a form of poetry 
while the caller himself was> oblivious of the fact? Such rhythm is likely 
to be found in all forms of speech." Jahig; it seems considers that the 
casual occurance of prosody in speech does not elevate it to the level 
of poetry which is to him in the first place thorough knowledge of 
prosodical metre in the presence of the intention to create poetry.
-----------------   1. R.A.Nicholson, 'Aliterary History of the’Arabs'
2-. 'Bayan1, vol. 1, p. 288-9. p.160.
3;'. O1* "idhhabu bi ila-al-tabib wa-qulu qad iktawa" (Take me to the doctor and
sayf: >lie. Jaasi..been ,cauterrsedec-|_) produced the rhyming prosodical metre: 
s Fac ilatun Maf a* ilun twice.
.AFTER JAHIZ . ■
The Sunnite traditionalists: who were under political 
suppression, over the question of the creation of the Qur?an, 
during the reigns of al-MaMnun and his successors, Mu'-tasim and
Wathiq, 1fev* circumstances similar to their detjKqiation emerged
k
once more during the reign of Mutawakil. Throughout the reigns^ 
of the first three caliphs Mu<tazilism not only became fashion­
able but the official religion.
It was direct from the Mu<tazilite circles, or by studying 
their works, that some scholars who were adherent traditionalist 
Sunnites, assimilated much of the Mu<tazilite literature and 
when they turned against the Mu< tazilah and condemned them they 
had a thorough insight into their works and dialectical methods. 
Ibn Qutaybah (d. 276/889), the Sunnite traditionalist, set an 
example long before al-Ash<ari, but the difference between the 
scholars is that of the professional theologian al-Ash<ari on 
the one hand, and on the other the man of letters Ibn Qutaybah.
Of all the influential Mu<tazilite authors, it is evidently
1Jahiz who influenced Ibn Qutaybah , not so much as a theologian,
9 •
as the two differ considerably in this respect, but more as a 
man of letters.
(1 ) See Ishaq Musa al-Huseine, ’The Life and Works of 
Ibn Qutayba’, pp. *13-14*
In effect Ibn Qutaybah may be considered one of the earliest
* icritics of Jahiz's literary output.
r *
Ibn Qutaybah and I<iaz
/
From the extant works, likewise those reported of Ibn
Qutaybah, it is beyond question that he dealt, as Jahiz had
before him, with various Qur*anic subjects ranging from its
2
exegesis, reading and grammar to its Gharib or explanation of 
rare expressions, as well as the question of the creation of the 
Qur'an. Of the last two topics, however, only some of his studies 
have survived in one form or another.
(1 ) "Of all the characteristics he is strongest in this: he makes
trifles great and great things trifles. He can defend the
opposite propositions with equal dexterity. Now he will 
fight with the Shiahs on behalf of the party of Othman and 
now against the Othmanites and the Sunnites for the Shi ites.
Now he will exalt Ali and yet again lay him low .... His
writings are full of jokes and fun to attract youths and 
wine-bibers. Ha^ridiculed tradition." From fTa'wil 
Mukhtalif al-Hadith*, p. 71. Mez. the Hennaisance of 
Islam, Eng. trans., p. 204.
(2) For these works_see S.A. Saqr*s introduction to K. ’Ta’wil 
Mushkil al-Qur’anf, pp. 24-25, Nos. 3$> 33> 29.
(3) Summaries of *K. Gharib al-Qur’an1 together with K. Ta*wil 
al-Mushkil were made by Ibn Mutarif al-Kinani (d. 454/1062) 
with the title *K. al-Qurtayn1  ^ With regard to the question 
of the creation of the Qur?an, although it has been reported 
that he made an independent treatise (cf, Saqr (op.cit),
p. 25, No. 42} we find in some of his extant works however 
that it engages a good portion of (a) 'K. al-Ikhtilaf fi 
al-lafz1, see p. 50 sqq. (b) 'Risalat al-Hadd 'Ala al- 
Mu t-tazilah1, S.O.A.S. photo-copy p. 35 sqq. In this treatise 
the compiler appeared to have freely quoted and added some 
of the later Ash<arite theologians, cf. p. 42.
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Before dealing with his appraisal of fe.jaz (the trope) in
— - i
*K. Ta'Mvil Mushkil al-Qur’an* an inquiry into his conception
of the idea of I*,jaz may "be important to us, to see whether his 
grasp of the question was more advanced than that of his con­
temporaries and their predecessors. Further, in the preceding 
decades some of the Mu*tazilite leaders had expressed some doubt 
about miracles generally and more particularly, as noted earlier 
some of them had sought explanations of the miraculousness of 
the Qur'an by other means than hitherto^for generally maintained 
Moreover, during Ibn Qutaybah*s lifetime some of the 
elements which had provoked scholars before him seemed to have 
spread widely from their heretical and speculative sources 
aiming at the defamation and the uprooting of such matters as 
miracles, prophecy or religion altogether.
(1) Edited by S.A, Saqr.
.Among the works ascribed to ibn Qutaybah two titles invite 
our attention and give some indication of his conception of the 
idea of I< ,iaz» at least in its theological concepts. Such 
works as :
(a) !K. Dala1 il al-Nubuwwah1*^ (signs of prophecy) in which it
may be assumed that he upheld a similar position to that of 
al-Jahiz in his 'Hujaj al-Nubuwwah* (the proofs of prophecy).* * i
Yet his conclusion must have necessarily been different from 
that of the Mu*tazilite al-Jahiz.
* i
- - 2
(b) !K. Mu^izat al-Nabi* (the miracles of the prophet) which
undoubtedly must have dealt considerably with the Qur*an.
His conception of the idea of XMaz is prominent at the 
opening of fK. Ta'wil al-Mushkil*, from a theological standpoint 
as well as a literary phenomenon. With respect to the former, 
as generally perceived by Muslims, the greatest miracle of Islam 
IS the Qur>an, and also in the conception that - as observed in 
the history of divine revelation - God has always granted 
miracles to his messengers in the form best adapted to the 
requirement of the age. This is clearly emphasised by Ibn 
Qutaybah at the opening of his second introduction^ - the literary 
conception of the idea is obvious also from the opening of the 
book and the whole is an attempt to justify it.
(1 ) Saqr, introduction (op.cit.), p. 21}., No. 3U»
(2) Ibid, p. 25, No. 39. According to A.2. al- i&dawi (!<Uyun 
al-Akhbar1 introduction, vol. h* P* 23, No. 13)* both works 
might have been identical, but one might assume that' the 
latter work was composed when attacks on miracles were one 
of the current topics.
(3 ) p. 1 0 .
A  brief outline
As a whole the book was designed to disentangle stylistic 
problems involving the language of the Qur^an as clearly 
indicated by its title. But from which angle should such 
difficulties be tackled, rather on what criteria ?
Philology was fundamental to all humanities., and 
philologists1 and grammarians* well-established attitudes.' towards 
poetical documentation were the sole basis upon which any sound 
literary judgement must be decided. Thus it was inevitable that 
any attempt of the nature of 'Ta^wil Mushkil al-Qur>anT was bound 
to compel its author to investigate a vast area of linguistic 
studies, dealing with various aspects: most of which had been 
dealt with at one time or another independently by philologists 
and grammarians alike.
Ibn Qutaybah1s book contains both the rules which were 
drawn from protracted fields, as well as the application or the 
exercise of them on the Qur^an’s style.
The book, however, is remarkable in the sense that some of 
the rules and criteria moulded therein were adopted by a good 
number of critics in the fourth century in their quest to 
establish the basis of literary criticism.
The chapter which contributed to this end is that entitled 
al-Majaz (the trope) which we shall deal with in some detail, 
but before doing this it would be appropriate to give a. general 
picture of the rest of the contents.
Introduction
(a) p. 1-9* In the first introduction the idea of IMaz has 
been emphasised clearly by the author. The few examples he 
demonstrated represent a man of outstanding literary merit and 
a thorough understanding of the style of the Qur«an.
(b) p. 10-18. In the second introduction, having once more 
emphasised the idea of I * ,jaz as in the parallel drawn between 
the miraculous nature of the Qur'an and other prophetical 
miracles, he devoted the rest of this introduction to the 
realisation of some of the characteristics of the Arabic language 
It would appear that besides the traditional view towards 
language which became doctrinal in the case of the Qur»lm, 
current political circumstances had a strong bearing on it.
Among the characteristics of Arabic Ibn Qutaybah enumerated the 
status of oratory, the Arabic alphabet, I<rab - the correct 
location of the vowels by which the position of a word in the 
sentence is designated, or the change of the meaning according
to the inflection of vowels - derivation, the role of poetry or 
the register of the Arabs, and finally the Ma.iaz. of which he 
cited several divisions.
Polemic Chapters
In the first of four chapters following immediately after 
his introductions, pp. 19-26, he recorded four types of the 
current criticism against the Qur^ans the different readings, 
grammatical mistakes, contradiction and the consimilar or verses 
whose meanings are not apparent in their words.
To each of these he devoted a single chapter (pp. 27-75).
Some of the points he made in the first refutling chapter 
(pp. 25, 29, 62) were explored further in the chapter on Ma.jaz. 
The chapter which deals with contradiction we shall see in , 
more detail in the chapter immediately following Ibn Qutaybah.
To these chapters may also be added that in which he deals 
with the mysterious letters at the opening of some of the Qur'an's 
surahs, pp. 230-239.
After this last, Ibn Qutaybah embarks on dealing with 
selective verses (the problematic) in thirty eight chapters, 
pp. 2h0-339.
Subsidiary Lexical and Grammatical Chapters
In the last three chapters Ibn Qutaybah deals mainly with 
what may be described as lexical and grammatical analysis of 
many words that occurred in the Qur*an :
(I) A  word denoting several meanings (homonym) pp. 3h2-394*
Under this heading he demonstrates forty different words, point­
ing out the various meanings that can be expressed by such words. 
I n the case of most of them he begins by giving the origin of 
each word, then moves to the various meanings that it carries; 
with a keen interest in its occurrence in the QurVan. To select 
only one as an example and another reason is its figurative 
chax*acteristic, we may chqj.coe the word Mathal p. 37&. He treated 
it as s
(a) Mat hal meaning 'the same'; you say this is Mathal 'the-like 
of a thing', and Mithlu-hu as you say, Shabah or 'the like of a 
thing1 etc.
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From the Qur’an he quotes two examples, one of them is the 
verse ,
"IThe likeness of those who chose other patrons than God
unto
is as the likeness of the spider when she take tlx herself a 
house."
(h) Mathal also denotes warning as in the verse XLIII/56,
"<&nd we made them a thing past, and an example for those 
after (them)*11
(c) The picture or the epithet, as in XLVII/15,
"The likeness of the Garden which those who keep duty 
(to God) are promised therein rivers*"
In the last example it signifies the function of the 
particle of similitude*
(II) Exposition of the particle of meanings and their like of 
indeclinable verbs* pp. 396-U26*
Here he demonstrates thirty three particles with indeclinable 
verbs as Kada* Halummat Ta<ali, Lat* Hati* pointing out the
"a  ' ~T _
meaning of the particle and verb and their grammatical function, 
e.g. Ruwayd-an meaning * gently*, Ruwaydaka meaning 1 grant 
sometime* as in the verse LXXXYI/1 ,
"So respite the unbelievers; delay them awhile."
If it is not preceded by the verb Umhil it then means Mahlan, 
to delay.
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It is always used in the diminutive form, denoting the 
imperative ^09d 5 but contrary to this it has been used in 
poetry as in:~
f,As though it was like him who walks gently*”
(III) Interchange between particles, pp. 11,26-432.
I1 he particles here signified as Huruf al-Sifat which are
only those known as *the particle of attraction* or annexation 
or connection which produce the genetive inflection, 
e.g. Fi (in) assuming the position *Ala (on or upon) as in 
the verse XX/ 71
"tod I shall crucify you (fl) on the trunks of palm trees" 
or as in the poem
"Ihey had crucified al-^bdiyy (fi) on a trunk of a 
pcdm tree* May Shayhan .. not sneeze but with a cut
nose."
In the second intro duct ion in which Ibn Qutaybah outlined 
some of the characteristics of Arabic language, he observed 
among them:-
"fhe Arabs have the tropes in their speech, which means 
the various ways and forms of expression* Among these are :
I&.ti<arah s metaphor
al-Tashbih = simile
al-Qalb transposition
al-Taadim SB. prepositive )
) «
al-Ta*khir Si- postpositive )
al-Hadhf SS omission
al-Tikrar = repetition
al-Ikhfa' =5 imperceptibility
al-Ishar ts- plainness
al-Ta* rid. ss obliquity
al-Ifsah
* V
=s clarity
al-Kinayah ts metonymy
Mukh&tabat al-Wahid Mukhatabat al-Jami* r* allocation of the
singular as the plural
11 al-Jami* Khitab al-Wahid ~ allocation of the —      —
plural as the singular 
u al-Wahid wal-Jami*- Khitab al-Ithnayn ~ allocating the
9
plural and singular as. dual.
al-Qasd bilafg al-Khusus li-ma^na al~gUmum = the substitution of
the particular to the general and vice
versa*"
3k
These figures of speech are by no means exclusive, further 
divisions and sub-divisions are to come.
In all these stylistic qualities the Q u r ’an is revealed.
Ibn Qutaybah stressed strong accent on this chapter, hence it is 
his opinion, that no translation can preserve such qualities 
unchanged, and that no people have extended the use of Ma.jaz 
asv the Arabs did.
*Bab al-Qawl fi al-Majaz*,2 or a chapter concerning the 
trope, is the most important in *K. Ta*wil al-Mushkil’, for in 
it the author set forth the criteria by which he rules his 
analyses of the problematic queries into the language of the 
Qur'an. The first impression such a heading calls our attention 
to is a work not only with the word Ma;jaz in it as a chapter or 
a series of chapters, but the work as a whole entitled *Majaz 
al-Qur*an*. There was no personal contact between the two 
authors, indeed Ibn Qutaybah v/as born three years after the 
death of the author of *K. al-Majaz*. No doubt Ibn Qutaybah 
studied at the hand of some of Abu *Ubaydah*s pupils; to mention 
only one, al-Jahiz, but on the question of al-Ma,iaz. in literature 
generally and the Qur*an in particular, the attitude of Jahiz 
towards it and the conception of Ibn Qutaybah differ 
f undamen t a 1 ly.
(1) The idea expressed here has been quoted by Ibn Faris ^
(d. 395/1 OOLj,) as noticed by the editor in his *K. al-Satribi* 
(footnote (i>, p. 16) who referred to Ibn Qutaybah as’“Some 
of our learned said Ibn Faris’s views, or rather
Ibn Qutaybah*s, has been discussed by Professor J.Hi Kramers 
in his remarkable lecture The Language of the Qurian.
See Analecta Orientalia, vol. 2, p. 161|,.
(2) pp. 76-229.
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It has been often noticed in some m o d e m  studies that 
Ibn Qutaybah was greatly influenced by Abu <Ubaydah. The 
reference, of course, is to the former*© *K* Ta fwil al-Mushkil*, 
considered in respect to the latter*s *K. al-Majaz*. Up to a 
point the observations are justified but how far reaching and 
deep was the influence, and was it *K. al-Majaz* only or other 
works of Abu ^Ubaydah that influenced Ibn Qutaybah? To attempt 
to give fuller replies to such questions would necessitate a 
thorough comparative study based on the two men*s works. Indeed, 
other scholar’s works of the period would be involved.
With regard, however, to the two works in question, it is 
obvious that the motive which induced both authors in their 
undertakings, though chronologically distant, were of similar 
circumstance; both were endeavouring to correct misunder­
standings about the language and the style of the Qur*an, Yet 
the prevailing method and even the titles under which they 
dealt with the subject are totally different; while for instance 
Abu *Ubaydah in his selective study follows all the chapters 
of the Qur»an in order, Ibn Qutaybah, on the other hand, in a 
more restricted measure selects from only thirty-eight chapters 
in a completely random way. On numerous occasions he picks 
verses to demonstrate his lexical, grammatical or figurative 
arguments, or where a stylistic difficulty involves the 
meaning.
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The influence of fK. al-Majaz* is enigmatic, for although 
it is apparent in the text of Ibn Qutaybah1s work reference to 
or quotations from Abu ^Ubaydah have been made in ten^ places, 
there is no mention of a specific work of Abu <Ubaydahfs*
At one time his information came to him through oral trans-
2missdon via one of Abu "‘Ubaydah’s pupils. In seven out of 
the remaining nine his analyses, to a large degree, correspond
7L
to those of Abu ^Ubaydah , the rest however seems to have been 
taken from Abu <Ubaydahts other works or by means of other 
Information.
On the merit of the evidence of the disclosed refei*ences 
made by Ibn Qutaybah himself, Abu ^Ubaydah’s Influence in 
fK. Ta’wil Mushkil al-Qur^an* is of no striking distinction but 
it is just as likely to have been the influence as any other 
philologist and grammarian or commentator v generally, such
mm
authorities as Sibawayh, Kiss'1!, Farra* , Asma<i and several 
others^1 were quoted or disapproved of as frequently as Abu 
<Ubaydah.
(1) Of* PP. 15, 38, 100, 152, 178, 198, 279, 372, ij.06, k36.
(2) "It was recited for me by al-Sajistani from Abu <Ubaydah",
p. 100. The account given has'also occurred in fK. al- 
Majaz * cf. vol. 1 , p. Zj.11 •
(3) Of. *K. al-Majazf, 1, Zj.11; 2, 38; 1 , 379; 1, 16; 2, 253;
2, 300.
(ij,) These he called the people of knowledge and literature,
with whose works he was familiar. Ouch ass al-Asma^i, Abu
2ayd, Abu *Ubaydah, Sibawayh, al-Akhfash, al-Kisa*i, Farra*, 
Abu ^Arnar al-Shayblirii; the learned among the readers of the 
Qur’an and the commentators. See 'Makhtalaf al-Hadlth1,
P. 95.
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To loolc more closely at the influence of Abu ^Ubaydah'a 
fMajast on the work of Ibn Qutaybah*a under consideration, two 
aspects need to be realised, first the text as a commentary, and 
second, and most important, Abu ^Ubaydah’s introduction wherein 
a list of thirty eight figures of speech and grammatical remarks 
are enumerated.
In respect of the first, however, it is noticeable that the 
selections provided by Ibn Qutaybah from thirty eight chapters 
of the Qur’an in disorder, or any other verse he picked to 
illustrate a point, differ from those which appeared in Abu 
*Ubaydahfs work, in that a verse, or as is often the case, a 
word from it, is illustrated in one work and totally disregarded 
in the other, but also in that where their choices coincide the
A
conclusions reached are considerably at variance.
Further, while the general tendency in Abu <Ubaydah*s *K.
al-Majas1 is towards grammatical, philological and syntactical
analyses, with a wider range of poetical documentation, Ibn
Qutaybah, shows more inclination towards the general traditional
exegesis, and often authenticates his analyses with well-
established commentators1 views, as he makes clear at the end of
2his second introduction.
(1) As an example - comparing the longest chapter in the Qur^an 
Surah II which comprises 286 verses, in both works - we find 
Abu *Ubaydah deals with 160 verses wholly or in part. Ibn 
Qutaybah in his book deals with 78 verses. Although it is 
found that in 53 verses both authors have quoted or selected 
from them, in well over half of this figure what has been 
considered by one author with regard to a verse or a word or 
words from it, is completely disregarded by the other. In 
the remainder a lexical or grammatical similarity is often 
noticeable, but their conclusions are varied.
(2) p. 18.
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Indeed among these commentators alluded to, Abu cUbaydah is 
undoubtedly included, but for the reason mentioned by Ibn Qutaybah 
that is the omission of the Isnad (the chains of authority), 
particularly those which are well established, his sources would 
have easily been traceable* Ibn Qutaybah also reveals that he 
expands and further explains comment a torsi* views adding his own 
interpretation to that which hitherto had not been reflected 
upon, as far as language permitted*
Turning to Abu *Ubaydah’s introduction, many have inclined 
to the view that here lies the sole inspiration for the driving 
influence behind Ibn Qutaybah*s trop^pal study* Ascri^tixtfj.
Ibn Qutaybah*s effort the medium of this introduction
would be difficult to uphold. Let us rather consider the thirty 
nine listed figures - be they grammatical or of speech - with 
regard to those demonstrated by Ibn Qutaybah. Ibn Qutaybah 
divided his chapters on trope into six main sections, 
subsequently subdividing them further.
(1) The first chapter and the most important, lsti*arah 
(metaphor) is not among the figures demonstrated by Abu Ubaydah 
and we shall see soon who was most likely to have inspired Ibn 
Qutaybah in this respect.
(2) The second chapter, al-Maqlub (the transpositioned) is also 
not in Abu <Ubaydah* s list^ the studies which influence Ibn 
Qutaybah again will be seen*
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(3 ) Concerning the role of omission and conciseness, although
1
some aspects of this are mentioned in .Abu Ubaydah1 s list , yet 
the tei*m had long been used in grammatical circles, particularly 
in !The Book* of Sibawayh who died 1 80 A.H.^
(ij.) Circumstances which prompted the study of repetition during 
Ibn Qutaybah1 s life added more and more to it than the mere 
grammatical observation, further it is Jahiz who might have 
inspired Ibn Qutaybah rather than Abu ^Ubaydah.
(5) As for Kinayah (metonomy), the term did occur in Abu 
<Ubaydahfs introduction,but it was confined to a purely 
grammatical function*
(6) In the sixth and last section, the incongruity between
words and meanings, he deals with twenty-eight terms, several
of which occurred in Abu ^Ubay&ab^s introduction, but it is
characteristic that the subject as a whole was well-trodden by
grammarians/schools, Basrah and Kufah, and perhaps Asma^i was# *
most likely to have guided Ibn Qutaybah in this respect, 
particularly his work entitled "Ma It^afaqa lafzuhu wa Ikhtalafa 
Ma< nah* *'
It would seem, however, in the light of the foregoing 
observations, that whatever other work or works by Abu *Ubaydah 
may have influenced Ibn Qutaybah in his demonstration of Ma.iaz 
in particular, 'Kifab al-Majaz* was of no serious impact.
(1 ) fMajazf, vol. 1, pp. 9-10.
(2) Cf. fKitab Sibawayh1, Harun ed., vol. 1, pp. 211-212.
(3) ‘Majaz’, vol. 1, p. 15.
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The I1 rope - Ma.jas
At the end of his second introduction and also at the 
opening of his chapter on the trope, Ibn Qutaybah emphasised the 
fact that most of the analysists* errors occurred when tampering
Having thus made this claim Ibn Qutaybah* s survey seemed to
be confined not only to Arabic and Mamie literatures, but to
some degree his observations and wide readings extended so far
beyond as to reflect on biblical literature, at least that which
had been rendered into Arabic, where we find certain passages
from both the Old and the Hew Testaments were considered. For
instance, "So God blessed the seventh day and hallowed it,
because on it God rested from all his work which he had done 
3
in creation."
The word 1 rested’perhaps because of its anthropomorphical 
implication can not be admitted as it stands and the following 
interpretation must be called for at least in Arabic.
"The origin of the word rest (Istirahah) is the result of
struggling with something that wearied and fatigued., you, there­
fore you require rest. The meaning therein was transferred, and 
the word used to signify the finishing or ending. You say: "We 
have rested (Istarahna)" from your requii^ement and ordered it,
A
with the trope. "As for the Marias. many people committed
part?.mistakes in their 
"meaning we have finished with it."^
(1) ’Ta’wil Mushkil al-Qur'an*, pp. 75-6
(2) Ibid, p. 76.
(3} *The Bible*, Genesis 2, v. 3.
(4) *Ta*wil Mushkil al-Qur*anf, p. 77.
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toother point Ibn Qutaybah calls, the attention to in the 
abuse and misapprehension of the function of the trope is 
twofold and can be realised in the light of the teachings of 
two different schools, the Mu<tasilites and an/other sect or 
sects; but what must be considered here is that Ibn Qutaybah
A
was not in the least conducting a theological argument, but 
theology and theologian dialectic must necessarily be conducted 
within the framework of the language and additionally through 
language they strived to support their principles and beliefs, 
The Mmtaailah in supporting many of their dogmas leant 
heavily on figurative interpretation and analogy, particularly 
in such principles as the speech of God and the will of men.
To prove that God did not speak in reality the Mu<tazilah 
claimed that wherever the words Qawl and Kalam (utterance) 
occurred in the Q u r ’an they should not be upheld in their 
literal sense, therefore they should be interpreted analytically 
as when is said; "The wall said" and "say by your head"; what 
is obviously meant here according to them is only the 
finclination1, the word fsayf is superfluous.
In verses as;~
"tod when We said unto the angels; prostrate yourselves 
before Adam" (II/3 4) imperative which implies utterance 
in their opinion is but an inspiration.
(1 ) This is clear as he demonstrated in 1al-Ikhtilaf fl al-lafz* 
p. 1 2 . "I did not go in most of ray arguments against them' 
beyond the way of languages - As for Kalam (speculative 
theology) it is not our business - tod in my opinion most 
perished because of it and by forcing religion to yield 
to the logic of analogy.
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And in:-
"And it was not (vouchsafed) to any mortal that God should 
speak to Him unless (it he) hy revelation or from behind a Veil, 
or (that) fie sendjjth a messenger, to reveal what He will by 
His leave.” (XLIl/51).
Revelation is here interpreted as inspiration. And of His
/Of
saying to Heaven and Uarth:- "Gome both7you, willingly or lothn. 
They said: "We come f obedient-,” "(XLl/11). They argued that God 
did not say nor did they; how could He address a non-existence? 
This however means ’to b e ’ and they have been."
To support this argument they quoted from ancient poetry the 
verses of the poet, al-Muthaqqab a l - ‘Abdi speaking on behalf of 
his she-camel:-
”She says: when I spread out the fore-girth to fasten it 
upon her -
Is this to be for ever his way and mine ?
Is the whole of time to be unloosing and binding-on of 
gear ?
Will he never spare me, or save me (from being utterly 
worn out}.”"*
She did not say a word in all this, but as the poet saw that 
she was in a situation of exhaustion and overwhelmed by fatigue 
he assumed that if she were to speak she would have said as he 
described of her.
(1) ’The Mufa4^aliyat ’, ed. and trans. C.J. Lyall, vol. 1, 
p. 586, vol. 2, p. 231 *
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Or as the other said:-
"My camel complained to me against the long night 
journeyings. ”
The camel did not complain, hut the poet told of its numerous
journeys and its weariness and concluded that if it were to
*1
speak it should complain of what it had endured,
"It is apparent to whoever is familiar with language that 
such words as Qawl and Kalam are used figuratively,"
By this statement Ihn Qutaybah commences his literary 
retort. He did not deny, nor would anybody, that such words 
are often ascribed metaphorically to animals 01* objects, The 
reality of the actual utterance none would think of. In this 
respect Ibn Qutaybah even penetrated deeper to explore what 
later on became known as the imaginative metaphor; that is to 
say when we imagine, in an inanimate thing, admonition or 
exhortation we may personify it and say of it, ’it tells and 
says’* e.g. "You are admonished by silent graves."
I
(1 ) A  further example is the verse of Antarahs
"And he twisted round to the spears, impart upon his 
breast. And complained to me. sobbing and whimpering." 
(A.J. Arberry, trans. ’The Seven Odes’, p. 1 8 3 ). ^The 
underlined word received similar analysis.
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e.g. "I stood there at evening, while the place gave no clear
answer, To the questioner, save only a secret word.”
The dwelling utters never a word to the questioner, hut the 
manifest circumstances are most revealing to the whole situation,
A
as though they gave a secret word.
Ibn Qutaybah1s second point was to establish the criteria 
on which a- sound judgement must be reached when we speak of 
tta jaz. He calls our attention to the following rules which must 
be observed.
(a) The verbs used in the trope include the infinitives.
(b) That they also must not be emphasised by repetition.
You say metaphorically: the wall wants to fall.
but not the wall wants to fall (with) a strong wanting.
In exercising these rules on the Qur’an*s style, two verses 
which the Muctazilites for dogmatic convenience interpreted 
metaphorically can no longer be used thus:~
(1) utad God spoke directly to Moses.” (IV/16U).
The Masdar or, as grammatically texmied, the absolute object,
(Takliman). or as in the translation, directly, in the light 
of the second rule cannot be illustrated in a figurative sense 
(Majaz).
(2) "The only words We say to a thing, when We desire it, is
that We say to it and it is." (XVI/I4.0}.
In this example both rules are present.
(i) *Awf al-Khazra*, see fThe Mufaddaliyatf, trans. C.J. Lyall, 
vol. 2, p. 3I4.9*
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With regard to the question of Qadar (predestination) - 
a term with which, at one time the Mu<tazilite’s name had been 
associated - and in the light of the second principle *M 1 
(righteousness) the Mu^tazilites upheld the belief that man is 
responsible for bis acts, and on his free will his ultimate 
destiny depended* Reconciliation of this belief with such a 
Qur*anic verse as:-
’•He willjfastray any or guideth whoever He will,” (XVI/9 3 ) 
and others like it, presents a great difficulty, metaphorical 
interpretation therefore became a necessity to avoid such 
obvious contradiction* In the case of the above quoted verse 
they offered these interpretations:-
(1) Both ’astray1 and ’guideth’ signify merely calling or 
declaring them thus but they areTnot|be taken in any factitive 
sense*
(2 ) Others interpreted them as estimative, and ’astray’ in
particular was rendered to the sense of "to ascribe to
u
((stray^ f^em^
Ibn Qutaybah though dealing with this at some length in 
-1
his other works, is conducting his discussion here d.H a 
grammatical basis. He argued that the measure Af< al is never 
used as declarative or estimative, for this the language used 
the measure P &<<al.
(1 ) See ’Tawil Mulchtalif al-Hadith’, pp* 8O-8 1 .
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Several examples of misreading of the Qur*an and poetry 
in these two measures were then discussed. His discussion 
also brought about interesting points with regard to the Arab 
conception of predestination even long before Islam.
The extremist views of the Mu^tazilah were, in effect, 
met by other immoderate rivalling views on the part of some of 
the Sunnites, who over the same question without any reservation 
upheld the opposite attitude. Both in Ibn Qutaybah*s opinion
were wrong*
There was also a third party who dislodged the role of 
tfe.jaz totally, on the grounds that it implied untrue statements. 
This party seemed to have been the lahirite sect whose founder, 
Daw'ud al-Zahiri (d. 270/ 8 8 3} w^as instructed in Tradition by 
one of Ibn Qutaybah*s own tutors, Ibn Rahawayh (d. 238/ 8 5 2).
The narrow view of this sect, as seen by Ibn Qutaybah, was 
unrealistic for, in fact, if the trope was untrue most of the 
speech could be deemed false expression.
(1) See *al~lkhtilaf fi al-Lafz*, pp. 19-20, 1*5-46.* y
(2) See Ibn Khallikan, *Wafayat*, ed. Muhi al-Din 
vol. 2, pp. 26, 21*6.
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A
Metaphor - Isti<arah
There was no emphasis in the studies of Abu < Ubaydah on
this term, nor was it included in the tropical terms he
demonstrated at the opening of *K. al-Majaa*, though some of
2
his analyses in other works, as noted earlier, may have some
bearing on its function* The author whose works evidently
appear to have guided Ibn Qutaybah in his attempt was al-Asma^i,*
particularly his chapter on Metaphors1 From the ample
material cited therein Ibn Qutaybah was able to classify them
or form them in certain categories.
To Ibn Qutaybah Isti<arah seemed the first and most
important chapter of tropical use, if only because it was and
still is the most frequent figurative device used in the 
5language. His first observation was:
uThe Arabs (fasta*ir) borrow or substitute a word for 
another when its signification is caused by,annexed or similar 
to another.11 In these three words he summed up the elements 
that permit to its adoption.
(1 ) pp. 1 02-141 •
(2) cf* fIsti*arah*, in the studies of Jahiz in the previous 
chapter._
(3) Baqillani, fI*3az al-Qur'an1, p. 108 also refers to Abu 
<.Ubaydahfs study of 1sti< arah.
(4 ) See Asma^i, fK. Fa<altu wa*Af<altuf, B.M. Ms* Or. 147$* 
fols.*29a - 43a.
(3) cf. p. 101. Also it is notable jthat Ibn al~Mu<tazz made 
his first chapter in *K. al-Badi<!, ed. I. Kratehrovsky 
p. 3 sqq. on Isti<arah.
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To illustrate this further he cited:-
U >  "They say to the plants (Haw ), rain; for by rain they 
grow.11 Ru^bah b. al-*A;jja;j said:
meaning the vegetation dried up.
(b) They call the rain 'sky1 because it descends from above, 
as in the saying:-
lfWe ceased not to tread upon the rain (the sky) until we
"When the clouds descend in rain on the land of other people 
we pasture therein our herds, though they be wrathful."
(c) They also say: The earth laughs when it gives forth; for
it shows the beauty of vegetations and blossoms with flowers 
as the laughter shows his front teeth.
Ibn Qutaybah1s analytical demonstration is shown in the 
anonymous proverb
"I experienced from so-and-so hardship." ,
That is to say, hardship and distress'!: the reason being that as 
the bearer of a water-skin becomes exhausted by the act of carry­
ing, so that his forehead perspires, thus the sweat caused by his 
toil is substituted or borrowed to signify difficulty.
(1) Bee ^sam<i (op.cit.) fol. 29b.
(2) The poet is Mu<awiyah b. Malik. 1Muffaddaliyat1, trans. by 
G.J. Lyall, vol. 2, p. 296.
"ikid the rains (towa' ) of theeendo.win^clouds dried up
X
A
came to you",
2or as the poet said:
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Having thus shown some of the reasons that allow for the 
formation of metaphor, Ibn Qutaybah devoted the rest of this 
chapter to analysing examples from the Qur>an, often illustrated 
by quotations from poetry* His reflection appeared to have 
inspired some of the fourth century critics* It would be 
sufficient to see his method in the following:- 
(1 ) "On the day when the leg shall be bared." (LXVTIl/i|2)
The commentator’s explanation being that it tells of great 
calamity. Ibn Qutaybah’s metaphorical analysis runs "The reason 
being that when a man encountered a difficult task requiring 
of him a struggle in his earnestness he would gird his garment 
up his leg. The word ’leg* here is merely borrowed or 
substituted for calamity."
(2) "And in like manner We disclosed them (i.e. the youths of 
the cave to the people of the city)." (XVIIl/22)
The word (A<tharna in the Arabic text literally means ’made 
stumble upon’) in this context means ’made them known*. The 
reason for this is that when a person unexpectedly stumbles on 
something, he looks at it until he knows, it. The word ^Ithar 
is borrowed for and recognition. People say:
^ jf"^ iever found (<Athartu <Ala) so-andrs.o with evil".
(1 ) cf. ^Askarl, ’al-Sina<atayn’, pp. 268-2?5*
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Furthermore, in dealing with some of the many examples
he demonstrated, Ibn Qutaybah came to realise the implication
of metaphor with other terms, particularly simile and metonymy,
which in later studies became popular under such headings, as
comparative metaphor and metonymical me tap hoi1.
For example, his analysis of the poetfa verse:-
"And like the robe of the son of Bid with which he
protected his people, and stopped the road to those that
2
travelled along it”. His terminology here is but that of 
metonymy, also in the other poet!s>^  verse:-
ffThy brother and mine in the valley of Nusair 
There was not beside us any man of Ma*ad&," 
i.e. Myself and you*.
(1 ) cf. SakkakiL ’Miftah1, p. 179* Also Sa^ad al-Din 
al-Taftazani, !Mukhtasar al-Ma^ani', p. 4^5*
(2) The poet is Tha^labah b. ^Amar, trans. G.J, Lyall, 
H'he Mufaddaliyat1, vol. 2, p. 197*
(3) Bashamah b* al-Ghadir, Ibid, vol. 2, p. 37*
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The Role of Metaphor and Hyperbole*
With regard to the verse, "And the heaven and the earth 
wept not for them, nor were they reprieved" (XLIV/29) two 
tropical interpretations were observed; to some it appeared to
contain a form of 'omission*, that is to say with the ellipsis
r u
of the prefixed noun, the people of the heaven and the earth ...
to others, with whom Ibn Qutaybah seemed to identify himself,
it represented a metaphor in the sense that the Arabs when
wishing to express their deep regret towards the death of a
to
great personage, they made the sun blacken, the moonj^eclipse, 
the wind and heaven and earth weep for his death^ -fhe reason 
being no other than an intensification of the c a l a m i t y . ^  
conventional trend well observed and a popular tone of 
expression.
By some philologists this tendency in poetry was deemed
unpraiseworthy, on the grounds that it is immoderate and
exceeding the limit. Contrarily, Ibn Qutaybah saw in it but
an allowable form of expression since the language had adopted
2
it. The rest of this chapter was devoted to further examples.
(1 } "There is something adolescent about hyperboles for they
express things violently .... its vehemence, however, does 
not suit men of mature years," Aristotle, On Style, 
trans, M. Gfrube, 1J4I 3b.
(2) From poetry he quoted such examples as Imru^ al-Qays's 
verse:-
"There was nothing like the day I passed (perturbedly) at 
Qudar, As though my friends; and I were upon the horn of 
a dusi-coloured antelope." i.e. in extreme anxiety and 
restlessness.. From prose, they say "He has properties 
as wide as the sun casts dts rays and as the wind 
travels." etc., etc.
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In the Qur+an, noticed Ibn Qutaybah, such hyperbolic 
language when used with the verb Kada (well nigh), (e.g. 
LXVTII/51, xrK/90) if the verb is.' not mentioned it is concealed, 
e.g. "tod the hearts reached to the throats." (XXXIIl/lG).
- 1flr.e Transpositioned - al~Maqlub
If on the whole Ma,iaz. or the figurative use of words, 
has been sought for a fuller elucidation or sublimation of the 
meaning above and beyond the limitation of the literal sense of 
words, al-Maqlub. (the transpositioned) at first sight proves 
to be a perplexity, for in it language is not borrowing remote 
words or images to emphasise or intensify the Intended sense 
but for the same reason, it is simply using the opposite word.
If for instance 1 a 1 is the contrary of !b* for all the 
values of fb* denominating one by another or implying a word 
to connote them both, this undoubtedly is bound to produce a 
scale of dubiety between any of the two points or the 
significance of either word. To the experts the criterion 
seemed to be psychological rather than logical, in that the
2
crucial point of definition has become the idea of the context.
(1 ) PP* 142-1 61.
(2) This conclusion is reached by Ibn al-tobari, see fK._ al- 
Addad1, ed. Abu al-Padl, pp. 2-3? Kuwait, 1960.
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This peculiarity of ambiguousnesa in the language had
occupied Arab philologists long before Ibn Qutaybah*& time,^
as it did also his contemporaries and the succeeding generations,
particularly fourth century scholars, at which time some works
2
were devoted to its complete abandonment, but others enlarged 
upon the subject further and critical reflections were made 
on previous studies^.
In this chapter Ibn Qutaybah does not record materials and 
observations of earlier philologists but classified them under 
certain headings with regard to the meanings,
(l) Describing a person or a thing by his. or its counter 
epithet,
(a) To avert from evil and wish well in calling the stung 
person (Salim) safe, the thirsty (Nahil) that he may find water 
and the calling of the wilderness (Mafazah), a place of safety,
(b) To intensify or exaggerate the epithet, as in calling the 
sun (Jawnah) black or black ringed with red to denote its 
brightness, or calling the crow, one-eyed denoting its sharp 
sight.
(1) The subject is better known as al-Addad (words expressing 
contrary meanings). Maqlub is one oi three topics often 
discussed in the books^on Acj-dad (as can be seen in the intro­
duction of al-Sajistanl. "The reason which caused me to 
compare it (i.e. his *K. al-Addad*) is that^we found them 
(the Arabs) abundantly using Addad and Maqlub in their 
language," 1Addad1, p. 72, ecu'A. Haffner.
In addition to"works by Asma<x, Qutrub (d. 206/821) ed, Hans 
Kafler, Islamica, vol. V9 *pp. 2 U 3 - & M ), Sajistani, Ibn al- 
S£kkIV:, Saghanl whose works^were together ed, by A. Haffner 
(o.p. cit.}. See also Suyuti, VWuzhir*, vol. 1 , p. “397.
(2) Ibn Durstawayh (d. 3U7/95&) composed a word entitled 
* Obsolescence °£ Addad** Suyutx op.cit., p. 396.
3 & k (const*)
11^
(e) For mockery or a joke aa in calling the black white o ■ 
or vice versa. This in the Qur'an occurred in the verse 
describing the attitude of the people of the prophet Shu<ayb:- 
"Lol Thou art the mild, the guide to right behaviour”
(XI/27).
(2) Denoting two opposites by the same name.
This is the subject of *addad1 and from the extant material^
*  *
particularly of his tutor al-Sajistani who had his information 
directly from such authorities as Asma*I, Abu <Ubaydah and 
others, Ibn Qutaybah may differ some of these authorities,
V- s .
yet later studies on the same subject may differ him.
Here, however, he culled such examples as:-
Bariin* (black) describing both morning and night as in,
"And in the morning it was as if plucked", (LXVTII/20) 
or such as:
2
Sufdah , for both light and darkness ,
* 3Sarikh, the crying for help and the helper himself ,
* 1
&ann, for both certainty and doubt ,
Jalal, for great and trifling ,
6War a , before and behind .
3 & 4 (cont.)
Of. Ibn al-Anbari, (d. 327/938), severely criticised 
several philologists, particularly Ibn Qutaybah on several 
words. Bee Kuwait ed., pp. 93*5? 186-7? 226-8, 307"8, 
3U1-2.
(1 ) - (6) Compare the following works on Addad.
Qutrub, VAddld* (op.cit.), pp. 266 (139)? 2U6 (5)* 273 
(1?6), 21+1+'( 3) > 21+6 (!+), 255 (95).
1 - 6  (cont.)
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(3) Hysteron Froteron.
Pre-positive may be explained by post-positive or vice 
versa. Another form of transposition. Ibn Qutaybah quotes at 
length from poetry to explain this feature in language. The
formulae he often used after each example ffThe poet wants to
say .... but” or "the right way he should have said this is 
this", for example
"1 have become frightened until my fright could not be more
/■~v - - 7
than th&t o<f a mountain goat seeking refuge at Dhi al-Matarah" . 
The right way he should have said this is thiss-
"Until the fright of a mountain goat could not be more 
t han mine•"
Prom the Qur*an several examples are : -
e.g. "Then he drew nigh and came down", (LIII/8)
i.e. "Game down and drew nigh.
Man was created of haste". (XXl/37) 
i.e. Haste was created by man.
(h) Mistaken T x^ansposition.
(i) - (6) cont.
4sma<i, *Addad1 (op.cit.), pp. 54 (40, 35 (43), 53 (84),
_ •' 42 (34), 9 (6), 20 (24). x
Sajistani, Addad (op.cit.), pp. 105 (145), 86 (114), 105 
"(146), 76 (107), 84 (112), 82 (111).
Ibn al-SltkRTt, !Addad* (op.cit.), pp. 195 (328), 189 (316),
208* ('368), 188 (315), 167 (28l), 175 (296). 
Numbers between brackets show the number of the word on 
the page. .
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2
For reasons of poetic licence * for the sake of the rhyme 
or metre, a poet may learn to use such a device, e.g.s-
ft
,fYfe are the sons of the mother of the four.11 
According to some authorities the number was five but the 
rhyme made four. Or that;-
!,It was a duty that you have said.
As adultery has been the punishment of stoning.u 
What the poet wished to say was that stoning has been the 
punishment of adultery.
With regard to the verse 11/171 and XXVIII/76, Ibn Qutaybah
*  ^ 11
rejected the views of some philologists presumably*Abu Ubaydah
and in refuting them found support in Farra’ Ts interpretation,
3Omission and Conciseness
Ibn Qutaybah1s main appraisal of omission and conciseness 
is notable ins-
(a) classification under certain topics of the ample material 
and remarks scattered in various philological works, although 
he himself was sometimes at variance with their train of thought* 
which led him to disagree with some philologists1 and 
grammarians’ interpretation.^
(1) Although this is the terminology used by Abu 4Ubaydah in 
fMajas (vol. 1, pp. 12, 63-J4) it appears in Ibn Qutaybah’s 
to denote other rhetorical figures of speech. Gf* pp. 1h8»
(2) p. 157. 228‘
(3) PP. 162-179.
(U) Cf his disag1*001110^  with Farra* , p. 169, with other 
grammarians, p. 17G.
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(b) that his classification was of such importance that it
was wholly adopted by fourth century critics, particularly Abu
—  1Hilal al-^Askari. further, some of his remarks particularly 
concerning the obscurity of the meaning in the case of
conciseness was expanded in one of these later studies of I^ias
that of al-Rummani, as we shall see later.
Omission, noticed Ibn Qutaybah, occurred in the following: 
(1 ) The ellipsis of the prefixed noun'. and the substitution of 
the complement (the postfixed noun) in its position, 
e.g. ”And the calf was made to sink into their hearts.” (11/93) 
i.e. The love of the calf
(2) The infliction of a verb on two objects, to one of them 
the verb is suitable, as to the other the appropriate verb is 
concealed.
e.g. ”1 fed her with straw and —  cool water.”
i.e. and gave her to drink .... 
or as the other poet said:- 
”1 saw thy husband in the battle field 
hanging upon him a sword and —  spear.” 
i.e. and bearing a spear.^
( O  cf. 'Sina/atayn', pp. 181-185.
(2) \ L i  %\— Cd'
3 (cont.)
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(3) The ellipsis of the complement (condition or otherwise) for 
the sake of brevity and on the assumption that the hearer is 
cognizant of it.
e.g. !,Had it not been for the grace of God and his mercy (.....) 
and that God is clement, merciful.” (i.e. Ye had been 
undone). (XXIV/20)
Abu DhuVayb said:-
”Eor her sake I disobeyed the heart, to whose command I am 
obedient. 1 know not whether it has been wise to seek 
her ....”
*i
i.e. or whether It has. been misguided.
(if.) Ellipsis of a word or two words:-
”And as for those whose faces have been blackened, it will 
be said: Disbelieved ye after your (professed) belief.”
The underlined words are not in the Arabic text.
(5) '^ he ellipsis of the complement of the oath (the replicative), 
when in the succeeding text there is indication of it. 
e.g. ”Qaf, By the glorious Qur'an. Nay, but they marvel that 
a warner of their own hath come unto them; and the disbelievers 
say: this is a strange thing: when we are dead and have become 
dust (shall we be brought back)?” (L/1-3)*
(3) cont. r 1 j r.s\ ^ u -  jjJv ^
Another version of this verse is: ^^-3
"Would that tby husband had gone hanging upon him ap^woi>d 
and bearing a spear.” cf. Lane!s Arabic English Lexicon, 
vol. 2, p. 2357.
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(6) The ellipse of the particle la
e.g. 11 God makes clear to you, lest you go astray*' (IV/1 7 6 )
This is often used in the case of oath - as, in Imru4 al-Qays’s 
verses
11 Mid I said: By God I will ever remain at your dwelling
BJven though (your people) will strike off my head and limbs*"
(7) . The reference to something that has not previously been 
mentioned,
e.g. "Until the Bun was hidden behind the veil." (XXXVIIl/3 2 )
The word sun is not mentioned in the text prior to this. ■
(8 ) The ellipse of the preposition
e.g. "And Moses chose from his people seventy men." (VH/155) 
What he termed the omitted epithet is but the preposition (from)U
A
Repetition and Superfluity
Ibn Qutaybah in dealing with repetition and superfluity
avoided using the term Itnab (prolix style) which had been
adopted by Ja£.iz, using instead a combination term ’repetition
and prolongation*. To the latter he made reference in one of
his polemic chapters "The former^ though its; position in
language had been noticed by earlier philologists , during Ibn
Qutaybah’s. time seemed to have been the su&ect of much argument
concerning the repetition of tidings and stories in the Qur'an,
which led Ibn Qutaybah to deal at some length at the opening of
this chapter in explaining the reasons that allowed such 
repetition.____________
(1) PP* 180-198*
(2) cf. p. 6 2.
(3 ) cf. Abu Ililal al-^Askari, ’al-Sina<a^ayn’, pp. 1 93-U*
Also Khattabi, see chapter on Khattabi.
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Considering repetition as a stylistic phenomenon and also to
tojustify the j^ forms ^ repetition which occurred in cejjfcain chapters in the 
Qur’an (e*g*LV,CIX), he made reference once more to the fact that the 
Qur’an was X'evealed in the language of the Arabs and in accordance 
with their method of expression, which included both repetition and
'j
conciseness as the circumstance demanded*
(a) Repetition of the form 
The reoccurrence again and again of identical words or phrases is 
for 110 other reason than that it enhances the compositional impressive­
ness, as in the verse
" N@ indeed., but soon you shall know, Again no indeed,but soon 
you shall know*" ( Cl 1/3*^)
In prose as well as in verse, forms or words are often repeated,e*g< 
as one may say:~
"Quick I Quick I " 
or "Shoot I Shoot I "
From poetry the author cited
"How many a fortune you used to have
How many, how many and yet how many how many t "
^  * 3 ^ 9  ^  p— =^> cini
another poet said:-
"Could you not have asfe^ the hosts of ICindah 
On the day they fled x^ hither whither ? " 0
V-----* ' U*.} V ?  ^  oX—  v LH, ^
the poet, ’Av/f b* al-Khari1 said:-
" And Fasarah was well nigh consumed by our fire,
Well-deserved Fazarah^ell deserved Fazarah I"
“(l) See p*T5V ”
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Sometimes they wished to emphasise the epithet hut they disliked 
repeating a word txd.ce, therefore a letter in it may be changed
The meaning also can be repeated in kwo different words for 
the sake of intensification and varifety of wording, e.g. some one 
may say:-
”1 require good communication (goodness, affection) and ask you 
to refrain from straining the relationship*”
He is not saying more than repeating one idea.
I)T in  —'Rii-mmPi'h (tViP> rl * —
beloved*s lips, though the first word itself (dark-lipped) carries 
the idea.
In the Qur’an this occured in such a verse:-
e.g. ” What hindered thee that thou didst not fall.” (VII/12) 
Metonymy- Kinayah
The term Kinayah in 'K.Ta^wIl al-Mushkil1 is synonymous with 
Taf rid, (intimation) and Tawriyah ( equivocation)•
for variation, e.g. fAtshan Natshan.
(b) Idea
repeating several vxords in the first hemistich in describing his
"Therein is fruit and date-trees and pomegranates”(17/68)
Redundant letters
In this he notices the overflow of some particles: 
e.g. La when the speech is including denial:
(1) Cf. 'Ta’wii al-MusKkil', pj20^i
(2) Ibid. p.210.
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In $ K.Majaz al-Qur’anf, Abu ’Ubaydah used it to signify to a large
1 -  ’degree the pronoun and the relative pronoun* Al-Jaliia treated it as
* *
a rhetorical term at one stage, but at another he severely criticised 
the role of Kinayah* We notice that in fK.Ta’wil Mushkil al-Qur’an1, 
Ibn Qutaybah, before demonstrating some of the examples that 
illustrate its importance as a style of expression, shows some of the 
criticism which might have lent weight to its recognition both 
grammatically as well as a way of expression.
(1) The Shufubiyyah had been deprecating the Arabs for such names
as nthe father of" and "the mother of" and ascribed to them an acid
2taste for such a choice.
(2) The Mu’tasilite al-Kazzam, from a legal standpoint -i.e. its
• •
3application in divorce cases- condemned its validity.
(3) A third party - the so-called- Muslims, presumably the
Zahirite sect- in interpreting the Qur’anic verse XXV/28 and with 
*
regard to a specific word in it, accepted nothing but its literal
. \meaning•
(A) The Rafidah, on the other hand, in favour of their own dogma, 
*
5imposed metonymy on the same verse.
(1) ,K,al"Majazf, introduction, p.15* Also al-Karra’, 'K.Ma’ani 
al-Qur * an,p. 333*
(2) fTa*wil al-Mushkil1, p.201.
(3) ’Ta’wil Mukhtalif al-Hadith*, pp.22-3? also al-Baghdadi,
1al-Farq bayn al-FiraSj.1 , p. 1^ -3*
(A) ’Ta’wil al-Mushkil1 , p.202.
(3) Ibid.
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Kinayah, argued Ibn Qutaybah, is of various kinds and different 
places. In that which became known as a grammatical term he 
observed that when addressing a man as "the father of" you are 
indicatively distinguishing him when writing to or corresponding 
with him, since common means often agree, or for the purpose of 
esteeming him highly, for by thus doing old age and experience 
are implied.
la*rad or Kinayah as a means of expression, Ibn Qutaybah saw
r - n n : i , i n . _ * r  1^,1
in it an essential characteristic of the Arabic language which 
was often employed. By so doing the sense intended is delivered 
in a more elegant and better form than plainness and straight­
forwardness. Indeed the man x^ ho expressed himself in everything
1in open terms was not.praiseworthy. The term la*rid seemed to
be taken from the Qur’ani^ r verse 11/233•
Among the numerous examples he cited from the Qur’an is the
verse XXXVIII/22 "Behold, this my brother has ninety-nine ewes,
and I have one ewe • So he said, "Give her into my charge." and 
he overcame me in argument."
Ihe ewes and the following ewe is used metonymically to 
indicate women as in the poem:-
The reference is to a slave-girl of whom, for neighbourliness sake, 
the poet dare not take advantage.
(1) Ibid., p. 20^.
(2) Ibid., p. 206.
/
/ "0 sheep, what game for him to whom she is lawful
2
lo me forbidden, o would that she were not so."
12*1-
1Incongruity between words and meaning
(1) Defamatory unintended malediction
e.g. "Perish man I How unthankful he is*" (LXXX/l?)
(2) Anathematization of wonder, when one hits the point in 
words or action.
e.g. Imru’ al-Qays describing a brilliant archer, 
such
"And he is/a shot that his victim, does not go away to 
die.
What aileth him? May he not be numbered among his people".
-o— ^ da y aIL-
(3) The agreement of verbs in both the main and subordinate
2clause , but with different indications.
e.g. "The guerdon of an ill deed is an ill like thereof", 
(XLIl/4o) the former indicating mistake and the 
latter punishment.
(*!-) The occurrence of speech in the interrogative while
denoting t J s n b p  b amt i ve £ b l *
e.g. "And what is that in thy right hand, 0 Moses?"
(XX/l?)
(3) Interrogative for wonder,
e,g. "Whereof do they question one another? Of the
  awful tiding", (LXXVIl/1-2)
(1) pp. 213-229*
(2) To use the term 1 replicative1 he would require prostasis,
which is not the case in all example he shows.
/
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(g) Interrogation for warning*
e.g. "WhatI do you come to male being^ leaving your 
wives that youx* Lord created for you ?" (XXVT/165)
(7 ) The imperative used for threatening, 
e.g. "Do what ye will " (XLI/I4O)
(8) The imperative for instruction (as in the case of divorce),
e.g. "And call to witness two just men among you.11 (LXV/2)
(9) Ihe imperative for allowance.
e.g. "And when the prayer is ended, then disperse in the
land.” (LXIl/10)
(iO) Imperative for obligation.
e.g. "Pay the poor due." (II/L3)
(•11) The general for the particular.
e.g. "And the poets, the perverse follow them." (XXVI/224) 
i.e. not all the poets.
(12) The plural form used to signify the singular and the dual.
n
e.g. "And let a party of believers witness their punishment.
(13) Describing the plural as a singular.
e.g. "And furthermore the angels are his helpers." (LXVl/h) 
The last wox^d is singular ($ahir)T
(iL) The singular signifying the plural.
e.g. "We bring you forth aa an infant." (XXII/5)
(1 5 ) Describing the singular with the plural.
(XXIV/2)
e.g.
broken into ten pieces
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(16 ) The extension of a verb to two subjects when it belongs 
only to one*
e.g. (with regard to the story of Moses and Joshua)
"And when, they reached the point when the two (seas) met 
they forgot their fish.11 (XVTl/62) (according to
commentators the one who forgot was, Joshua).
(17) The confinement of a verb to one (subject or object) while 
it includes two.
e.g. ’’But when they spy some merchandise or pastime they 
break away to it.” (LXII/1 1 )
(1 8 ) Addressing the present in the form of the absent.
e.g. ’’Till, when ye are in the ships and they sail with
them with a fair breeze and they are glad therein* ” {x/23)
(19) Addressing the absent as present.
e.g. "Mercy upon me, that Khalid’s freshness and
V
Your face’s brightness have been buried in the reddish sand.
Your face is his face, i.e. Khalid’s.
(2 0) Addressing a person with something while it is meant for 
others.
e.g. "When He created you from the earth." (LIll/3 2)
The address is to mankind, the meaning refers to the creatxa 
of Adam.
(21) The use of the imperative form for the singular, the dual
and the plux*al in the form of the dual.
e.g. "(And it is said): Do ye twain hurl to hell each
rebel ingrate." (L/2ij.)
The form is Alqiya and the command for all the fire keepers.
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(22) Tlie addressing of the singular in the form of the plural, 
e.g, "He saiths My Lord! send me back." (XXXXIl/99)
Ar,ji 'un is the form,
(23) The continuation of speech, as though it is said by one
person but it includes another.
e.g. "She said: L o ! Kings, when they enter a township
ruin it and make the mighty among its people humble ~
Thus will they do." The last phrase is not hers,
(24) The use of the verb in the form of* past 'tense to denote
the s^^bsiantive or the future,
1e.g. (a) "They said: How can we talk to one who is in
the cradle, a young boy, 1 (XXX/29)
2
(b) "The commandment of God will come to pass,"
(XVl/l)
(25) The object in the form of Fa fil.
"He will live a pleasant^ life," (CX/7)
(26) The form Fa * il for Muf1i1,
4e.g, "The originator of the heavens and the earth."
(XX/117
(2?) Fa1il for Fa1i l .
(28) Fa 1il for Maf(ul
6e.g. "Lo! His promise is ever sure of fulfilment
( x i x / 6 1 )
This last is very rare.
1) The word here isj- Kana
2) The word here is:- Ata
3) The word here is:- Radiyah
4) The word here is:- Badi1
5) The word here is:- Hafiz, There is no example quoted
* * from the Qur’an.
(6) The word here is:- Ma’tiyya
CHAPTER III
THE TERM I'jXZ
HERETICAL AUTHORS WHOSE WORKS INFLUENCED THE STUDIES 
OH I'JlZ IN THE FOURTH/ THE TENTH CENTURY}
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THE TERM I<JAZ 
AM) THE FACTORS WHICH RUM)3&1SNTALLY AFFECTED 
THE STUDIES OF I*JA2 IN THE jj.TH CENTURY
”We ahall again and again find the earliest 
senses of a word flourishing for centuries 
despite a vast overgrowth of later senses 
which might have been expected to kill 
them,ff ^
Long before the term I M a g  itself came into the focus of 
thought and became the subject of intense and protracted 
reflection, consequently acquiring new characteristics which in 
their turn gave a new aspect to the detailed science of Rhetoric 
from the fourth century onwards which were based upon it, 
discussion and important reflections on its nature had occupied 
many scholars as we have seen in the studies of Jahiz and Ibn 
Qutaybah, In the present chapter we shall look to some of the 
significances attached to the term as well as the factors that 
determined fourth century studies*
Root and Derivation
The root has been defined by lexicographers by way of
its opposite Haam (firmness of mind). This root generally 
indicates the sense of backwardness and similar meanings have 
been derived from it.
(1) C.S.. Lewis, ’Studies in Words’, pp* 10-11*
(2) See Ibn Far is, Mu* jam Maqayis al-Lughah, vol. 4 , p. 232, 
al-Sahib b. * Abb ad, *K. al-Muhit fi al-Lughah’, B.M, Ms'.Or. 
12898^ fol. li|b,_Ibn Sidah, al-Muhkam, vol. 1 , p. 179*
(3 ) Al-Bustani, ’Muhit al-Muhlt*, voll 2, p. 13^-1*
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The perfect forms of this root are the verbs *A,iaga or ^AjjLza 
both signifying; weakness, the rear of someone or something* 
Further derivative forms designate for example: backwardness, 
inability or incompetence, the incapacitation, the riding on 
the rear of an animal or its hinder parts, to outstrip, 
old age etc.
The form from which the term I M a z  (the infinitive) and 
Mu<.iizah (the active participle feminine) are derived is the 
verb A<.jaza (to frustrate power, ability, skill or endeavour.)^
In pre-Islamic poetry this verb occurred in the sense of
inescapability and according to Ibn Manaur I^laz itself used
2to express the meaning of to outstrip.
However, neither the word I< .jaz nor Mu ^ ilzah have occurred 
thus in the Qur*an, although several other derivations of the 
same root have occurred in both the Qur»an^ and in Tradition^, 
yet in all applications the meanings therein go no further than 
their literal sense, i.e. disability, lack of power, old age, 
and more characteristically, inescapability.
(1) Lane’s ’English*Arabic Lexicon1, vol. 1, p. 1960. 
cf. DiKan^al^A<sha ed. K. Geyer, p. 11*6.
(2) Ibn Mansur ’Lisan*, Bulag ed. vol. 7* P* 2 3 6. For the^
philologist al-Azhari (d. 370/960) the author of ^Tahdhib
al-Lughah’. See, Ibn KamaLPasha,‘Hisalah fi Tahqiq al- 
Mu<jis1 B.M. Ms. Or. 5965 f. 109a.
(3) E.g. "Am I not able to be as this raven and so hide my
brother’s naked corpse." (V/3 1 ) also (VIIl/5 9), (LXll/l2)
"A barren old woman", (Ll/29) also (Xl/7 2 ), (XXXVII/135),
(xxvi/171) ,
!,But those who strive against Our revelation challenging (Us) 
(XXII/50) also (XXXIV/5), (XXXIV/3 8 ).
"As they were hollow trunks of palm-trees!' (LXIX/7) > -(LIV/2) 
"And we knovtr that we cannot escape from Allah in the earth, 
nor can we escape by flightT*’ (LXIl/l 2), (XXXT/hh)# 
(XLVI/32& (lX/2 ,h), (VI/1 31+), (XI/20), (XXXIX/57 ).
J4 (cont.)
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Up to the last decades of the third century there are no 
clear signs indicative of a previous application of its usage.
In a very much later philological work, and works, on technical 
terms we meet with two very distinct definitions:- 
(1 } "to event at variance with the usual course (of nature) 
produced by means of one who lays claim to the office of a 
prophet, in contending with those who disacknowledge (his claim), 
in such a manner as renders them unable to produce the like 
thereof."
(2) "Al-I<;jaz in speech is to convey the meaning by a way that
A
is more eloquent than other ways."
Each of these definitions denotes clearly a different stage 
in the development of the application of the term. While the 
former represents the earliest theological definition, which in 
fact, is a definition of the term Mu<nizah. the latter shows it 
at a later stage when it became solely a rhetorical term.
It seemed that the term Mu< ,jizah was utilised before I^jaz. 
this latter gradually gaining pre-eminence especially in the 
literary field.
(4) oont. ^
cf. 1al-Mu<3am al-Mufahras li-Alfaz al-Hadith , ch. 23,
pi 136, Brill ed. (1956).
(1) .toother theological definition runs2-
"to event breaking through,^ or infringing, the usual course 
(of naturef, ( * * *>\) inviting to the good and
happiness, coupled with a claim to the prophetic office, and 
intended to manifest the veracity of him who claims to be an 
apostle of God," From Lane's 'English toabic Lexicon*, 
vol. 1,_pp. 1961-2.
(2) al-Sharif, al-Jurjani, *al-Ta^rifat1, 'Notices et Extraits
des Manuscrits de la Bibliotheque du Hoi*, vol. 10. p. 70
also ed. G. Flugel, p. 32. See also Bustani, 'Muhit*
al-Muhit, p. 1342.
* •
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Al-Shahristkni writing about an earlier Kharijaite sect, 
al-Ibadiyyah, whose leader *Abd Allah b. Ibad flourished during 
the reign of the last Ummyi&d caliph MiGrwan II (d. 132 A.H.)
noticed:-
"Some of them had maintained that it is possible that God may
create a messenger, and demand that people should follow what
He revealed unto him* It is not incumbent on him to show a
miracle (M u <>jigah) * Nor is it necessary for God to create a
proof or declare a miracle (M u M i z a h ).^
It is questionable whether the word Mu<,1igah in this context
had been used by the earlier Ibadis who flourished before 132 A.H.
or only used by the later Ibadis, or whether it was mere
- - 2
interpretation by al-Shahristani.
(1) fal-Mihal wal-Nihal’, ed. Badran, p. 2^6.*
(2) Similarly in some of the foui’th century studies entitled 
’Dala’il al-Nubuwwah1 (Signs or proofs of prophecy) the 
term ISiaz Itself is used to interpret events and reactions 
which occurred during the prophet’s lifetime.
cf. e.g. Abu Nu<aym, Dala ’il_ al-Nubuwwah*, B.M. Ms. Or. 3012, 
fols. 1+a sqq. also al-Bayhaqi, fDala>il al-Nubuwwah*,
B.M. Ms. Or. 30139 fol. 111a, also MawardI a work of the 
title !A<l%m al-Nubuwwah*, being^acknowledged the most 
rewarding on this matter, c.f. Haji Khalifa, *Kashf al- 
£unun*, vol. 1/1*27, No. 1173*
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Whichever possibility might have been the actual fact it 
is impossible to decide conclusively. However if we accept 
al-Baghdadi’s accounts* it seems that during the first thirty
A
years of the third century such Mu<tazilite leaders as Ma^mar 
(d. 220), Murdar^ (d. 226) and Nazzain^ (d. 231 )* also the
'* i_L
Shi<aite Hisham b* al-IIakam a little later, used the term 
Mu<.jizah (p. Mu<,jizat) in their discussions of some of the 
pri&biples, particularly those of ’accident1 and ’substance’, 
as we have noted earlier. Yet Baghdadi’s usage of such terms 
is liable to the same questioning of whether he was interpreting 
their attitudes or whether in fact they used to argue in such 
terminology.
Nonetheless, from the surviving literature of the second 
century the term Mu<,jizah itself was no doubt in use, though not 
necessarily in connexion with the idea of I* naz or any of the
R
arguments related to it. In the early writing of the third 
century when authors were concerned with the question of XSiaz 
the term < Jijz (djjkbility) and Mu^.iizah (Miracle) were utilized 
in certain discussions which were of some bearing on the problem 
of miracles or religion generally, particularly in the studies 
of such outstanding Mu<tazilites as al-Allaf al-Nazzam ^iUfbad
? * 4 f
- 6
and Hisham.__________
(l) £L’-Baghdadi, ’Usui al-Din’, p.^,177* -
t2)’al-Farq bayn al-^iraq,’, ed. Muhi al-Din, p. 165*
(3) Ibid, pp. 110, 149*
(4) Ibid, p. 68. _
(5) cf.^Ibn a l - M u q a f f , * al-4dab al-Saghir , ©&.*„.Kurd <Ali, 
RasasMl al-Bula^ha’ , p. 9* * _
(6) For the former cf, <Abd al-Jabbar, ' al-Mughni*, vol. XVI, 
p. 387* For Nazzam see his epistle concerning the
6 (cont.)
1 3^
However from the extant works of Jahiz, who rightly has "been 
acknowledged as the father of the problem of !<■ ,jaz in both
*i
the theological and literary aspects , the following points 
are perhaps worthy of consideration:
(1 ) Up until his time there had been no serious attempts
at accumulating or writing on such subjects as the proofs and
2signs of prophecy or the reality of miracles*
(2) That the early discussions during Jahiz1a lifetime 
which/witnessed and recorded^the term which was much in use, 
was the term H\j,jah as is clear from the controversies 
demonstrated by Jahiz. In fact, the definition which later 
passed into the term Mu<fjizah had been used for it in some form 
or another*^
(3) Also among the various terms as Ayah* Burhan, Hmiah* 
used to indicate the vocation of a prophet, the word *A.jz 
itself is clearly included.^
(6) cont*
abrogation of religions ed. Louis Gheikho, pp. 68-70. _ ^
For the latter two cf. Baqillani, 'Hidayat al-Mustarshi&in*, 
vol. VIII, f. 21b where in connexion with discussion over 
the accident and substance both of them declared the MuSjiz 
in the time of the prophet was Gabriel and not the Qur>an.
(1 } cf. Ibn Kamal Pasha, 'Risalah fi I *jaz a l - Q u r ^ n ’, B.M.
M q  O T* ■f'n’l <1 0 (^ 0
(2) ‘Mukhtirat Fusul al-Jahi?1, B.M. Or. 3133, fol. 90a, b.
(3) Ibid, fol. 108b sqq. This reads:- "The sign or the proof 
(Hukiah) is not a true proof until it incapacitates humanity 
and breaks through the ordinary course of things."
(I4) Ibid, 108b, 109a.
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Prophecy,, Miracles and lU.jaz
With the exception of Ibn Hazm, who entitled his chapter
A
I< jaz al-Qur'ian , in many of the standard works on theology
2
and also in the introductions of commentaries , the theme in
which I* >1az is often discussed normally begins in this constant
order, the proofs of prophecy, the reality of miracles, the
I< jdz of the Qur*an. literary discussions in these works, are
very brief and we need not go here into detail about the
definition and the number of conditions which occurred in them#
In the studies of Jahiz and Ibn Qutaybah we have alluded* * w
to some of the factors that~mum4 them to write, 
their studies# External factors mainly emerged from the struggle 
between drabs and non-drabs as in the movements of the Daharite, 
the Shu<ubiyyah and Zindiqism, and internal factors resulting 
from the bitter conflicts between the different sects, as for 
example in the case of Jahiz*& attacks against some of the 
traditionalists and commentators; Ibn Qutaybah who was also 
moved by the same external factors that stirred Jahiz, was 
internally defending the theses of traditionalists against the 
extremist rationalist views#
(1 ) *Pisal*, vol# 3, pp. 15-22.
(2) See e.g. (1 ) Shahristani, ’Nihayat al-Iqdam’, ed. d. 
Guillaume, Chs. XIX and XX, pp. 417* 446 sqq., also *Milal 
wal-Nihal* (for the dsh^ arite views), pp. 168-9#
(2) Baghdadi, * Usui al-Dinf, Ohs. VII and V I H ,  pp. 153?
1 69 sqq. (3) Imam al-Haramayn, fIrshad!, Cairo ed'*, 
pp. 302 sqq., pp. 349? 353? also ’al-^qidah al-Uizamiyyah*, 
pp. 47_sqq. (4) The commentator al-Qurtbi, *al-Jami4 
li-diikam al-Qur’an*, vol. 1 , p. 61 sqq.
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Now the second half of the third century witnessed new 
heretical movements, which left their trace in Ibn Qutaybah*& 
studies, though he with his anti-theological attitudes made no 
reference to them* Prom the controversies of these movements 
it would appear clearly that fourth century studies of 1< ,1az. 
from a theological standpoint, were but battling against these 
views, and perhaps urged them tor the elaborated literary 
studies, Two such remarkable authors would give us a better 
idea.
I. Ibn al-Rawandi
In many a work on Kalam» particularly that of al-Khayyat,
as well as biographies, the name of the most controversial
personality in the history of Islamic theology is perhaps Jbu
al-Husain iihmad Ibn Yahya Ibn al-Kawandl^ (d. ? ), whoSoften
associated with heretical as well as speculative theological
problems, many of which shocked his contemporaries and their
successors. Despite, however, his universal notoriety and the
2multiplicity of his works. , accounts and details about his life 
and activities are scarce and differ considerably, even
3
contending over the year in which he died.
(1) Besides this name,, Ibn al-Rundi and al-Riwindi are_also 
reported, cf* Khayyat, (Intisar1, and Ibn al-Jawzi (a) 
'Talbls Iblis^, Delhi ed., pp. 159-60, (b) lMuntazml,
vol. 6, pp. 99-1 0 5 .
(2) "The books he composed amount to about one hundred and 
fourteen*1, Ibn Khallikan, *Wafayatf, trans. Be Slane 
vol. 1, p. 76.
(3 ) The various and confused biographical details concerning
Ibn al-Rawandi*s life and controversies have been discussed
at length by both H.S. Nyberg (in his brilliant^introduction
to *K. al-Intisar*, pp. 22--I46) and *Jbd al-Rahman Badawi» *
3 (cont.)
His works and alarming controversies subsequently engaged
many of the prominent and outstanding theologians of the main
three sects (Sunnite-Ash<arite, Mu^tazilite and Shi<-aite) who
*1
took considerable pains to refute them . Sometimes his
embittered quarrels extended far beyond the sphere of theology,
2
involving grammarians and men of letters alike.
It was those works and their counter-challenges or 
refutations which reverberated throughout the fourth century and 
doubtless with others of their calibre contributed largely to 
the rapid development of the study of I< .lag, at least in its 
purely theo-philosophical essence.
(3) cont. ^
{Min T a ’rikh al-Ilhad fi al-Islam, pp. 157-168 and elsewhere) 
Due to the disagreements among historians and heresiographers 
alike who differ considerably, the former after weighing the 
pros and cons has favoux^ed the year 298 or 300 A.H. for the 
year in which Ibn al-Rawandi died. Badawl, on the ofchex^  hand 
after discussing Hyberg!s assessments concluded a preference 
for the year 250 A.H. It is obvious that the matter is still 
in need of fresh material for a decisive date.
(1) For the Mu<tasilite refutations of Ibn al-Rawandi*s works 
see Ibn al-Hadim, The completion of ’Fihrist’, Vienna 
Oriental Journal, vol. 4 (1890), pp. 223-4, !Fihristf, ed. 
Flugel, pp. 174,^237* In addition to the investigations of 
Nyberg and Badawi see also al-Qadi ^Abd al-Jabbar, fMughnif, 
vol. 16, pp. 9, 27, 389“94* ilso by the same author ^ K. 
Tathblt Dala^il Hubuwwat Qayydina Muhummad1, S. KdpiMxlu,
Ms. Ho. 1575, Fols. 23b, 162a, 416 and in several other 
passages. For the Shi<aite authoi,s ! refutations see 
'Fih±istf (op.cit.), p. 177, Muhammad Baqir,^ *Rawc3.at al- _ 
Jannat1, vol. 1 , p. 28; Ibn Shahrashup, rMa^alim al-<Ulama1 
p. 7. For the Ashiaraite see Xbn^Asakir, *TabyInf, pp. 129, 
131, 135* Astuari has also reported several of Ibn al- 
Rawandl’s ideas in both vols. of ’Maqalat*, see e.g. vol. 1, 
pp. 140, 143, 149, 159; vol. 2, pp. 332, 388, 58.
(2) For the refutations of grammarians and men of letters- see
those of Mubarrad and Ibn Drustuwyyh^(d. 430/10 3 8), fFihrist
(op.cit.), pp. 62-3* B'or Abu al- ^ Ala* alHMa<arri * s remark.
fRisalat al-Ghufran*, ed. Bint al-Shati7 , p. 410.
Motivation
In his early life, we are told, ibn al-Hawandl was a man
of a good behaviour - which would indicate that he was a person
of certain conventional or adopted beliefs, whatever may have
been thought by other sects than that to which he belonged -
reserved and shy, but above all merits he was a man of remarkable
genius in theology; such that very few or indeed none of his
2
contemporaries had achieved his status. Then suddenly he 
plunged headlong into a deep heretical abyss. What was the 
reason behind this ?
The rise and fall and for that matter the embittered quarraU
of rival sects are a natural enough phenomenon, but those of
Ibn al-kawandi present us with one of the most complex trials 
in the whole history of Islamic theology. A  trial remarkable 
in that the prosecutions consists of the whole Mu<tazilite and 
S.unnite-^sh<arite sects, temporarily forgetting their differences 
to put on a united front in Condemning Ibn al-Bawandi and the 
defendants themselves, the Shi*aite^split into two camps as to 
the validity of the case. It was also remarkable in that it 
occupied the three sects in a common effort to refute those 
heretical works for nearly two centuries.
(1) ’Fihrist1, V.O.J., vol. 14, p. 223; al-vJbbasi, ,Ma<ahid 
al-Tansis , vol. 1, p. 106. The origin of both references 
was TMahasin Khurasan1 of al~Balkhi.
(2) Ibid.
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S-ome of the reasons given for Ibn al-RawandiTs heretical
*1
attitudes and subsequent expulsion are very vague and little
can be inferred from them. Others, however, link his name with
heretical movements which could be traced as far back as the
2
second century , and each of which seemed to have been the 
inspii*ation of the next, but this again seems quite unlikely 
when it is learned that Ibn al-Rawandi disagreed bitterly over 
certain principles with the last man in this chain, Abu <Isa 
al-Warraq (d. 2U7 A.H.} and broke his connection with him^ 
according to al-Sharif al-Murtada.
There still remain three motives for his waywardness 
given in various sources;
(a) that his knowledge was greater than his intellectual 
capacity,^
(b) Poverty*^
(c) That he wished to achieve a certain office among the 
leading rank of the Mu<tasilah, the sect to which he belonged 
first, but his attempt had been thwarted and the school as a 
whole turned against him or he against them.
(1) Ibid, particularly^Ibn al-Hadim.
(2) Abu IJayyan al-Tawhidi, ’al-Imta* wal-Mu* anasah1, vol. 2, 
p. 20; <Abd al-Jabbax*, ’Tathbit1, fol, 1 68a.
(3) !A1-Shafif, p. 13*
(h) In accordance with Balkhi quoted by Ibn a1-Radim and 
< Abbasx (op * cit.).
(5) Ibn al-Murtada, fTabaqat al-Mu^tazilah*, ed. S. Diwald 
Wilzer, p. 92.
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The last explanation given seems to be of the most
significance and it would permit an understanding as to why he
turned towards the Mu4tazilah*s greatest rival, the Rafidah sect* 
To facilitate his acceptance Ibn al-Rawandi wrote for the 
Rafidah one of his serious attacks against the M u <tasilah
• — i 1
entitled al-Imamah, a tenet of faith most essential to them ,
in which he appeared to have severely criticised the
Mu<tazilites principles in general as well as more specifically
their leaders. It seemed that Ibn al-Rawandi was wholeheartedly
received by his new allies, and it is no surprise to read that
2a party or a section of the Rafidah carried his name. The 
Mu<taz.ilah, on the other hand, insisted on seeking help from 
the authorities fox* his execution, which necessitated his 
mysterious escape, and forced him into hiding until his death.^ 
The conflict between Ibn al-Rawandi and the Mu<tazilah 
motivated either by ambition or some other cause had led him 
too far in his attack, to such an extent that even the Shi^aite^ 
had to disapprove. Paradox!cally enough he himself, according
to some reports, was not happy about it and began to retract
5some of his earlier works.
(l) Khayyat,^*Intisar1, p. J0 2 .
(2> al-Isfirinini, M al-Tabslrf, p. 90; Ash^ari, 'Maqalat*, 
vol. 1 , p. 1 21 . J
(3 ) Ibn al-Murtada, ’Tabaqat al-MuHazilah* (op.cit.), p. 92.
(I4) al-Sharif al-Murtada, fal-ShafIf, p. 13.
(5) Ibn al-Radim, ^ihrist1, V.O.J., vol. PP* 223-h.
1^1
Three Heretical Works
Apai’t from al~K;hayyat*s 'Intisar* which is a refutation 
of a refutation, other fragmentary negations and references are 
made in most cases to three of Ibn al-Rawandi*s heretical works, 
which have contributed largely to the study of XJjjas*
These works are;
(1) *K. al-^umurrud* or 'al-Zumurrudah*, (The Emeralds or 
jkn Emerald).
(2) *K. al-Earid*, (The Unique).
( 3) ’ K* al-Damigh*, (The Irrefutable)
Opinions expressed in each of these works were undoubtedly 
among the powerful factors that engendered the question of I<,jaz 
in the succeeding decades of the* fourth century and perhaps 
throughout the following ages, and refutations of them earlier 
in the century inspired works of authors at the end of the 
century, particularly in the case of the judges al-Baqillani 
and <Abd al-Jabbar who are scrutinised later.
(a) *K, al-£umurrud(ah)*
A diatribe on prophecy.
Either because of his ambitious bid for leadership,
v. A
reported by the Mu^tazilite Ibn al-Murtada, or because of his
2writing of this book, reported by the earlier al-Khayyat,
Ibn al-Rawandi was expelled from the sect of the Mu<tazilah- 
The principal idea of the book had been a reproach of prophecy 
by way of vehemently attacking the prophetical signs or miracles, 
particularly the Qurutn.
(1 ) *Tabaqat al-Mu*tazilah*, (op. cit), p. 92*
(2) lihayyat, 1 Intisar*, pp. 2-3*
1^2
"Among his books", wrote Khayyafc,'was a book known by the
%
title *al-^umurrud*4 Jn it he mentions the signs of the prophets; 
like those of Ibrahim, Moses, Jesus and Muhammad, He reproached 
their signs and alledged that they were false, and those who 
had worked them were impostor wizards; the Qur^an was the writ 
of the unwise and in it there were contradictions and 
impossible utterances*
The prevailing attitude among the Muctazilah in describing 
this work was also held by the S,unnite-Ash< arite* Unlike them, 
however, it is noticeable that some of the apologist Shi<aites, 
comparing him with Jahiz, endeavoured to free Ibn al-Rawandi 
from all heretical involvements that occurred in his works on
A t
the grounds that he was merely a reporter.
The confutation which provides us with most quotations from 
*K. al-Sumurrud* so far, is that of the Sh^aite author, Da* i 
al-Du<at HibV^&llah ibn ^bi <Imran al-Shirazi (d, 1*70/1Q77)*2
(1) Such an attempt was made by al-Sharif al-Murtada (d. U36/ 
101*4) a contemporary of the^refutor, who after‘showing the 
motive behind Ibn al-Rawandi1 s provocative attacks to have 
been solely caused by the Mu<tazilah*s unfair treatment and 
ill-speaking of him, admitted that nobody would be inclined 
to think he was right in the allegations, whether he had 
believed them or not* On the other hand, al-Murtada was of 
the opinion that Ibn al-Rawandifs views were not worse than 
those of Jafcpi#. If the opponents (mainly the Mu^tazilah) 
should blame Ibn al-Rawandi, Jahiz must be admonished first* 
In short, what al-Murtada was arguing is representation of 
heretical thesis does not necessitate that the author thereof 
is an adherent*
(2) The text together with the refutation edited by <Abd al- 
Rahman Badawi, ’Min Ta^rlkh al-Ilhadf, pp. 79-98, the 
segments of Ibn al-Murtada quoted’by the refuter are 
separately recorded on pp. 99-109* T'or further details on 
the author of the refutation see p. 157 sgq*
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Some Heretical Aspects in !K. af-%umurrud!
Prophecy and Reason
The first major idea propounded in this i*efutation and
which is subsequently often referred to in almost all
theological writings in later times^is unsubstantiated hearsay,
the consequences of which however have doubtless affected
specifically the study of XSiaz from a literary concept.
It begins with a puzzling dilemma reported by Ibn al-
Rawandi of the Brahmin^ who were asserted by him to have upheld
that reason is the greatest providence of God to his creatures;
and by which God himself and his benefits become known. It
argues therefore that if a prophet were to confirm what had
already been approved or disapproved of by reason, there woul&w^-
be need for him, for reason alone is sufficient guidance;
subsequently the mission itself is a mistake. But if he comes
with that which is unacceptable to reason, there is then no
obligation for us to acknowledge his prophecy.
In either case according to these premises, the prophet is 
superfluous.
Many questions can be, and indeed have beet), asked; who were
o
the Brahmin^ and how did Ibn al-Rawandi come to know of their
conception of prophecy and reason? Or was the whole affair
merely a vehicle for his own ideas; as reported of him he used
to fabricate heretical these.s and when asked denied or ascribed
2
them to various kinds of sects . Were the Brahmins the 
scapegoat in this case ?
(1) Ibid, p. 80.
(2) Murtada, fal-Shafi1, p. 1
1Such questions can only be answered . . with, some degree
of certainty through a thorough/understanding of the ancient
Brahmins' religion on the one hand, and its perception by
earlier Muslims on the other, a matter of which little is known.
Dr. *Abd al-Bahman Badawi in his detailed comment, pp.136-
157 has endeavoured to answer ' these questions, in which he
has emphasised twice (pp. 139* 195) the disparity between Ibn
al-Bawandi's report and the Brahmin attitude to prophecy*
Badawifs discussion appears to be based fundamentally on
the declaration of the best of Arab authority on Hindu religion
and ethics, al-Birunl, who in the preface of his well-known
work 'Tahqiq Ma lilhind Min Maqulah1 writes:-
HBverything which exists on this subject (i.e. Hindu
religion) in our literature is secondhand information which one
has from others, a farrago of materials never sifted by sieves
*
of critical examination."
This observation by Biruni of earlier Arab authors' 
information about the Hindu religion may be true, save the very 
few authors he himself mentioned as exceptions, and of whose 
works we know nothing. Nonetheless, the information he himself 
provided on the subject of the attitude upheld by the Hindus, 
or certain sects of them, towards prophecy - were they to be 
true or not - are highly suggestive and would give a clue to 
how some of the Hindu or Brahmin views on prophecy infiltrated 
in some form or another into the Muslim world. At the same
time, if we consider him to be the sole authority on Indian
affairs, we may be able to detect the farrago he called oui^  
attention to. 1 (cont.)
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In Chapter X which is entitled, *0n the source of their 
religion and civil law, on prophets and on the question whether 
single laws can be abrogated or not1, we read the following: 
"Such was the case with the Greeks, and it is precisely the 
same with the Hindus. For they believe that their religious 
law and its single precepts derive their origin from Rishis, 
their sages, the pillars of their religion, and not from the 
prophets." The same passage concludes, "Therefore they can 
dispense with prophets, as far as law and worship are concerned,
though in other affairs of the creation they sometimes want them, 
If, however, one accepts al-Biruni*s own statement at face 
value, the superimposed element in Ibn al-Rawandi1s argument 
seems to be the subordination of the claim of 1 reason* he put 
into it, so as to strengthen his argument against prophecy.
And this would not be difficult to explain if we consider his
earlier training in the school of Mu<tazilah itself, where such
2 - 3  1lleaders as Murdar , Nazzam and Bishr b. Ma^mar* had upheld the
attitude that if a man is conscious and not mentally deficient
he should know the creator by means of reasoning and inference;
an attitude v/hich never attempted to do away with prophecy, as,
principally speaking, the school as a whole held that a rational
view of divine grace makes prophecy a necessity. So it would
seem that in either case Ibn al-Rawandi was more a representativi
than originator.____
(1) cont.
TiAl-Biruni1 s India1, trans. Edwaid G. Sachau, Preface,
1
i) Ibid, pp. 106-107. „ *
2; Shahristani fal-Milal wal-Hihalf, ed. Badran, p. 10h* 
3) Ibid, p. 85.
vol. 1, p. 6.
(h) Ibid, p. 95
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Moreover, from the above-quoted paragraph of al-Biruni, 
the following passage reads:-
"Further, no la?/ can be exchanged or replaced by another for
they use the laws as they found them"; at
would appear to have been paraphrased by Ibn al-Rawandi, if we
interpret it as: ’Speech (law) has been dictated by the
2
^ancestors ascending through the centuries till eternity," 
Miracles Generally
^ke Makhariq^ (conceits or trickeries) are manifold and 
- some of them are difficult to comprehend and far too subtle to 
be perceived by physical senses. Although they have been 
transmitted through a small number of men for whom it was quite 
possible to concur in lies.^
Miracles as understood in this statement are not only re­
jected on the grounds that they are fake events, but also 
rebutted from the standpoint of historical tradition. Ibn al- 
Rawandl launched his attack primarily against the authorities 
who were said to have witnessed them and those who i4elegated 
them, or in other words no testimony or tawatur was to him 
sufficient evidence to establish them* Accordingly he denied
scornfully several of those miracles ascribed to the Prophet 
5Muhammad.
*
(i) ’Al-Biruni’s India1, vol. 1, p. 107*
(2; fMin Ta-jrlkh al-Ilhad’, p. 9U»
(3; From the various derivations of this word perhpps the 
following are the most likely to be intended here: (a) 
artificial, or a thing made of twisted rags with which boys 
play, (b) One who exercises art in the argument of.affairs* 
For further derivative, forms see E. Lane, ’Arabic-English 
Lexicon’9mvol. 1, p. 720,
(Ij.) 'Min Ta^rikh al-Ilhad’, p. 86.
3 (cont.)
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It is no surprise that we find the Mu<tasilite leaders of 
the fourth century, although admitting other miracles besides 
the Qur>an, did not hold them as convenient evidence against 
their opponents, an attitude which appeal's to have been upheld 
in particular by Abu Hashim in his refutation of the ’IC. al- 
Imamah1 of Ibn al-Rawandi.
In his chapter conceiving other miracles besides the Qur’an 
(vol. 16, pp. 1|Q7~U23) &l~Qndi ^Abd al-Jabbar reported the 
following:
HIt had been related to Abu ^Isa al-Warrag and Ibn al- 
Rawandi in that (the reference being to the physical movement of 
the tree) and other miracles which we shall deal with, were of
V-
a certain dubiousness. They said that if one is in no position
to read other people’s minds, nor to command a view of their
customs and circumstances in various times and distant places,
nor able to comprehend various forms of trickeries and discern
between them and matters which are genuine, nor the nature of
substances and their distinguishing properties, &o as to
apprehend what is probable and what is not, that which people
achieve by means of trickeries and what is impossible for them,..
how can one contradict miracles which are based on violation of
natural phenomena in some form or another. Such prodigies are
in the power of all men equally but some have performed them
2through trickeries , and it is not necessary for them to be 
apparent and, therefore, comprehensible, any more than the 
property of the magnet, and such substances ... nor is it
necessary if they are to be known that they should establish 
their miraculousness.
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Similarly, all the wonder in the world of talismans and such 
like, which no intelligent being should deny ... can yet be 
claimed as a sign of prophecy*"
The underlined passage seems to have been one of the 
major factors which incited the Sunnite al-Bagillani to write 
fK. al-Bayanf, concerning the differences between miracles, 
the ^Lft of sainta, trickeries, divination, and magical spells.
(5) cont*
Such miracles as the poisoned roasted shoulder of mutton, 
the assistance of angels on the day of Badr, the flight 
to Jerusalem, and many others. Bee Ibid. pp* 105-107.
(1 ) <M)d al-Jabbar, 1Mughal*, vol. 16, pp. 152, 414#
(2) Ibid, p. 411*
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Inspiration and the Qur^an
The distinguishing characteristic of a prophet being that
he is an inspired person or endowed with certain revelations
whose office is restricted to interpreting them, Ibn al-Rawandi
saw in this that there is no real advantage for the prophet;
for in his opinion inspiration is a common privilege among all
men. But if a prophet’s knowledge was due to Tawqif^ (divine
acquaintance with language) this again is not acceptable to 
2reason.
The fate of the Qur’an together with the rest of the 
scriptures can be envisaged from the trend of the above argument. 
Yet Ibn al-Rawandi although he devoted his last work to dis­
crediting the Qur?an, as will be seen, in fK. al-Zumurrud’ he 
raised one of the questions which required further discussion 
in the fourth century. He argued that it is possible that an 
Arab tribe waa more eloquent than other tribes:., and that a 
certain number of that tribe was mox^e eloquent than the rest as 
a whole, and a certain person from that number was more eloquent 
than that number ... until he concluded, supposing the Qur’an’s 
eloquence outstripped that of the Arabs, how could it be applied 
to the non-Arabs ( ^ Ajam) who did not know the Arabic language,
and what evidence had he (the prophet) for them.
(i } Tawq*lf, inspiration, is the opposite term to md&tfoA
The question of language being the inspiration by Qo&, as 
many Sunnite scholars interpreted the verse ”And He taught 
Adam all names” (11/31) or a merely conventional phenomenon 
as maintained by the Mu^tazilah,^appeared to have engaged 
theologians long before Ibn al-Rawandi*s time as in the case 
of Abbad Ibn Sulayman, but the question received further 
discussion among philologists, theologians and sufis in the 
fourth century, cf. Suyuti, ’Muzhir’, vol. 1, pp. 7-2U.
(2) ’Min Ta^rikh al-Ilhad*, p. 9h.
(3) Ibid, p. 87.
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II. *K. al-Parid1
A diatribe on the person of the Prophet Muhammad.
The main idea of this work, as often reported, was a
reproach of the person of the Prophet Muhammad. Such a work
could hardly have passed without stirring provocation among the
zealous. Muslim sects, nor without involving the Qur*an in some
way or another. In the first instance its refutation was
inevitable; in the school of Mu^tazilah alone two distinguished
protagonists took the trouble to refute it. They were i&bu Hashim
al-Jubba**!^ (d. 332/933) > whose father before him2 had refuted
many of Ibn al-Rawandi1s works, and al-Khayyat , the author of
!al-Intisar*. Unfortunately, none of these refutations are now
available in full except for a very short extract from the
formerfs refutation quoted by Ibn al-Jawzi^ which happened to
be only the opening of al-Rawandi*s work.
Nonetheless, it would appear that Ibu Hashimfa refutation
greatly inspired al-Qadi <4bd al-<Xabbar al-Asadabadii later in
the century"** On the other hand, the ^sh^arite judge al-
Baqillani seems also to have benefited from the confutation of
c
the founder of the school al-Ash<ari, of Ibn al-Rawandifs 
works.'*
(1) Ibn al-Murtada, fTabaqat al-Mu<tazilahf, p* 92.
12) Ibid. w
(3) Ibn al-Nadim, ’Fihrist1, V.Q.J., vol. IV,? p. 22U*
(i*) 1 al-Muntazam , vol. 6, p. 101 for^further quotations, 
taken presumably from Ibn al-Jawzi. See H. Ritter, 
fDer Islam^ (1929), vol. XIX, pp. 283-h*
(5) of* *Mughni*, vol. 16,_p. 9*
(6) See Ibn <Asakir, fTabyinf, p. 131 (two works), pp. 129,
135 (three works).
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The passage recorded by Ibn al-Jawzi reads:
"The Muslims argue for the prophecy of their prophet with 
the book which was brought forth for them and by which they were 
challenged, and which they could not rival.11 Then he continued,
11 To them it should be said that you are mistaken and overwhelmed 
with bigotry in your hearts; tell us then, supposing anyone 
should allege to any of the ancient philosophers the like of your 
claim about the Quroan and produce the evidence of the veracity 
of Ptolemy and Euclid in their allegations (for prophecy) is 
that ... Euclid had brought his book and claimed that people 
could not rival it, could this then establish his prophecy?1
111 ’K. al-Damigh'
A diatribe on the Qur^an.
This was the last work of Ibn al-Rawandi, according to all
biographical accounts which he wrote while in hiding and a few
days after the completion of which he died. If the biographical
details can be trusted on this, what was recorded in the *Pihrist7 v
i.*e.that Ibn al-Rawandi himself had written a retraction of this 
2work , would be highly improbable.
(1) The omitted word (Sahib) in Ibn al-Jawsi1s quotation does^ 
not make sense, its omission is no surprise in Abu al-Eida,!s 
quotation (See Der Islam (op. cit.) p. 282*. It is also 
noticeable that although the sentence begins in the dual case 
it finishes in the singular, i.e. Euclid.
(2) ‘Eihrist1 (the discovered part), M. Th. Houtsma, V.O.J., 
vol. 4 , p. 22lj..
It is evident that this work not only disturbed theologians 
but also caught the attention of men of letters such as Abu al- 
<Ala’1 al-Ma<arri, who himself was reported to have endeavoured 
to rival the Qur^an. He wrote:
,fAs to Damigh, I think it turned the head of him alone who 
composed it and claimed for it an impious succession . but 
this man (Ibn al-Rawandi) is like dried-up gossamer. The 
scandalous fact that it is famous for its oathes indicates a
•i
weakness of mind on the part of its author.
Among the theologians, however, the Mu^tasilite leader Abu
Ali al-Jubba’ i (d. 303/915) refuted it^ with other works by
- , - 3
Ibn al-Rawandi, so did al-Khayyat. Ash^ari, the ; of
*■ % **
al-Jubba i and the founder of the Ash<arite school is also 
reported to have refuted it.^
In conjunction with the fragments quoted by Ibn al-Jawzi 
directly or indirectly from al-*Tubba,,i 1 s refutation, further
fragments from the same work are found in the recently edited
" - (5
work of al-Qadi *Abd al-Jabbar.
(1)R3.A. Nicholson, J.R.A.S. (1902), p. 355*
(2) Ibn al-Nadim, (op. cit.), Ibn al-Murtada, *Tabaqat al- 
Mu<tasilahl., ed. 8. Diwald-Wilzer, p. $2.
(3) Ibn al-Nadim (o.p. cit.)
(ijj Ibn ^sakir, 'Tabyln1, p. 131*
(5; 1 al-Muntaaam1^  vol. 6, pp. 102-101*.
(6) cf. !al-Mughnif, vol. 16, pp. 3$9~391**
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The diatribes in both quotations can be classified under 
two typest
(a) Short sharp cynical comments inflicted on certain passages 
or the general sense in certain verses extending often far 
beyond the texts to the wisdom of the Author Himself. This* 
is particularly noticeable among the fragments quoted in 
Ibn al~Jawzx. To select three at random:
”Lo] the devilfs strategy is ever weak” (IV/75)
Com. What weakness is this] When it caused Adam to be exiled 
(from Paradise) and lowered many people] 
ffl't is assuredly given to thee neither to hunger therein, 
nor to go naked.” (XX/118)
Gom. But he endured them both!
Gom. He destroyed the tribe of Tliamud for a she-camel, what 
is the value of a she-camel? (cf. VIl/73-8)
(b) In the remainder of Ibn al-Jawzi's quotations (about ten) 
and those of al-Qadi ^Abd al-Jabbar, the theme generally, 
as above, emphasises that there is some contradiction in 
the meanings of certain verses. This, in the quotations
of <Abd al-Jabbar, takes a new turn by transferring a verse 
or verses from a certain surah, completely ignoring the 
context
154-
For examples
x l v /17 in contradiction to XVII 1/4.6 and XVl/108
XL, 11/1+4 tt it tt XVI/63
I V /7 5 11 tt tt LVII/19 and XXVII/24
11/29 tt tt tt LXXIX/30 2
L/38 tt tt tt XL1/8-12
XVI11/110 tt tt tt XVII/85
I1 he single example which has some literary bearing is with
regal'd to the verse "Naught is as His likeness" (XLIl/11),
which he treated with equal contempt* It is contradictory
because the annexation of the particle of similitude !asf
(Kaf) to the word Mithl implies affirmation of similitude.
The negation 1naught1 on the other hand, implies the reverse,
for it is improbable that there is none as His likeness alike
3
when at the same time he is like his likeness*
The argument sprang from the function of the particle of 
similitude, which it has, been argued is here only a particle 
of emphasis rather than that of similitude.
(1 - 2) cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, (op. cit.}, p. 102*
(3) ’Mughni1, (op. cit.}, p. 3^9*
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II* al~Razi
i
The other author whose heretical views determinated the 
study of I<jas in the fourth century was the famous physician, 
Muhammad Ibn ^akariya al-Razi (d* 311/923)• The resemblancef
between his ideas and those of Ibn al-Rawandi are apparent, the
only difference between the two men would seem to be that the
motive in Ibn al-Rawandi*s case was of a personal grudge against
2
people and sects which demonstrated his free-lance status as 
his defenders maintained he was but a mouth-piece for heretical 
views*
In Razi*sb case the argument professed is more that of a
scientist than a mere heretic or a speculative theologian.
Futhermore, considering his idolatry of ancient philosophers
he appears to be more of an original turn of mind.
Reason
In the rudimentary drift towards rationalism among the
generations immediately preceding Razi an attempt had been made,
for good or bad, to strengthen religious dogma by means of
philosophical measures* Razi, unlike them and in spite of his
strong belief in the Deity, marked a new phase by his attempt
to eradicate religion and its appurtances and approach Truth,
as he perceived it, bji means of a different medium or as he
2
analytically puts it, a short cut.
1) <$bd al-Jabbar,^'Tathbit, fol. 293b*
2) cf. <Abd al-^lim, Islamic culture vol. vii, p. 232.
3) cf* Orientalia, vol. v, p. 367* xiv (p. 1 l|4~6)*
Instead of the vain apology advocated by one of the most
A - -
important biographers.,* of Razi^however, in which he endeavoured
2to cast doubt on the authenticity of a philosophical work or 
works ascribed to Xiazi, it would appear* that a specific work or
W h-im
even works/|were toown^ oj at least a fragmentary refutation
from a personal discussion with him has survived.
The views expressed in these fragments, which are also
supported by the refuter himself at the opening of his work,
have appeared in one of Razi’s books,^ however unorthodox and
- - t
heretical they might have been,j are quite harmonious with Bazi’s 
philosophical thesis. It was for such obvious reasons perhaps 
that Razi*s philosophical writings were suppressed and never 
universally acclaimed.
(1 ) cf, George S.,A, Ranking, tfThe Life and Works of Rhazesf,
17th International Congress of Medicine (1913)5 History of 
Medicine, Section XXIII, p. 237 sqq,
(2) The author believes that a work of the title !<Iyub al-Awlia>f
(The Faults of Saints) which has been ascribed to Razi, if 
it exists at all, was perhaps composed by one of Razi*s 
malicious enemies and attributed to him so as to soil his 
reputation, Razi was certainly superior to indulgence in 
such affairs. Some of those who disparaged Razi and sought 
to defame him_and publicise his heresy, as for example the 
Egyptian, ^Ali Ibn Rudwan and others, called the book 
’Makhariq al-Jinbiya*, (The Impostures of Prophets).
See VOyun al-toba*’, vol.__1 , p. 320* _
(3) The S,hi< aite Isma<ili Abu Hatim al-Xteizi (d* 322/926)7extracts
from his !K. A*lam al~Nubu.W)«ahf ed, by Paul Kraus, Orientalia
vol. V*, pp. 38“36 also 358~378. These extracts have also 
been republished among other segments of Razi’s philosophical 
writings, Cairo (1939), vol. 1 , pp. 295-313* ^et it^is not 
clear whether the work refuted was fFl Haq—d al-AdyanT as 
has been shown by P. Kraus, E.I. vol. 35 PP* 113U-55 or „
1 Makharlq^_al~Anbiya/ as favoured by <Abd al-Rahman Badawi, 
fMin Ta’rikh al-Ilhad1, p. 201. From both titles, .however, 
the idea of prophecy was under strong attack.
Although Razi so highly and overwhelmingly acknowledged 
ancient philosophers, there is no doubt that through their 
inspiration he stood tenaciously to the claim of reason in his 
search of Truth, to such an extent that he became incredulous of 
traditional religions. To him reason alone and nothing else was 
the guidance and above any claim of inspiration. This persuasion 
led him consequently to forsake a series of intertwining subjects, 
each progressing towards the other, e.g. miracles, scriptures, 
prophecies, religions, etc* which appeared to him unimportant. 
Only reason was sufficient to illuminate the way to Truth.
"By it we have achieved even the knowledge of the Almighty our 
creator, the most majestic of all we have sought to reach and
-i
our most profitable attainment,"
In this attitude of mind we find in the fragments that are 
quoted in Abu Hatim al-Razi’s refutation, that whereas the 
principal idea attacked by Razi was that of prophecy and whereby 
other ideas are bound to be touched upon, the first debate by 
Razi, the physician, opened with the vital questions
"Whence did you procure as necessary for God that He should 
assign certain people with prophecy without others; favour them 
to the rest of the people; and made them guides for them and 
made the people in need for them?"
(l) A.J. Arberry, ’The Spiritual Physiek of Rhazes’, Chapter 1, 
p. 2. "Of the Excellence of Reason".
The question was also qualified further by another:
"How did it become acceptable to you that the wisdom of 
God should choose such a fate for men and incite some against 
others, emphasising *,.enmities between them, engendering wars
-i
which thereby people perish?"
In the course of this debate and in the following meetings 
(pp. 4 4 , 4 6 , 5 4) several philosophical ideas were engaged on, 
such as the wisdom of God, the inequality of men*s intellect, 
the perpetuation of the prophetical mission, as one side of the 
argument wished to maintain and the difference between the 
ancient siiools of philosophy. The discussions also led to the 
criticism of Razifs five co-etez*nal principles by which he aimed 
to silence the Dahrite who denied the creator,
the united soul, the primeval atom, absolute and eternal duration 
The last debate disintegrated in a rather unpleasant way, as scorn 
and slander were flung from both sides while some of the audience 
were maliciously rejoicing at Razi Ibn 2akariya*s humiliation.
Thus the case remained after these preliminary discussions 
until the second part of the extracts from Abu Hatimfs. refutation 
was published, where we are faced with the serious attacks of 
Razi against prophecy. But it is almost inevitable, as notedr 
above, that in trying to confine such a subject other intrinsic
matters are bohnd to be involved in the cycle.
  -----
(1 ) Orientalia, vol. V, p. 3 8 , 1 (pp. 1 - 2 4)
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Although the chief idea in Hazi’s allegation is to prove 
the fallaciousness of prophecy, repeatedly emphasised by the
-i - -
refuter, Kazi begins by attacking indiscriminately the out­
standing traditional religions, which had been transmitted from 
one generation to another via the ecclesiastical leaders, who 
were ironically described by him as ’the billy goat-bearded’ who 
had abandoned free thinking and investigation and solely and 
idly citing to the legacy passed dovm to them from their 
predecessors, refuting all questions as to its veracity, which
had grown out of sheer superstition and false narratives.
>*• - .
The bas^s of JRazi s attack on traditional religions were, 
it would appear, founded on two main charges:
(a) That they are based on the mindless investing with 
authority of religious matters, or Taqlid. regardless of any 
rational investigation.
(b) That they have been supported with power, as we read 
in the long quoted passages- *
!tWe have seen the reliance of the Muqallidin on the veracity of 
their adherences founded on the acceptance of their predecessors, 
and the glorification of their leaders, and the multiplicity of 
their assistants (meaning by this, the refuter interprets the
» p
people of Islam) - then Eazi continued:
(1) Ibid, pp. 360, V (p. 2*5): pp. 56, I (pp.1-22+)p 
PP. 363, VIII (pp. 52-53>.
(2) Ibid, pp. 367, XIII (pp. 138-9).
!,If this is to he true because of these reasons it must also 
be in the case of the Jews, the Christians, the magians and other 
faiths since their causes in that are but like those of the 
Muslims. Likewise if it was only because of triumph and conquest 
then religions above mentioned held similar positions to that of
Islam, such as the domination of the Christians in Rome, the Jews
1 / \ in Khazar, the Magians In some parts of the mountains (of Persia,
the Manichaens in China, the Turks and Brahmins in India and the
domination of the Muslims in*Traq, Hi^az, Damascus and Khurasan
etc. That Christianity is true in Rome, false elsewhere, Judaism
is lawful in Khazar, heresy elsewhere, and Mazdaism was true
during the days of the Khosrau and false to the Islamic nation.
If that is to be the case a thing (a religion) must be both true
2
and false, this is but a contradiction.”
(1 ) For geographical detail see Yaqut, 1 M u <3am al-Buldan’, ed.
F. Wustenfeld, part 2 , pp. h36-7«
(2) Views of a similar nature were held by David Hume (1711 “76) 
in his Essays on miracles, as he maintains there can never be 
adequate historical evidence for such events:- 
!,It may be added as a fourth reason, which diminishes the 
authority of prodigies, that there is no testimony for any, 
even those which have not been expressly detected, that is 
not opposed by an infinite number of witness; so that not 
only the miracle destroys the credit of testimony, but 
testimony destroys itself. To make this the better under­
stood, let us consider that, in matters of Religions, what­
ever is contrary; and that it is impossible the religions of 
ancient Rome, of Turkey, of Siam, and of China, should, all 
of them, be established on any solid foundation. Every miracl 
therefore, pretended to have been wrought in any of these 
religions, (and all of them abound in miracles), as its 
direct proof is to establish the particular system to which 
it is attributed; so has it the same force, to overthrow 
every other system. In destroying a rival system, it like­
wise destroys the credit of those miracles on which, that 
system was established; so that all the prodigies^ of dif­
ferent religions are to be regarded as contrary facts;
5 (Cont.)
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Scriptures
Contradiction pure and simple is the strongest point in 
Razi’s criticism also against sacred scriptures* Rot only
A
contradictory with regal’d to one another but also within 
themselves* Certain passages from the '‘forah*, the Gospels and 
other scriptures at variance with each other and the Qur^an 
have been discussed and we need not go into detail here.
Miracles
Unfortunately the refutor did not record Razifs arguments
or attacks on miracles in full which would have helped
considerably in forming a better idea* He wrotes
"His chapter on miracles which he composed in the form of
question and answer, and in which he attempted to weaken the
proofs of those who maintain miracles for prophets, and in which
2
he advanced a feeble argument, we need not bother about*"
(2) cont*
and the evidences of prodigies, whether weak or strong, 
as opposite to each other’1.
Essays and treatises on several subjects, (MDCCXCIIl), 
vol. 2, Section X of Miracles, pp. 136-7*
(1) Orientalia, vol. V, pp. 3&3» VIII (pp. 52-33) one of the 
passages readss-
"Now let us look at the claim of the people - meaning by this 
the prophets - and see its contradictions1' adding "Jesus 
claims to be the son of God; Moses claims to have no son; 
Muhammad claims to have been created as the rest of mortal 
people; Mani and Zoroaster disagree with Moses and Jesus and 
Muhammad over the eternal and the infinity of the universe 
and the cause of Good and Evil. Mani, on the other hand, 
disagrees with Zoroaster over the dual property of the 
universe and its nature. Muhammad claims that Christ was 
not killed whereas both Jews*and Christians disagree with 
him and claim he was killed and crucified.
(2) Ibid, pp. 368, XV (pp. 1 5 2-24}
Nonetheless, tou Hatim did mention some of the important points 
in Nazi's allegations which mainly reflect on the Qur’an and on 
a small scale on the other miracles ascribed to Muhammad* Of 
the latter1© prodigies it would appear that the main criticism 
on which he based his argument was that regarding the credibility 
of the testimony of the actual eye-witnesses and those to whom 
it was only hearsay*
toother point he seemed to have made for the eradication 
of miracles which can be inferred from the refutation was that 
the like of such miracles reported of prophets had also been 
reported of those who did not claim prophecy such as; tight rope 
dancers, prestidigitators, soothsayers, magicians and jugglers, 
etc. This particular remark seemed to have stirred the 
protagonist al-Bagillani, later in the fourth centui’y to write 
at length concerning it as we shall see later*
The Qur^ans On the one hand, to the rest of other scriptures, 
Nazi's criticism is that they can be regarded as contradictory 
works. In this respect the passages which are quoted from the 
Qur'an among those from the ' Torah* and the ’Gospels' and other 
scriptures, in all of which his criticism of the passages is 
that all subscribe to the idea of an anthropomorphic nature for 
God. For example the Qur’anic verses XX/5* CXIX/17 and XC/7.^
(1) Ibid, pp. 361*., IX (ppi 92-93).
On the other hand, being a book and the incontestable and 
standing miracle to the Muslims, Hazi argues that if a book is 
to teach people any branch of science or knowledge; and if for 
such merit it can be regarded as a miracle, many books would have 
this right to be so. He strongly puts this as:- 
111 swear that if a book should be a proof, the books of the 
elements of geometry and .Almagest (Ptolemy!s famous work on 
astronomy) which guides to the understanding of the celestial 
sphere and astronomy, the books of logics and those of medicine 
which help in restoring bodies; should therefore have been more 
of a proof than that which is useless in attaining either good 
or harm (meaning the Q u n a n ) 11.^
As for the claim of I"Maz in its literary sense which is 
based fundamentally on certain passage in the Qur’an (e.g. 11/22+) 
He argues thuss-
"lou have claimed that the miracle is standing and present 
- which is the Qur’an, you say who denies it should bring forth 
its like11, then he said,
!1If you mean bjr this the ways in which speech is counted for 
superiority we shall bring for you a thousand of its like from 
the utterances of eloquent men, the chaste, the rbyme-makers 
and the poets, with composition more chaste than it in wording 
and more concise in meaning, more eloquent in delivery and 
expression and more likely in rhyming11.
(1) Ibid, pp. 370, XVIl/(p.p 186-7).
(2) Ibid, pp. 370, XVI (p. 165).
CHAPTER IV
THE PIEEEREHT APPROACHES TO I'JAZ IN THE FOURTH 
CENTURI A^H,/JtM , TMTH A.D.
General Introduction
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GENERAL IN TRODUC TI ON 
1* The Tenet
"Thus,0 noticed J. H. Kramers, "it becomes a tenet of Islam to 
consider the language of the Koran perfect and inimitable! on this
fact we are amply informed by an almost too copious literature."
/
The realisation of the tene>^ t noticed above may well be traced
as far back as the earliest days of the revelation itself. To assess
the impact of the Qur'an and its pervasion of Arabic thought and
letters in a vast epoch of history, wherein, characteristically
enough, the foremost loyalty of a man, superseding all others,
2
was to his religion.
Nonetheless, though every sacred book, just because of its 
sanctity, is certain to make a deep impression on the cultural life
of the community which verses it, the place of the Our’an in Arabic
/
culture is unique audit is sufficient to note in respect of the literary 
field the obvious fact that far too many branches of Arabic literature 
grewr basically out of the study of the Qur* an or were influenced 
directly by it. The multitude of literary studies alone which were 
engendered by and surrounded the Qur^an* s own text and the variety 
of' literary subjects which were ever increasing in volume throughout
1. In his essay, fThe language of the Koran*, * Analecta Orient alia*, 
vol. 2, p. 152.
2* See. E. G. Grunebaum, *Medieval Islam*, revd. edn* pp. 1-2.
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the second and third centuries is evident merely by a look at the
~~ 1fourth.'century bibliographical work of Ibn al-Nadim or such later 
works as *K. al-Burhan1 of al-Sarkashi and 'al-Itqaxi' of al-Suyuti.
Although all such branches of linguistic studies, referred to 
in the aforementioned sources, are of different significance in their 
own right, they show nonetheless one aim in common* They all attempt 
to elucidate and explore the supremacy of the language of the 
Sacred Book, its unmatchableness and its inimitability* In 6ther 
words, though the term I**jaz itself had not been adopted for this 
specific usage,* nor yet implemented as a significant topic or 
branch of study until upwards of the fourth century, the idea as 
such had long been entertained* Yet it was these branches of philol- 
-ogical, grammatical, syntactical and stylistic studies which were 
the main sources, in latei* times, of the study of once it
assumed its significant title, as well as those of other literary 
studies* fhe unity of the end and the multiplicity of the means, 
however, resulted sometimes in confusion over certain definitions 
and terms.
2* Ihe Fourth Century
Disregarding the many characteristics of the cultural and literary
life of a century depicted in some of the modern studies as the
2renaissance period of Islam, and confining ourselves to the field of
1* !Fihristf, ed, Flugel, pp.
2. Eg, A. Mes, ’fh® Renaissance of Islam1,
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Qur’ anic studies, particularly to the issue which is our main concern - 
I\ja# -, it is clea^r that the fundamental aspects of it were well- 
defined in the studies of the third century. There was on the one 
hand, the dogmatic concept of the Prophetical mission and on the other, 
the literary phenomenon the Qur'an, the sole proof of that dogmatic 
conception* This is the universally acknowledged view among the 
Muslims* Small wonder therefore at the multiplicity of the literature
inspired by or surrounding it.
/become
As for I< jaz which had\an independent branch in the field of 
Qur'anic studies, by the beginning of the fourth century,fwas seemingly 
accompanied simultaneously by two different approaches in the third 
century; a dialetical or theological approach and an anti-theological 
method*; It was, however, the theologians who contributed in more 
detail than others* In the fourth century these two approaches were 
also prevalent*
Although by the beginning of the fourth century I^  jaz had emerged 
as an independent topic in the field of Qurvanic studies, the idea as 
such was by no means confined to these studies. The idea was touched 
on in other fields of study, some connected with the Qur’an itself 
others not^ two approaches are perhaps worthy of note*
i) Exegetical Forks
7 *Tafsir undoubtedly was and still is one of the richest fieldspf
Qur’anic literature, and by the year 506 A.H. in which the first author 
to devote a whole work to al-Wasiti, died, al-Tabari *s (d*510)m * *
commentary had achieved wide aclaim. The title of this work alone
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'Jamil al-Bayan may signify a literary tendency, indeed the idea of
I\iaz as such is well propounded in the introductory chapters therein,
moreover from his elaboration on the first chapter in the Quran the
2essence of the idea is well defined. On the whole although there are 
ample examples of lexicographical and grammatical analysis, throughout 
this commentary, defining the multitude of subjects reflected upon,
I*jaz, per se, may well be realised in the author* s remarkable intro­
ductions and his reflections on the verses in which the challenge by the 
Qur'an is stated*
Tabari* s contemporary commentators, to judge by extant fragments 
#
of their works and from references made to them, like Tabari, also
-  4.
touched on the question of TK jas^ in the introductions to their works
5and wheip reflecting on the verses of the challenge,
i* Vol. 1. pp. 1-15.
2* Ibid, e.g. pp* 66:, wherein he emphasized the concepts of eloquence 
and style.
5. In an index on language and grammar Mahmud M* Shakir has listed 
considerable material worthy of study itself, of. e.g. ShaKir*s 
edition^ vol. 1, pp. 604-614, vol. 2. pp. 600-11*
4. It would seem that Abu *Ali al-Jabba$i (d. 505) had discussed 
several theological aspects of_I<jaz in the introduction to his 
commentary • Of. ^Abd al-Jabbar, 'Mughni1 vol.XVI,p.397*
5. Bee al-Zajjaj^s (d.311) commentary on the verses of the challenge 
B.M. ms. Or. 28 A8, ff. 2b,55akb, 22*fb.
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They were perhaps unlike him in the sense that while he was,
for the first time, collecting material for traditional exegsis,
in their case their theological and linguistic persuasions no
doubt dominated their efforts®
Throughout the century other commentators appeared, some
of them wrote a special treatise on I* jaz, as in the case of
—*
the commentator al-Rumm&ni, and as the idea was widely embraced
we find other commentators also contributing to it, covering
vast aspects of its literary as we 11 as its theological literature®
In the later centuries, however, the discussion of I* jaz
became a common chapter in the introductions of many commentators,
in some cases it became the general them® of a whole work ©n
—
Tafsir as in the case of al-Zamakshari®
ii) A biographical approach
Another approach which flourished during the fourth century 
was a purely biographical one# The main sources of this method 
were the early accounts of the Prophet’s life given in the books of 
Sir ah and Traditions. The early generations of the Mutakalimun 
had begun to manipulate some of these accounts in their dia­
lectical systems of proofs and counter-proofs, in an endeavour 
to ascertain the prophetical mission of the Prophet against the 
rising opposition* From these early studies emerged such works 
as ’Hujaj al-Nubuwwah* and ’Al-Hujjah fi Tathbit al«Nubuwwah'
of al-Jahiz, early in the third century, as has been seen*
1Z See* Al^Qummi’s (d* 38?) commentary printed on the margin of 
'Jabarx1 s commentary, when he reflects, for example, on twenty 
divisions of Majas alone, see vol. 1, p* 39» or discusses the 
various ways of I^jaz from a theological standpoint, Ibid pp. 182-9*
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Throughotit the fourth century, although the thitakalimun1 s
1
approach was well maintained by some of their successors, another 
group who differed considerably from them, began to contribute
p
to this chapter* "
T{ie titles which this faction initiated differed slightly
I
from those of the Mutakatlimun. Among them are svich titles as
f A ^lam al-Nubuwwah1 and * Dala^ il al-Nubuwwah* • To the former
contributed sueh authors as Abu Hatim al-Raai (d.322/926) and in
later times al-Mawardi (d#A3Q/l038), whose work was considered
by some authorities in later times to have been by far the best
3in this respect* To the latter title al-Ash^ari himself is reported 
to have contributed, indeed a work bearing the same title is
if
ascribed to him. Among the surviving contributions^ hox^ evei^  are 
works by such authors as Abu Sa^id al-Wa^iz (d.^07/1016)^ Abu 
Nu^aym (d.^30/1038)^ and Bayhaqi (d.zf38/l066)
1. Eg.SAbd al-Jabbar, *Tathbit Bala^il Nubuwwut Sayyidina 
Muhammad*•
P. H.Kh*, fICashf al~2mnunT vol. 1, p. hZ7 ^ No.1173, * <Xlm Amarat 
al-Nubuwwah* .
3. Ibid. ^ *
f»F. j?eg: J'bn . ^ Aep^ir,f Taby£n/.K;ai^  ^ ...;?i.i:rl)amascus^  edn. p.136
3* Although a work entitled f Dala4il al-Nubuwwah* was ascribed to 
him, there is awork by him entitled *Sharaf al-Nabiyy*
Or. 3011-) in which a long chapter (13) deals with miracles.
6* Published in three parts. (Hyderabad, 1320 A.H.) but it lacks an 
important part of the introduction,cf. the BM.ms. Or. 3012 f.Ab.
7. Akhort extract with translation was made by K.U.Nylander 
(Uppsala,1891)* Por part one see also BM. ms. Or. 3°13*
** Works by the title**!Dala*il al—Nubuwwah** were also attributed to 
two of al-IGia^tabi^tutorsjal-Naqqash (d.351 ah) and al-Shashi 
(d.363a.h).See SuyutI,Tabaqat al~MufassirIn,No.92,p.29$nd No.109, 
p p . 3 6 - 7 .
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This approach on the \fhole contributed little to the study 
of as one of the contributors distinctly made clear
that it differs from that of the Mutakallimun and solely is
\ 'I
concerned with the scattered traditions about the Prophetfs life*
A* I* .jaz and the theologians
The fourth century historian al-Mas* udi once observed,
"People had disputed over the composition of the Qur■»an and its
jaz, it is not our purpose to give a description of the theses
of the different people or record an account of controversialists,
hence this is a book of history and not a book of inference
2and speculation*" Another historian who lived towards the end
of the fourth century and witnessed further development during
his day, considered the whole question of miracles as irrelevant
3
to the requirement of the age*
■*
Al-Mas'udi, who died in 3A6/956c, was clearly observant 
of the embittered and devastating views of a very important 
generation of theologians to whom were indebted those who were 
active towards the end of the century, and it is more likely that 
his reference was to al-Jabbal i*s family, the father, Abu 'All (d* 303/
A/915)♦ the son, Abu Hashim (321/933) and the stepson al-Asl/ari
***
1* cf. Abu Nu*ayra,‘ (op* cit*) f* Ab*
2* •Muruj al-Da&hab', ed* by H*M, <Abd al-Hamid, vol. 2, p* 186*
3* See 'The history of Ibn Miskawlh* (d* A21/1030) ed* Leone 
Caetni, who wrote|
".** and for this reason itself I do not consider the miracles 
of the prophets - God*s blessing be on them - and what have 
been accomplished for them of politics, for the reason that 
the people of our time do not gain experience from them in 
their li.^ es affairs*"
(d. 32A/935c) and the former1s pupils, among whom was al-Wasiti*
*
Although to some of these authors themselves works on I^ jaz
are ascribed, what is important to note is their influence on
the later followers, who often refer to them*
I<jaz being the predominant occupation of the theologians,
it is perhaps a curious fact that although all major schools of
theology, the Sunnite-Ash* arite, the Mu'6 tazi3.ite as well as the
Shi<ite of the fourth century, were without exception adherent to
the belief in the inimitability of the Qur1an or its miraculous-
ness, they nonetheless differed considerably in their interpretation
1of this conception, both from a theological as well as a literary, 
standpoint* To this diversity of opinion was undoubtedly due the 
richness and protractedness of the chapter of I*jaz to a degree that 
even this diversity of opinion itself was discussed as to whether
1* The Sunnite-Ash* arite al-Baqillani noted;
"All Muslims (al-Ummah), have indiscriminately agreed that the 
Qur’an is inimitable, but they differ in the way it is so*" 
'Hidayat al-Mustarshidln*, vol* XII, f* 8b, also * I*jaz1, p. AA6 
and •Intisar* (Summary), f. 70b*
The Mutazilite al-Qadi «Abd al-Jabbar expressed the same 
observations;
"When thus it has become a well-established fact to all Muslim 
savants (that the Qur’an is inimitable) they disagree in which 
way it is inimitable*" 1 al-Mughni*, vo!*^16, pp* 2A2, 316*
A later Shi* ite author ai-Qutub al-Rawandi confirmed the above 
views thus;
"Know that although all Muslims have agreed on the permanance 
of the Qur*"an, as a proof of the prophethood and the veracity 
of the mission, the Mutakalimun differ in the way that the 
Qur’an is inimitable*" 'al-Khara'ij wal-Jawa'ih, published 
with two other Shi*ite works, p* 26%
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** *1
it would affect the validity of the claim of I^aa itself.
Although the number of points demonstrated to designate 
the stylistic inimitability of the Qur1an had been extended by the
middle of the fifth century to twenty points, which can be seen
*• * 2 in ' al-Mawardi's (d. 5^0/1058) work, the points which
appear to have occupied and dominated the studies of I*jaz 
during the second half of the fourth century, both from a 
theological and literary standpoint, were seven. Yet, these 
seven were variant when compared with those which had been re­
corded in comparatively earlier studies, the earlier al-Hummani 
and al-Khattabi with the later al-Baqillani and cAbd al-Jabbar. 
Moreover, in as much as they differed in their significance^
they also varied in their acceptance, from the mere acknow-
3lodgement of them all to the preference of one or more in 
particular, Even the literature concerning them varied from the mere 
listing of them to the devotion of a single chapter or even
1* *Abd al-Jabbar, 1 Mughal1, vol* XVI, p. 317? Baqillani, * al-
Hidayah*, vol. XIII, ff. 8b-11a; 11\ja£*, pp. L&6 sqq*
2. * if lain al-Nubuwwah1, ch. XI, pp. 40-3^  •
3. Al-Qutub al-Eawandi, (op.cit), p. 269, commented after enumer­
ating them, *If we say all these seven points are points of
I* jaa, without preference, this would be better.,f
k* See al«Rummani’al-Nukat (Thalath Rasa'll)1, p. 69.
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one or several volumes to each*
Further, despite the bitter and fierce wrangling of one
school with another over a certain point, contention in fact
existed over all points, a marked transfer of support of certain
points occurred among the various schools, some of which, as
shall be seen later - particularly with regard to the idea of
al«Sarfah - had been of Muctasilite origin, be it al-Nazzam
or al«Jahiz** •
By the end of the fourth century a distinguished Muctazilit©
al-Qadi <Abd al-Jabbar strongly repudiated the conception of al-
Sarfah, meanwhile it was supported by eminent Ash*arites and
Shieites« Al«Sarfah, at any rate, is in essence a negative
attitude, however its conception by the later distinguished
ShiHte scholar al-Sharif al-Murtada and other Ash^arite doctors
2may differ from that attributed to al-Naszam*
In considering the rest of the points put forth to signify 
they may be viewed in two different stages; those which 
were enumerated or reflected upon by the early a!»Rummani and 
al-Khattabi and those recognised later in the studies of al“ 
Baqillani and * Abd al-Jabbar*
In the first period we find that both al-Rummani and al-
mm ■€*
Khattabi made reference to;
* *
 ^ - I
1* Particularly in the studies of al-Baqillani, as we,shall see 
later* {
2® For _al™Murtada*s conception of al-Sarfah see Mfah* Baqir,
1 Bihar al-Anwar* vol® 6, unpaginated*
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1) al-Balaghah (eloquence)
2) al-Barfah (prevention)
5) the foretelling of future events*
The first point alluded to in al-Khattabi1s treatise, instead of-• *
its psychological and historical tendency, depends mainly on the point 
of the challenge.
k) the challenge, on the other hand, and
5) the inability to rival the Qur’an.
These latter two were recognised by al-Hummani alone. In the later 
studies of al-Baqillani and fAbd al-Jabbar, though they did not include 
them among the seven points of I1jaz, both contributed towards them at 
considerable length.
6) the infringment of the ordinary and the natural laws.
This was al-Hummani’s sixth point and incorporated in the definition 
of the term Mu!jizah by al-Baqillani and 1 Abd al-Jabbar.
7) the comparability of the Qur’an with other prophetic 
miracles•
This was the last point mentioned by al-Eummani* Although reference 
is made to it in all the studies of I1jaz, it was not however recognis­
ed as a point of I*jaz as such.
In the second stage we find that the first three points
mentioned by both al-Rummani and al-Khattabl were pursued in over-• #
elaborated detail, and for the last four points mentioned by the 
former alone , were substituted fotir different points.
17 6
1) She old question of the creation of the Qur*>an, which had
been, occupying theologians for the previous two centuries or
so produced a new element in the discussion of I4 jaz. The old
charge was levelled at the Sunnite-As liar ites , who we re of the
belief that the Qur* an v/as not created, from which theiir rivals
appeared to deduce that the Qur'an is inimitable because it is
eternal or an imitation of the eternal speech of God® This in
effect compelled Baqillani, in most of the works that have survived,
1to write in defence of the Ashrarite position* 41 Abd al-Jabbar, 
his rival, took advantage of this, to them, *nadmi£$d&?point, to 
criticize the Astfarites*
2) The second point which developed during this period was the
3congruity of the Qur’an's teaching with logical premises* With
such rational overtones the Mu* tazilite origin, would seem ob-
vious, but in fact it was the view indulged in by the Ash*arile.s
of Khurasan. Al-Baqillani, however, felt it his duty to direct
them or discuss the unsound principle on which it had been founded,
Li
in his book on principles* * Abd al-Jabbar on the other hand
5
regarded it as the view of the lawyers, grammarians and philologists®
1® E.g® 'Hidayah1^, vol* XII, ff* l8b-21a; vol. XIII, f. 1b;»I*8az*
P* 393j[ 'Tamhid*, ed* McCarthy, p® 239*
2. 'Mughal1, vol* XVI, pp. 318-322.
3* Ibid. p* 329; 1 Hi day ah al-Mustarshidin*, vol. XII, ff* 17&«"l8b.
b-o See 'I*jaz', p. 70*
3* 'Mughal*, vol® XVI, p. 330.
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3) The third point* the disappearance of contradiction and 
difference in the text of the Qur»an, was but derived from the 
interpretation of a certain verse in the Qur*"an (IV/82), n**. If 
it had been from other than God they would have found therein 
much incongruity**1 It would also seem to have been the view held
by the Mu' tazilite •Abu*Ali al-Jubba*i and his son Abu Hashim
1 -  -  -
early in the century* Neither 4 Abd al~Jabbar nor al-Baqillani denied
it, but they did not admit it as a point of I4-jaz* 
k) Eloquence and composition* whether advocated jointly or with 
preference of one over the other* of all the points demonstrated 
to signify I**jaz or the inimitability of the Qur'an* remained the 
crucial points of the studies of I'jaz throughout the fourth 
century* Here we shall sketch briefly the preferences and 
tendencies among the various schools* leaving aside greater 
detail until we come to these studies*
A) Eloquence (al-Balaghah)
The emphasis on eloquence as a means to signify the
inimitability of the Qur’an had been initiated by such eminent
Mu*tazilites as Abu 4 All and his son Abu Hashim by the beginning
2of the fourth century* These views we shall meet in the study
of *Abd al-Jabbar* Their opponent, and contemporary of *Abd al-Jabbar,
1. Ibid. p. 338
2* 'Mughni*, vo\* XVI, p* 197 sqq*
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the Ash'arite al-Baqillani, however, declared that those who 
advocated eloquence among the MuHasilah were not successful in
'I
their definition of it, but this of course was only a biased 
opinion by an opponent, for by the middle of the fourth century 
al-Rummani, the Hut tazilite made eloquence the sole issue in his
1*1 V*
treatise from which al-Baqillani himself flagrantly and unacknow-
ledgingly borrowed at length, as he did also from other Mu*tazilite
authors with regard particularly to this point as we shall see later#
•#1
Eloquence was also the theme elaborated in al«Khattabi,s dis­
quisition* By the end of the century,: though the majority of the 
SM^ite school appeared to have supported the new attitude of al™
Sharif al-Murtada towards al-Sarfah, some of them like al-Shaykh al- 
* ^
2Mufid (d* 413/1022), favoured eloquence* Finally eloquence was the
main thesis of * Abd al-Jabbar#
B) The composition (al~Nazm)
»
The mere fact that al-Jahia*© missing work and those of al-
■* *
Wasiti, Ibn Ikhshid and al-Balkhi, all of whom were Muctazilite,
were entitled or sub-titled *Naam al«Qur*an* (the composition of
the Qur'an), would perhaps underline the fact that the conception
of composition was more appealing to them or that they conceived
the inimitability of the Qur*an in its composition* This is also
3confirmed for us in the studies of their rivals, the Ashcarites
1* 1Hidayat al-Mustarshidin1 vol* XII, f* 9a*
2. See Muhammad Baqir, 'Bihar al-Anwar1, vol* 6, (no pagination),
see chapter on I c jaz# _
3® "Some of the Qadarites", writes al-Baqillani, (’Hidayah' vol*
XII, f. 9&), "considered I^jaz to be in the composition which
contains the correct meaning but did not consider eloquence
and the nobility of diction*" See also'I*jaz7pp* 7, 377*
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1and the Shi^ites* But this was not by any means the generally 
professed view of the MuHasilites as a whole* Al-Rummani in the 
mid-fourth century emphasized it and the Shaft* ite al-Khattabi 
contributed towards it in some detail* By the end of the fourth 
century the Mu*tazilite <Abcl al-Jabbar only accepted it resentfully 
as a subsidiary point to his main thesis which gave prominence 
to eloquence* Meanwhile composition gained a new protagonist, the 
Ash*arite al-Baqillani*
A Missing chapter
We cannot proceed very far in any discussion of the question
of I* jaz without reference to al-Jahis* His work ’Hazm al-Qur'an** * *
(the composition of the Qur*an), which was accessable to such 
scholars as al-Baqillani towards the end of the fourth century, 
in all probability had been popular towards the end of the third
century and quite likely influenced such MuHazilite scholars as
- * ~
Muhammad b* Yazid (or Zayd) al-Wasiti* If al-Jahis’s work meantt * * «
little or nothing to al-Baqillani, the Ash<arite-Sunnite theologian, 
although the idea of composition was his main conception of I4*jaz, 
to al-Wasiti, who in a way may be considered a contemporary of al-
4
Jahlz and was himself a Mu*tazilite of great fame, the situation was4 *
quite different* Yet although al-Wasiti was a distinguished 
Mu*tazilite and his work bears the same title, in part, as that of
1* According to al-Qutub al-Rawandi, •al-Hawa'ij wal“Jaraihf,
p* 269, this was the accepted view of the majority of the 
Mu *tazilah*
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al-Jahiz, considering the differences between the various factions ♦ %
and schisms of the school of Mu<tazilah alone during the second
half of the third century, it is possible that the differences
between al-Jahiz and al-Wasiti were even greater over the question * * -
of The fact, however, that we find the later Mu*tazilite,
-4*
al**Qadi ^Abd al^abbar, a contemporary of al-Baqillani, praising 
both al«JaMz and al-Wasiti, proves neither that al-Wasiti* w • *
was influenced by al~Jahiz nor he himself by either of them,
♦ »
and his own attitude toward the idea of composition being that 
of reluctant acquiescence perhaps indicates that though the subject 
or the title was treated by various Mu<tazilite scholars their 
views were different*
It was, however, during the fifth century that al-Wasiti’s 
work received a wider popularity, strangely enough at the hand of 
an Ash^arite-Sunnite scholar, < Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani (d© 471/1078), 
who wrote two commentaries, a long and a short one, on the same
'I ^
work* Further, the fact that among the pupils of al-Wasiti was
Ibn al-Ikhshid (d* 326/937)* who likewise composed a woi*k by the
*» 2
title of 'Nazm al-Qurian* and who happened to be the tutor whose 
*
name is closely linked with another scholar, al-Rummani, as we 
shall soon see, who promoted the study of l4jas in the fourth century*
1o Kh* 1 ICashf al-Zunun1, vol* 1, p* 301* &c>* 917®
2« Fihrist, ed* Flhgel, p* 38*
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The idea of the composition of the Qur'an, at least the
works thus entitled appears to have engaged other scholars of
the third*«fourth century also, yet none of their works are known 
1to us* From all this it can be seen that the chapter on the com­
position is still largely missing*
6) The century of the specialists
From a general literary stand point it has been rightly suggest­
ed that the fourth/tenth century was the century of the
specialists in the literary field ~ more particularly of literary
2theory - who abandoned generalization* If however such a 
pioneer work as the *IC* al~Badi«'of Ibn al-Mu^tazs is to be 
taken into consideration, the initiative in this respect must have 
been taken well over a quarter of a century before even the fourth 
century began* Hence Ibn al-Mu<tazz,s new approach was primarily 
an endeavour to abandon both philologists* and grammarians* 
analyses and to set the new basis for the literary theory which 
was consequently applauded by the most outstanding critics of 
the fourth century*
The second half of the third century witnessed two important 
movements, in both the field of literary study as well as in the 
field of Qur^anic study* In consideration of the former the time 
was ripe for critics of poetry and prose to inaugurate the 
criteria on which the literary output should be evaluated, a
1* Such names as the Traditionist, Ibn $bi Dawud (d* 316/928), see,
Ibid p* 233? also 385 the author and rhetorician, Abu Zayd al-
Balkhx (322/93*0* Ibid, p* 138; Yaqut, Mu^jam, vol* VII, p* 11*
2* G« von Grunebaum, J*A»0*S* LXI, p* 37*
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tendency which was by no means altogether new* What character­
ised it most was perhaps that it evoked a new approach and 
arrangement of the efforts accomplished in the previous decades* 
Although the traditional basfe of criticism - mainly philology 
and grammar «• were the main tools employed for the task, one 
notices a gradual shift of emphasis in the field^ for
instance, in the case of the two great masters, Tha<lab (d* 291/903) 
and al-Mubarrad (d* 2 8 3 / 8 9 8 ) ,  whose major works were either 
wholly philological in the case of the 'IC* al-Fasih' of the 
former, or(as in the *K* al-Kamil* of the latter, wl:i«v -:is a 
compound of philology, grammar as well as stylistic discussion*
Apart from these major works they left also short treatises re™
2
'‘fleeting exclusively on such topics as ‘the meanings of poetry',
•z
‘the rules of poetry1’and eloquence* It was these pioneer attempts 
which we have reason to believe paved the way for the aforemention­
ed authors' pupils, such as Ibn al-Mu^tazz and Qudamah ibn Ja<far, 
and their successors, although in the case of Qudamah, non- 
Arabic elements, however slight, must be taken into account® The 
curious fact is however that neither of the famous pupils seem 
to have acknowledged their indebtedness to either of the afore­
mentioned masters and each claimed that his own work was the first
1* Among the works attributed to Tlia* lab there is a treatise en­
titled 'Ma^ ani al-Shicri See 'Fihrist', Flugel edn* p*
2* 'The rules of poetry1 of Tha<lab, was edited by C* Schiaparelli, 
'Acts du Huitieme Congres International des Orientalistes', 
(Leiden 1891), pp* 183**211* To al™Mubarrad also a v/ork of the 
same title, *Qawa*id a l , is ascribed, see 'Fihrist* (op® 
cit) p# 39* Yaqut, *Mu*jam', vol* VII, p* 1^*
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of its kind#
As for the Qur'anic studies, for the first time I''jaz 
emerged as an independent branch of study of as a new topic#
The question which faces us here is, how much, rather . '  
how little, do v/e know of those early studies of Iv jaz?
The straightforward answer is, so far nothing, if only 
because none of them are available to us and even worse neither 
are the commentaries made on some of them#
(contd#)
and
3* Although Ibn al«Nadim, 'Fihrist* (op, cit®) p« 39* jjfaqut 
(op. cite) vol® VII, p* iMt, recorded a work entitled ®al“ 
Balaghah* in the list of al-Mubarrad1 s works, of which 
nothing so far is known, there appeared to have survived 
a short treatise which originall w^as an answer to a question 
on the eloquence of prose and poetry, discovered and edited 
by Gs von Grunebaum, *Orientalia* 19^ 1» p* 373 sqq®
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CHAPTER V
S H O R T E R  W O R K S
a l-rummSnI
(Abu al-Hasan 'All Ibn 'Isa )
296/384 A*H.= 908/996A.D.
,T But had fAli Ibn 1 Isa left anything 
for us to contribute ?tf *
Being the answer of al-Sahib b. *Abbad 
(383/995) to the questi6n*as to 
whether he’would write a commentary on 
the Qur’an*
* Ibn al~Murtada,- al-Munyah wal- 
Amal, ed* T! W * A r n o l d 65,
Hyderabad,1316 A.H*
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BIOGRAPHICAL AND LITERARY BACKGROUND
The Man
The original account of al-Rummani^ is .presumably that 
handed down by his contemporary Ibn al-Nadim, the author of 
'al-Fihrist*. From his first account it is clear that all 
later biographers , directly or indirectly, drew their informa­
tion, with an additional and critical assessment. Ibn al-Nadim 
siated that he was born in Baghdad^his family originating jMW
LUlo(
Samarra, fee . was a celebrated master of a variety of literary 
arts; a grammarian, lexico^e^btr, jurist as well as* a 
commentator. In addition to this, the rest of the biographers 
declare his tutors in grammar and philology to have been Ibn 
Durayd and Ibn al-Sarraj and others. In sclnoLastic theology he 
was educated by tHo ban I of Ibn al-Ikhshid, which can also be 
inferred from Ibn al-Hadimfn account^*, and amongst his pupils 
they declare Abu al-Qaaim al-Tanukhi and Abu Muhammad al-Jawhari, 
This is the general portrait given of him, but perhaps we should 
look more closely at some individual comments on his;.. 
attributes for further enlightenment.
(1) On this fNisbahf wrote Ibn Khallikan (Wafayat, Ro. kh6; Be 
Blane trans.. vol. 2, pp._2i*2—3) "Rummani may possibly 
signify a seller of Rumman or pomegranates,, but it may also 
serve to designate a native of Kasr ar-Rumman, a well-known 
castle at Wasit. A great number of persons, have recaeved 
their surnames for one or the other reasons, but which of 
these it wan that procured it for Abu al-Hasan is not 
specified by as-Sam^aniu* The fact is however that al- 
Sama<an! did specify it, “Among those who originated from 
Kasr al-Rumman were Yalpya b. Dinar and the grammarian Abu 
al-Hasan, i.e. Rummanl" Of.f. 258b, also Ibn al-Athir, * al­
ii ubab1, vol. 1, pp. h75“6;„Yaqut, *Mu<jam al-Buldan1, vol.3, 
pp. 66-7; Ibn gajar, *Tabsir al-Muntabihf, BM. ms. Or. 3056, 
f. 20b; Dhahabi, 1Al-Mosc&tabih1, ed. B. de dong, p. 229.
(2)]?itn>ist, Cairo edn. pp. 94-5. 3 & ^
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The Grammarian
The conventions of grammar were greatly enhanced by the 
addition of a new dimension to their scrutiny by al-Rummanl, 
who in his study combined logic with grammar. As an innovation 
it was greatly misunderstood and consequently condemned by his 
contemporaries and although hia output was copious his reputa­
tion as a grammarian was much impaired. The verdict of his 
rivals, was, that this new approach was completely irrelevant to 
the traditional studies of grammar or at the very least 
impossible to benefit from.
Hia> contemporary the grammarian Abu All al-FarisI (d.370) 
said of him, "If grammar is what a1-Rummani says, we have none
A
of it; but if grammar is what we say, he has none of it".
Six centuries later, Suyuti, commenting on this remark, 
pronounced, "I say grammar is what had been conceived by al- 
Farisi; since people never extend its boundaries to mingle with 
those of logic. It has. ever been so since the time of the
earliest pioneers; al-IChalil and Sibawayh^and their contem-
1 2 
poraries^. and the generations that followed".
3 ^ 4  (cont.)
(3) To name only a few; Sama^ani, !al-Ansabf, f. 258 b; al- 
Qiftl, !Inbah al-Ruwat*, Abu al-Fadl edn. vol* 2, No. 476? 
p. 292; al-Khatlb, *Ta* rlkh Baghdad*, vol., 1 2,_pp. 16-7; 
Jbn. al-Anbarl, fNushat al-Alibba*, p. 390, Suyuti, fTabagat 
al-Mufasirin*, p. 24? No. 74d, Ibn al-rmad, *Shadharat al- 
Dhahab*? vol. 3? P* 109.
(4) Pihrist, Cairo edn., p. 246.
(1) Yaqut, ,Mu<jaml, vol. 5? P- 281•
(2) Ibid. Snyuti, 'Bughyah*, p. 344*
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Al-Rummani*s resolution to analyse grammatical problems, 
through the medium of dialectical premises made of him, 1,The
A
grammarian who was never understood by his contemporaries 
His most devoted pupil Abu Hayyan al-Tawhidi ( a\^00/1009 ) 
related the following illuminating story, "I saw a man from 
Marw in the circle of the grammarian Abu *Ali. The man asked 
him about the differences between Man, Ma, Min and Minima; there 
upon Abu *Ali dealt at great length with the problem, dividing 
and explaining the particles, drawing the line between each 
and the other, illustrating these by various examples and 
finally attaching to each its. grammatical rules and conditions. 
Alas I All this fell on stony ground, the man neither understood 
nor yet could visualise the solutions* He requested therefore 
more clarification and further analysis. Abu *Ali repeated 
once and yet again but the results were similar. This repeti­
tion bored him and his patience waa exhausted, then he said:
"0 man, it is my duty to explain to people and those who are 
not half asleep, but it is beyond my capability to make animals* 
dark or fair, understand. A man like you could not understand 
after all this effort? Please go into another circle perhaps
o
some other time.tu
(1) Ibid. Ibcn al-Anbari, 'Huahat’, p. 390.
(2) Yaqut, ' M u ^ a m 1, vol. 5, PP. 282-3.
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Whatever may be inferred from this solitary anecdote and 
however ignominiously Rummani, in his endeavours to co-ordinate 
logic and grammar, was mirrored in the eyes of his contemporaries, 
particularly al-Rarisi,"* justification of his methods, is unneces­
sary in this investigation. But despite the seeming difficulty 
and fruitlessness; of his new approach it was ever a fixed epithet
of him, "The Grammarian al-Rumraani" or "Shaykh al- ^ rabiyyah".
2This mastery produced thirty works over half of which were 
commentaries on grammatical studies by the most outstanding 
authorities of Arabic grammar works by such men as. Sibawayah, 
Mubarrad, Mazini, Akhfash, Ibn al-Sarraj and others.
The Theologian
In his early life al-Rummani frequented the circle of the 
MuHazilite master, Ibn ai-Ikhshld (d. 326/937)^*
(1) Gf. Two important modern studies. _ „
'(A) That of <Abd al-Pattah Shaiabi on TAbu cAli al-Farisi1 
who reduced al-Rarisi1s judgement to a personal vendetta 
against al-Rummani, having no bearing on the literary aspect 
of grammar and logic. He also tries to free Rummani from a _ 
like accusation and proves in his argument that it waa Rarisi 
who mixed his grammar with logic to a greater degree, 
pp. 588-612 and particularly p. 5 9 7 * 610-11 .
(B) That of Mazin al-Mubarak, ’al-Rummani al-Ha&wi1, pp. 78-35* 
in which the contrary is proclaimed. See also pp. 223~^Q*
(2 ) A  list of his works in grammar is compiled by Mazin al- 
Mubarak (in the above mentioned work.) pp. 3&7“92. Bee also 
Sac id a 1-Afghani, *K. r.l-Ic rab Abyat Mulghizah
(3) Ibn al-Nadim, ’al-Fihristf, p. 2I46.
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The relationship between the master and his pupil being so
A
well-established that some of the "biographers surnamed him 
al-Ikhshidi, in deference to his master. Ibn al-Tkhshid had 
been the pupil of al-Wasiti, who aa> we have seen earlier 
initiated the study of I<jaz» or at least co-ordinated it under 
that name, indicating, perhaps, that this newly formed branch 
of study passed over from al-Wasiti to al-Rummani by way of the
master Ibn al-Ikhshid, who in his turn also dealt with the
* —  2subject under the heading of TNazm al-Qur^an1 , the familiar
title used by Jahiz nearly a century earlier*if t
This continuity among these scholars places the problem 
squarely within the framework of the Mu<tazilah theology, and 
while the future seemed to promise further elaboration of the 
old questions - the provision of new answers to the current 
problems - al-Rummani paradoxically, judging from some referen­
ces^, presents us with an enigma emanating initially from the 
irreconcilability of his avowed Mu^tazilah doctrine with his 
alledged sympathetic participation in Shi^ism. Was he, as a 
link from his master, a Mu^tazilite proper, or was he in 
addition to this a Shi<ite?
It is unfortunate, however, that none of his phenomenal 
literary output^ in theology is so far traceable, whereby a 
clear insight could have been gained as to his true adherence*
But let us try to form an opinion from th_-e material presented 
in various other sources*
(1) Suyuti, 'Bughyat', p. 2kkl al-^Umari, 1Masalik al-Absarf, 
guoted by ^  al-Mubarak in 'al-Rummani al-Nahwi' p. 5 3 *
(2 ) Ibn_al-Hadim,^op.cit, p. 3 7 .
(3) Suyuti 'Tabaqat al-Mufasirinf, p*2i±, Ho* 7hd.cUmari, as aboveJ
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The version given by his contemporary ibn al-Nadim, the 
author of 1al-Fihrist!, gives no indication as to his
1participation in Shi* ism, in fact it proves the contrary* On
the other hand, the account given by al-Rummani1s own pupil Abu
_ ~ -2
al-Qasim al-Tanukhi , sets forth his leaning and sympathy
towards Shi<ism.
A compromise between these two differing contemporary accomta
might lead us for the moment to believe that until the year
377/9^79 when Ibn al-Nadim completed 'al-Rihrist1, al-Rummani
was purely a Mu^tazilite, after which, in the closing years of
his life, he inclined towards Shi^ism. But this ia highly im-
% — —
probable as we know that the grandfather-^ al-Tanukhi had died 
long before al-Rummani 342/953* therefore his leaning 
towards Shi< ism must have been known long before that time and 
Ibn al-Nadim was completely ignorant of this fact*
4 (cont.)
(4) Over sixty works were attributed to him initials respect, a 
list^of which was compiled by Mazin al-Mubarak in fAl- 
Rummani al-Nahwi*, pp* 100-3#
(1) Ibn al-Nadim, fThe completion of al-Fihrist’, p. 6, v/herein 
it is found that al-Rummani the Mu<tazilite was trying to^ 
convert his neighbour, the Shi^ite poet al-Sariyy al-Raffa’V 
to Mu<tazilism.
(2) al-<Umari, as previously quoted.
(3) There were three Tanukhis, the grandfather, the son, and the 
grandson, all of whom were known by the name 1 Abu al-Qasim 
ibn <Ali , see Yaqut, vol. 5, pp* 301 , 332, vol. 6, p. 251* 
The son is_reported to^have been a Mu*tazilite-Shi<ite;
Gf. Ibn Shakir al-Kutbi, fFawat al-Wafayat’, vol. 2, p. 86*
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The first inference made by M. al-Mubarak in ’al-Rummani
the grammarian* is. not quite true, as. he asserted that the claim
of al-Rummani to Shi^ism was first propagated by the late
al-Suyuti (d. 911/1505) who was followed by al-Dawudi (d. 941/
1534)"*- Suyutif& own statement is preceded by the introductory
—  2words "al-Qift^d said" , but this latter can not be supported 
from al-Qifti’s (d. 644/1246} work 'Xnbah al-Ruwah’.^
Al-Dhahabi, however, who died in 748/1347* nearly a century 
and a half before Suyuti, reported that al-Rummani was a 
Muctazilite-Rafi£i, he added, "From al-Rummani*s own day until 
our present time Raf<J rejection, a branch of Shi * ism and 
Mu^tazilism have been joined hand in hand together".^
(1) al-Rummani al-Nahwi, p. 59#
(2) Suyuti, ’Tabaqat al-Mufasirin’, quoted above.
(3) ed., Abu al-FatJl. See vol. 2, pp. 292-6, No. 476.
(4) ’Mizan al-I*tidal’, vol. 2, pp. 2, 35* No.^1825.
The connection is also stressed by al-Maqrizi (Khufa'f, 
vol. 3, pp. 296, 304) who noticed "’’Scarcely ever is it 
found a Mu<tazilite who is not a Rafidi, except for few".Q
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This statement is; particularly important, as the intimate 
association between the sects is verified by another of al- 
Eummani's contemporaries, al-Maqdisl (a. 391/1000) who noticed
A
the amalgamation of the two sects in several provinces , a
contributory factor to which was the decline of the Mu<tazilite
strength under duress, since the reign of Mutaw^Jcil well over
a century before, coupled with the transfer of the political
and cultural life of the Islamic state to the hands of the
BuwyMdeb in 33^/945* when Baghdad was reduced to the status of
a provincial capital and Shi^ism triumphantly marked a new phase
throughout the century from North Africa to the borders of
eastern Persia, Despite this coincidence of circumstances,
added to whatever has; been recorded, it is hard to establish
al-Rummani’s participation in Shi<ism on solid ground*
One of the indicative documents supporting his- participation
may have owed its origin to the fact, as. reported, that he wrote
“ 2
a work entitled 'al-Imamah1 , a well established tenet of 
Shi* ite theology. But even then his views seem to have disturbed 
some of the Shi<ite authors. Such a one wah his own pupil, al—  
Shaykh al~Mufid (known also as. Ibn al-Mu<allim) who strongly 
rejected the book and refuted it.
(1 ) fA£san al-Taqasii,* De Ooeje edn., pp. 2 3 8, U93*
(2) For such authorship one finds misleading information by 
the author of fal-Dhariah £i Tasanlf al~Shi<ahf, who also 
acknowledged the Mu^tazilite al-Wasiti, as. a Shi^ite, 
probably on the strength of his also ’having written a book 
called al-Iniamah1, See p. Q
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Al-fusi the Shi<ite commentator was. also dissatisfied with 
some of his ideas, as can be inferred from such a remark as, 
"This however is contrary to al-Summani and his Mu^tazilite
A
ilk". The difference was not literary but dogmatic.
A final word on Rummanifs participation in the study of
logic is perhaps due to his devoted pupf* Abu ]Jayyan al- 
- -2
Tawliidi which clears much of the obscurity enveloping the man, 
"As for *Ali ibn KIsa, he was a man of high rank in grammar, 
theology, philology and prosody, as well as logic - for which 
he was censured. Nonetheless, he did not follow the path of 
the founder of logic. Nay he individualized a new skill and 
showed a great proficiency."
The Commentator
The disapprobation which Rummanl’s literary activities 
excited among scholars, reported by Abu Ilayyan al-Taw£idi,^ 
did not cast doubt on his stature as a commentator, perhaps for 
the reason that his work in this field appears to have gained a 
masterly reputation which was applauded for the effective 
contribution it made to the study of Tafsir.
The Shi*ite al-Tusi found it among the best of rare com­
mentaries of the time even more than that of the great 
al-^abarl^.
) 1 al-Tibyan*, vol. 2, pp. 357-8*
12) *al-Imta* wal-Mu* ahTsah1, vol. 1 , p. 133*
(3) 'Al-Basa’ir wal-Dhakha^ir, pp. Ih0~1h1.
(h) Gf. His commentary, !al-Tibyan!, Introduction, vol. 1,
p. 1 , also; al-Sharif al-Murtada1s , rAmalif, vol. 2, p. 303.
—  i
The Mu^tagilite al-2amakhshari, as recorded , even\> went
so far as to mirror Rummini’s approach, The author himself
regarded his work as, "My commentary is like a garden, all
2
desirable fruits can be gathered therefrom" , alluding 
presumably to the multitude of literary sciences, he employed 
therein. We have already noted at the opening of this chapter 
the laudatoiy acknowledgement of the eminent al-Sahib Ibn 
* Abb ad.
Qur»anic Sciences
Beside his commentary, biographers also attributed to
him a number of other works on the Qur?an most of which carry
as part of the title the phrase concerning Qur^anic
_ _ -2
science1. The rest deal with ’G-harib1 and ’Alifat1 .
(1 ) Ibn Taghri Bardi, *al-Nu;jum al-Zahirah* , vol. 2 , pt. 2 ,
Ro. 2 , p. 5^*
(2) Al-Qifti, 1Inbah1, vol. 2, Ro. i|76, P* 295.
*
(3 ) Ibn al-Murtada, 1al-Munyah wal-Amal1 (Arnold edn.), p. 65.$
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Rumm a n i ^  commentary and ^itab al-Jamic 1
One of the perplexing problems confronting the student 
dealing with Rummanl’s work is the various titles given to this, 
particular book* Were there two different works as suggested
A
by the two alternative titles, or was it in fact only one book
known by two alternative titles? The author himself gives the
name of a work of commentary as *al-Jami* ! (The Oompi'ehensive)
as did some of the biographers, the only difference being that
while he called it fal-Jami ll cIlm al-Qur^an1 the biographers
give the names ’al-Jam^al-Kabir* or fal-Jamic fi al-Tafsir*
One perhaps should not worry about the phrase Li cIlm al~Qur^ an
as the majority of the author1s other works on commentary seem 
2
to carry it*
Qifti, however, who took the trouble to record the works 
of Rummani almost in their entirety, records it aa did the
__ _ ~x.
author himself as TKitab al-Jamic li ^Ilm al-Qur’an , which 
may also strengthen the case of there being only one book known 
by two different titles, that which the author himself had
m 1
chosen, and was recorded by al-Qifti, and because it was not 
more than a commentary other biographers called it Tafslr.
The word Jamie itself seems to have been $ut in different 
order sometimes, as in the case of the1 biogx*apher, Ibn al^Murtada 
who instead of attributing it as a qualifying epithet to the 
book, as did a good number of biographers, assigned it to the 
author himself* calling him ,f *Ali al-Jami*-, in all good faith*
(1) Of. M* al-Mubarak, *al-Rummani al-Nahwi, pp. 93~7*
(2) Qifti's, list of Rummani*s works, 1Inbah vol. 2,
(3) Ibid. * No. U76, p.295.
(h) fAl-Munyah wal-Amal*, p. 65.
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Apart from biographers who mentioned the name only as
RummanPs lafs.ir* the rest fell to choosing between the names;
—  — 2 — — x
fal-Tafsir al-KabirT or fal-JamiC al-Kabir , in both cases
al-Tafsir and al-Jamic were identical and interchangeable* At 
last Ibn al-Jsbac al-Misri closed the rift between the two names.• p *
as can be inferred from his statement, "It is RummanPs 
commentary entitled *al-eXamic * ".
We have been fortunate enough to see two portions^ of these 
hypothetically two works In which it is noted that the methods 
are alike, which would reassure us that they are ... , but one*
From the unique manuscript, in the Bibliotheque Rationale, 
of part seven (Arabe 6523)* which begins at verse 55 in Surah 3 
and continues until verse 12 in Surah 4* it can be inferred that 
this 1 magnum opus* comprised approximately sixty big volumes, as 
this part seven alone, containing 190 folios, covers only the 
first half of v<pk».tj four of the Qur^an*
(1) Eg. Ibn al-ikibari , Cushat...f, p. 390; Suyu^i, 'Tabaqat 
al-Mufassirin*, p* 24, No. 74, also !Bughyahf, p. 344;
Yaqut, Mu^jam, vol. 5, p. 281 .
(2) Ibn al-Athir, 1 al-KamilJ , vol. 9, P* 74* £bn al-Jawsi has 
chosen the word al-Kathir instead of al-Kabir, unlike others,
• referring perhaps to the authors many works in this field or 
perhaps it could be because of another form of misreading or 
misprint, see 'Muntasam1, vol. 7* P* 176, and Ibn Taghri 
Bardi, quoted above.*
(3) See also Ibn Sidah, fal-Mukhassas*, vol. 1, p. 13* The 
1 Index General des Manuscrits*Arabe, de la Bibliothegue 
Nationale1, p. 61, Paris, 1953* as well as B rockelmann,
Sup. 1/175* recorded the word fal-Jamic 1 this word is not 
found, however, in the title folio of._this volume^itself, 
cf.f, 2a, all that^is found jls^ *Tafsir of Rumm5ni, or 
(Vol.) VII of fafsir a1-Rummani.
(4) For the portion entitled 'al-Jami*-1 see M. Mubarak 
(op.cit) pp. 94-5.
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The method, already alluded to, charaeteristicaiyutilises a 
tutorial form of guestion and answer, in the majority of cases, 
and embraces a great range of grammatical, lexical and dogmatic 
subjects as well as explanations of the divergent schools of 
reading and occasionally deals with the relation between the 
verses themselves* Prom a critical viewpoint it employs a large 
number of rhetorical figures throughout. To list only a few as 
examples: Majag. Tashbih (metaphor, simile f . 117a; Ijag 
(conciseness) 15b, 22a, 108a; Tajnis (paronomasia) 5b; Tasrif 
(variation) 60a; Kinayah (metonymy) 1 8a; Majag (tropical use of 
words) and Haqiqah (V&^c$3fekg«er) 76b, 82b, 19a, 81b; Mathal 
(parable) p. 187b, etc.
The portion reproduced below may be taken as a typical 
example of the method - from the GJur*>an, verse III/1 1 7 .
"The likeness of that/they expend in this present life is as- 
the likeness of a freezing blast that smi)te<t> the tillage of a 
people who wronged themselves, and it destroyed vhat;"
He begins with the question, "It may be asked, what is the 
implicatively omitted word so as to complete the parable as a
t ,
proper simile? The answer is that the virtually omitted word 
is the word Ihlak (devastation), as though it is said, "The 
likeness in devastation of that which they expend is as the 
devastation of a biting icy wind ... etc. The word devastation 
(at the beginning of the sentence) is omitted or spared because 
the rest of the sentence implied it, although it should be 
assumed for clarity of meaning^
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and also because the parable is in origin a simile, wherein 
both objects of comparison should be presented (i.e. The 
Mushabbah and Mushabbah bihi)^ b.-is Tf, however,^s,fo$eft<&tis 
^dnflned indicative implication (Dalalat al-Tadmin) it would
permit , ;r such omission as would restricti\#j£ of the circumstan­
tial state (Dalalat al-Hal)
Furthermore, there is another approach in analysis., that 
is to say, the likeness of that which they expend is like the 
harvest devastated by wind, in which case the comparison is
A
between their expenditure and the wind-devastated harvest".
Having dealt with other words lexically, he continued to 
enquire further, "But it may be asked where i& the parable?
The answer is in the similitude which becomes as popular as a 
proper noun." This point he explores further, "When devastated 
harvest reaches such popularity it becomes an example for the 
expenditure resulting in calamity and suitable for similitude."
These two endeavours demonstrated by the author in inter­
preting this verse would indicate that the relation between
2
simile and parable was still considered inseparable, as it had 
been in the third century, particularly in the studies of Jahiz, 
as was seen earlier. Despite the great effort the author 
displayed in analyzing it in the first place as a proverb, he 
was running, in fact, against the definition he set for the 
proverb. ^
(1) F. 78b.
(2) In the fifth century they were considered as two separate 
categories, cf. *Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani, !Asrar al— 
Balaghah’, ed. Bitter, pp. 84-8 .
(3) Bee also his definition of parables on f. 8b.
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But he relied on analogy to substitute for the missing part
(i.e. the Mushabbah bihl). In the second analysis he made less
effort. Analogy, in later times, became the only distinguishing
feature between the two categories.
!Kitab al-Jamic 1 on the other hand may be considered one
of the earliest commentaries concerned with rhethorical approach,.
In this Rummani can be taken as one of the early pioneers,
long before Zamakhshari in his 'Rhdshshaf1, and it has. been
rightly enumerated in the list of works which in later times
2promoted the studies of Balaghah.
(1 ) Jurjani, as above.
(2) Ibn Abi al~I§bac al-Mi^ri, I^'alarir al-Tahbir*. p. 8 8 .
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'KITlB AL-MUKAT PI ICJAZ AL-QUR*AN1.i
All that is known to us about this book is: that it was 
written at the reguest of a dear friend or pupil, who made it 
clear that it should be brief and without unnecessary discourse,
p
Of those who mention it, none do more than li-'St its name, or 
guote from it anonymously* Rummani commences immediately by 
pointing out that the niceties (Rukat) of I M a g consist of 
the following seven facets: : —
1 . The relinquishment of opposition, despite the compelling 
urge and deepest desire for it,
2. The universal challenge,
3. Al-garfah ■
h* Al-Balaghah (eloquence).
5 . The true foretelling of future events.
6 . The violation of the customary.
3
7. The quality, as of miracles.
(1 ) This was- published for the first time in Delhi by cAbd al- 
cAlIm in 1 934> under the title ’I^jas al-QurVan*. The 
edition used here is: bj M. Khalafallah^and M.,Z.^Sallam, with 
other treatises on I cjas, called ’Thalathu'i Rassril* etc. 
pp. 69“lOh by the title ’al-Rukat fi I^jaa al-Qur’an’•
(2) Ibn al-Nadim, ’Fihrist’, ed. Flugel, p. 6h; ¥aqut, 'Mu4-jam1, 
vol. 5 . p. 281 recorded it under fI*jaz al-Qur*an ; Qifti, 
fInbah , pp. 2-295 and Ibn al-Isba*, fBadict, pp. 5> 39’ 
recorded the full name.
(3 ) See p. 69; also M. Khalafallah^ ’Two fourth century A.H. 
approaches to the study of I coaz ’Bulletin of Faculty of
Arts, Alexandria University, vol. VIII, p. 15, 195U*
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The principal idea of the book, which occupies the major 
portion of it, is eloquence. The rest, however, to which he 
devoted only the last four pages, is of a more doctrinal and 
theological nature; notable among them is the theory of 
al-Sarfah.^
Eloquence or Balaghah
Balaghah being the principal idea of the book, Rummani began
first by dividing it into three main categories, the most
excellent, the mediocre and the lowest* To the first he assigns
the composition of the Qur*an, the real Mu^riiz, or inimitable.
The literary production of the men of letterss is placed in the
other two categories.
This is the general layout, but hie penetration into the
subject is even more remarkable as he seems to have cared little
2
for the conventional definition set previously. "Eloquence", 
he argued, "is not merely the understanding of the.idea spoken, 
an idea may be comprehended equally by two different persons, 
one of whom is a most eloquent man while the other is inarticulate 
(<ayy), nor is it a mere transmission of meaning into any form 
of words, a noble idea may be wrapped in a unpleasantly vulgar 
form or an artificially repulsive word. The esse^sq of eloquence" 
he concluded, "is the communication of meaning to the heart in 
the best possible form of verbal expression".
(1 ) p. 101 .
(2) Gf, Jahiz, fBayanf, vol. 1, pp. 113“15, 161 , 220, etc.
(3) *Nukat1, p. 69.
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Although this is his very concise definition, as 
circumstance required of him, in *K. al-Rukat1, it is, by no 
means his last word on the matter, Al-Husari^ (d. hi 3/1022), 
i/n more than one instance, and Ibn Rashiq (d. 463/1070} have 
both quoted even more elaborate definitions from al-Rummani*s 
other studies, presumably his commentary 'al-Jami6, li H i m  
al-Qur’an1 to which he referred his questioners for further 
discussion.*^
(1 } 'Zahr al~Sdab!, vol* 1, p. 118, here quoted the same
definition as. in *K. al-'Hukat'; on the same page there is 
more about eloquence and eloquent men* On p* 108 are 
thorough details concerning both prose, particularly the 
Qur?an, and poetry*
(2) 'IMdah1 , vol. 1 , p. 1 62, Ibn Rashiq fs quotation differs 
from that^of Husarl and which indicates an earlier work 
by Rummani•
(3) p. 95.
Z03
After tlie definition liad been given lie divided eloquence 
into the ten following figures of speech:-
(i
(2
(3 
(4
(5
(6
(7
(8
(9
X.jaz 
Tanhbih 
Is ti1arah 
Tala1um
Fawasil-  —
Tajanus
Tasrif
• r 1
Tadmin
Hub a 1 aghah
(10) Bayan
conciseness 
s imi1e 
metaphor
Harmony or concordance of sounds
rhythm of the end of Qur’anic
verses
paranomasia or the homogeneous 
grouping of words and meaning.
variation o^ r the use of words 
derived from the same root*
implication
hyperbole
clarity of meaning
These were his divisions which were followed by further
. . 1 scrutiny *
—  —  2 
1 X.jaz (Conciseness )
Xjaz was described by Rummani as, "Economy of speech 
using the minimum of words, without falling short of 
accomplishing the entire sense*1' He added further, Mif an idea 
can be expressed in many words and equally well in a few, the 
latter is what is meant by X.jaz1 .
(i) Xbn Rashiq however quoting perhaps an earlier work by 
Rummani, recorded only eight figures, three of which are 
not to be found in *K. al-Nulcat* , these are Nazm 
(composition), Mathal (parable), and Mushakalah (likeness).
(2) pp. 70-1.
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Tims is the definition he has given in 1K •al-Nukat1, after which 
he divided itpreliminarily into
a) Hadhf = Omission
b) Qisar -Contraction
The former is the elimination of a x^ ord (from a phrase or sentence) 
because there is another word, or words, which direct the under­
standing to it, or because it is indicated by the general context, 
whereas the latter is the construction in speech of a multiple 
meaning in a few words without the omission of any • For the former 
he cited the following Qur’anixs verses as examples;
(i) n Aslc the town-ship where we were” , (XIl/83)
he commented thus; the omitted word is the pre-fix, al-Mudaf, that is 
to say * people*, On the verse
(ii) n If only a Qur’an whereby the mountains were set in 
motion, or the earth were cleft or the dead were spoken to*.##, 
(XIII/33) he observed that the omission of the correlative, al-Jawab,
in a like instance is even more eloquent than if it were maintained,
because with omission a new avenue for imagination is opened, whereas 
if it were mentioned one is confined to the diction therein#
(1) Both ibn Sinan al-IQiafaji (d.k66/1073) and Ibn Rashiq)
(d. *^63/1070), have admired and acknowledged Rummani*s 
definition* The former quoted, no doubt, *IC.al-Nukat* (see 
Birr al-Fasahah,pp*197"9), ihn Rashiq, on the other hand, 
who seems to*have consulted another of al-Rummani*s xrorks
noted that that which had been categorised as *al-Qisar*by
al-Rummani, was treated by rhetoriticians (Ahl al-Sina*ah)
" .4
as Musawah (lit* equality) and that named as HadhfCommssion 
as a part of Hajas (tropical use of words) see,*Umdah,vol.1 
P*167.
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With regard to the function of the second type of concisinebs 
al-Qisar he noticed that there is even more subtlety than in 
Hadhf, although the latter itself was a difficult task, for here 
the situation requires knowledge of the right position for the 
omission, where it is appropriate and where it is not.
Having demonstrated with a few examples from the Qur? an, 
this kind of omission, and stated its abundance therein, he made 
a comparison between the verse (II/179) "There is life for thee 
±yxi the law or retaliation," and the proverb, "Killing is the 
best cure for killing," Hie critical remarks are,
(A) The Qur*>anic verse is more meritorious than the proverb, 
both in eloquence and conctem^s^^for it conveys the contents of 
the proverb and even more besides. Apart from being the decree 
of God it professes the idea of justice in the word Retaliation’, 
it also expresses the desirable objective in the word ’life’.
(b ) From a viewpoint of conciseness,while the proverb contains 
fourteen letters the verse comprises only ten.
(C) The artificial repetition causes the proverb to be 
monotonous and to descend below the high standard of good 
eloquence.
(D) His last remark, which in later times provoked some 
theoristsvfco further discussion, is that there is a discord in 
the proverb’s letters which render it difficult in utterance, it 
runs;, "The vocal movement of sound from the letter ’Fa* to the 
letter ’Lam* is, easier than the transferance from the ’Lam’,
the proverb, to the letter ’Hamzah’; similarly the vocal movement
^ y
from the letters ’Sad’ to *Ha’ is easier in c o m p a r i s o n t h a t  
from fAlif’ to ’Lam’ in the proverb".
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The rest of Rummani*a remarks may be summarised as the 
following,
(A) Conciseness: in single and disconnected phrases, as that of 
Ali,
"The merit of any man is what he does best,11 
Although elegant in isolation, they are too short to make a 
ruling fox1, unless, committed to a short composition,
(B) He also compared the difference between conciseness and 
frugality with that between prolix style and superfluity.
(G) He returns to the further division of conciseness, perhaps 
due to his indulgence in dialectic, thus,
(a) That which is confined to producing only the cox^e of a 
sentence, the understending being taken for granted, which 
is more agreeable to logical sciences,
(b) that which is not so limited nor confined to any certain 
subject,
(D) His final division of conciseness
(a) That achieved by the shortest route,
(b) that which is straight to the point, without divergence,
(c) and that which expresses utility in a fitting and not 
ugly form.
These three remai*ks and the example that follows them seem to 
have been a direct extract from Aristotle’s device :
"The following suggestions will help to give your language 
impressiveness, (i) Describe a thing instead of naming it: do not 
say fcirclef but that surface which extends equally from the 
middle every way^
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To achieve conciseness, do the opposite - put the name instead 
of the description. When mentioning anything ugly or unseemly, 
use its name if it is the description that is ugly, and describe
A
it if it is the name that is ugly."
Rummani converted the ’circle* example to the imperative 
phrase, ’quick1, instead of ’move quick move*. He also seems 
to have made some use of the second'd device.
Hia last word was the provision of four short definitions^, 
one of them became very popular in later studies.
II. Tashbih (Simile)^
"Tashbih is the association between two things, providing
/d e a
that one of them can substitute for the other by perception or 
intuition, therefore simile can be expressed either in the 
strict verbal sense or by means of conception". Rummani 
analysed the example he offered, "2aid strong like a lion", as 
a verbal form of simile and also laid stress on the particle of 
similitude showing that the combination of the conception of 
such resemblance, on the one hand, and the verbal expression 
on the other, form thus the simile.
(1) *Rhetorica*, W.R. Roberts trans. 11407b. lines 25~30
(2) pp. 74-9.
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There is no indication as to whether Rummani was referring, 
in any way, to the condition wherein the particle of resemblance 
is omitted, as the author of 'ilthar al-Qur*an . ( 2nd edn. 
p. 238) has inferred* In all examples of this chapter he gives 
neither a single instance of such omission nor speaks of it. 
Further, as will toe seen in the following chapter, the 
elimination of this particle is to him one of the two main 
differences toetween simile and metaphor. In this respect it is 
obvious that Ibn SInan differs from Rummani."1
"The conceivable form of simile is the comparison toetween 
two things which belong to the same genus, whereas the intel­
lectual simile concerns only abstracts1'* Then he expounded two 
forms of simile. He calls the first * Bimile proper1 and the 
second 'Eloquent simile', also defined as, mfhe emergence from 
obscurity to lucidity by means of the particle; and the most 
elegant form of exp re s si on,f.
(1 ) Birr al-Fasaha, pp. 100-111
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Four results could be achieved, in Rummani*s opinion by 
tbe application of simile :~
(1 ) Bridging the gap between inconceivable things and those 
which are perceptible,
(2) The emergence of that which is not customary and habitual 
to the status of custom and habit.
(3 ) The emergence of the unintuitive into inuitiveness.
(14) Strengthening of the weaker epithet.
In the light of these points he demonstrated seventeen instances 
from the Q ur’an. The following, as an example, is the first.
"As for those who disbelieve, their deeds are as a mirage in a 
desert, the thirsty one supposeth it to be water till he cometh 
unto it and findeth it naught". XXXV/39. His analysis, which 
involved the first achievement of simile, is thus, "The simile 
here brings forth the imperceptible into conceivability* Both 
cases have the common factor of false illusion enhanced by keen 
desire and great need", As an aside he observed the possibility 
of replacing, although not in the Qur*an, the word ’thirsty 
one* with the word ’beholder* and although it is in his opinion 
eloguent, if falls far below the image which the Qur^anic 
word creates of the 'thirsty one* who is more desirous.
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III. Iaticarah (Metaphor)1
For an assessment of Rummani*s contribution to the study 
Isticarah it would toe rewarding perhaps, to quote from the 
comprehensive and illustrative footnote of Professor <3. S. von 
Orunebaum,
"The treatment of the isticara in connection with that of haqlgau
proper, and majaz, the tropical use of words, is one of the most
brilliant achievements of Arabic theory. It would seem, however,
that it was only in the -11th century that the study of the
metaphor - later made into a chapter of the^ilm al-bayan, the
second part of Literary Theory - really came into its own.
Al-Bagillani apparently took little or no notice of the
discussion of the isticara going on around him. Al- ^skari
(Bin, p. 205), ar-Rummani, p. 10, All al-Jurjani (d. 1001), the
author of the Wasata, Ibn Jinni (d. 1002) (cf. Wasata, p. 1*0,
cUmda, 1, 239-21*1 andSAsrar, p. 326) Ibn Faris (d. before 1005;
cf. Muzhir, 1 , 157, 16, 17) offered definitions just as Ibn
2
al-Muctazz had done in his day."
Rummani*s situation was that of the i*th/lOth century, during
which period the study of metaphor, as can be seen in other
relative studies,*^ was still intermingled with other figures of
speech. Nor was it just confined to the stage of definition it
had reached at the hand of Ibn al-Mu<tazz in the previous centuz$
although his definition had been maintained intact it had been 
much expanded and refined.
(1) Pp. 79-87.
(2) 'A tenth century document ...f p. 6, footnote 1*3.
(3) Abu Hilal al-cAskari, *Sinafatayn*, p. 268.
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Rummani*s definition of it runs, "Metaphor is the 
transposition of an expression to a signification different from 
its original import for the sake of lucidity" His next point was 
clarification of the relationship between simile and metaphor 
(Tashbih and 1sti^  arah) which appeared to him to be that, in the 
former there is no transference of words, the only change is the 
insertion of the particle of similitude, whereas in the latter, 
transposition of actual words must take place.
He then demonstrated the three main elements of metaphor,
("1) Must a* ar s the borrowed or transfered word
(2) Musta<ar la-hu = the borrowed for
(3) Musta< ar min-hu = the borrowed from
The other remarks he made are as follows. "Every elegant 
metaphor is a conjunction between two things having a meaning 
in common, as in the case of simile". Here he repeats once more 
the difference between metaphor and simile. His last remarks 
are, "The elegant metaphor should possess lucidity, that which 
cannot be achieved by the proper use of words; and it should 
also have its origin in the text of the language". As an example 
of this he cites an extract from the Mucallaqah of Imru» al-Qays, 
describing his horse as "The chain of wild game". Finally he 
reached his original intent, by illustrating verses from the 
Qur’an* To take only one as an example, XXl/18 "Nay, but We 
hurl the true against the false, and it doth break its back and 
lo I it vanisheth".
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He interprets it thus,: “Both words burling* (qadhf) and
‘vanishing1 (damgh) are u&ed metaphorically (Musta^ar or
Mr? wi'iur* s&v-- iJTg,
"borrowed), which is more eloquent* In the proper sense this 
means the ove^comming of falsehood by righteousness, which 
abbrogates it* But the metaphorical usage of these words is 
more eloquent, because the application of the word hurling 
implies vigorous subjugation •»*•** as also did the word
•i
vanishing*'*
Ancfso runs his method in over forty examples; indicating 
the metaphor, stating what the proper sense would require, and 
why the metaphorical use is more eloquent*
IV. Tala’*um (Harmony)2
Tala^urn* is simply defined as the opposite of *Tanafur1 
(discord), or rather the cohesive arrangement of letters in the 
composition* Accordingly the composition is divided by Rummani 
into three categories
(a) The icongi^ous or the worst form of harmony, as the alliterar- 
tion of the following head rhyme,
“Barb's grave, solitary in a wild place,
And neserby there is no other grave”.
The Arabic words can hardly be repeated three time consecutively 
without causing the reader to stutter.
(1) p. 82.
(2) pp. 87-9*
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(b) The medium form of harmony, as in the verses of Abu Hayyah 
al-Eumayri, ' y  ^ ,
lf0n the Eve of Aram al-Kinas, she smote my heart with love, 
Though the veils of God were drawn between^,
On many a day I smote her as she had done me,
But alas I my days of . combat are over**.
(c) His consideration of the Qur>anfs composition to be the 
peak of harmony, raised a controversy, the content of which we 
shall later see. Rummani, however, relies totally on the 
individual's taste in this matter. He is indebted to al-Khaill's 
notices on discord also.
The merit of harmony seemed to him as the beautification 
of speech for the hearer, the easiness of prounciation and the 
clarification of the meaning so that it could be easily 
understood.
Having established the difference in origin of various 
sounds, he divided them into the guttaral, the sibilant and 
those in between. He confirmed that harmony in arranging letters 
derives from the use of a proportionate arrangement of sounds 
throughout this scale.
z*\k
V. gawasil (Rhythmic phrasing)
"The form of prose composition should neither be metrical
It is questionable whether these remarks of Aristotle were 
ever attended to by Rummani. Had it been so, his opinion might 
have been different. But apart from such remarks relevant to 
the G-reek language, although they may have been of some use to 
the actively fburishing rhymed prose writers of the fourth 
century A.H., the contention over rhymed prose in the Qur^an 
was, as had been, a problem more of a theological source than a 
literary one.
Jafcii#, in the third century, wrote at length, defensively, 
on the Qur’an's composition as being of a metrical nature, he 
said little however of the occurence of rhymed prose. His last 
word on the subject, regarding its prohibition, was "The reason 
for the prohibition of rhymed prose, in particular, - though it 
has less formality than poetry - was that the soothsayers, who 
had been very influential and who were consulted by the people,
employed i t ...... So they said it was abhorent, as the people
were still influenced by the pre-Islamic tradition of paganism; 
but as this has long passed and disappeared so has the
(1) Pp* 89~91•
(2)lJa^i£ 'Bayan', vol. 1, pp. 289-290. Of. also A. Mez „ ^
I Renaissance of Islam Sngl. trans. p. 2^0. 1937*
(3) 'Rhetorics', trans. W. Roberts. Book IIl/VII, 1i),08b.
nor destitute of rhythm on the other hand unrhythmical
language is toounlimited ...... Prose, then, is to be rhythmical,
0
but not metrical, or it will become not prose but verse".
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In the course of the following hundred years, or so, two 
theological attitudes were established, that of the Ash>arite 
school, who denied the occurence of rhymed prose in the Qur>an, 
and other theologians who confirmed its existence.
The theory of ffawasil appeal's as a middle path between those
f
two extremes, though it deplored the rhymed prose theory, it 
strove to maintain a clear distinction between fhymed prose and 
rhythmisation.
To avoid a seeming confusion by particularising what was the 
nature of letters made for rhythmi^rf-te^ Kummani defined it 
loosely as, "Joint letters at the end of intersections (Maqatit, 
pauses) in speech to facilitate a better understanding". And 
more from piety than from a reserved critical viewpoint he added 
"All rhythmic phrasings are eloquent and all rhymed prose is 
defective,11 This, as will be seen later, was his weakest con­
clusion; his reasoning, which was sound enough but not complete, 
ran, "Because rhythmic phrasing follows the meaning, whereas 
rhymed prose is an end in itself, regardless of the meaning,11
(1) Baqillini, 'r^az', Introduction, p. 86 sqq
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After the presentation of some examples of rhymed prose and 
the origin of the word Sa;jc (rhymed prose) had "been given, he 
divided rhythmisation as it appeared in the Qur^an into
(a) That in which the ending letters (of words or phrases) are 
homogeneous, for which he cited as examples the verses, XX/1 etc., 
LIII/1-2 etc.
(b) The other form in which the ending letters are not quite 
congenial bjat are close in articulation, as in the letters M and
in the verse I/i.
The importance of rhythmic phrasing is that it punctuates 
division in speech and makes it more lucid. Particular credit 
was given to rhythmic phrasing without full compatibility.
Finally the author compared the lucidity facilitated by rhythmic 
phrasing with that of rhyme in poetry^ in which it is not 
compatible, the reason being that poetry does not reach the 
standard of prose.
2
VI. Ta,janus (Paronomasia)
Ta.ianus. Tajnis or Mu.ianasah. the last too forms occurred 
respectively in Ibn al-MuHazz1 and Qudamah*sf** treatments of 
the poetic style. It is obvious, however, that Ibn al-Mu^tazz 
was inspired in his attempt by the works of the previous century, 
especially those of al-Khalll and al-Asmaci, Qudamah, on the 
other hand, although in general terms he referred to some earlier 
scholars, did not specify particular names.
(1) Modern phonetics show them as, M, a voiced bi-labial nasal 
consonant, N, a voiced post-dental nasal consonant.
(2) Pp. 91-2.
(3) fK. al-Badiif, ed. Kratchkovsky, p. 25»
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In prose Rummani’s approach, although in principle not far 
from the poetical studies of the previous century, is not far 
removed from the remarks and definitions put forward by Aristotle, 
who differed only in emphasising the position of each word in
A ■. cat
the phrase or clause^ this was not necessary to Rummani, as its 
occurence in Arabic is infrequent* Rummani laid stress on the 
difference in meaning of the two words constructed in parenthesis. 
Having defined Tananus as the application of two words of 
the same root, he divided it into, Muzawa.iah and Munasabah.
Muzawajah (lit. pairing) would occur only in requital or 
reciprocal cases, as in the verse IIl/5h* "And they (the dis­
believers) schemed and God schemed (against) them and God is the 
best of schemers."
"So let no man act foolishly against us,
Or we shall exceed the folly of the foolhardiest 
Munasabah (lit. adequacy) occurs where the two words are of 
the same root, but their meanings are totally different, as in 
the verse IX/179,
"Then they turn away, God turns their hearts".
Here the words are of the same root Sarafa, but while the former 
indicates their refraining fx*om worshipping of God, the latter 
refers to the (diverting) of their hearts from doing good.
h (cont.)
’K. Naqd al-Shicrf, ed. Bonebakker, p. 97.
(1) Of. 1 Rhetorics1, Book III/9, (lUlOa} trans. W. Rhys Roberts.
(2) ’The Seven Odes’, trans. A. J. Arberry, p. 209.
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Ibn Rashlq, quoting from other of Rummani*s works, gives
1
more details and further divisions*
VII* Tasrif (Variation)2
The author*s observations here concern two aspects,
(a) That of the several forms derived or declined from a single 
common root, which denote various meanings. For instance the 
infinitive Mulk from which the following, and perhaps many more, 
are derived : pos&easor-Malik-, king-Malik-, G-od* s Kingdom-Dhu
to mm £fcb*r
al-Malakut- * slave-Malik-* possession-Tamlik-, restraint-TamaJluk-, 
goods or P^operty-Amlak-, taking possession of a thing-Iamaluk- 
and bondman-Mamluk etc.
(b) The other form observed is in the repetition of the stories 
jUn the Qur’an, e.g. that of Moses, which is mentioned in Surahs,
VII, XX, XXVI and others. Such repetition is in his ppinion 
of various merits.
VIII. Tadmln (Implication)3
"The fact of implying without expressing plainly the 
involved meaning by means of noun or epithet".^
1) See ,<Umdah', vol. 1, p. 228.
2) pp. 93-k.
3) PP* 9k-5.
k) pr. 9k
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This is more of a lexical definition than a rhetorical one. 
Rummani*s technical or rhetorical classification of this term 
is perhaps conveyed in the phrase, "Implication, as a whole, is 
another form of conciseness, whereby specification in people’s 
utterance are dispenced with".
There are two types of implication,
(1 ) That which is indicated by the actual word
(2) That which is indicated by analogy
For the former he gave as an example the v/ord ’created1, which 
would indicate a creator; and also any form of active noun which 
implies a passive participle and vice-versa. He divided it 
further,
(a) That which is necessitated by construction of 
utterance as in the epithet ’Known1 etc.
(b) That which is implied by the meaning of an 
expression,
(i) as the necessity in the epithet 1 Murderer1 
implies a murdered person,
£ii) or by habit or custom as in a seller calling 
"al-Kurr sisity", i.e. A  Kurr (a measure of 
weight) for sixty dinars.
The latter is also a form of conciseness, but only regard to 
God’s speech, whereby each verse in the Qur^an contains a form 
of implication.
(1 ) p. 95; von G-runebaum, ’A tenth century document etc.’, 
p. 1 1 8 , footnote 1, who classed it as a sub-category 
of Ijaz.
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It seems, however, that as the author himself referred his
questioners to his work *al-Jami< li cIlm al-Qur^an1, he had
turned to mere commentary, as would appear from his analysis of
the verse "In the name of God the Beneficent, the Merciful*11
IX* Mubalaghah (Hyperbole)**
"The intensification of meaning by way of changing the roots
of words for further clarity11* This is roughly the author*a
definition. The third century conception of Hyperbole,
particularly in the attempts of Ibn Qutaybah, noted 2. Sallam,
2
recognised it as a part of the study of Metaphor and Simile.
This attitude, however, might indicate that there had been a 
certain familiarity with Aristotle*s Rhetoric, as could, be 
inferred from such remarks as, "Successful hyperboles are also 
metaphors",^ or, "The phrase like so-and-so may introduce a 
hyperbole under the form of simile".*4*
1) pp. 96-7.
2} Athar al-Qur^an, 2nd edn*, p. 2k*
3 ) Aristotle, *On Sfyle*, trans. G.M.A. Grube, p. 96.
4) Aristotle, *Rhetoric*, trans. W.R. Roberts, Book III/9, 
1 h>1 3a.
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Although Rummani1s analyses of the instances he cited for
A
Metaphor involve Hyperbole, he did not itemise any particular 
relation between Hyperbole and Metaphor in this chapter; instead, 
however, he demonstrated the forms in which hyperbole would 
occur, in the following six points,
(a) That which occurred in the different derived forms, as in 
the conjugations! forms Fa*lam. Fi£al, Fa*ul, Mif^al, Mifcal etc.
(b) The substitution of the specific form by the general as in 
the verse, Xl/102, "And he created all things."
(c) The over-emphasized predication, as in the sentence, "The 
King comes", meaning only the great army of the King, from the 
Qur^an he quoted verse LXXXLX/22, "And thy Lord shall come with 
angels rank by rank".
(d) The application of the form of the impossible instead of 
the probable;, as in verse VTI/1(.0, "Those that cry lies to Our
signs; and wax proucl against them - the gates of Heaven shall not 
be opened to them, nor shall they enter Paradise until the camel 
passes through the eye of the needle".
(e) The application of speech in doubtful forms, as in verse 
XXXIV/2I*, "Lo I we or you are rightly guided or in error 
manifest".
(f) The omission of the complements or correlatives, as in the 
verse VI/27, -fc[loU couldst see when they are set before
the fire ... "
(1 } Gf. his chapter on Metaphor, pp.8£, $1 .
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X. Bayan(Clarity of meaning)"1
In this last sequence, Rummani demonstrated less
originality and placed more reliance on earlier studies of
diction, particularly those of Jaiiiz and Aristotle. Prom the
former he summarised the five divisions of indication generally
(i.e. speech etc.), using only four; wording, allusion,
2
circumstance and sign, omitting the fifth.
It would appear, however, that Rummani was thoughtless in
including almost all Jahiz’s categories, given for indication
generally, as a means to clarity, unless it is to be understood
in a wider sense than merely verbal.
The category which interested him most waa, of course,
‘Speech1, which he followed in some detail, yet in the course of
his analysis he appears most reliant on Aristotle’s rules of
right diction, contracting the comments in some cases and
embroidering them in others.
His definition ran,
1’Bayan or clarity, is the bringing of that (diction) which
differentiates between things, one and another, in understanding^
This seems to be a deduction made from Aristotle’s definition,
”... and let us define the excellence of style to be lucidity”,^
or as another translator has put it, ’’Style to be good must be 
clear”.
(1) Pp. 98-100. ' . . .
(2) Jaiiiz, ’Bayan’j Harun edn. vol. 1,p.76# _ _
(3) Ibn ftash’iq, from another work by Rummani, has also quoted 
the following definition, ”Bayan is the bringing forth of 
the meaning to the mind immediately”. tcUmdah’, vol. 1 ,
(4) Aristotle, ’On Style* (ihOijb) trans. G-rube, p.68. P*l69ff.
(5 ) Aristotle, ’Rhetoi’ic’ (14024b) trans. Roberts.
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Aristotle continued thus, "As to prove this, by the fact 
that speech which fails to carry a plain meaning will fail to do
A
just what speech has to do". This theme was improvised upon
further by Rummani, after the insertion of Ja£u£*s division,
following up with the definition that speech is of two kinds;
that which renders things clear, and worthy of the name Bayan,
and that which fails to do so, which is nonsensical random. Aftei
the presentation of a couple of well known examples of bad
expression, he procedes to enlarge upon this statement of
;n
Aristotle, "It must be appropriate, avoiding both meahpss and
p
undue elevation", thus, "The perfection of diction in speech is 
of various levels, the highest of all is that which contains 
such qualities as; good expressions and well proportioned com­
position, so that it will be appreciated by the hearer, easy to 
utter and soothing to the senses". His last comment is nought 
but that of Aristotle, though mildly expressed, "It should also 
be appropriate, avoiding meanjess and undue elevation".
(1) Aristotle, fRhetoric*, (ih-Ohb) trans. Roberts
(2) Ibid.
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The next step taken by Rummani is even more revealing of 
his pursuit of Aristotle’s approach* He continued thus, "Bayan 
(diction) in speech can be achieved either by noun, adjective or 
from the composition without noun or adjective". By this last 
he is referring to the implication understood from the context, 
to which he also added that of derivative implication.
A
Aristotle’s statement is, "Current nouns and verbs make for 
clarity"* The difference here seems to be that, while Aristotle* 
line of discussion falls to the comparison of nouns and verbs 
with other words, Rummani speaks of indicative circumstances.
The last remark of Rummani, divergent as it is from that of 
Aristotle is even more suggestive of his reliance on the latter*
(i) The note of the translator is of some importance in this 
case. "Nouns here include adjectives as in Poetics 20.
By nouns and verbs Aristotle usually means words generally" 
trans* Grube.
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Was it then, a result of misunderstanding, due to a
defective translation, or was it a critical challenge made by
Rummani in opposition to the conceptions of some of his
contemporaries? The former would appear to be the case, as
the shadow of Aristotle has fallen across the majority of
Rummanifs reasoning throughout this chapter* They are in
agreement over their concern for poetry, they originate at the
same point, but the conclusions reached are divergent.
Aristotle's remark is, "The diction of poetry could hardly be
M mm
called low* yet it is not suitable for prose". Rummanifs 
conception, taken in the light of the first theory runs, ,fThe 
claim that the composition of poetry had been exhausted by the 
previous works is not true, for the faculty of composition is 
inexhaustable”.
(l) 'The Rhetoric of Aristotle', a trans. Sir R.E. Jebb, p. 11*7 
Cambridge, 1909.
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF RUMMANI TO THE STUDY OF THE FIGURES OF 
SPEECH BETWEEN THEIR INSPIRATION BY ARISTOTLE AMD THE 
REVALUATION OF THE LATER ARAB THEORISTS,
I
"The problems of Greek influence,” wrote I. Kratchkovsky,
"particularly in regard to the effective part played by
* iAristotle a Poetics was more intricate."
The contention raised by this intricacy begins, perhaps,
when one is faced with the claims made by both Ibn al~Murtazz
and Qudamah Ibn Jacfar in their important pioneering works, in
2 -1this field. Both alleged in their short prefatorial notices ^ 
what my be interpreted as originality in their attempts*
(i ) *K. al-Badi*f, Kratchkovsky edn*t intro, p. 2.
(2-3) Ibid. pp. 2-3, fNaqd al-Shicr, Bonebakker edn. p. 1.
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On the face of it, however, circumstances of accessability 
to Aristotle!s work in Arabic —  however little is known about 
the exact state of translation during the lifetime of the above 
named authors - coupled with occasional similarities, in their 
treatment of a good number of the figures of speech, to those 
of Aristotle, might cause us to believe that thei’e had been 
some influence or inspiration, as propounded in some of the
-i
modern studies. On the other hand, the fact that some of these
figures and their functions had long been familiar to earlier
Arab philologists and theoreticians, of whom there is no record
as to their acquaintance with Aristotle1s works, or, for that
matter, Greek philosophy in general, combined with the weak and
unstable standard of translation, reported by the scholars of
2
the fourth century, produced another side of the argument.
(1) M* Mundur, *al“Haqd al-Manha^i ...* pp. 43-7* indicates 
that some of the definitions and analyses of Ibn al-Mu^azz, 
on the figux*es of speech, have been extracted from those of 
Aristotle, others from earlier Arab theorists. In one 
instance he comments, "It would appear to us that Arab 
theorists of the third century understood Aristotle*a 
categox*ies of the figures of speech; they only differed in 
translating and ascribing the teims to the appropriate 
function, which explains their disagreement in naming them 
(p. 46) A. S. Bonebakker, *Naqd al-S.hicr*, intro, p. 36, 
also writes, "The *Naqd al-Shie r* shows Qudama to have been 
influenced by the idea of Greek philosophy, this conclusion 
can be drawn from his own statements and from internal 
evidence*"
(2) H. Hitter (intro, to cAbd al-Qahir al~Jur;jani*s VAsrar al- 
Balagha*, p. 4) begins his inquiry into Ibn al-Mu*tazz*s 
fK., al-Badi* * and the possibility of foreign elements in it, 
thus, "Hothing about Greek rhetoric is mentioned in the book
of Ibn al-Muctazz Thus Ibn al-Mu*tazz quotes no Greek
but only A r a b i c  On the other hand it is easy to see
that most of his figures are to be found in early manuals
of ancient i*hetorie."
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Granted that an influence or inspix^ation by Aristotle’s work
had taken place, yet another question faces modern scholarship,
which is, «**hat particular works of Aristotle were most likely
to have been used by Arab rhetoriticians ?
While Kratchkovsky, noted above, lays stress on the role
played by Aristotle's 'Poetics', Taha Husain, on the other hand,
prefers to give the credit to the 'Rhetoric', and even to a
1specific part of that*
II
In Rummani's position, nonetheless, the situation was
entirely different, Here there is no room for the claim of
originality, Therefore attention need not be paid to -thfir; influence
o/i him Greek philosophy in general, which can be taken for granted,
as it has been well publicised, especially the impact of Greek
2dialectic on his grammatical analyses*
(1) Introduction to 'Naqd al-Nathr*, p. 19.
(a) cAbd al-Faftah Shalabi ('Abu cAli al-Farisi etc.,1 p. 5$9) 
went as far as to suggest that in his book on letters,
'K. al-Huruf1, Rummani followed the pattern set by Aristotle 
1/n a book of the same name. This is quite within the bounds 
of possibility, needing only substantiation.
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What should be given more attention here is, perhaps, the 
possibility of an influence or inspii’ation from Aristotle*s two 
major works in this field, the 'Poetics' and Rhetoric1, and 
which of them was more likely to have guided Rummani in the 
treatise under consideration. It would appear that the difficulty 
at that time seemed to be in the attitude of scholars towards 
translations and translators of Greek philosophy and science 
into Arabic. Views expressed then are revealing^Abu Hayyan al- 
Tawhi&i, for instance, lamented the emasculation of Hellenistic 
philosophy, through its tortuous journey, thus, "Provided that 
the translation from Greek into Hebrew, from Hebrew into Syriac 
and from the latter into Arabic - which had obviously diluted 
the essence totally - (was correct), and provided that the mean­
ings of the Greek reached the Arabs with its brilliant diction, 
its unmatchable variety and its wide range; wisdom might have 
come to us in pure style, complete, not deficient".
Rummani, himself, appears to have recorded a fully detailed
discussion concerning a contemporary translation of Aristotle's
'Poetics1., This translation, evidently the oldest sux»viving,
2
tells us even more of the standard of translation.
(1) fK. al-Muqayasat', ed* Sandubi, p. 253*
(2) The translation of Bishr Ibn Mcitta, edited by B. S. 
Mai*goliouth, London, 1687, Por the works of al-Parabi, 
Ibn Rushd and Ibn Sxna, see, cAbd al-Rahman Badawi, 
'Pann al-Shicr1, pp. 161-198* 201-205.
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The criticism, reported toy Rummani, was not, in fact, levelled
at the poetic translation, in particular, tout more at the slight
atoility of the translator himself and his crude command of the
languages he was translating from and into* Whatever further
discussion these remarks might conjure and however much more
substantiation may toe found in the surviving translation, summary
or commentary of Aristotle's Poetics, we find no trace of this
work in Rummani*s present treatise.
But leaving the otoviously uninspiring 'Poetics* aside, the
work which most convincingly seems to have influenced Rummani
was Aristotle's 'Rhetoric', and in particular part three of that.
Yet again the translation of this presents us with a protolem.
The surviving translation was compiled thirty-four years after
-  -  2the death of Rummani, which makes it impossible for him to have 
benefited from it, tout the compiler has this to say,
(1 ) The discussion which was recorded toy Abu Hayyin al-Tawhidi 
('al-Imtat wa al-Mu^ansah', vol. 1, pp. 107-129) was quoted 
toy Yaquf also, ('Mucjam', vol. 3, pp. 105-124, 1927).
Prof. D. S. Margoliouth has also translated it into English, 
(J.R.A.S:., 1905, pp. 111-129). Below are the relevant lines 
from this translation, regarding translations of Greek into 
Arabic.
"If we grant that the translation is veracious and not 
fallacious, straight and not crooked, literal and not free, 
that it is neither confused nor inaccurate, has omitted noth­
ing and added nothing, has not marred the sense of the general 
and the special, or indeed of the most special and the most 
general - a thing which is impossible, which the nature of 
language and the character of ideas do not permit . 
or on another occasion,
"How then can you rely on any work which you know only 
toy translation ?"
(2) See D. S. Margoliouth, 'Semitic Studies in memory of 
Rev. Dr. Alexander Kohut', Berlin, 1897, "On the Arabic 
version of Aristotle's Rhetoric", p. 376.
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"This book is not very useful and has not often been
studied, therefore one does not find a correct copy or a person
interested in its correction, I have found a very bad copy in
Arabic and another less corrupt and have relied in copying this
on the second copy. Whenever I found a fault in the second copy
I collated it with the other one; if I found it correct I adopted
its meaning, if I found it also faulty, I took recourse to a
copy in Syriac".
The translation in Syriac, however, was the last resort of
the compiler and he was forced to accept it whatsoever* its
condition. His report, on the other hand, is reassurance that
thex*e had been during Rummani*s lifetime, whatever their
validity, a translation or translations. From Ibn al-Hadim*s
2
indecisive statement it can also be gathered that there had 
existed a translation even long before that time.
(1} See *K. al-Khatabah*, ed. cAbd al-Rahman Badawi, p. 23k 
Trans, in the J.R.A.S. by S. M*. Stern, 1956, p. 31*
(2) *Fihrist*, Cairo edn*, p. 3U9#
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Abu Hayyan al~Tawhidi, as noted before, has clearly 
shown his master, Rummani adapted Aristotle to his own use.
The sequence of his statement would indicate that it was only 
with regard to his dialectical and grammatical studies. So 
much so that this treatise is a great justification of Abu 
Hayyan’s observation* Despite the fact that Rummani drew on 
Aristotle’s genius, it was by no means blindly; it reflects 
that he was extremely selective and exploited only those rules 
which were suitable to his purpose, at least as far as the 
contemporary translation permitted.
With very few exceptions it contains all the figures of 
speech, though arranged unsystematically, touched on in 
Aristotle’s Rhetoric (Book 3 On Style).^ Yet though the forms 
were maintained, his demonstrations in the majority of cases 
are quite divergent from Aristotle’s rules*
(1 ) For his scanty usage of dialectical terminology 
see, pp. 73* 7ft, 78, 9ft, 103*
(2) Among other terms of which he made no use in this treatise
is Antitheses (iftlOa), Ibn Rashiq, however, quoted admiringly 
from Rummani*s other works a definition for Antithesis 
(Tibaq) in the framework of Aristotle, (’cUmdah*, vol. 1 ,p*7) 
Another category abandonded in this treatise is that of 
Parable (Mathal), though, again elsewhere, his viewpoint is 
similar to that of Aristotle (lftl3a)*
(3 ) chapters as they occurred in Rummani’s treatise and 
their equivalent in Aristotle’s ^Rhetoric*. The three 
divisions of eloquence by Rummani at the opening of this 
treatise are perhaps j/ere-drawn on the pattern of Arist&tle’£ 
three divisions of speech at the opening of book three,. 
1ft03a. It would appear that Rummani took no notice of 
Aristotle’s triple ramification of eloquence, iftlfta* The 
contents are in any case totally different.
1* Conciseness* Rummani, in this chapter seemed to have 
made use only of Aristotle’s devices on, lft07b, no. 1 
and to some degree iftlSb. as well as Iftl9a.
2* Bimile* 1ft06b.
(3 cont.)
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la the first and last chapter it has been seen how closely 
he paraphrases some of Aristotle’s devices* Moreover in his 
chapters on metaphor and simile it can also be seen how much 
he owed to Aristotle, \n the following remarks s
Considering the simile proper, Rummanifs demonstration and 
the various divisions are quite independent• The only parallel 
to Aristotle’s remark "Similes are useful in prose as well as 
in verse, but not often, since they are of the nature of poetry"1 
is perhaps Rummani*s notice "And in this chapter (i*e. Simile) 
poets excel one another considerably and it also parades the 
eloquence of eloquent men"*
3 (cont.)
3* Metaphor* 1404b, l405&/b, l4l1a/b, 1418a.
k* Harmony * This has no exact equivalent but there similar 
remarks in Metaphor and Appropriateness, 1408a/b,/, might 
have lead to it. which
3. Rhymed Prose* l4o8b - 1409a. It is quite coincedental with 
regard to this topic, and in a diffextent chapter that
Aristotle had condemned the language of Soothsayers 
"Soothsayers speak of their subjects in general terms" **• 
assimilating it to the game of odd and even he added,
"all these causes of ambiguity arealike and so, when we 
have no such object as that mentioned, we should avoid 
ambiguity", (Rh* III, 1407b trans. Jebb, p. 157)* _This 
would perhaps have held little interest for Rummani as they 
were traditionally condemned by Islam.
6. Faranomasia* 1410a & b.
7* Variations of Style* 141 3b.
8. Implication* as a part of conciseness.
9* Hyperbole. 1413&*
10. Right Diction* 1404b.
(l) ’Rhetorica*, Book III, 3, 1406b. Trans. Roberts.
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The difference between simile and metaphor, as, noticed by 
Aristotle, was a trifling one "The Simile also is a Metaphor;
A
the difference is but slight 1 After illustrating some examples
he concluded that "All these ideas may be expressed either as
similes or as metaphors; those which succeed as. metaphors will
obviously do well also as similes, and similes, with the
2explanation omitted. will appear as metaphors*lf
last was emphatically adopted by Rummani; as the 
omission of the particle of similitude was to him the most 
distinguishing feature between simile and metaphor.
Rummani*s definition of metaphor was much the same as that 
which occurred in Aristotle *s * Poetics* (1487b) which was. perhaps 
the only thing he took from the * Poetics* the reason for this 
was presumably because Aristotle had referred to the ’Poetics* 
for the definition of metaphor and further discussion. But 
although Rummani quoted the definition he cared little for 
the actual categories which followed it in the ’Poetics*.
From ’Rhetoric1, Rummani appears to have paraphrased the 
following, "Metaphor, moreover, gives style, clearness, charm 
and distinction as nothing else can".^
(1 ) ’Rhetorics1, trans. W.R. Roberts, book III/4, 1406b.
(2) Ibid. book III/4, 1407a*
(3) Ibid. book III/2, 1405a.
(4) Ibid. book III/2, 1405a.
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Rummani again put it as follows: "Eloquent metaphor
cu
enriches the diction with|lucidity which can not possibly be 
gained by the use of proper words*"
Also Aristotle's remark" Further, in using metaphors to give 
names to nameless things, we must draw them not from remote but 
from kindred and similar things, so that the kinship is clearly 
perceived as soon as the words are said."
This seems to have been summarized by Rummani as "Each eloquent 
metaphor is the companionship between two things with meaning 
in common, which acquires clarity for one another, as does 
the simile". Likewise Aristotle's rule "Metaphors, like 
epithets, must be fitting, which means that they must fairly 
correspond to the thing signified: failing this, their 
inappropriateness will be conspicuous."
Rummani seems to have reduced it to "Every metaphor must 
correspond to a certain fact in the proper sense."
III. The role of Rummani's present treatise and its influence, 
on both his contemporaries and the generations that followed, 
was profound* Among his contemporaries, Baqlllani®, for example 
in his 'I<oaz al-Qur°an*, reproduced it almost verbatim, 
another, Abu Hilal al-Askari^, freely quotes from it.
(1) 'Rhetorics', trans, W.R, Roberts, book III/2, 1405a.
(2) Ibid. book III/2, 1405a.
(3) 'I^;jaz al-Qur^an*, pp. 396-41
(4) 'al-Sina*atay;^.n! , pp. 173> 240, 268, 270-1 .
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Of the later generations Ibn Rashiq^ highly esteemed some of 
the figures of speech used and, with modifications, accepted
A# -2
others, as also did Ibn£al-Isbac al-Misri . Two later
—^N,
rhetori l ..elans, however, were provoked by certain expositions,
Ibn Sinan and Fakhr al-Bin al-Razi.
Ibn Sinan’s revaluation of some of the categories of Rummani 
In the following (5th/l1th) century, Ibn Sinan al-Khafiji 
made an approach to re-examine some of the aspects of Rummani*s 
definition and divisions of the figures of speech. It is obvious 
that he had access to both the treatise under consideration and
— "Z
*K. al-Jami<*. He confirmed, praised and, with a little
adjustment, accepted Rummani*s viewpoints, for instance with
if 5
regard to the studies of ’Conciseness* and ’Metaphor* * On the
other hand, he criticised, corrected or vehemently deplored the
inconsistency or the illogicality of other categories, offering
new possibilities as. justifying definitions; or he dismissed
them altogether, seeking other means whereby I*jaz can be
established or justified. Two categories meet with such
disapproval.
’al-'Umdah*, vol. 1, pp. 162, 167, 169, 162,, 195, 201,
'Badii al-Qur’an*, pp. 5, 17, 39. 228’ Vo1* 22> P *
’Birr al-Fasahah*, p. 1U5*
Ibid. p. 1$9.
Ibid. pp. 110-111. On considering the difference between 
Bimile and Metaphor, although he maintained both Rummani*s.
differential remarks he ascribed to him only the first i.e. 
the omission of the particle of similitude.
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(a) Talalmi (Harmony)
After having quoted approximately the entire contents 
of this chapter, in which both definition and classification 
are assembled, he summed the matter up as being, "innacurate 
and the division unsound. Rummani*s statement that the Qur’an 
had occupied the prime position in his triple division of 
Harmony, whereas the rest of the Arabic language fell into the 
medium and low levels, is, in Ibn Sinan*s opinion, random and 
incorrect, for speech in this respect is only harmonious or 
discordant. He particularizes further by sub-dividing the 
former into the more harmonious also and the latter into more 
discordant also. Accordingly Ibn Sinan also justified that 
there is no great difference between the Qur^anic style, as 
such, and the correct diction of the Arabic language, consequent­
ly he referred Rummani*s conclusion to mere illusion or sheer 
ignorance.
(1) *Sirr al-FasShah*, pp. 91 “h
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But in this contention which line of argument was 
Ibn Sinan to pursue? The irony of the situation lies in the 
way in which he arrived at a solution to the question of I cjaz, 
in which he found no satisfaction in a literary or philological 
basis, as his general attitude would have us believe* He 
disposed of them altogether to take refuge in the theological 
aspect of the problem; that is to say he found that he had to 
recourse to the theory of al-Sarfah which, as has been seen 
earlier, was recognised as perfectly valid by Rummani himself, 
among the seven categories he set forth for I c,1ag and about 
which he said very little, presumably because of its theological 
bearing. The core of the contention of Ibn Sinan with Rummani, 
after weighing the pros and cons, rests> in the fact that there 
is, in his opinion, no difference between the composition of 
the Qur5an, as such, and the rest of the correct Arabic language* 
Regarding discoi’d, wherein Rummani had been inspired by the 
work of the philologist al-Khalil and whereto he laid much 
stress on cohesion and disunity according to the distance or 
proximity of vocal tune, he favoured a temperate attitude to the
A ~
construction of the letters of each word. Ibn Sinan, on the
other hand, although he agreed that there were preferable lett^e
2 —  -
for good style , regarded that which was rejected by Rummani
3as unsuitable, in his opinion was more advanced.
(1 ) TSdrr al-Rasahah*, pp. 91“2.
(2) Ibid. p. fell
(3) Ibid. pp. 60-1. He drew a parallel between the distance
of vocal sound and the impact of colour on the eyes, for 
the more disparate the chroma of colours the more pleasing
and attractive are they, / , \
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(b) ffawasll (Rhythmic phrasing)
The other category which met with Ibn Sinan*s 
disapprobation was Rummani*s reflection on Rhythmic phrasing 
in the Qur’an*s style. Before Rummani*s time, however, and 
after7this question had always been avoided by specific scholars 
and certain schools of theology, as noted earlier. In his turn 
Rummani dare not but follow the conventional attitude by 
reviving the theory of al-ffawagil or rhythmic phrasing.
Ibn Sinan, who seemed to be aware of the cause of the 
alienation of this question, as well as of the fact that there 
is a clear distinction between Sa.i* (rhymed prose) and ffawagil, 
divided the latter into compatibility of the endings of words 
or clauses and to agreement of sound as between letters, M.H. 
etc., in much the same vein as Rummani. The first division in 
his opinion can be classed as rhymed prose. Yet it was 
Rummanl*s general statement, "All rhymed prose is defect and 
all rhythmic phrasing is eloquence", which provoked Ibn Binan.
In his opinion this was not necessarily so, as rhymed prose and 
rhythmisation are bound to be of good quality as well a& bad 
and should therefore be criticized intrinsically.
3 (cont.)
e.g. the distinct difference between black and white. As an 
example he selected the word^Alam, demonstrating his argument 
further. Here the letter *Hamzaht is a guttural, the *Mim* 
is a labial and the *Lam* is in between or a liquid letter. 
Ibn Sinan*s standpoint, convincing as it is, was challenged, 
in the,6th century by another theoretician liya* al-Din'Ibn 
al-Athir cf, *al-Mathal al-rJStS>ir*, p. 1141
2 ^0
The essence of Ibn Sinan*s arguement appears to be that 
camouflaging the problem under different names for the sake of 
respectability is no solution to this problem. The fact of the 
matter seems to be that it is immaterial that the ®ur?an contain­
ed rhymed prose. Assuming himself to be faced with interrogation 
as to why, rhymed prose being of such great merit, the Qurian 
was not completely composed in it, he should answer that the 
Qur^an is nothing but a revelation in the language of the Arabs, 
1/n their traditions and their customary expressions.; therefore 
as rhymed prose occurred in their speech on occasions, it (Jibs nah 
i nnovationappean&lin the Qur’an.^
(1) Ibid. pp. 16h“6.
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Fakhr al-Din al-Raai (d. 606/1208-9), after the studies of 
the figures of speech had heen established by such scholars as 
^Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani, discovered that the definition of 
Metaphor offered by Rummani, which had been adopted by eminent 
scholars of the l|th/5th centuries, even by Ibn Sinan, was 
defective on four points.
(a) That it should include every form of tropical usage
(b) That it should indicate that any transference of nouns is 
a metaphor.
(c) That the mistakenly used word can be considered as a metaphor
(d) That it does not include the imaginative metaphor.
h\&
IbnJal-Isba4, quoting Rasi's four remarks, agreed with him 
on three points, but in commenting on the third point (c), he
2
thought it to be a point for consideration.
Ibn Hamzah al-^Alawi (7h9/l3h8) also confirmed Razi*&
comments on three points, only excluding point (d), but unlike
-2
Ibn (al-lsbaS he accepted the third point unreservedly.
(1) *Rihayat al-3>3az fi Dirayat al-I^az*, B.M. ms.
/ it, -1 r, i * -y Or. 6h95> 40*(2) 'Badi* al-Qur*an , p. 17.
(3) ’al-Tiras1, 1/199, quoted by the editors of Rummani1 s 
treatise, in their appendices, p. 166.
*=* For the first three points of Ra2sl see cAbd al-Qahir, 
*Asrar al-Balagha*, ed. Ritter, p. i±37, lines 9-12; 
p. 377» lines 15-16; p. 252, line 1 , ff; 253 lines 3-6*.
CHAPTER VI 
S H O R T E R  W O R K S
- 2-
AL- KHATT&3I-------- .yj,,,—..
( Abu Sulayman Hamd Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim )
• •
319/388 A.H. = 931/998 A.D.
"Khattabi is said to have been the
fiiit to fix the three main classes
of tradition, Proper (Sahih), Good
(Hasan) and weak (Da*If),* *
• •
* *The Renaissance of Islam1,
B 10 GRAPH ICAL AM) LITERARY BACKGROUND
Name and Descent
Pour years or so after the death of Rummani another 
scholar, who also promoted the studies of Ic;jaz in the fourth 
century, died. As a scholar and scholastically he was. of a 
different persuasion and background; his reflections on and 
treatment of I c.iaz were in a different temper.
As an introduction, though in brief, it is, perhaps of 
some relevance to consult initially the account given of him
J
by his most eminent and admiring friend Abu Mansur al-Thacalibi ,
the author of Yatimat al-Dahr. Tha*alibi1 s biographical notes
though terse are nontheless revealing, and seem to have paved
the way for a considerable number of later biographers. Yet
despite the veracity and inspirational role of these notes, in
the eyes of some biographers they appeared at error in consider-
-— 2ing the imputation of an alternative name given to Kha$$abi.
The circumstances, however, were thus, Tha*alibi was merely
-  -  3perpetrating the example of Abu tUbayd al-Harawi.
(1 ) The mutual friend-ship between the two men mirrored, in 
fact, what may be called a mystical devotion and yearning 
observed for one another, as can be inferred from their 
poetry acknowledging their sincere attachment. See eg. 
Baghdadi, *Khisanat al-Adab1, vol. 1 , pp. 282-3*
(2) See: Yaqut, 'Mu^jam1, vol. 2, p. 82; Subki,_'Tabaqat1,
vol. 2, p. 218; Dhahabi, 'Tadhkirat al-Huffaz , 2 ed. vol. 3, 
p. 209; also by the same author, fK. Ta ’rlkh alTslam1, B.M.
Ms. 0 r.J|8 , f. 208a. (The events of the years 350-400, A.H.)f 
Ibn Qa&i Shuhbah, *Tabaqat al-Fugaha* *, B.M. Ms. Add. 7356,
f. 33a I
(3 ) Ibn Tahir al-Silfi's commentary on Khatjabifs introduction 
for *Macalim al-Sunan1, ed. Tabbakh Appendix vol. 4> P* 379*
Zkk
Nor yet was it any inconvenience to Khat'tabi himself, who 
was quite aware of this slight alteration of his first name and
A
bore no grudge or ill-feeling for it.
Another aspect involving Kha$$abi's name was of a genea-
-logical nature, to -jfoit, the claim that he was a descendant of
the family of the second caliph *Umar ibn al-Khattab, and which
had not been confirmed without doubt by a certain group of
—  —  2
biographers. Yaqut, for instance, seemed to have it on the 
authority of both Tha<alibi^ and Harawi, who were Khattibi* 
contemporaries and pupils. Other biographers fell into two 
categories, those who doubted it for lack of authenticity^ or 
because it was not affirmed to them and others who took it for 
granted.^
(^  ) With regard to the right name and the adapted one Ibn 1 !.: ilik 
Khallikan recorded the following:- "Some persons have been 
heard pronounce Abu Sulaiman!s name of Hamd as if it were 
Alamad but in these they are wrong* Al-JJakim b. al-Bayy 
says "I asked a native of Bust, the doctor Abu al-Kasim al- 
Muzaffar Ibn Tahir b. Muhammad, whether Abu Sulaiman's name 
was Ahmad or Hamd, some persons having said it was .Ahmad, 
to which he replied that he heard Abu Sulaiman himself say 
"HL-amd is the name by which I was called, but as people 
wrote Ahmad I gave it up." Be Slane trans. vol. 1 , p. 476.
See also Yaqut, op.cit., and Ibn a l - cImad, S.Bh*, vol. 3,
p. 1 28.
(2) fMuc3amf , vol. 2, p. 8 1 .
(3 ) There is no such reference in Tha< alibi's 'latimah,' Yaqut *s 
account therefore had to be taken from elsewher and 
mistakenly ascribed to Tha*alibi.
(4) Sam^ani, 'Ansab' (fol. 202b), quoting other biographers, 
genealogically linked Khattabi s name among other persons of 
the family of cUmar the first. Subki (op.cit) gave a similar 
account, but added,_ "Nontheless, this_relationship was not 
confirmed". Bhahabi, 'Ta^rikh al-Islam', stood on the same 
ground as Subki. Ibn Khallikan summed the matter up by saying, 
"God knows best", Wafayat, pt. 2, p. 156. no. 206. Ibn al- 
Athir, ’Lubab', vol. 1 , pp. 376-9, rather vaguely put it,
"He was related to his grandfather", to be sure, but which ?
]?rom "fell© account given by T h u  alibi, till© majority
of other "biographers, emerge, though variably, the distinguish­
ing attributes of KhatJabi; that he was a man of letters^, a
2 3jurisprudent, a philologist, a traditionist and author as well
aa poet* Such scholarly qualities were enhanced by the virtues 
and merits of asceticism, piety and generosity.^
The Traditionist
Of all the fine scholarly attributes which were assigned 
to Khat’fabi it is eminently clear that the most predominant was 
his contribution to the study of the Traditions, to which scholars 
still sue for authority. He was primarily a traditionist, but 
in so calling him it will be understood that he was not in any 
sense of that group of traditionist© whose work was merely 
collecting Traditions*though he was called by some biographer 
al-Hafiz, his sole function in this field was an exegetical one*
In this respect however, he employed a multiplicity of philolo­
gical and critical as well as legislative literature. Although 
he was rightly nick-rummed "the Voluminous Authoi;",^ such an
(5)"(caafT *
Of these biographers, see, Abu Tahir al“Silfi, 1Tabbakh*s. 
appendix, vol. Ij.,, pp. 379-BO, Baghdadi, op.cit., Suyuti,
’Bughyah’, p.239*
(1 ) Tha'alibi, ’Yatimah’, vol. 3, p* 231 sqq.
(2 ) Ibid, also Ibn Khallikan (op.cit), Ibn Qadi Shubhah (op.cit.), 
Ibn Khaldun, ’Muqaddimah*, trans. K* Rosenthal, vol. 2, p.59*
(3 ) Ibid wherein Tha*alibi has compared him with the philologist 
Abu <Ubayd al-Qasim b* Sallam.
(I4) Sam^anl, ’Ansab,’ (fol. 202b) recorded that he used to spend 
his earnings on his good and closest friends.
(5) -^n MakulaJ ’al-Kamil1, ed. al-Yaman£, vol.3, p. 11 A.
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epithet can only be understood in the context of his TraditionaL 
exegesis* Fortunately the hulk of his studies are extant and 
can therefore, he studied at first hand*. Such works as:
(a) *Sharh Ife.cnlim al-Sunan*^ , a well-known selective commentary 
on the Iiitab al-Sunan of Abu Da/wud (d* 275/887-8).
«pp> •— O
(h) 'Gharib al-Hadith* , a masterly study on Tradition,
described by the biographer Yaqut as 11A most enjoyable and 
useful book, in which the author touched on.matters that 
hitherto had been overlooked by Ibn Qutaybah and Abu ^IXbayd
•z
in their works* .
(c) ’Sharh al - B u k h a r i s o m e t i m e s  being known as fA clam al-Sunan'
(d) ’A^lam al-Hadith1 ^
These are his famous exegetical works, he also wrote
(e) *K. I§»lah Ghalat al-Muhaddithin*^, (Correction of
Traditionists* mistakes
A —
(f) *K. al-^Uzlah* , sometimes known as VAl-I*tisam*
(1 ) All biographers have mentioned this work, see also G.A.L. 
1/181, Supp. 1 , p* 275* It has been published so far twice, 
first by Shaykh Muhammad Raghib al-Tabbakh, in four parts.* 
Cairo edition was by A.M. Shakir & H.M. al-Faqihf In 8 pts*
(2) For Mss. see G-.A.L. Supp. 1/275*
(3) Yaqut, 1 Mu*3am1, vol. 2, p. 82. Cf. Ibn al-Athir, 
*A1-Nihayah*, B.M. ms. Add. 231*26 f. 3a.
(1*) Yaqut, op.cit. vol. 2, p. 82. Ibn Khallikan, pt. 2, p. 158, 
no. 206, G.A. L.S. 1/261 .
(5) Yafici, ai-Jananf, vol.2,pp.435-6.
(g) Sam cani, op.cit. G.A.L. Supp* 1/^65*
(7 ) The work was edited by £Izat al-*Attar
(g) Published by the same man in 1937/
In the former of these last two works Khattabi was initiating 
a critical approach, according to the editor of this, book, in 
which the author dealt with a hundred and fifty traditions 
which were somewhat deficient, either misread or involving
A
philological or grammatical mistakes.
In the course of the latter work Khattabi even objectively 
employed tradition to a specific topic, cUzlah (Solitude or 
detachment), wherein he manipulated tradition for and against 
his argument. It would appear that he demonstrated similar
arguments in his undertaking 'Al-Ghunjiah cAn al-Kalam wa
*• p
Ahli-hi* or (Dispencing with theology and theologians).
Among his other accessible works are the following:
(g) 1 Shark al-Ad^iyah al-Ma^ thurah' (Exposition of traditional
k prayers).3
(h) Ilm al-gadith •
Of the works ascribed to Kha-fctabi and of which only the names 
remain, there are: 'Tafsir al-Lughah1, mentioned by S.ubki^;
*K. al-Shujaj'^; *K. al-cArus'^; *K. Sha’n al-Duta!l^ ; K. Sharh 
Asma*> al-Rabb cAzz wa Jall1^; 'K. Shark Dacawat Abu Khuzaymah'^ 
'K. al-Jihad1^  ; 'K. Macrifat al-Sunan w a l - A t h a r * 2
I ) See al-cUzlahl, p. 5.
2; Subki, 'Jabaqat1, vol. 2, p. 218.
3 ) For Ms. see G.A.L.Supp. 1/275*
h) Ibid. Perhaps he may have meant ’A*lam al-Hadith* as
5) 'Tabaqat', vol. 2, p. 221. recorded by Yaqut, vol. 2, p .81
6) Ibn^Khallikan, Gottingen edn. pt. 2, no. 206, p. 1 5 8 .
7 ) Yaqut, 'Mu*jam1, vol. 2, p. 81 .
8 ) Ibid.
9 ) Ibid. Others recorded it as 'Sharh Asma* Allah al-Husna1.
10) Ibid.
I I ) Haji Khalifah, vol. V, p. 7 1 .
,12) Ibid. vol. V, p. 633.
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His contribution to the science of Tradition appeara 
also to have been that he was one of the first men to inaugu­
rate the first three classifications of Tradition, i.e. §a0ifcL 
(Sound), Hasan (Good or mediocre) and £)a cif (Weak)."* From 
this embryonic attempt further developments <were achieved at
the hands of his pupils, notable among whom were al~0 akim ibn
—  2 -  —  ^
Abi al-Bayyc and Abu cUbayd al-Iiarawi.
Khattabi
0amd (or A0mad) b. Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-KhaJtabi was 
born at Bust in 31 9/931 * The most oft quoted date seems to be 
the most genuine.^ Nothing much is known to us about the early 
life at his birth place, before he set off on his wide travels. 
It would appear, however, from his later recollections that he
reserved a strong dislike for it. Its humid tropical climate
5would have been cause enough, but the reason given for his 
journeys was his insatiable quest for knowledge, particularly 
for Traditions.^
1 ) See A. Mez. fThe Renaissance of Islam, p. 19U*
2) (d. 4.05/101 G) tor some account of his life and works
see J. Robson, fAn Introduction to the Science of 
Tradition*, p. 1 sqq.
3 ) (d. hOl/lOl£|.) The author of *K. al-Gharibayn*.
h) While Yaqut and other biographers agree upon it Ibn al- 
Athir in *al-Lubab', vol. 1 , pp. 376-9, puts it as two 
years earlier. There is no date^given in Samcani*s *K. al- 
Ansab*, the source of Ibh al-Athir. 3!bn al-Jawzi, on the 
other hand, ’Muntazam*, vol. 6 , p. 397, &o. 672, puts it 
thirty yeax*s ahead, i.e. 349 A.H. but this was proved to 
be a__mistake by others, e.g. Yaqut, *Mu*jam*. vol. 2, p.8*1; 
*Suyu$if, ’Bughyah*, p. 293; Subki, fTabaqat , vol. 2.
5) See Yaqut, *Mucjam al-Buldanf, vol. 2, pp. 170-1* P*218.
6 ) Thacalibi, *Yatxmahf, vol. 3 , p. 231 ; Yaqut (op. cit.); 
Muhammad Baqir, *Rawdat al-Jannat1, vol. 2, p. 242.
In his own words, however, he ascribes his real suffering 
at his birth place to what he called ‘-Adam al-Shakl or the
A
lack of an understanding, sympathetic friend.
There is no clear indication as to where he settled first; 
some have mention?^ Makkah^, others Baghdad or Iraq^ generally
or the town of Basrah^ in particular. Of the Persian towns,
- — r _ — £
he spent a long time in Nisabur^, Ma Wara 9 al-Nahr and other
of the neighbouring towns.^ In all these towns he was instruct­
ed in some branch of literature or another, noticeably
8
Tradition, at the same time he had his own pupils.
(1 ) Thacalibi, (op. cit.) from which the others have taken 
their accounts.
(2) Where he„studied Tradition at the hands of : Abu Sa^id b. 
al-A^abi (376/9$8)., jurisprudence in the care of : Abii^Bakr 
al-Qaffal al-Shashl al-Kabir (d. 365/975), cAli Ibn Abu 
Hurayrah (d. 345/956) and other Shaficaite doctors.
(3) His tutors in Tradition and literature generally, as listed 
by Yaqut, ,M u cjam*, vol. 2, p. 83 were: Isma*il al-§affar 
(d. 341/956), Abu/Umar al-Zahid (d. 344/955). Ajamad b. 
Sulayman al-Najjar (d.?X Abu ‘Amr al-Sammak (d. 344/955), 
Makram al-Qadi (d. 345/956), Jacfar al-Khuldi (d. 346/959).
(4) Here he studied under Abu Bakr b. Dasah (d. 346/957), see 
Dhahabi, Ta>rikh al-Islam BM. Ms. Or. 46 fol. 208a; Ibn 
Nuqtah, al-Taqyid Pi Huwat al-Sunan, B.M. Ms. Or. 836 , 
folj 88b^
(5) At Nisabur biographers mentioned Abu al- '"Abbas al-Asam 
(d. 346/957) as his solitary tutor, his residence was long 
and he seemed to have composed a good deal of his work there, 
(c.f. Dhahabi, op. cit.).
(6) There are no specific names of tutors given.
(7 ) Such towns as e.g. G-haznah, Sajis tan, and Balkh etc.
(8; For a eomprehensive list of his pupils see Yaqut,_op. cit. 
Dhahabi, op. cit. and above all Abu Tahir al-Silfi in his 
commentary on the introduction of TMacalim al-Sunan1, ed. 
Tabbakh, Appendix of vol. 4, PP*_ 379 sqq. noticeable among 
them Hakim, Abu c Ubayd al-Harawi, and al-Sijazi.
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For some insight into KhaJ^abl1m ethical and educational 
training, especially in jurisprudence, it will be noticed that 
a. good number of his tutors were deeply influenced by the 
mystical li^-fe which was a feature of the fourth century"* , if 
indeed, they were not themselves leaders of certain groups of 
mystics*
The fact that he had been instructed in jurisprudence
with the guidance of eminent Shaficaite scholars such as;
Abu Bakr al-Qaffal al-Shashi, Abu cAli b. Abu Hurayrah and
others of their ilk appeal's to have cultivated in him a
neutral attitude in his judgement which was a general charac-
2teristic of the school as avihole t The neutrality is noticeable
in Kha-fctaibi’s own remarkable introduction to his commentary of
tMa<alim al-Sunan1,. as he appeared to have condemned the
indifference and bias held by the Hanafite and Malikite doctors
3as well as. the extremists of his own school.
(1 ) To^name only a few who were connected with the term
"Zahid", anchoretic. obstemious or mystic, as it designates 
several of Kha^tab’i s. tutors, e.g. Abu cUinar al-Zahid, for 
the epithet 2ahid see Sam^ani, 'Ansab1, 267b. For his 
tutor Ja*far al-Khuldi who had been a pupil of the famous 
mystic al-Junayd and who had been the Shaykh of the mystic 
of Baghdad, see al-Khatib, 'Tafrikh Baghdad1, vol. 7, p. 
226, No. 3715; Sullami, 'Tabaqat al-S.uf iyfeh*, ed. Shurifeah, 
pp. h27 ££• Also for the°life of Abu Sacid b. al-A^rabi 
ibid. h3k* Nor an account of the mystical life of al-
Asam and al-Saffani, see Samcanl, Ansab £ f. h2a, k3&
and 353b.
(2) "al-Shafi*i,f observed Haffening "may be described as an 
eclectic who acted as an intermediary between the independ­
ent legal investigation and the traditionist of his time." - 
N.I. (1 ) vol. U, P. 253.
(3) See India Office Ms., Delhi, Arabic, 311. Fol. 2b.
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The vast materials gathered in *K. al-^Uzlah* and the 
fragments that exist of the author1s own poetx*y depicts for us 
a man who led a life of solitude particularly amongst his owtl 
kinfolk of Bust, Perhaps the quotations below would help to 
explain his penchant,,
"ibid in solitude there is safety from disdain particularly 
in a town like Bust”.'!
”1 am happy in my solitude and have stuck to my home,
My joy had therefore become permanent, and happiness has 
increased;
Fortune has tried (taught) me, but I mind it not,
For I have taken a refuge, and am neither visited nor do I 
visit,
And I shall not ask while I am alive 2
Iiov©the horses gone? Or has the amir mounted his beast?”
”It is not the pain of absence, but the lack of a sympathetic 
friend,
Which is the greatest affliction a man can endure.
I am a stranger to Bust and its people, yet here I was box*n, 
And here my kinfolk dwell.”3
(i ) From al-^Uslah*, p. i*0.
(2) Damiri, *@ayat al-^ayawan al-Kubra1, vol. 1 , p. 386. 
Trans. A.S.G-. Jayakar, vol. 1 , p. 717.
( 3 )  *A history of Arabic literature1, by Clement Huart, 
p. 223.
K.BAYiH I 1 ja z  AX,-QTTE*Im 1
Comparatively this small treatise ranks among the shortest works
of Khattabl, if not the shortest of them all. Not only this but it 
• *
also appears to have been unknown to the earlier biographers who
recorded IChattabi’s life as well as his other works. It was first • »
recognised perhaps by Jalal al-Din al-Suyutif followed by Tashkupri
• •
3Zadah who both aptly summarised it in part.
Thus obscurity and unawareness on the part of the earlier
biographers have lead Dr. Abdu al-Aleem of India to suggest that it
might have been a section of a multiple work by Khattabi covering a•.
Aserious and wider topic. Although this suggestion seems to have taken
no account of what Suyuti, Tashkupri Zadah and Haji Khalifah? had to
. • • .
say, on the other hand, the other manuscript which was published at
Cairo six years Sifter Dr* Abdu al-Aleem1s first publication of Khattabi
• •
treatise is reassurance that the treatise was, in fact, an
independent work; to judge not only by its title page and the opening
6
and ending but also by the chain of its transmitters.
Further it is no surprise that the treatise is of such brevity, 
nor yet, as has been reasoned by Dr. Abdu al-Aleem, is it surprising 
that it has escaped the attention of the earlier and famous
(1) The work was edited for the first time by Dr. Abdu al-Aleem from 
the Leiden (MDCLIV Cod. 935'(1) Wern.) Ms., Muslim University, 
Aligarh, India, (1953/1372). The edition used here was edited by 
M.IChalafalla and M.Z.Sallam, based.on the Egyptian Library Photo­
copy from the original Ms. in the Siddiqiyyah Library (Tangiers), 
Cairo, 1959,PP*l9-65*
(2) I£qan\ vol. 2,pp.13^-^1i 13^ *
(3) 'Miftah al-Sa'adah1 vol.2,No.275*P*357* See also GAL.sup. 1/275•
(A) Introduction,g. (D.)
(3) 'ICashf al-Zunun* vol.1,p.351*
(6) See Cairo edition p.11 and the first facsimile.
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biographers, such as al-2?lia*alibi, Yaqut and Subki for none of
them, or otherfr$, claimed to have registered KhattabiTs works in
• •
full* Indeed most of them have left us after listing some of the 
author*s most outstanding works and sometimes minor ones, the 
remainder covered by the usual phrase*..etc** or * and others 
besides * * ^
If Rummani by his short treatise on I*jaz was honouring the
request of a dear friend or a pupil, Khattabi claims no such
• •
excuse; but from hid terse prologue it can be inferred that his
motivation in this attempt was the reverberating discussions and
the increasing literature on the question of I* ,jaz during the
preceding and immediate centuries, which compelled him to reflect
on this problem.
It is not quite certain at which date the author commenced or
finished his work. A rough indication can be deduced from the
chain of transmitters which occurred in the Cairo edition* Thus
as the last man in the chain of authorities x-jas Abu al-Hasan *Ali
- 2b. al-Hasan al-Sijzi who had it from the author himself, and who
was a native of Sijistan, the treatise may have been dictated
while Khattabi*s residence was there, for he stayed several years 
• *
there and in neighbouring towns, where he wrote most of his work^*
(1) This goes without exception for all biographers whom we have 
mentioned on previous pages including Ibn Khallikan,Subki, 
Yaqut, Dhahabi etc,
(2) Unfortunately I have nojr been able to find any biographical 
information which might have been of some enlightment on the 
present treatise apart from mere mention by al-Sam^Ani,
*Ansab*facs.fol.291b*
(3) See the commentary on the introduction of fMa*alim al-Sunan* 
by al-Iiafiz Abu Tahir al-Silfl who was one of the. transmitters 
of the'present treatise, being an appendix of M.R.al-Tabbakh*s 
first edition of *Ma*alim al-Sunan* vol. ^^.379 sqq.*
2 5b
Theological Discourses
n Much had been said in former times, and much is still being 
said on the question of lf jas , and although men have expressed all 
kinds of opinion, they are far from offering a satisfactory 
resolution* The reason for this is that it is impossible to 
recognisethe nature of the inimitability of the Qur’an or to see the
"I
wa^ to exploring; :it *rt
Thus,Khattabi commenced his treatise* It would appear • •
characteristic of him that he was justifiably in the habit of
making a thDrou’gh survey of the subject under consideration, aa can
2be seen in his other prefaces, by reflecting on previous attempts,
if any, before offering his own.
A great influence on the problem of I1jaz was without doubt the
theological factor, and in all attempts whether the contribution
was great or small, it is a fact that all the authors of the fourth
century had recourse to it. As for Khattabi who in one single work
* *
openly declared his resentment of theology and theologians alike
3
and dispensed with them both, no tiling much can be expected in
that respect* He did, however, review some of the current
(1) P. 19.
(2) See e.g. Ibn al-Athir, ’al-Niliayah fi Gharib al-Hadlth1 ,
B.M. Ms. fol. 2a; al-so 1 Sharh Ma’alim al-SunanI* India 
Office Library, Ms. (Delhi, Arabic, 113)? the introduction.
(3) It has been reported by al-Subki (Tabaqat, vol. 2, p. 221) 
that Abu al-Muzaffar al-Sam1ani was appreciative of Khattabiis 
saying nNot ev£ry reason (Sabab) is a cause (fXllah) • »
but it is the other way round * Nor is every proof (Dalil) a 
cause but the revese is true* M 
Having pointed out to the shortcoming of such a categorisation 
Subkiremarked n This cannot be accepted from Khattabi for 
although his status in other branches of literature is high, 
theology is not his profession.”
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theological argument, shared Indiscriminately at one time or
another by theologians or known only and approved of among a
certain school, or specific sect of it*
The first point demonstrated by Khattabi, in his brief
* *
theological discourse, correspondsalmost with what may be termed 
a psychological approach when he discusses the presupposition 
"That it had been implanted in the peopled! minds that the Qur’an 
is inimitable, and by no means were they capable of producing 
its like*" ^
In his opinion the unreason of such hypothesis was that it is 
unnecessary to aquire a further proof beyond the existing fact 
of the Qur’an from the time it was revealed up to his time* In 
addition there was the nature of the challenge embodied in the 
Qur’an , the rebtike and the deprecation of a nation of great poets a 
and orators, who had been described as the most argumentative and 
who, had it been within their capability to meet the challenge 
in words, would not have recoursed to disasterous methods and 
harsh ways*
Secondly, the theory of al-Sarfah which, as seen earlier, x^ras
*
forwarded and upheld by some of the Mu*tazilites in the third 
century, and was still popular, though with less enthusiasm, as 
noticed in Rummani’s stand. By the turn of the century it had 
also been considered by some of the outstanding Shi!ite scholars-^
(-I) W.M.Watt, writing about the position of al-Baqillani and his 
defence of the miraculousness of the Qur’an noticed."It is, 
even from the European point of view, a strong argument,ot 1 e 
though the European might want to express the conclusions to 
be drawn from it in more psychological terms"Islamic Philoso­
phy and TheologyC1962) p* 109*
(2) P. 19. 
i,3) Oont*
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The Sunnite- Shafi'ite Khattabi saw in it a weak argument if
• •
only because it contradicted the obvious meaning of the Qur’anic 
verse XVTI/88.
Thirdly, the attitude of those who sought to explain I’jaz by
what the Qur’an foretold of future events was not in fact dismissed
out of hand by Khattabi^; in his opinion such an argument could
• *
only be valid in respect of certain verses in the Qur’an, but it 
cannot stand as a general rule.
These are some of the theological aspects which the author 
reflects upon at the opening a£ his work, later on we shall meet 
another theological aspect(Mu’aradah, opposition or the producing 
of a rival text), which he turns to a fruitful literary discussion, 
but now we may turn with the author to his major topic.
E L O Q U E N C E
This is the theme which dominates the remainder of the treatise.
The author explained as follows:
n Others declared that the Qur’an’s inimit&bility lies in its
eloquence. Those were the majority of scholars ( or as he calls
them 'Ahl al-Nazar’ a term which imparts a theological bearing).
Yet, in explaining the nature of it they encounter real problem 
from which they find it difficult to disengage themselves*{‘ He 
asserts that this claim had been generally adopted as taken for 
granted, or as overwhelming assumption without supporting it by
(3) Cont. For al- Sharif al-Murtada’s ’K. al-SarfahT,see Tusi,
’Fihrist*,ed. A.Sprenger and others, p. 219; also ’Ma’alim al- 
’Ulama’’ of Ibn Shahrashub, ed. A.Eghbal, p*62, N0.A63.
(1) Cf. M•Khalafallah, ’Bulletin of the Faculty of Arts, Alexandria 
University, vol. ¥1X1, p*13*
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evidence or full knowledge. If however, they were asked to define 
the unmatchable eloquence which particularises the composition of 
the Qur’an, and the characteristic which distinguishes it from the 
rest of eloquent speech, they would answer that it is impossible to 
specify it or yet to identify with any obvious feature by which we 
may knew how the Qur’an is different from other speech • It can 
only be comprehended, somehow, by those who are deeply versed in 
knowledge, when they hear it•
This argument stresses the effort on the senses and on taste and 
feeling, and is therefore, still unacceptable as an explanation. It 
claims, however, that in speech there are sometimes certain elements 
of sweetness in the hearing, and pleasantness that comforts the soul, 
which cannot be found elsewhere and yet there is no compreliendable 
reason for them.
It would appear that this argument had gained a certain vogue 
among scholars. It had been, for example, strongly held by the 
Shi1Site commentator, al-Qummi (d.378/938) who defended it as 
follows:
11 The matter of I’jaz is wondrous, it can be recognised, but it 
is impossible to describe.”
He drew an analogy to n the right metre in poetry and the beauty
2
of a face which can only be conceived through good taste”.
In later centuries al-Sakkaki (d.(326/1228) adopted the same 
argument adding ” And taste can be obtained or cultivated through 
a dogged service of the sciences of eloquence.” Yet he continued,
(1) Pp. 21-22.
(2) His Commentary, ' Ghara'ib al-Qur,5n wa RaghS’ib al-Furqan'
P. 6®.
1 Yes, eloquence has many veiled faces. Perhaps they can be
unveiled, ( that is through constant study.) But for I’jaz itself
the matter is different, n
This argument, despite its literary examplification *" to
ascertain its validity, was not recognised by Khattabi as sound; on
• «
the contrary he maintained that a thorough investigation xvould 
lead to the conclusion that if speech is endowed with such qualities 
as sweetness, pleasantness, beauty and resplendence that 
distinguish it from other forms of writing and therefore moves the 
hearts and affects the souls, there should necessarily be reason 
to allow for such a vdrdict.
Investigation, however, leads to the conclusion that there is no 
external reason for this, therefore it is intrinsic. This provoked 
this classification.
11 The species of utterance are different, they are distinct in
■5
respect of eloquence and their scales of lucidity are far apart.1 
Having described each individually he classified them as
a) The sublime ,fal-Balighn which is stately and terse. This is the 
highest and noblest grade of speech.
b) The perspicuous f,al-Fasih,f which is immediately attainable. This
• •
is middle of the road and most just.
c) The easy style ,Tal-Ja’iz,r. This is nearest to common speech.
(1) 1Miftat al-fUlum*,p.19&. Sakkaki appears to have been greatly 
dependent on al-Qummi's remark, differing only in the conclu­
sion he arrived at. See also Abdu al-Aleem, Islaraic Culture, vol’ 
VII, pp. 223-^*
(2) The example is the finding out by the poet al-Farazdaq of three 
lines given by Jarir to Dhu al-Bummah to insertion in his poem 
which begins: \ t ' ^  i ' \
( 3 )  £ p . 2 3 - & .  ^  v ^  ‘iX s .  v >• a J  ^
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These are the three categories of the praiseworthy types of speech.
One notices here that Khattabi1s divisions of speech are in some
• *
inspects different from those of Rummani.
In his opinion the characteristic feature of the language of the 
Qur’an is that it has partaken of each of these distinct divisions 
in a harmonious manner, thus it attains sublimity and sweetness.
And by being so, he observed, in considering each of these qualities 
individually, they are like antithesis to each other, because sweet­
ness is the result of easiness whereas sublimity deals with subtlety 
in speech. Thus .,coherantly * they are assembled in the Qur’an^being 
its distinguishing feature.
In some of the recent studies the assertion has been made that
IChattabi was the first Muslim scholar who studied I1 jaz on a 
• •
'J
systematically scientific basis. But perhaps the greatest characte: 
-istic of his treatise is that it shows his ability to manipulate a 
literary argument to expose the futility of another argument.
Words, Meanings and Composition
The first two aspects of this triangular problem, i.e. words and
2meanings or forms and matters, i^ ere not, it is evident, a new
basis for discussion or estimable evaluation among the literary -
critics of the fourth century, perhaps long before that,
particularly regarding the language of poetry; sometimes however
3
in the third century critics were poets themselves.
(1) Gf. fAbd al-Karim al-Khatib, fIfjazs al-Qur’an1 vol.1,p.155*
(2) The question of words and meanings has been discuss in some 
detail by Na’im al-Iiirasi in a series of articles, see ^Iajallat 
al-Majma1 alfIlmi al-'Arabi1 vol; 2^,pt$.3,^; vol.23,pts.1,2.
(3) Cf. G. von Grunebaum,J.A.O.S.vol. LXI, p. 55*
2oO
During the third century and with prime interest in the Qur’an's 
composition, the third side of that triangle evolved, i.e. the idea 
of composition, occurring as an independent topic , or segment of 
it,, in works by al-Jahiz and al-Wasiti to whom we have already
• t *
alluded.
Further, early in the fourth century the same topic continued
to inspire other writers such as ; Abu Zayd al-Balkhi (d.322/93^)?
Ibn al-Ikhshid and al-Hasa b* !Ali b. Nasrl
Although we possess none of their works yet in one of the extant
works of al-Jahiz some of his arguments are found with regard to the * •
former two topics.
The tendency which lauded the form over the matter, vigorously
2expressed by al-Jahiz in the third century, was supported by some
3
of the outstanding literary critics of the fourth century. Until 
then it had been fashionable^ but the reverse was true in the fifth 
century when it was diminished if not extinguished at the hand of 
such critics as *Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani vd, 471/1073) and others.
To such an end, moderate views were held by men like Khattabi
• a
which might eventually have contributed to that demise.
How did the question of words and meanings arise in the first 
place ?
nIt seems that the theory of the supremacy of the Qur’an./1 
deduced A.331-Kott^1 must have helped fundamentally to create this
(1) See Ibn al-Nadim, 1 al-Fihrist1 ed. Fltigel, x3!* 33, 133.
(2) 1Hayawan*, ed.Sasi, vol 3? P*4l; (ed.Harun,vol.Ill,pp.131-2)
•
(3 ) Cf. al-f Askari,1 al-Sina1 atayn’ xop, 57 ~8; ’Abd al-'Aziz al- 
Jur j api,1 al -Was at ah *1 p . 16 7 .
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question, to justify the claim of the Qur’an to he supreme and 
inimitable, the theologians faced with the question ’was the 
supremacy due to its meaning or diction ?* and the answers 
followed the differing opinions similar to those which arose in 
poetry.'*1
Although this seems to have been the situation, the fourth
century critical attempts sometimes drew very near to bringing
the rift between those two prevailing attitudes, as in the case
of Abu Hilal al-’Askari (d.395/1004) who presented his 1 If. al-
Sina* atayn1 as an explanation of the particular science by means
2of which I*jas is recognised.
Khattabi*s conception of the Question 
• *
The strong tendency to favour words over meanings which was
based on al-Jahiz*s theory that meanings are strewn in everybody’s • »
way and what really matters is diction, which had been adopted by
some of the outstanding literary ciitics of the fourth century
was now faced with a new challenge from Khattabi which became
* •
even more elaborate and strengthened in the succeeding century.
His endeavour could better be described as a fair evaluation,
hence Ee did not appear strongly or discriminately in favour of
one argument or the other, yet there is a slight bias towards
meanings and composition.
The question as conceived by Khattabi concerned not only words
« *
and meanings but a tripartite problem comprising words,meanings
(1) El-Kott.A.H.A.K., 1Al-Muwazanah Bayna Abi Tammam wal-Buhturi* 
a thesis presented for Ph.D. degree, London HniversityC1950) 
part 1,pp.131-2.
(2) *Al-Sina*atayn* pp.1-2.
and composition.
” Speech” he demonstrated ” is merely founded on these three things:
Lafz Hamii./i.e. words or utterance which carry the meaning.)
Wa Mafna hihi Qa’im, (i.e.meaning or content carried by the
_ Ir utterance.)
¥a Hibat lahuma Nazim, { i.e. a regulating tie on which both words
and meaning are assembled, the composition.)
As this is the mainstay of his latter argument perhaps a closer
look should be taken at each one separately, in the light of the
style of the Qur*an as conceived by the author.
I. Words -
1 — —n Words are the vehical of meanings”, thus point out Khattabi,
• •
on the inter-dependence of the two, leaving for the moment the inter­
relation between them and the thi:£d component or1the string which 
held them, together*, the author leads in some details about words 
alone.
The chief point here, to which he endeavoured to bring attention, 
is the distinguishing characteristics of words which many people 
tmid to care little about. He wrote :
n In speech there are words close in their meanings, many people 
think they are identical ..... but as they are perceived by 
philologists their significance is quite seperate; for although such 
words do £hare the expression of sinrne meaning; yet they have their 
own individualities•
The theme being of anetymological nature this prompted the author 
to a lengthy logomachy in which he examplified some of the subtle
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1 2  3differences between verbs, nouns, syntax, adjectives,
Zj. 5
prepositions, particles, etc*
It was for this reason that he also observed that many of the 
old generation declined to commeht/on the Qur’an for fear of mis­
conception or misrepresentation, although they were well-versed in
language and religion; he recalled particularly the attitude of the
—  6philologist al-Asma*i which has been mentioned earlier.
*
And also for the same reason he cited the Tradition " Read the
M „ n
Qur’an x^ ith *I*rabf and look after strange words."
(l) Both verbs 1Alima and 1Arafa mean * to know1, yet one can say: 
fAraftu Allah but not *Alimtu Allah, unless one is intending 
to add an adjective, viz. fAlimtu Allah ’Adlan(I have known 
God is just) etc,; for the grammatical reason that while the 
former requires only one object the latter requires two. 
Further reasoning was given also. As an example he quoted for 
the difference the imperative Uq * ud and Ijlis for which he 
cited the famous inter-change between the grammarian al-Nadr 
b. Shumayl and the Caliph al-Ma’mun. On his return from Marw, 
Nadrcame to visit the Caliph, as he greeted him the Caliph 
invited him to sit down, saying:1Ijlis1, to which Nadr answer­
ed, u I am not laying upon one side so that I can 1IJlis1 (i.e 
to sit up from a reclining position) "How would you say it 
then?", enquired the Caliph of him ,"Uqfudn , replied Nadr...
(^ ) Shuhh and BukhlCmiserliness) some have asserted thatf al-Bukhl! 
is the depi’ivation of someonefs right which is unjust and 
1Shuhh*is the bitterness felt by the Shahih at having to pay 
bach*, or having taken from him anotherfs* due. In another con­
text the reverse is the correct definition.
(3) As for example the difference between Na*t and Sifah.r.
(k) Of prepositions, perhaps the phenomenon is universal.
(3) The difference between the affirmative particles Na!am (yes) 
confirming a previous statement and that of Bala ”(ye*sj but 
as an affirmative answer to a negative question, or affirming 
a negative proposition.
Or as the differences between the demonstratives Dhaka(for 
a nearer object ) and Dhalika (for one farther away) etc.
(6) See earlier on p. 15 sqq.
(7) For further discussion over this Tradition which has been
based on new materials, see Paul ICahle, I. Goldziher
Memorial Volume, part 1, p. 163 sqq.
26$
Unfamiliar Words
During Khattabi1s time , despite the increase in literature 
* •
on "Gharib al-Qur’an" ( the unfamiliar words in the Qur’an ), the
criticism strangly appears to be that the Qur’an had used few
2
unfamiliar words as opposed to the familiar ones. As a rebuttal
of this opinion Khattabi has this to say:
• •
"To the claim of paucity of unfamiliar words in the Qur’an in
comparison with the popular and familiar, unfamiliarity is not
what we require for eloquence; on the contrary, unfamiliar words
often occur in the speech of the vulgar, untamed and coarse
Bedouin who adhere to such oddity and use/such strange language
3
which is not counted eloquent."
He noticed as an example the word "long" which can be expressed 
in sixty different forms, the bulk of which are gruesome and 
ugly, e.p;. Qaq, Tut, ’Ashannaq, etc. which rhetoriticians for-
II .Meanings
" In seeking eloquence as an explanation for the inimitability
of the Qur’an, we do not" argued Khattabi, " restrict ourselves
* *
only to words of which speech is composed without talcing into 
consideration the meanings therein."
Here, in contradiction to the current theory that meanings 
are scattered in everybody’s way and diction attains'more
(1) See for the works written on the ’Gharib al-Qur’an’ Ibn 
al-Nadim,1 Fihrist’ ed. Fliigel, p.35*
(2) Pp.31-2.
(3) pp.33-^*
(k) Cf.e.g. *Abd al-’Aziz al-Jurjani, 1 Wasatali*p.22.(5)p.32.
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importance, Khattabi equalised them perhaps giving superiority to
• m
to the former• He said:
” As for the meanings which are imparted in words, the effort 
of discovering them is most grueling, hence they are the results
of the intellect, the fruits of understanding and the offspring of 
thoughts.” or in other words:
” Meanings, undoubtedly, are what the intellect cites as being 
superior,"
Meanings, within the context of this treatise, which were no 
doubt the sole preoccupation in the author*s mind and which were 
determined by the nature of the Sacred Book are primarily nought 
but those which deal with the unity of God, glorification of His 
attributes, Omnipotence, that which guided people to His obedience, 
in constructing them as to His worship by instituting that which
3is lawful, forbidden, allowable, etc.
Yet, further discussion on the idea of meanings which fell 
largely on the incongruity of forms and contents in certain verses
or individual words in the Qur’an, led consequently to some
literary and etymological observations.
The first and the last would perhaps be fair examples. The 
first example the author demonstrated was a reply to an attack on 
the the verse
” And the wolf devoured him” ( XIl/17)
The charge was laid that the word Akala (to eat ) does not
(1) p. 33.
(2) p. Zk.
(3) p. 25.
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meticulously serve the meaning intended here, or at least is 
not what the philologists would prefer to use . The most agree­
able and correct word, especially in describing the action of the 
beast is the word n Iftarasa n (to prey); as the former word is 
general and can be used to describe any animal devouring 
indis criminat ely»
The argument being on such an obviously etymological ground, 
the philologist Khattabi argued thus:
T! Iftarasa with regard to the action of a beast means killing 
only, since the root Fars means * breaking or crushing of the
the Qur’anic verse, through an interpreting eye, he argued:
n For fear of being asked for any remains, Joseph's brothers 
claimed that the wolf had eaten him up, Akalahu . The applica­
tion of the word Akala would rid them of the necessity of any
proof. If the word Iftarasa were used,‘‘devouring11 in the full
2sense would not be understood'*
This may go well with the interpretation of the mur’anic
story, but the philologist,Khattabi, led the discussion further,
• • *
to ascertain the application of the word Alcala to cover all beasts 
of prey.
From ibn al- Sikkit he reported the Arab saying:
3n The wolf ate the sheep or the goat and left of it nothing."
M) p.37; the English translation of the root :iFarsn is from E.W. 
Lane,fArabic English Lexicon1, Book I,part 5* p.2366.
(2) P.37. . . .
(3) Eng. Trans, by, E.W.Lane, op.cit. vol.IX, p.98.
1
neck*" To justify the application of the word as it occurs in
1Also one of the poets said:-
11 A man who is not like a wolf to his kin, as soon as he sees 
a drop of blood on his mate he devours him* "
j^}j tT p--^  ^
2Or that of another:-
fl Abu Khurasha, if you have supporters of a host,
thou vauntedst thyself against me, Vaunt not thyself,
3
the year.' of dearth has not devoured my people • " (
From tradition he also quoted,1 The beast(lion) devoured me1*,and
the grammatically faulty example 'A ^ 3 ^  \ "The fleas devoured
- \ "
me,n
The other verse we have chosen as another example of al-Khattabi1
• *
demonstration, is the verse:-
"Whosoever seek^ bh wrongful partiality therein",(XXII/23) wherein 
the criticism had been that the letter,Ba in the word Bi-Ilhad was
i ** ^  v. C-'w
kinserted here for no justifiable purpose* In refuting this he 
argued from an historical viewpoint this time, he also reflected on 
valuable critical approaches* He argued first, the letter Ba often 
occurred in the language of the earlier Arabs in which the Qur*an 
was revealed, though such peculiarity was very rare in that of the 
latter generations*
And for this historical factor he reported from other authorities 
that the language in which the Qur*an was revealed was that of the
(1) It has been ascribed to the poet, al-Farazdaq in some of the 
references,sometimes to the poetess,Zaynab bint al-Tathariyyah. 
Gf. editors1 footnote(2) on p*37*
(2) The poet is KhaffSf b. Budbah, c.f. also footnote(l) p* 38*
(3) The translation is partly by M.S.Howell,1 Classical Arabic 
GrammarJPt*1,p*32;C.f.Lane,'Arabic English Lexicon,vol.1,pp*93“^
(4-)
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Arabs of the Prophets time which was greatly different from that
of the present day.
Some scholars express the view that the language of the earlier
Arabs was presqsysh and well-kept untill the days of the Umayyads,
when it was partly weakened.
This also was marked from the lamentation of such great
philologists as Abu ' Amr b. al-'Ala’ who used to express his grief
and regret that people who were able to appreciate and comprehend
the poetry of the pre-Xslamic period and the Mukhadramin or to writ
similar poetry had all perished.
Xt was for this reason, continued al-Khattabm that experts do
• *
not refer to modern poets such as Bashshar b. Burd, al-Hasan b.Han’ 
Di'bil and al-!Attabi and others of their like, x^ ho are very capabl 
of excellent poetry, but instead they refer to the pre-Islamic 
poets for the fact that in later times the language had very much 
changed*
The point the author was leading to here is, in short, this; it 
is totally erroneous and inccorrect to reject or condemn a classical 
literary product on the basis that it is not appreciated or under­
stood by the age in which one lives.
After sucp remarks were given KhattabI returned to the point in..
question in the verse, arguing that the letter "Ba” was an otiose
1
often used in old Arabic without altering the sense as in the poet's 
saying;« Sr*' J—-» 9
,fWe smite with the sword and we hope for the removal of grief" ^
(1)The poet is ai-Nabighah al-Ja»di,see Yaqut, fMuf jam al-Buldan'ed. 
Wiistenfeld,vol.2,p.909; also 'Taj al-'Arus» ,vol.2,p.77.
(2)Lane, 'Arabic English Lexicon* ,vol. 1,p.1^ -3«
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Or as the other poet said:-
"They are the free women, who wear no veil,their eyes are dark
Although critical evaluation on composition had long been 
expressed before and during the fourth century, so far only the names 
of these works are extant* Owing to this lacuna, evidence of the 
exact contents of these works is hard to find or to prove whether 
Khattabi, who at the opening of his treatise implies certain
familiarity \tfith them, has benefitted from them* Whether this is so 
or not the little he has said , however, can be taken as it stands.
It was not the first brrthe last time he touched on this idea of 
composition, similar remarks are to be found in some of his earlier
Here, after the importance of eloquence is demonstrated, his first 
statement deals with this topic. He wrote "The pillar of eloquence... 
is the placing of each individual word contained in the sections of 
the speech in its specific and appropriate place; hence if words are 
misplaced this will result either in the undermining of the sense, 
which ruins the speech, or the veiling of its splendour which leads
Ato the deprecation of eloquence." He described it as " a string
(1) According to al-Jahiz, Hayawan,ed. Harun, vol*3iP*667, this verse 
has occurred in the poetry of al-Qattal al-Kilabi as well as in 
the poetry of al-Raf5 al-Numayri.
(2) In some editions the word Akhmirah reads Ahmirah (donkeys)
(3) "Composition" he noted"gather together the association of words 
and their different rules; whereas meaning organise and situate 
them."1Sharh Ma'alim al-Sunan!ed. Tabbakh,vol.1,p.110.
2they do not read the Surahs."
III. Composition 
3
works .
(A) p.26.
2 7 0
'I
which fastens words and meanings together”. Sometimesbhe analogis-
2-■ed it to dressing1. On its importance and the difficulties lying 
ahead he said;”As for the formation of composition, the need for 
skilfulness and dexterity is most urgent, hence they control both 
words and meaning, link the different parts of speech, so that a 
lucid image is depicted in the intellect.”
It is an acknowledged fact that *Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani was 
among the very few who transformed the Arabic theory of rhetoric
- if
and Q^?ticism^into its final shape; particularly in his renowned
works; fDala*il al-I^as* and fAsrar al~Balaghahf , wherein the idea
of words,meanings and composition play major parts. It is perhaps
questionable whether such a celebrated master was in any way indebt
ed to Khattabi.* *
Although there is no clear evidence to establish *Abd al~Qahir*
familiarity with Khattabi1s treatise the fact that both men were* .
adherents of the Shafi*aite rite, on the one hand, and the fact 
that most of the transmitters of Khattabi*s treatise were natives 
of such countries as Sajistan, Isfahan and Zinjan, on the other,
would persuade us to assume that in Jurjan, the native town of *Abd
5al-Qahir, where he spent all his life without leaving, the 
treatise had also been circulated.
Ihe Figures of Speech
Unlike Rummani, Khatt&bl made little use of the figures of
. •
(1) P.Zk.
(2) P.32.
(3) P . 33.
(A-) Cf. M.IChalafallah, 'Journal of Near Eastern Studies' (1955) tPP« 
16^ sqq-
(5) See A.A.al-Badawi, ' 'Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani ', p.16.
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speech or the forms of Badi1; yet, inmost of the figures reflected 
upon and to which he arrived by merely controversial routes he show­
ed even less originality*
In his treatment of conciseness,Ijaz for instance, his analysis
- M 'j
parallelled closely certain remarks in Rummanifs treatise* Unless
it had been a common view shared by many of the fourth century
literary critics, it must be assumed that Khattabi was acquainted* ♦
with this particular work of Rumman!.
Moreover, his remarks on metaphornMetaphor is in some circums­
tances more eloquent than the proper use of words”, is not far from
-  -  2one of Rummani’s conclusions on the same subject.
Apart, hottfever, from very casual observations .on hyperboll and
A — ~
simile the figures whiGh did not occur in Rummani's treatise, but
nevertheless had been dealt with in the third century studies,
particularly that of Ibn Qutaybah (d.276/889), who in his turn
A ___'
appeared to have strongly inspired Khattabi,-was repetition. In
, •  •
the treatise being considered,however, Khattabi was virtually# *
summarising Ibn Qutaybah’s chapter on repetition.
Ihe discussion,which arose over the repetition throughout two 
Surahs in the Qur’an, namely 1al-Rahman1(the Beneficent,LV) and
(1) Cf. p. V7 in this treatise with pp.71-2 in Rumman!fs of the 
same application.
(2) Cf. p.4o with Rumman!1 s on p.79*
(3) Pp*40-41.
(4) P. 36. _
(3) Particularly in ^.Gharib al-Hadith*, See Ibn al-Athir, 
fal-Kihayah!, vol. 1,
(6) Cf. Ibn Qutaybah, ’Ta’wil Mushkil al-Qur’an1, pp.182,183-6 
with Khattabi*s on p. 48.
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1al-Mursilat*, (the Emissaries,LXXVTI) where in the former the verse
"Which is it, of the favours of your Lord that you deny?";
and in the latter the verse
"Woe unto the repudiators on that day", are several times repeated
This pronged Khattabi to distinguish between two kinds of repetition;
• »
a) That which is unfavourable which contributed nothing to the idea 
being expressed previously, it is therefore mere tautology*
b) The other kind is exactly the opposite, and is needed to emphasise 
the meaning, especially in important matters*
He compered the importance of repetition to that of conciseness*
To illustrate this he cited some passages from.prose and poetry; among
—  2the verses he quoted was that of the poet, !Abid b* al-Abras:
"Did you ask the armies of ICindah ,
on the day when they fled whither,whither?"
t i + 1 ' “ '  ^ r. -  ^ ^
^ ' 3^  3 ^  ^  A L*** — A
and that of Mxihalhil b. Rabi’ah?
"0 people of Bakr raise fox' me KulaybCfrom the grave),
0 people of Baler whither whither do you flee?"
\ , . * +  I S  +  j It j  ? °» 4 6 / ^ /
J \ *<£.' ^  Ji ' 3 I _ jL
- ** * ** £
In gus^ifixation of the repetition in the two mentioned Surahs, for 
the former he argued" Here God speaks to both mankind and Jinns 
wherein He enumerates the various graces which He creates for them,^
(1) Ibn Qutaybah, T a ^ i  MUsi^ii al-Qur»an* , p* 182. This point
reads "And it is customary of them (the Arabs) to use repetition
to emphasise the meaning and conciseness for brevity."
(2) ^ina^atayn1 p. 19^ *
(3) *fAghanI* vol*3,p*59*
(*!■) Ibn Qutaybah1 s words read " In this Surah God has enumerated his
graces and He reminds His worshippers of His benefits....so that
they should comprehend His grace and affirm it" op.cit.pp.183-6.
whenever a chapter is mentioned He renewed their obligation and re­
quired a just return.1 Of the latter Surah, n It deals with the 
condition of the Day of Judgement and its terror, the threat being 
preceded before each stage for emphasis, so that there would be no 
excuse for ignorance.1*
The argument on the former Surah brought forth the question with 
regard to the verse** There will be sent against you, both heat of 
fire and flash of brass and ye will not escape"(LV/35) which is 
followed by ** Which is it, of the favours of your Lord, that you 
deny?'*
Where is the grace here-, when all that is mentioned is the 
threatening by the flames of fire and the overshadowing smoke ?
*' The grace of God,*' he argued " lies in,this warning and caution 
against punishment, so that it should be avoided; in contx*ast with 
His promised and announced reward for their obedience to Him, so 
that they should desire it and be anxious to obtain it"
He concluded that a knox^ledge of a thing becomes affirmed by 
contrast with its opposite, as in the verse of the wise poet:
"Even though Time's misfortunes, inflict their sorrow upon you, 
it is, yet, this very sorrow which tells you of their benefits"
The last discussion in this treatise was provoked chiefly by two 
charges:
a) That the Arabs might have produced the like of the Qur*jJn but
it has not been passed down or was wilfully hidden or else destroy­
ed •
b) That some of them did, in fact, endeavour to produce something
in the proximity of some of the short chapters in the Qur’an ,
'I
notably among them Musaylamah and others,
These being the claims, the author dealt with them both at
some length, but it is not our intention here to pursue them in
detail. The latter assertion,however, which he expounds further
than the former in his treatment of some of the examples ascribed
to some of the above-named, in the light of the three principles
he mentioned for eloquence and of which he had spoken earlier.
From a rhythmical point of view his discussion ran in some
- - 3respects very close to that of Hummani.
Moreover, his analysis of some of the examples, quoted below, 
also employed further criteria from a comparative literary view1- 
point. His discussion in many respects attunes with aocommon theory 
that was very much in vogue among the literary critics of the 
century, particularly those who were his contemporaries: that is 
to say al-Sariqat, plagiarism in literature or the borroiving by one 
poet from another poet’s words, meanings, etc,
Khattabi introduced his argument thus
• 9
n The way for him who wishes to compete (lArad) with another in an 
oration or poetry, is to create a new diction enhanced equally with 
fresh meaning; contending with his rival’s diction vieing with his 
ideas, so that a final judgement may be established. Such rivalry
(1) The other names he mentioned are: Abu al-Yanbu’I, Abu al-*Ibar 
and al-Tirimmah.
(2) Such as*” 0 frog croak as it pleaseth thee, neither the water 
art thou muddyigg , nor a water seeker art thou indisposing*” 
Or that ” Hast thou not seen how thy Lord did with the 
pregnant? He hath brought forth from hex* the soul which runnetl 
betwwen peritoneum and bowels.”
(3) Cf. p. 51 with Kummani’s on p. 90.
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cannot , of co&rse, be achieved by infringing on his rival’s 
composition by cutting from it or by merely padding its words or-aha 
changing them around."
....Mu*aradah or producing a rival text" he continued to explain
further, “can be accomplished in one of the following."
" A persoh competing against another in poetry, an oration or
a debate while in the process sfriv3-ng-7tooQxcel3his'!Eiv§.l in what
2he produced by way of new description, lucidity, etc."
Here Khattabi furnished a series of examples of compositions
between ancient as well as early Islamic poets, adding his own
analytical comments to most of them or confirming it with the
opinion of other poetry authorities, as Muhammad B. Sallam al-Jumahl. •
and others.
Such rivalries as those when each opponent was trying to produce
the best description of the subject,e.g.
Imru* al-Qays and ’Alqamah b. !Abdah ,(on the horse).
" " " al-Harith b. al-Taw’am, (on similar topic).
*
" " " al-Nabighah, (on the night).
Al-A*sha and al-Akhtal (on wine)•
If Mu'aradah had been an ancient criterion for judging poetry,
Muwazanah (comparison between poets* works) was a comparatively
contemporary basis for judgement. Khattabi in this treatise calls
- *  *
attention in this wajr to a third criterion, which ranks between the 
two above-mentioned bases. There are poets x^ ho have no rival on 
certain topic/3 such-the description of certain things and 
objects, e.g. horses, wine, wild game, ruins, remains and the
v 1/ ¥. 53v" “ “ ~
(2) Ibid.
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wilderness*
The well- known formula - so and so is most excellent of poets
in the description of this subject and that- should not in
Khattabi1s opinion deter us from comparing one poet who excels 
• •
in one field with another who in his own right is the most out­
standing in a totally different field. The criterion here affirm­
ed by Khattabi is that, despite different motives and subjects a 
• •
comparison can also be drawn between poets on the basis of depth,
profundity and perfection.
Nevertheless, this was perhaps necessary for Khattabltto
demonstrate,in order to clarify, above all things, the basis on
which attempts at producing a rival text can be considered. In the
light of this statement of his,al-Khattabl proceeded to considers
* *
a feitf of Musaylamah*s attempts at producing rival text to the 
Qur’an . One of these examples is the following
11 Hast thou not seen what thy Lord did with the pregnant? He 
hath brought forth from her the soul which runneth, between 
the peritoneum and bowjeis".
11 The first mistake1* commented Khattabi " perpetrated by this 
ignorant man is that he used the i^ ord "Fa* al" which is used in 
th^context of revenge when he meant mercy as he says:"Hast thou 
not seen what thy Lord did with the pregnant woman". This express­
ion is only used for punishment and such like as in the Qur’anic 
verse" Hast thou not seen what thy Lord did to the masters of the 
Elephant ? " (CV/1) 1
The right way to put it so as to express this sense is to say
(l) P. 63. The author has quoted further examples.
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" Hast thou not seen how thy Lord graciously treated (Latafa) the
#
pregnant woman or better still, " How (thy Lord) conferred upor
her (His grace),r, or such expression."*
His saying " He hath brought forth from her a soul which moves,
between the peritoneum and the bowels"^ It is but a poor imitation
or theft from the Qur’an's verse "He is created from a gushing
fluid that issued from between the loins and ribs." (LXXXVI/7).
IChattabi not only thinks that the author of this piece had • •
mistaken the identity and sense,but according to the anatomists of 
the day, he was also in a physiological error*
An Aesthetic Conclusion 
In conclusion the author focussed attention in a picturesque wa; 
on a factor which, as he observed, had been over-loolced by many 
people, he wrote:
"An important fact about I* naa, which had been overlooked by 
most people, save the very exceptional individuals, is the impress­
ion it has on the hearts and its effect on the soul* There is no 
composition be it in verse or prose, \tfhich when it falls on the ea 
instils into the heart, at times, such a sense of rapture and swee' 
ness and at other times, awe and impressive dignity, so that the 
souls rejoice and the hearts are gladdened* Having received a 
portion of it, they become overawed, so shaking with palpitation, 
over\tfhelmed with such fear and anticipation as would cause the ski:
to crinkle and the hearts to be disconcerted.^ j-fc forms a barrier
2between one's self and one's hidden thoughts and firm belief®."
(l) "That" wrote M.M.Pickthal, in his forward to his translation,p 
VII "inimitable symphony, the sound of which moves men to tear 
and ecstasy."
(2) P.64-*
THE TWO MOST OUTSTANDING THEOLOGIANS
1- Al-Baqillani
2- Al-Asadabadhi
INTRODUCTION
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AL-BSQIiaJENf a n d  «a b d  a l - ja b bSr  a l - asadabSd h i
AND THE CHAPTER OF I*JAZ
The Sunnite Ash'arite al-Qadi (the judge) al-Baqillani and the
MuHazilite al-Qadi *Abd al-Jabbar were two of the most outstanding 
and celebrated judges of the second half of the fourth/tenth century< 
From the scanty- often repeated- biographical accounts of their 
lives they seem to have had several parallel characteristics* Both, 
for instance, held the post of judge during their life, both were 
eminent theologians and leaders of their particular school* Both 
lived in reigns of Caliphs whose sympathies, if not their commitment* 
were towards the third party, the Shi'ites which was the greater 
antagonist to them both, and although if they had or shared any 
opinion in common it was their attacks against the Shi1ah, both 
authors traditionally and in principle held similar contempt for 
one another*
Being contemporaries both were acquainted with the statesman and
scholar, al-Sahib ibn *Abbad who appeared to have been the source • •
of information at one time or another to them both, as well as the
patron of *Abd al-Jabbar* It would seem however that had it not been
for the Wazir, al-Sahib, choosing for *Abd al-Jabbar the town of al-
• •
Rayy for his jurisprudential post, both judges were likely to have
encountered each other in open debate, as can be inferred from
— — — P 2al-Baqillani1 s activities against both the Shif ite^anch-the
■ i ■ i■■ 1 — —
1. For al-Baqillani*s information by Ibn *Abbad see *I*jaz al-Qur*a 
P P 3^*5*390,^25;■ for *Abd al-Jabbar see Ibn Kathxr, al-Bidaya 
wal-Nihayah* vol. II j, p. 313*
2* Cf* particularly Abu Hayyan al-Tawhidi, * al-Muqabasat* p*
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MuHazilite leaders* This geographical factor however did not
prevent either from refuting the otherfs work or a work belonging
2to a leader of either of their rival schools.
A more important characteristic which distinguishes both judges 
is undoubtedly their copious and prolific writing^, of which we 
shall see more later* From their surviving works, in full context 
or in part, both authors impress indeed astonish us, with their 
fantastic output, by their protracted contribution to the chapter 
of I * jaz * to say nothing of their contribution to other aspects 
of Qur’anic studies and theology in general*
From a purely literary and historical viewpoint bojrh authors 
were of great importance, if only because both often echo the views 
of many of their leaders and their schools, early in this century 
or that preceding it*
Finally the most striking point of resemblance between these 
two men is evidently the way in which both handled the question of 
I1jaz* more especially from a theological standpoint, and the 
method or technique they adopted in their arguments* But although
1* Cf. Ibn al-'Arabi, fAhkam al-Qur*an!, ed* M*al-BijawI,vol*3*
pp* 445-6* fact,in*his extant works al-Baqillani is to be
found disputing with them over^this or that principle.
2* Among the works of al-Baqillani is one entitled ’The refuta-
-tion of the KefutationJ this is likely to have been a refuta- 
-tion of ’Abd al-Jabbar’s refutation^of al-Ash’ari*s'*K* al- 
Luma’ 1 ;see *TC*Hidayat al-Mustarshidln* vol*XI,f.13b*
For further refutation of *Abd alyJabbar of al-Ashlari’s 
views cf*e.g* -’It* al-Muhit bil-Takliff of ’Abd al-Jabbar, ‘ 
Cairo edn* (1965) pp* 186-7,etc.; also ’al-Mughnl* vol. ¥1] 
p*4-#
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their handling of the subject bears a great resemblance the 
conclusions reached are of necessity different, due to the obvious 
fact of their training and theological backgrounds* Xn this respect 
it is noticeable that many of the topics and issues reflected upon 
in al-Baqillani * s ’ICitab Hidayat al-Mustarshidin1 and 'Ititab al- 
Intisar* parallel closely many of those occurring in 'Abd al-Jabbar 
'Kitab al-Mughni*« The former however is more advanced in his 
literary discussions and analyses than the latter*
As for the method or the technique used by both authors nothing 
is new, the method of questions and answers, or " If anyone asks** 
*.*,the answer is**.**.11, had long been in use, particularly by the 
theologians*
The stereotyped formula 11 If anyone asks etc*n is itself highly 
suggestive of hypothetical nature for these questions* A problem 
arises however, were all such questions introduced by this formula, 
hypotheses adapted to induce discussions, or were they in fact 
questions which had actually been forced?
The answer seems to be an amalgam of both* There were no doubt 
real issues involved which consequently brought about these 
questions, but whether they were constructed from the objection of 
an opponent or opponents or a mental deduction of a likely argument 
inherant as a corollary of the point at issue, is hard to say.
The most peculiar thing about these questions is that they 
identically occur in rival studies, which suggests that either one 
was elaborating on the theme of the other or that these questions 
were current among contemporary learned circles*
CHAPTER VXX 
- 1-
a l - b S q i l l a n !
(Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn al- Tayyib) 
* *
d. ^03 A.H. = 1013 A*D.
”It was, then fitting that the name joined 
at last in tradition,with the final form 
of that system, should be that of a 
controversialist* But this man, Abu Bakr 
al-Baqillani, the Qadi, was more than a 
mere controversialist* It is his to have 
contributed most important elements 'to an 
put into fixed form what is,perhaps, the 
most fantastic and daring metaphysical 
scheme, and almost certainly the most 
thorough theological scheme, ever thought 
out*" *
* D*B*Macdonald,* Development of
Muslim »Theology, Jurisprudence and 
Constitutional Theory1, p.200,Lahore,196
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BIOGRAPHICAL AND LITERARY BACKGROUND
Early biographers and modern scholarship
1 
To three of the early biographers- al-IChatib al-Baghdadi(d*463/ 
1070), al-Hadi 'Iyad2(d,5Wl1^9) and Ibn *Asakir3(d.571/1175) - we
owe almost all that is known about al-Baqillani1s life and works* The
former who was a boy of six or seven when al-Baqillani died, was
evidently the main source of information of the other two as well as
many others of the later generations of biographers who were directly
4or indirectly dependent on his accounts. The importance of the second 
biographer, *Iyad, lies in the first place in the fact that through 
him a comprehensive though incomplete list of al-Baqillani1s works 
was handed down to us* Ibn 5 Asakirs s accounts, on the other hand, 
especially those given in his section on al-^aqillani, are of the leas 
significance, since they are in the main dependent on al~IGiatxb*s 
material,but the importance of Ibn *Asakir*s work as a whole with 
regard to al-Baqillani is unquestionably the fact that in it he 
provides us with valuable details concerning the second and third 
generations of the Ash'arite doctors who were al-Baqillani4s contempor-
r*
-aries- tutors or pupils.-^
From these works combined, few facts appear to have been known
— —
about the outward life of al-Baqillanx which can be summed up in the 
ClT Ta’rikh Baghdad, vol*3*PP*379-383»Eo. 2906*
(2) Tartib al-Madarik** *# The author*s account on al-Baqillanx is an 
extract appendixed to the first edition of 4K*al-Tamhidl (l9^7)pp*
249-239.
(3) *Tabyin..* pp.217-226*
(4) More particularly al-Samfani(Ansab ff*6lb-62a)who as is well known 
was the summarizer of al~Khatib*s history9and who inspired such 
authors as; Ibn al-Athxr, Ibn Khallikan and Ibn al-ffmad*
(5) Of. eg, pp. 177,178,216,244,248,236,273.
(6) This Nisbah is to al-Baqilla(beans) and designates the seller of 
such vegetable food* For its derivation see Sam*ani (op*cit,)Ibn 
Khallikan, *Wafayat* vol* 7?P*7,No.6l9*
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following;
He was a native of Basrah, who resided at Baghdad . He was the most
outstanding Ashfarite theologian during his life, unequalled by any
1 —  2 predecessor or successor, as well as a Malikite judge* Having been
introduced to the court of *Adud al-Dawlah, he served on one occasion
*3
as his ambassador to Byzantium* A noticable feature in that political
embassy were the theological discussions between al-Baqillani, the
Emperor and the learneds of Byzantium, in which the question of miracl
was predomih&ht* The rest of the details, however, are scatered anec-
-dotal fragments on the man’s piety, his works generally, or how he
4used to write them, some of his controversies, the mention of those
5
by whom he was instructed in one branch of study or another or those
g
who were instructed by him and finally the fixing of the date of his
(1) Thus noticed Ihn Taymiyyah, see, Ibn al-’Imad, Sh.Dh.vol, 3» P*1^
(2) Yaqut,Mu*jam,vol.2,p.105, gives the name of ’Ukbara as the town a 
which he used to practise. But Ibn Farhun the author of1al-Bibaj1 
has ascribed even the leadership of the Malikite school to al- 
Baqillani, See p*244.
(3) ypr further detail on al-Baqillani1s embassy ,see Ibn al-Athlr,
1 fcamil1 vol. IX, pp * 11-12; a~Rudhrawi!,Dhayl Tajarib al-Umam1 vol.3,p* 
28, Eng. Trans,vol, 3,P*23f a-l-Jawziial-Muntazam* vol.7»P*
263* Also by the same author *K. al-Adhkiya91 p* 88. Engt Trans. 
'An Embassy from Baghdad to the Emperor Basil II1 by H.F. 
Amerdraz, (J.K.A.S.)_1914, pp.915-933*
(4) For some of al-Baqillani1s debates with the leaders of various 
sects,see in addition to the three main sources Ibn al-*Arabi,
*Ahkara al-Qur’an* ed* al-Bijawi, vol*3,P«l443t al-Sifdi, al-Wafi, 
'vol.3,p.77,No.1150,
(3) Such as;- Al-Abhari(d.373/984),the leader of the Malikite school, 
the Traditionist ,al-Qati*i(d.368/978) , al-ShirazKd *371/391) who 
instructed al-Baqillani in Usui, Abu Ahmad al-*Askari(d.332/992) 
in literature and among the pupils of al-Ash*arI who taught al- 
Baqillanl Ibn Mujahid$al-BahilI.
(6) Among them the mystic al-Sullmi(d.4l2/1021), the poet,al-Sukkri 
and several others*
death.
The fact that all the fragmentary accounts found in the afore­
mentioned main sources or others have been introduced and discussed ii 
introductions and appendixes in khme of the recent editions of al- 
Baqillanl’s works makes it superfluous on our part to reflect on then 
any further.
In addition to the editing of some of the authorfs works modern
studies have also been made on the man* s writings on literary
2criticism, theology and politics, some of which we shall see later.
The aspect of the order in which al-Baqillani1s known works were 
produced being of prime importance to us, we shall look into the worl 
of one of these latter who also made an attempt in this direction* 
R.J.McGarthy is, no doubt, one of the few contemporary students 
of al-Baqillani who have undertaken some considerable add remarkable 
studies of his life and works as a theologian* In some of his 
prefaces, for instance, he endeavours to cast some light on an 
approximate date,rather an age, when the author, al-Baqillani might 
have written his ’Kitab al-Bayan1, The conclusion reached was that 
al-Baqillani was at a very advanced age when he commenced that 
particular work# Yet, despite all the factors enumerated by the 
editor in support of this assumption, it still appears far from 
convincing*
The factors observed by Dr* McCarthy are :
(1) See 'Tamhld1, Cairo edn* pp.1-31 also pp.24l-273;_Beyrouth edn. 
pp*19-30; A Tenth Century Document*• •.p*xiii; I*jaz,pp.19-73» 
Insa^,pp.8-12.
(2) The leatest of these studies was *The Political Doctrine of aJL- 
Baqillani1 by Yusuf Ibish, concerning the theory of al-Imamah 
expounded in al-Baqillanx*s K. al-TamEid, Beirut, (1966) ,America 
University of Beirut, Oriental Series,44*
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(l) The fact that al-Baqillani1s mention of his fK© al-Tamhid* in
*K. al-Bayan*^ should necessarily prove that *K* al-Tamhid must have been 
composed before it* True, but the question thus posed is when was 'K* al- 
Tamhid.’ written? For further discussion the editor refers us to his own 
edition of *K* al-Tamhid’ and in particular p* 29 of the Arabic intro­
duction® This page will be considered later on®
(2) The mentioning of "al-Shaylch Abu *Abd Allah rahimahu Allah", On
2this last prayer' Dr® McCarthy, in one of the footnotes in his thesis 
makes this comment following his name ( i*e* al-Shaylch Abu ’Abd Allah of 
Qayrawan): "If the phrase is al-Baqillani’ s, the work (i* e* *K. al-~Bayan'
cannot be earlier than 386 or 396",
(3) "There is something else" noticed Dr* McCarthy, "with regard to the
author’s (al-Baqillani’s)style - I rnean the obtuseness and lack of clarity
in some of the sentences, also the slight ambiguou sn.es s or extreme brevity
in the case of some arguments as well as the disparity of the latter with
the methodology mentioned by the author at the opening of his book® For
all of these, I feel that *K0 al-Bayan* was the work of a man of very
advanced years and perhaps because of this, al-Baqillani could not have
3
finished what he promised at the end of the text of this book".
These are the factors which lead the editor to suggest that al- 
Baqillani ’s ’K* al-Bayan1 was the work of an aged man® Let us now examine
(lj Cf® e,g’« p® 88, McCarthy ed®
2; Part 2, p® 274? Footnote (2)
3) Cf* ’K* al-Bayan1, Arabic Introduction, pp* 19-20
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these factors in the light of the material made available to us by Dr, 
McCarthy himself®
Considering the first observation from which we are referred to p, 2 
of Dr. McCarthy*s own edition of ’Kitab al-Tamhid’, leaving aside the 
question of ’If® al-Bayan* for the moment, in the light of one of the foot 
notes (lO) which reads: "I have neglected the question of the date
for this book (i®e® al-Tamhid) because I cannot see any solution for it; 
and also because we do not know the exact date of al-Baqillani * s birth 
‘it seems that any further conclusion is brought to a dead end for all of 
al-Baqillani:’s works, save by means of other information®
Commenting' on al-Qadi’I yad’s report, the editor writes: "We read
in the bibliography of al-Qadi *Iyad that al-Baqillani had composed 
’Kitab al-Tamhid* for ’Adud al-Dawlah’s son when the author was a ’SHab’ 
(by definition, a young man under 54)* "As Bor ’Kitab al-Tamhid* in its 
present form which appears in the manuscripts, it is not in my opinion 
a work of a Shah"*
In affirmation of this the editor argues the fact that al-Baqillani’ 
mention of six of his own works, some of them voluminous, (quoted in foot 
note 9) in it led him to conclude: "Therefore, 1 am entitled to think
that ’Kitab al-Tamhid* in its present form is either a work of a *Kahl* 
or it was revised at such a period of age, but the original had been writ 
while he was a ’Shah’*"
The last alternative offered by the editor, however, is not only 
unsound for lackof confirmation, it did not, in fact, go far beyond what 
has been suggested already by al-Qadi ’lyach Tet if ’Kahlhood1 starts, 1:
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definition, at the age of 34* one cannot see why such a, work could not
have been written before this age. The six works can be reduced to only 
1four which need not have been a, hindrance, since it has been reported
that the man used to write about bhrity-five pages a night, or in another
report, when his works were counted and divided between the days in his
2life, they averaged ten pages per day* The four works, big or small, 
therefore, in the light of either report, by a simple mathematical 
calcollation, could have been written at a relaxed pace in the span of a
f
single yearQ
Nonetheless, of all al-Baqillani1s works that have reached us so far, 
!K* al-Tamhid1 is perhaps the only work to which an approximate date may
‘T
be given8 The work as we are informed by al-Qadi fIyad^ was written at 
Shiraz for the sake of the young prince, the son of *Adud al-Dawlah, Abu 
al-Kijar Samsam al-Dawlah, who died (.388/998)^ . The duration of Samsafi 
al-Dawlah-as a prince in Persia was nine years and eight days®"
(1) According to the dditors of *K« al-Tamhid1, Cairo edition, p®_ 258 
(notes and comments) footnote (4)? !K* Hidayat al-Mustarshidin1 is 
mentioned in *Ka al-Tamhid* itself* They refer us to p* 259 of their 
edition* This is undoubtedly a mistake® The phrase from which they 
inferred thispreads; "Pi Ghayri Hadha al-Kitab Bi-ma Pihi Teh sirat mi 
lilmustarshidin" is more of a general prayer tone than specifying a 
particular Hidayat al-Mustarshidin* Por such expression, cf® also 
his !K® al-Intisar', vol® 1, fol® 3b® Moreover, if *K® al-Tamhid* is 
mentioned in *K« al-Hidayah* (cf* e*g* vol® VIII, f* 17b) how can 
the reverse be true? The other work is *3harh al-Luma' which is not 
mentioned in ‘al-Tamhid1 itself, but in al-Qadi's Myad!s biographical 
notes which can mean that it was written after or at the same time as
* Tamb_i d1 * _
(2) See lTamhid!, Cairo ed* p® 245•
(3) Ibid* p* 250*
(4) C f. Ibn al~Athir, 1Kami11, vo1.X, p * 14 *
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The hook therefore must have been written during that period# The
location of the nine years and eight days is not very difficult to find
1out* We know from the same source cited above that the father of this 
prince$ ’Adiid al-Dawlah, died in Baghdad in 372/982® This date is 
important for it also marks the new reign of the young prince Samsam 
al-Dawlah as the chosen successor of his father at Baghdad® The nine 
years and few days must fall sometime before that date, i.e. 372-363*
when both father and son were at Shiraz® If, however, 1Adud al-Dawlah
~ 2entered Baghdad and settled in 3^7 al-Tamhid1 must necessarily have
been written sometime before that date and in all probability between 
the years 3^7”3^ 3<*
To return to ’Kitab al-Bayan’ and with regard to the same point, 
doubt has been cast over the prayer "rahimahu Allah” by the editor 
himself in his translation of the book® Yet the date of the death of the 
man in question is not quite settled®
The third factor which falls greatly on al-Baqillani*s style, appears 
to the editor to be lacking certain qualities in some sentences® This 
may have been good ground for assessment, but Dr® McCarthy at one time
made it clear that ”1 make no claim at all to any competence in criticising
~ - 3
al-Baqillani1 s literary expression. ”«,
Yet the desire to prove that al-Baqillani was an old man when he
wrote ’K® al-Bayan1 accounts for some of Dr® McCarthy’s emphasis on his
(1) Ibid® vol. IX, pp® 15-16®
(2) Cf® op® cit® vol® VIII, p® 506o
(3) Thesis, part 1, p® 294*
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style3 which might equally have proved that he was a young man who was not 
maturely disciplined in the writing of his thoughts.
As for the extreme conciseness in 'K. al-Bayan* , perhaps the reason
given in al-Baqillani1s own introduction is a good enough explanation*
Here is Dr. McCarthy's own translation of it: "And now that we have
learned that you have described the very great need for an explanation 
of (p. 276) the doctrine 011 the various aspects of this subject and of
1the principle norms concerning it, done in a concise and abridged form*" 
The editor's last conclusion is that al-Baqillani did not finish 
what he promised at the end of his book, perhaps because of age* "Whatever 
the reason may be, it seems to be drawn at some haste, comparable to that
of the editors of the first edition of 'Ko al-Tamhid' who once accused
al-Baqillani of not fulfilling 0. promise which he made on p* 97, lines
15- 14.1
Thanks to Dm McCarthy's discovery of fuller manuscripts of 'K* al-
Tamhid', we find that the asserted broken promise was after all honoured
as the discovered, part in Dr0 McCarthy's edition completes the missing 
3
chapter «
However, it would, in the last analysis, seem to be futile to attempt 
to establish the age of an author in the knowledge that the work on which 
we are basing our assumption is incomplete.
Finally, though age is naturally accounted for, it did not seem to 
inhibit al-Baqillani totally in his vocation as an author and writer, for
fl) Thesis, part 2, pp* 275-6°
(2) Cf. Notes^and comments, the Egyptian edition, p0 260*
(3) Cf. 'Tamhid*, McCarthy edition, Chapter 35, pp® 341~4«
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up until the year A02/1012, one year before his death, the man
1
was in a position to dictate books.
And for a last wor^ kboiit fK# al-Bayan* and the assumption that
it might have been his last work which he could not complete, who
else but al-Baqillani himself, who twice mentioned it in *K. Hidayat 
-  2al-MustarshidiM a work which is noted for its thoroughness and 
vigorous style, *K. al-Bayan* must necessarily have been written 
befox'e it#
Al-Baqillltni1 s works as evidenced by himself.
It is to be hoped in this brief chapter that we shall reproduce,
within the limit of possibility, a short list of al-Baqillani1s
works from within, that is tm say those which were mentioned by the
author himself. It is by no means an exhaustive list, nor is it the
main intention to compile such* Its main purpose is aimed at serving
us with a somewhat rough, sami- chronological order, indicating at
at least the relation between the material so far available#
The rather gross shortcomings of the initial list of al-Baqillani^
works, drawn up by al-Sadfi in the late fifth or early sixth
*
3
century, containing the titles of thirty-nine works, were first
noticed by his own pupil, al-Qadi *Iyad who transcribed the list
• *
from M s  master*s handwriting# Al-Qadi fIyad in his turn added a• #
Zj.
further ten titles to the original list,bringing the total figure
to forty-nine?!titles. The fact
(T5 See al-Qadi ’Iyad*s biographical notes,Tamhid, Cairo_edn.p.2A3, 
particularly the*report related by Abu 1Imran al-Fasi*
(2) Cf.vols.VII,fol.7a,line 1A also fol* 1^a,linel8;XVII,fol.13a* 
lines13-1'^ *fols 13b-16a,lines 19 and 1.
(3) See Tamhid, Cairo edn* pp.237-9•
(4*) Ibid,p#239*
temporary and that they were geographically distant would imply further
shortcomings in their lists*
The first editors of !E0 al-Tamhid* (1947) have enhanced the above
1mentioned lisrs by yet three more titles* In the latest edition of one
of al-Baqillani1 s most famous works, 11 ^ 8,2 al^Q.mh'an1 (1954) ‘^he figure
had risen by yet another three titles pushing the grand total up to
2
f if ty-five headings *
Before expanding however the list or lists any further or even 
reducing it, some explanatory remarks may be rather appropriates, It is 
not a question of the length or protractedness of the list or lists, 
yet it is far too early to pronounce on their credibility, nor for that 
matter a question of al-Baqillani*s prolific authorship; it is simply 
that one cannot help noticing certain confusions in the ramification 
and a lack of certification appears to have been indulged in by both old 
authors and modern editors*
Al-Baqillani himself, if not secretarial shortcomings throughout the 
ages, may be held partly responsible for some of the incoherence* In 
this respect, we find al-Baqillani himself sometimes employing the word 
'Kitab* (book) to indicate a chapter or chapters in a single work or even 
several works* Thus ambiguity, though sometimes cleared up by the author 
al-Baqillani since he would indicate precisely the book, that Is to say
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the chapter and the work in which it occurredj sometimes, however, he
failed to do so, which doubtless contributed somewhat to the increase in
2the volume of hisTworks'
In the light of al-Baqillani*s works discovered so far, either in
print or in manuscripts, the lists compiled by both al-Sadfi and al-Qadi- *
!Iyad appear to have been impaired with the splitting' up of some of the
3  A
titles, identical with some modification, ’ or as it happened uncertainty
on the part of al-Qadi *Iyad in respect of some of the titles added by 
him, ^
6In the case of modern editorships, apart from vague ramification,
(1) Cf* !IC, al-Inti§arf Ms* volJE, fol* 147& wherein one of the references
he made reads: "Kitab al-Ijma^min Kitab TJsul al-FIqh' al~3aghir" 
likewise in ’K* Hidiayat al-Mustarshidin* vol* IX, fol. 6b* Another 
reference reads: "Kitab al-Akhbar min TJsul al-Fiqh" or even in a
collective form as appeared in !Ke al-Bayan*, McCarthy ed, p* 82, 
line 3' "Kutub al-Ta^dil wal-Tajwir fi Usui al-Biyanat •"
(2) E.g, while in both !Tamhid1, McCarthy edn., ch* 35* P* j>41s an^ an
*K* al-Hidayah1, vol* VI, fol, 10b, we find al-Baqillani writing about 
and referring to a certain chapter* Al-Sadfi in his list (lJo*4) 
counted It as a specific work*
(3) E*g0 Ho* 22 and 35 in 'K* al-Bayan* appear as a single title, yet
the reference made by the adthor in the introduction p,5 would Imply
a certain unity when he spoke 011 the same topic on previous occasions 
Further, in 'K* Hidayat al-Mustarshidin* they are often mentioned
as one title, cf* vol.JCVXE, fols* I3&9 ^b-l^sw
(4) Fog* No* 21 in al-Sadfi*s list and No* 49 in ’lyad1 s can hardly be
other* than the same work,
(5) Fog* No, 31 in al-Sadfi*s and Bos* 41 and 42 ended by fIyad; the
latter1s titles strike us not only that the recording of No* 42 was
merely hearsay as *Iyad himself testifies butyfche fact that both 41 
and 42 were abridgements of Bo* 31 in al-Sadfi fs list suggests that 
they were both thus made by a later hand* This is supported by an 
abridgement of !K* al-Intisar1* The attempt on al-Baqillani1s part 
to abridge his own works appears, as recorded by *Iyad, (ibid p0244) 
not a successful one,
(6) Cf. 'K. al-Bayan*, McCarthy edn0, p* 142,
Z9k
substitution of a sub-title appears to have be.-n counted as an independent
WOi k *
Here are some of al-Baqillani1s works as extant or referred to by 
him in them*
The first five titles in this list, however, appeared neither in the 
old author*s compilations nor among the additional titles which appear in 
some of the modern editionss™
"  -  2 
Tadrif ^Ajz al-Mu^tazilah <An Tashih Tala'il al-Nubuwwah*. j * *
Ahkam al-Mu v j i z a t *
— -v. 'i 4
Jam!** al-Abwab wal-Adillah*
Al-ITsul al-Shar*ip/alr^
_ £
Khalci al-Af* al.
The following are the works mentioned in *K* al-Tamhid1, which would
indi.ca.te that they had been composed before it,in some cases, titles
are shortened*
__ - 7
(-6) K* Kayfiyyat al-lstishhad.
(7) IC* al-Usul al-Kabir fi al-Fiqh*^
(8) K« Manaqib al-A*immah*'
(l) Cf* fK* al-Ifjaz*, Saqr edn, p* 56, especially no* 55? which in many 
respects is but the ’ sub-title of IC* al-Tamhid* The account given by 
al-Sidfl, *Wafi’, vol* III, p* 177 is more likely a development of 
that found in a3-~Ba.ghd0.di, Ta^rikh Baghdad, #ol„ V, p* 379» _ _
2) IC* Hidayat al-Mustarshidin, vol*VI, folia* Also cf* al-Baghdadi,Farq
3) Ibid* vol. VII, f. 7s- 247.
(4) IC. al-Intisar vol* I, f* 260b*
(5) Ibid *
(6) Ibid* vol. I, f. 242a*
(7  ^ See ’Tamhid1, Cairo ed* p* 4-0 5 licCarthy edo p* 3.4»
8} Ibid " " p.1465 " " p.187.
9) Ibid M ” p.2295 1 " P-378 (Appendix)*
(1) K .
(2) K *
(3) I v  0
(4) K .
(5) IC *
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(9) K. Ikfar al-Muta’wlIn.^
2
(10) IC. Sharh al-Luma1 *
(11) IC. AL-TAMHID. 3
Works referred to in *K. Hidayat al-Mustarshidin’
(*) IC. al-Tamhid ^
(*) IC. TJsul al-Fiqh.^
-  —  6(*) IC. Ahkam al-Mu!jizat.
- —  7
(*) IC. Ta’rif fAjz al-Mu1tasilah ’An Tashih Dala5il al-Nubuwwah.
* • *
- — 8(12) IC. al-Intisar li-Naql al-Qur’an.
(13) K. Naqd Naqd al-Luma’* •
*. « i 0
(lk) IC. Naqd al-Naqd ’Ala al-Hamadhani .
* *
(15) IC. Daqa’lq al-ICalam.
_ „ „ _ - _ ■ _ 1'2
(16) IC* al-Farq bayn Mu'jizat al-Nabiyyin wa ICaramat al-Salihin.
* #
(17“1S) ICitabayy al-Imamah.^
(19) IC. HIDlTAT al-mustarshidIm .
(1) Ibid. Cairo edn. p. 186; McCarthy edn. (Not mentioned)
(2) Ibid. ” 1 p. 250; in fact al-Baqillani did not mention it,
but from 'lyad's biographical notes it would seem that it was 
written shortly after ’IC. al-Tamhid’
(3) Published twice; Cairo(l9^7) Beirut(l937)
(k) fIC*Hidayat al-Mustarshidin Ms. vol. VIII,fol. 17b. ‘
(5) Ibid. e.g.vols. IX,f,6b,XII,f.17b.,XIV,f.l6a. XVII,f.13a.
(6) Ibid. vol. 7f.7a.
(7) Ibid. vol. VI,f.11a.
(8) Ibid. vols VII,f.7bs VIII,f.22a;XII,f. 15a; XIV,f.8b;XI,f.10a
(9) Ibid. vol. VIItf.7a.
(10) Ibid. vol.XI,f.13b.
(11) Ibid. vol. XIII,f.3a.
(12) Ibid. vol. XVII,£f«13a,15b-l6a.
(13) Ibid. vols IX, f.6b,; XV,I, f #2^a.
(lA) The original MS of this work belongs to al-Azhar University
library and of which a photocopy is preserved by the Arab League 
Organisation’s Library, Theology No. 2k3» For further detail see 
later.
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Those which were mentioned in !1C* al-Intisar1 s-
MvX-J K. Lsul al-Fiqh*
(-X--X-) iC,
p
Sharlj al-Luraa4' *
( x-xh K. al-Imamah*^
K, Jam- i< al-Abwab,^
Lx-xL IC. al-Usul al- Shariyyah.
(**■) T r IChalq al-Af<al.°
(-X-X-) IC, TJsul al-Piqh al-Saghir.
(20) IC, AL-lntisar.^ *
The sx^ c^ific names mentioned
(***) IC,
q
al-TamhicL"
(***) K* Sharh al-Luma*•^
(*»*) K. AL-Bayan,
(21) K* AL-INSW.12
(l^  'Intisar1 vol*I, ff* 141ay 278b*
(2) Ibid,' ff* l6lb, 204a, 227a*
(3) Ibid* f. 152b.
(4) Ibid* f. 260b*
5) Ibid* f. 260b*
6) Ibid, f. 242a*
.7) Ibid* f. 147a*
(8) This manuscript now belongs to the Sulemaniye Library, 6/18671, it 
bears the seal of Mustafa Pasha’s Library,
,9) 1 Bay an ’, KcC edn* p* 88*
10) Ibid, p* 88,
11) The surviving part of it was edited by R.J. McCarthy, Beyrouth, 1958* 
12; It was published in 1963* (Por 3, discussion of the title of the work
see ’I’jazM, Saqr edn, Introduction, pp* 51-53) edited by Muhammad 
Zahid al-Kawthari#
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Those works referred to in ’IC, I’jaz al-Qur’an*;- 
(****) k . al-TIsul.1
(22) Ka,4ani al-Qur’an.
(23) K. Alr-11JAZ AL-QUR'AN.5
(24) Usui al-Din.^
Thus it would seem that the material so far accessible, in print or 
manuscript, in part or full context, or those known to have existed, can 
he arranged roughly as follows
(1) 'K.
5Manaqib al-A>mmahI
(2) 'K. al-Tamhid’«
(3) 'IC. al-Bayan'„
(4) 'K. al-Intisar’• 
»
(5) ’K. Hidayat al-Mus tarshidin
(6) ’IC al-Insaf’.
(7) ’IC. I ’ jaz al-Qur’an *.
This order is determined by no other reason but the obvious fact that 
each of the first five works was mentioned in the work preceding it. In 
the case of No. 3? ’Ko al-Bayan1 and NO. 4° al-Intisar’, these were 
mentioned only in No.5* f^-* al-Hidayat al-Mustarshidin1. Of the last two
(l^  fI'*jaz’, Sagr edn,, J00 (2) Ibid, Pp. 317? 374*
(3) It has been published several times (see Saqr Inroduction, p. 103) the 
latest of which is by S.A* Saqr, Cairo, 1954*
(4) This work was mentioned twice in the second part of the abridgement of 
’IC. al-Intisar1, ff. 84a, 140b. The original manuscript of this 
abridgement belongs to the Municipal Library of Alexandria, No* 828,
a photocopy of which is preserved in the Arab League Organisation 
Library, Commentary No0 264*
(5) CSAl, S/l, r. 349. No.7.
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works, and. in particular, fIC* I*jaz al-Qumxn’, which we shall deal with 
frequently in the following pages, we find no reference in the previous 
worko Could this imply that both works were of a later period in the 
author's life?
On the face of it, or as far as our limited knowledge of al-Baqillani 
life and works allow, this may be the more appealing and acceptable 
conclusion, but it would by no means be the only one, Leaving aside 
’IC® al-Insaf* which is of little importance to us, in the case of ’IC® 
a1-1'jaz’ the following remarks may accentuate further the possibility 
that it was one of al-Baqillani’s later works, or at least that it was 
composed after ’IC* ■ -Hidayat al-Mustarshidin’*
A® We notice in the earliest list of a-'Baqi 11 ani’s works, drawn up by 
al-Sadfi, that the name of ’I’jaz’ was not included among the others, 
which may suggest that the work had not achieved wide popularity, or 
that it was unknown completely, save to a few®
B* At the very end of the British Museum manuscript of 'K® al-I’jaz’,
Or® 7749, is appended the following note: ’’This is what had been
written by the author himself for the library of ’Adud al-Dawlah and it 
was read by the author’s son, al-Hassan, in 397 A.H*” The date here 
is more likely in reference to the writing of the book rather than t.o
the mere reading of the author’s son® Such a statement may perhaps give 
reason as to why al-Sadfi could not include the work in his list, another 
reason being, perhaps, that it was tucked away in the above mentioned 
libraryj the date, on the other hand, if it is to be accepted, makes
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clear that the work was only written six years before the author1s death 
in 405 A<,H0
Exit neither the date nor the statement seem to be convincing* Doubt
about the authenticity of the date has already been cast, ~ to which may
be added that it was penned by a later and different hand, which is
apparent if the two scripts are compared® With regard to the statement,
al-Bagillani himself made clear in his introduction that he was honour-
2
ing by this work a certain person and not the mentioned library*
C* Regardless of the above, in the light of the materials found in 
references, here used for the. first time, up to that found in *K® al~ 
Hidayat al-Mustarshidin1, by comparison !K0 al-Jdjaz', represents to us 
an advanced stage in the literary field and as shall be seen al-Baqillani 
seems to have abandoned some of the conventional views that he expressed 
in works prior to lI!jas,e
Bhfo/'b0? endeavouring to examine some of al-Baqillani1 s contributions 
towards the text of the Qur'an in general and his chapter on Ifjas in 
particular, a certain fact should be emphasised* It is noticeable that 
most of his extant works were written to honour a person or to oblige 
a request of a group of persons* This fact led him consequently to 
repeat invariably many of his arguments.
For a wider look into the general background of the question of 
1’jaz in the studies of al-Baqillani two of his unknown works may be 
examined®
Saqr introduction, p* 107* 
Baqillani’s introduction* p. 7
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Al-Baqillani and Qur1 anic .. Studies 
»K. AL-IHTISlR*1V r r '
Some aspects of the literary criticism 
The work as a whole, or the surviving part of it, can be described 
as a general survey .of the history of the Qur’an, more particularly of 
what has become known as the sciences of the Qur’an.
It may generally be taken for granted that al-Baqillani’s prolific 
theological and jurisprudential writings were centred largely on the 
Qur’an. This is justifiable by merit^bf^hiss professions. On the one 
hand as being a judge, on the other as a leader of the school of al-
Ash’ari. Further, the remainder of his \<rorks are good enough
t
evidences*
-' - - ‘ 2
From the list of his works compiled by al-Qadi ’Iyad, and from
* *
3references made by others, it is clear that some titles were 
concerned with,either wholly or in part,.literary and historical 
subjects relating to the text of the Qur’an. We are informed by al- 
Baqillani’s successor in the Ash’arite school of theology, Imam al~ 
Haramayyn,’Abd al-Malik al-Juwayni, that the question of the
(1) The manuscript of this first part of *K.al-Intisar*(301 folios) 
which was copied In the year 1090 A.H., originally belonged to 
Qara Mustafa Pasha library, but it has been acquired by the 
S'dleymaniye Kutiiphanesi 'Miidilrlflgil library, Istanbul, (No.6/18671)
G.Brockelmann, G.A.L*,s.1, p.3^9,no.5(in the list.of al-Baqilla 
-nl's works) gives this work the title "K.al-Istibsar^fi al-Qur’an** 
which is another mistake as in recording al-Baqillami*s own name 
as Abu Bakr. M.b. (’Abd) attaiyb al-Basra, or Abu Bakr^b, 'All* 
Also he attributes him as a direct pu^il of al-Ash!ari* E.I. 
(1913) vol. 1,p*603.
(2) 'Tamhid* Cairo edition,pp.256-9-
(3) Cf.'I’jaz al-Qur’an1, ed. S.A.Saqr, pp.^2-56.
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of the Q,ur?an. in a certain worlc engaged several parts, that is to say
al-Baqillani in *K. al-Naqd. al-Kablr*, which contained forty volumes, three
1
of them devoted to the question of the Qur5,5n alone* '
This book, to which the reference was made, to judge only from its titlea 
appeared to have been of a controversial tendency, the three parts dealing 
with the question of the Qur?an might have made little literary contribution, 
yet judging by al-Baqillani1 s existing works the reverse might equally be 
true#
There are nevertheless three of al-Baqillani1 s extant works - to judge
by the latest scholarly editions of them - which can be considered to be
the full texts; the rest, however, in print or in manuscript are still
grossly lacking a part or several parts*
Among those, which are now known to us, yet incomplete, is 'IC* al-Intisar
2
Linaql al-Q,ur*anf of which only the first part is accessible*
Merely from its title page it may be assumed that the work as a whole
was confined to this specific branch of Qur?anic sciences, "the transmission
of the Qur^an" or Naql al-Q,ur*an a chapter which is well known in the field
x
of Qur a^nic sciences, and of which much is to be found in such later works 
as *K. al-Burhan’ of al-Zarkashi and 'al—Itqan1 of al—SuyutI*
(1) Cf. Y&fi*!, 'Marham al-cIilal etc*,1 Bibliotheca Indica, New Series,
No* 1246, p*l67* The name of the book is wrong,Cf. also al-Kawthari ed.
of *al-Ikhtilaf fl al-Lafz1 footnote 2*, p. 70. Cf* also al-Juwaynt,
1al-Shamll’, ed. H* Klopefr, p.121.
(2) Cf. last fol. 302a*
(3) Ibn cAtiyyah, 'Muqadimatin fx'Ilum al-Qur’an1, ed. A. Jeffery. We find
him discussing some of al-Baqillani1 s views, and it is likely he was 
referring to ’K. al-Intisar1. cf. pp. 265-275 with 'Intisar1, fols.
89a, 113a.
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Reading through the author's own preface, his list of contents and the
synopsis that follows, our attention is focussed on a certain chapter in
which the author concerned himself with the miraculousness of the Qur^an or
IMaa (cf, fol* Jb) •
Although the‘transmission of the Qur'an1 is the predominant and
prevailing theme throughout the hook, or the remaining part of it, the idea
1
of I* jaz as such is clearly apparent from the very beginning of this work.
Its literary concept is but, in some measure, the same as will be met with
in al-Baqillani1 s other works, mainly *IC. I1 jaz al-Qur?an*f
From a certain chapter in this work it may be gathered that it was
2
written sometime after !K. al-Tamhld1. The fact that we find no reference
7
to fK* al-I^jaz1 among other works he referred to in it, and most, 
importantly its literary discussions and its originality which was, to a 
large extent, derivative of third century achievements, as will be seen, 
suggest that it was composed also in a period prior to fK* al-Iej&z'*
¥hile reflecting on al-Baqillani1s theological attitude towards the 
theory of al-Sarfah it will be seen how the embittered antagonism of the 
members of various theological schools affected their judgements*
In this work, apart from sporadic references made casually to the 
Muctazilite school and its members or their teaching, there is a long 
section directed mainly against their interpretations of a considerable 
number of Qur^anic verses, (cf* fols* 220b ff.)* The bulk of the book attack
(1} Pol. la.
(2) Cf, 'IC. al-Tamhld1, ed. McCarthy, especially pp* 302, 345> with fol.
277a, line 17*
(3) Cf. fols. 141a, 147a, 152b, l6lb, 204a, 227a, 260b, 278b.
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the Shi€aite sect or sects and their multiple reproaches against the text 
of the Qur? an, which al-Baqillani viewed from a. Sunnite apologist standpoint 
and, most of all, the views of that well-known Shic aite sect, al-Rafidah - 
a sect, which among others,al-Baqillani contends with in other of his 
extant works*
The crucial point in all the controversies was simply that th© Rafidah,
as the case most often seemed to be, were endeavouring to shake the belief
in the version of the Qur’an canonized by U^thman, the caliph* To do so
they promoted several attacks against the text of the Qur’an ranging from
grammatical errors, stylistic veakness^ s&s to contradictions etc# Their 
1ultimate goal was to prove that their own version of the Qur’an was the
right one# A conflict which was impossible to confine to the literary
field and involved other factors, most of all political ones*
Al-Baqillani1 s bitter altercations with this sect was well-known to
his contemporaries, particularly Abu Hayyan al-Tawhld! who singled him out
-*2from the school of al-Asheari as being the most aggressive protagonist 
against the Shi * ah; though such verdicts are not. necessarily sound if they 
are to be considered in the light of that prevailing embittered atmosphere*^ 
The contents
The pattern of the work as a whole, as outlined by the author himself,^’ 
and maintained throughout the book, is , first, the presentation of his
(1) This was often repeated by the author, cf* e*g* fol* 197a*
(2) *A1-Muqabasat!, p*44* (i’or more of Abu Hayyan*s scorn and criticism of
al-Baqillani see ^l-Imta* wal-Mu^anasah1, Vol. 1, p* 143. Also
!IC. al-Hawamil wal-Shawamil1 p* 134* editor*s footnote.
(3) As we find serious slander inflicted on Abu Hayyan by a later Sunnite#
(4) See fol. 4a.
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opponents1 arguments at the opening of each chapter or section, followed 
by his counter criticism or refutation from his Sunnite standpoint, 
Al-Baqillani, as was often the case with his other works, was honouring 
with this book a certain group of people,^ Yet it was also intended to 
fulfil the urgent needs of lawyers, the reader of the Qur^ an, the 
commentators and those who were interested in the studies of meanings 
(Maeanl) or literary discussion. It is in this last category that, our 
interest lies and the last four chapters of this volume have some 
pertinent literary discussions. But perhaps a quick look at the contents 
prior to these chapters is desirable,
3  4-Apart from the first chapter, with its multiple proofs and sections 
involving a multitude of historical and traditional aspects dealing with 
many questions of the transmission of the Qur^ an, the other chapters 
cover subjects thus:-
(1) Chapter concerning the Basmalah, Surahs CXIIX and CXIY, the. 
prayer, al-Qunut, the order of the Surahs, the number of verses 
and what was revealed first, and last (fol. 56&)»
(2) Chapter on the different opinions concerning the number of 
verses in the Our* an and the reason why they were called verses 
(fol. 63b).
(3) Chapter concerning what was revealed first and last, the Makki 
and the Madani (fol* 67b),
(ll See fol* 2b*
(2) See fols. 4a.
(3) See fols. 16b, 19a, 24b, 25b, 31b, 32a.
(4) See fols* 49a*, 50a, 5^ a.
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(4) Chapter on the prayer, al Qunut, and Ubayy's different opinion
concerning it* (fol* rJ8b)«
(5) Chapter on the order of the Surahs, and whether it was achieved by 
revelation (Tawqif) or by logical deduction (ijtih&d)* (fol*85a)*
(6) Chapter concerning that the order of the verses within the Surahs 
should be m&iatained, that it was authorised by tradition and not 
by logical deduction, that the verses of the Surahs must not be 
mixed nor a verse replaced by another before or after it*(fol*89a)*
(7) Chapter concerning the Surahs CXIII and CXIT; traditions relating 
to their transmission, proof of that, refutation of the allegation 
that Ibn Mas*ud had omitted them, explanation of traditions 
concerning his omission and the evasion of them from his copy of 
the Qur’an aid also his leaving out of the first Surah* (fol* 92a)*
Most of these chapters are mentioned at the opening of the first 
chapter of this list but perhaps the fact that they in turn were sub-sectioned 
allowed for them to be dealt with individually*
(8) Chapter concerning their (the Rafidah) opposition to the trans­
mission df the Qur’an, with regard to the Prophet's tradition*
nThe Qur*an is revealed in seven ^ Letters; all of them are satisfacto^
ry and sufficient11, description of the successive traditions
concerning these seven Setters, their explanation, the different,
opinions concerning them, and whether the prophet stipulated them.
wholly and in detail to the community and indicated their
liability as he did with the text of the Qur’an and other matters 
or not and description of what we accept of such matters* (fol lo4a
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(9) Chapter concerning the seven letters in which the Qur*an was 
revealed (fol* 118a)* Sub-sectioned, a section concerning the 
explanation of the seven languages, the ways, and the seven 
readings which was maintained as what was meant by the Prophet *s 
saying, "The Qur’an was revealed in s e v e n ( f o l *  125b)
(10) Chapter concerning again the Rafidah, and other perverted and 
heretical sects, oppositions and doubts, description of the 
theses and narrations they profess in this matter (i*e* discussedi 
in previous chapter) which included the accepted and rejected and
isolation from *A1I and his house, and explanation of its 
wrongness, (fol* 129b)*
This chapter is also subdivided into the following chapters!
(a) Chapter concerning the tradition from 'TFbayy b* Kacb* (fol. 129b).
(b) Chapter concerning the traditions they clung to from cTJmar b*
al-I<hattab, explanation of their fallaciousness* (fol. 152a).
(c) Chapter concerning the tradition from Abu Musa al-Ash^ arl, its 
weakness, (fol. 133b)*
(d) Chapter on the conflict between al-Hasan b* eAli and Sa^ id b* al-cAs.
(fol. 138a).
(e) Chapter concerning the abrogated verses and opinion concerning that.
(fol* 141b). This chapter is subdivided into several sections,
1
proofs and counter proofs.
* * ■*
All these chapters are characteristic and self-revealing solely by their 
titles and clearly indicative of their subject matter of historical and
(l) See fols. 144b,145b, 152a, 155b, 154b, 173b, 176b.
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traditional proofs and counter proofs. Nevertheless, some glimpses of
literary evaluation and analogy are occasionally to he found.
Such discussions were not in fact initially intended* But the sway
1of controversy naturally engulfed them*
Some examples will perhaps illustrate this and would also give an 
idea of the literary critic al-Baqillani at an earlier period of his 
career.
In a subsection of his chapter on the number of verses in the Qur’an
(fol. 65), al—Betqillanl, in passing, dealsnyrith an old topic which had
2appeared in the study of Abu eITbaydah, namely the meaning of the words
Ayah"* (a verse in the Qur’an), Surah^  ( a chapter in the Qur’an) and the 
- 5word Qur?an itself.
Al-Baqillani1 s elaboration was not merely that of the philologist 
Abu cUbaydah, although philologists1 definitions were maintained, further 
opinions were also observed or criticised. For instance, with regard to 
the word Ayah (verse) he reported such remarks:
"Some had said that the verse in the Qur’an was thus called for its 
separation from another verse, and also that it was in the Qur*an 
tantamount to a verse in a poem and rhyme in poetry, though it was not 
distinguished like the rhyme in poetiy for it was not separated from 
another as the rhyme was in poetry."
(1) Thus we are informed by al-BSqillanl* fol.67b.
(2) Cf. fMajazt, vol.l, pp. 1-7*
(3) Fol* 65b.
(4) Fol. 66b.
(5) Fol. 67a.
(6) Fol. 66a.
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Concerning the word Surah, besides the philological explanations to be 
met with in the introduction of Abu U^baydah's 'Majaz1, al-Baqillani cited a 
few more*
e*g* "It is said that it was so defined because it was as a portion or 
a piece from the Q,ur?Sn which was derived from the Arab saying 'Inna fl-hl 
la-Suratun min Jamal1 i*e* !He (or it) is endowed with a portion of beauty 
etc*
For the word QurJan itself, al-Baqillani began with a lengthy 
syntactical explanation; the rest, however, is similar to that of Abu 
cUbaydah.
Again while embarking on the order of the Surahs in the Qur?an (fol* 83a) 
the question at issue was, had the order of the Surahs been achieved by 
revelation (Tawqif) or had it merely been a matter of logical deduction?
From this question sprang an interesting literary analogy, but in the
heat of the controversy, al—Baqillttnl dismissed this as invalid, though he
2himself had no sound traditional basis for his rejection*
Ihe basic issue of the analogy regarded initially the literary 'unity* 
of the Surahs in themselves, each of which was to be considered individually 
as a coherent entity* For this:-
"Some argued against the fruitlessness of the order of the Surahs; 
that it is common knowledge that there is no man of letters, eloquent poet, 
or distinguished orator in the world, who would require of the people to 
take his writings, poetry or oration in the order they are issued;
(1) Fol. 66b.
(2) Fol* 83b.
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what he, in fact, requires of them is to comprehend what he intends in his
poem in the order of its composition and the eloquent sequence. He should
therefore care nothing as to whether it occurs at the opening, the middle
or at the end of his Diwan; likewise the writer and the orator". They
addedi "Similarly the Prophet only required of the people to memorise the
Surahs and to recite them with regard only to the order of their verses and
1did not require of them that each Surah should be ordered first or last".
The literary analogy, however sound it seemed, was not acceptable to 
al-Baqillani if only because it lacked traditional evidence* But had he 
any himself* Yet his rejection of^ al-Qiyas* analogy is equally unconvinc­
ing.
Another example emerged from a rather serious question, for example,
was the text of the Qur^an complete ¥ Here is encountered another literary
analogy, but the situation was this time in reverse; in other words, the
analogy was al-Baqillani1s.
It reflected on a literary historical dispute over the authenticity
and completeness of pre-Islamic poetry, a dispute which had engaged scholars,
2 - -ancient and contemporary. Al-Baqillani1 s idea may represent one side of 
the contention regarding it during the fourth century. It reads
"Nobody would imagine that 'Offa Nabki1 (halt, friends both, let us 
weep), in Imru* al-Qays (Muca)laqah) was in quantity much expanded previously 
to how it stands now, and that most of it disappeared andvas not available 
to the narrators of anthologies (Dawawin), the memorisers of poetry, the
Fol. 86b.
For some remarkable discussions concerning this subject see Professor 
A.J. Arberry's epilogue, 'The Seven Odes', pp. 228 ff.
autlaors of books on Tabaqat ( categories of poets) , the authors on
*
the unfamiliar wordings of this poem, its interpreters and such 
persons versatile in this matter* Nor should any reasonable person be 
aware of the people*s customs ««•* believe in the narration given by 
only one authority relating to Labid, Hassan or Ka*b b* Zuhayr or other 
of their contemporaries.or the generations that followed them, that 
they used to recite Imru* al-Qays*s poem several times as long as it 
now stands, that it was in five hundred verses or longer than the 
Diwan of Ibn al-Rumi or that of Abu Nuwas, and that most of it has 
perished and disappeared • **• this is ignorance which cannot convince^ 
nor be approved of by? any who had the slightest knowledge of customs
'I
and traditions*
However hard al-Baqillani drives us towards tradition and however 
noble the purpose he was endeavouring to serve, had he read his
references carefully, he might have spared us, at least, the inclu-
-  - 2sion among the authors of *Tabaqatf the author, Ibn Sallam, who opened
his famous survey with a general doubt of the recorded poetry and 
emphasised the disappearance of a good portion of pre-Islamic poetry*
tfs * * *
These are some of the remarks touched on in the former chapters* 
Before entering into the literary discussions which are more 
magnanimous in the later chapters, a question needs perhaps answering 
and acknowledgement should fee made*
The question which needs to be asked, is where was the author*s 
promised chapter on 11 .jaz mentioned in his introduction ?
(1) Fol* 150sl*
(2) *K.al-Tabaqat* (1952),pp*1,23*
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The fact that this work is incomplete may prevent us from any 
speculation, yet from the rough sketch of contents following his preface 
it would seem that the chapter on XViaa was planned for somewhere between 
his chapter concerning the Surahs CXIII and CXIV and Ibn Mas^ud’s attitude 
towards them (fol# 92a) and his chapter on the seven letters (fol* 104a)*
In this order nothing is to be found* The only mention of Ic.jaz we find is
one (fol* 7b) in which he listed its three points which are also to be
found in more than one of his other extant works*
^ V1
Can this be taken as all that he wished to tell us about
The acknowledgement is perhaps due to that old Sunnite Master Ibn
Qutaybah and to his efforts in !K* Ta* wil Mushkil al-Qur9an*« Al-Baqillani
in this and particularly the following chapters was, it is clear, greatly
inspired by him as we shall soon see#
Although it was *K* Ta>wil Mushkil al-Qur* an1 which, one is convinced
guided al-Baqillani in his work on this part of !K* al-Intisar*, he did not.
seem to have consulted Ibn Qutaybah*s other works, particularly *K. Mukhtalif
al-Hadith*# This conclusion may be drawn from the cfabtjthat while Ibn Qutaybah
in his later work vehemently rejected the Mu<tazilah*s interpretation of the 
2
verse (II/255) a-nd the literary example they produced to ascertain their 
opinion, al—Baqillani did not seem to be anxious about the seriousness of the 
interpretation in its theological essence propounded by the Mu^tazilah, 
instead he included their view and the literary example in full*
(1) For an answer to this question see the following chapters 
particulary those on_the summary of this work.
(2) Cf, Mukhtalif al-Hadith p*80 with ff*2l2b-215a.
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Now begins al-Baqillani1s two major chapters in connection with grammar 
and language generally*
Grammatical Analysis
This chapter (fols. 181a - l$)6a) is fundament ally designed to counter 
the Rafidah *.s reproaches against the style of the Qur'an and to assess in 
particular what they ascribed to it of grammatical errors* The Rafidah, as 
has been shown here, were not only militant towards the alleged grammatical 
errors themselves, but were equally aggressive towards the persons of Abu 
Bakr and ^Umar who, in their estimation, had been the sole cause of these 
errors*
The chapter is henceforth equally divided to deal with two main 
propositions:
On the one hand it reflects on the traditions:
(a) reported of *TJthman to have said:
"There is some grammatical error in the Qur'an and the Arabs shall 
straighten that by their tongues*fl
(b) reported of*A*ishah, "There are in the Qur^an three letters which are 
the fault of the scribe."
Having dealt with the authenticity of both traditions and the way they 
should have been interpreted, if at all, al-Baqillani began to discuss in 
turn the alleged grammatical defects in the verses: VX/63, Il/l77,
V/69 and IIl/lO* He quotes, however, freely, a multitude of old grammarians1 
and lexicographers1 views regarding the verses in question, wherein literary 
examples are often demonstrated to ascertain the argument. One example
(l) Fols. 189a, 190a, 191a, 191b, 192a.
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would perhaps give an idea of al-Baqillani1s approach. Let us choose the 
verse iv/160.1
"But those of them that are firmly rooted in knowledge, and the 
believers believing in what has been sent down to thee, and what was sent 
down before thee, that -perform the prayer and pay the alms, and those who 
believe in God and the Last Bay - to them we shall surely give a mighty
u 2wage”.
The underlined word (al-Muqimina) was the origin of the grammatical 
contention, since it breaks off the nominative sequence of words before and 
after it and resumes the accusative form. The opposition or the Rafidah 
insisted that it should be in the nominative or else it is an error. In 
reply to them al-Baqillani has this to say:
"Gonceming this *verse various explanations are given
(a) Some say:- He means that they believe in that which is revealed to you 
and that which is revealed to the diligent in prayer (wa ila al-Muqimina).
(b) Others say:- He means that they believe in that which is revealed 
before you and before the diligent in prayer (wa min qabl al-Muqimina).
They said al-Kisa’i used to interpret this as "They believe in that which 
is revealed to you and believe in the diligent in prayer" (wa bil-Muqimina)
l;
in comparison with the verse 'He believes in God, and believes the believers!
(ix/61).3
(c) A considerable number of experts interpreted it as:—
This is (Nasb Ala al-Madh) an sccusative case performed because it is 2 \ tie
(1) Fol. 184b,
(2) A.J. Arberry, 'The Koran Interpreted', vol. 1., pp. 123-4.
(3) Ibid, p.214
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praise, and the Arabs single out the praised noun or adjective by
" It is in the accusative case because of the extension in 
speech,*and they(the Arabs) do so in speech when it is long or the 
epithets by which they praise or dispraise are multiple, they break 
from the nominative case to the accusative and vice versa« This may 
also be applied when the speech is short and the epithets are not 
multiple, not in order to praise or dispraise. This is done deliberate­
ly and with intention throughout the sequence of speech,"
Al-Baqillani continues (fol♦ 191 b.)
"They may conceal something (an agent) by which both cases are affected 
as has been seen above*•»»«,, and the like. They have cited examples 
fox* both cases when speech is extended,
(i) For praise, the poet’s verse in­
different inflection, joining the words succeeding it to the preceding
in the same case*
(d^  Abu ’Ubaydah^and other distinguished experts said
May my people never be far;
They, who are the poison of enmmies and slaughter of camels, 
They join (al-Nazilin) in every battlefield,
And are chaste (al-TaJyibun) in their marital ties*”
(l) "The Arabs'1 ,says Abu ’Ubaydah, (Majaz, vol, 1 ,pp« 1^2-3)
"break from the (Raf’) the nominative to (Rasb) the accusative 
when speech has been extended and return on£e more to the 
former inflection"
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(ii) For dispraise, the poet’s verse:
And every people have obeyed their master’s order
Save Numayr who / 1 to that of the foolish among
them*
They stab (al-Ta*inina) but have killed no one yet,
And they say (al-Qa’iluna) "Whose is (this) dialling, so
th a t we raav snare i t "
They,(the grammarians) have agreed to the possibilities of both
Tafinina followed consecutively by wal-Tayyibuna,wal-Qafiluna in“e"  s
the nominative case, or the other way round.
They,nonetheless, use (I’rab) inflection by intent and x^th regard 
to the concurrence of the sequence of speech*"
As the preceding chapter, this one has also been devoted to other
The method adopted here, despite the interspersed theological 
discussions, is predominantly of an overlapping, explanatory and 
literary bent* The chapter as a wholejts entitled, ’Their vilifications 
concerning the veracity of the transmission of the Qur’an and its
some of their doubts which contain a variety of their calumnies
against the Qur’an and the investigation of the invalidation of that*
inflections, I *E* they may say in the accusative wal-Nazilina, wal-
Language and literary Criticism 
kinds of the Eafidah reproaches against the composition of the Qur’an
composition from the standpoint of language, and the description of
1
(1) Fol* 196a*
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The Rafidah points of doubt demonstrated at the opening of this chapter 
and which f§cur in some form or another throughout the rest of the chapter, 
can roughly be summarised in the following:
(a) Incompleteness and disappropriation in both meaning and wording*
(b) Amputated and disjointed speech, the connection and completion of which 
remain meaningless*
(c) Exceptions are misplaced, wrong and contradictory to the preceding one 
and that from which the exception was made*
(d) Description of a thing with its undue epithet or its attribution to 
something else with which it has no connection*
(e) Ascribing to God attributes which are not His*
(f) Contradictory tidings*
(g) The metonymies (al-Kinayat) in the Qur’an are meaningless*^
The Rafidah, as has been seen in the previous chapter and in all their
allegations throughout, were motivated by one idea and one idea only. They
were simply endeavouring to prove that the only unique version of the Qur’an
was that handed down to them through their own authorities from the Imam*
Nothing, we are told by al-Baqillani, right from the start, was new in
2such allegations; the same attitudes or similar had long been held*
Regardless, however, of all such acrimonious and embittered theological 
outbreaks waging among sects, mentioned only so as to give an idea of some 
of the working factors that induced al-Baqillani ih his task, one is perhaps 
all for the literary erudition emerging from them.
The last point in the above cited list of the Rafidah's criticism, 
involves clearly a critical literary criterion, namely 'metonymy1• One
(l) Pol* 196b.
(2; Ibid.
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should perhaps return to the chapter before the last, and particularly to the
final proof in that, wherein further discussion is to be found*^
— —
In Ibn Qutaybah's 'Tawil' the Rafidah were presented to us as a fourth
2 “  -  -group who denied the role of metonymy; al-Baqillani is primarily concerned
with their views with special reference to a oertain sect of them, namely the
- - 5
Isma^ iliyyah.
The basis on which the Rafidah were denigrating the role of the Kinayah 
(metonymy) in the Qur^an was that it can, in their opinion, only be used by 
he who is afraid of plainness or in need of camouflage or adulation, which 
are improper with regard to God.
Thus the persistence on the Rafidah!s part and their decrying of the 
function of metonymy as a means of expression, led consequently to their 
accusation to others of changing words and verses in the Q,ur*an. Ironically, 
though, it persuaded them to interpret them metaphorically in their own 
fashion, for instance the verse "Alas for me I Would that I had never taken 
anyone for a friend." (XXV/28) The word friend was interpreted by them to 
indicate the person of the Caliph c Umar.
To al-Baqillani such a way of interpretation was not much different from 
that of those sects who in their own turn of mind interpreted words as! 
prayer, pilgrimage, wine, gambling etc., to signify certain people or persons4 
He also drew a parallel between the Rafidah's interpretation with that of the 
earlier Kharijitiswho misinterpreted certain verses in the Qur5 an so as to 
glorify some of their leaders*
(l) Fol.^l76b.
12J ’Tawil1, p.202.
(3) Fol. 178a.
(4) Fol. 180b.
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The function of metonymy and intimation, as perceived by al-Baqillani 
is an indispensible feature of the language and a mode of expression of 
considerable importance* It is a well trodden route and well known to 
speakers of the language, who have said acknowledging them, "Sometimes an 
allusion is more eloquent than plain wording and intimation is more eloquent 
than clearness"*
A man may say to another, disbelieving or disagreeing with him or 
slandering him, in reply: "One of us Is a liar, dishonest, cowardly or an
ignorant fool", using this metonymy instead of saying bluntly: "You are a
liar, coward or ignorant"* Such intimation is likely to be more far reaching 
than plain wording, more suitable and penetrating to the heart, more 
appropriate in answering* Moreover, it is best from the language standpoint 
and more befitting to correlate the speaker with dignity and wisdom and thus 
enable him to prove his point without employing uncouth wording"*'*'
The importance of metonymy, as perceived by al-Baqillani, may well be 
summed up in one word, 1 laconism* •
To return to al-Baqillani*s longest chapter (fols* 196a-302a), the end 
of this volume, which was primarily confined to language, more specifically 
to the opposition^ - the Rafidah and others - provocations and points of 
criticism which involved a vast multitude of Qur’anic verses* It would, of 
course, be impossible in our position to endeavour to render the details of 
each individual verse, but perhaps the general trend and some of the literary 
characteristics should not be overlooked.
(1) Pol. 179a.
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On the whole, the general pattern of this chapter could well be summed- 
up as an exegetical analysis inclining'more specifically towards 
problematic verses which had been aligned, in one way or another, with one of 
the Rafidah!s eight points which we saw previously# This being the overall 
approach we may try to assess the acknowledgement made a little earlier to 
that old traditionalist, Ibn Qutaybah, and his contribution in this respect 
and al-Baqillani1 s indebtedness or influence by them so that we need not 
repeat ourselves#
Taking into consideration al-Baqillani*s section in which he reflected 
on Emission and conciseness1 and the circumstances in speech allowing for 
them (fols# 197B-210a) and the last chapter dealing with 1repetition*
(fols. 298b-502a) and also (fols, 2959—2943') in the light of Ibn Qutaybah*s 
accounts (pp* 162-172), (180-198) the immediate impression one gets is of 
reading more or less Ibn Qutaybah *s accounts for the second time#
Though naturally they may differ over some of the details, the major 
difference between the two works in this respect is that while we find Ibn
Qutaybah sets his rhetorical rules before embarking on the problematic
-  -  -  1 verses themselves, al-Baqillani puts the same rule into practice.
Further, a closer look at the rest of thecontents in both works shows 
that similarities are clearly palpable between Ibn Qutaybah*s polemic 
chapters in which he recorded the views of adversaries and his own reply to 
them (pp# 19-25)> their allegation of difference and contradiction with 
regard to some of the verses (pp. 46-61). In al-Baqillani*s book such an 
attitude is apparent at the opening of each chapter and ssction, in fact with
(l) Fol# 294B where a list of most of the figures of speech is drawn*
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regard to each verse*
Moreover, similarities are also visible between such chapters:
(a) On readings, Ibn Qutaybah's pp.26-35 Intisar ff.125b-129b.
(b) Grammatical errors, " " pp.36-45 ” ff.181a-196a*
(c) Mutastiabih (consimilar), " 1 pp*62-75 " ff•290a-290b*
(d) Metonymy and implication „ " pp* 199-212 " ff*176b-181a;
199b.
(e) The Secret Letters " " pp.250-239 " ff.291a~293a.
So much : 1 far ■ the resemblance between these two works, or
al-Baqillani1s indebtedness to fK. Ta* wil Mushkil al-Qur’an1, but the point 
of divergence between them, however, clearly marks the former's aloofness 
from the dialectical theological approach of interpretation inasmuch as it 
indicates the latter*s commitment to it by virtue of his profession. This 
may be inferred from Ibn Qutaybah!s subsidiary chapters and their over­
lapping grammatical and philological tendency, of which al-Baqillani appeared
t
to have made little use*’*' On the other hand, the theologian al-Baqillani
could hardly avoid theological entanglements even in this chapter on language,
Bo sooner does it begin than it is obstructed with a lengthy theological 
2section.
(1) Cf. al-Baqillani's discussion of the particle of similitude, Mathal, fol 
198b with Ibn Qutaybah!s account 'Mushkil1 p. 378*
(2) This section which covers the fols. 220b-249b is entitled: "As for the
claim of the heretics that there is contradiction in the verses of the 
Qur’an with regard to such matters as guidance, misguidance, the 
creation of deeds, fate, predetermined deeds and the obligation with the 
impossible: the multiple allegations of Ibn al-Rawandi and his ilk in
these respects, to which we shall also add the allegations of the 
Qadariyyah, the Muctazilah and those who followed them with regard to 
these verses, their imposition on them and their interpretation of them, 
the meaning intended in these verses and whether their (i.e. the above 
named) interpretations were engendered by ignorance and mere stiibbornness 
and the desire for confusion and ambiguity
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Of the literary examples produced to illustrate a point in discussion
and the emerging critical measures in connection with a verse or group of
verses, perhaps some examples would give an idea of al-Baqillani1 s method,
1
Considering the verses:
1. "And indeed these are rocks which fall down for the fear of Allah", 
(11/74)
2, "And the birds in their flight? Of each He knoweth verily the worship 
and the praise". (XXXIV/41)
"Unto Him belongeth whosoever in the heavens and the earth. And those 
who dwell in His presence are not too proud to worship Him, nor do they 
weary". (XXl/19)
4* "The stars and the trees adore". (LV/6)
5* "If we had caused this Qur'an to descend upon a mountain, Thou (0
Muhammad) verily hadst seen it humbled, and rent as sunder by the fear 
of Allah". (LIX/21)
In all these verses there is a common factor, that is to say each of 
them expresses a certain personification of a natural phenomenon, substance 
or living being. Such metaphorical xxsages, the opposition, or the Rafidah, 
maintained were impossible* Talcing, however, the last verse as an example 
of al~Ba^illani1 s interpretation with full literary citation to ascertain 
the validity of such uses, it runs:
"They, (the Rafidah) stood on no solid ground. Nor yet is there any 
impossibility in His saying "Verily hadst seen it humbled, rent asunder", 
i,e, if we had caused this Qur?an to descend upon a mountain which
(1) Fol. 257t>.
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implicatively could have comprehended and heanAlit, it would have been
pulverised, rent, asunder despite its solidness and magnificence. It is 
also possible that the meaning here is, had we caused the mountain to 
understand and hear the Qur’an it could have rent asunder and broken 
into pieces for the fear of God.
The report about the worship of the sun,the moon,mountains and other 
objects and the glorification of such things can only mean- God knows 
best- their humility,humbleness an|) the humility and humbleness 
manifest in them; in other words, their need and infinite need for a 
maker to make them and a director to direct them and keep their 
equilibrium, without whom these tilings would never exist* As in His 
saying:-
"There are rocks which fall down for the fear of God" i.e. in which 
is manifest the stamp of the maker and the signs of need and desirerlin 
them, therefore it has been called analytically, fall down,humility, 
prostration and glorification* And it does not mean the physical 
prostration on the forehead or the kneeling down or the glorification 
which is only verbal.
Jarir said:-
"When the news of the death of al-2ubayr was announced 
The walls of Madinah and the submissive mountains humbled them-
And Ibn al-Ahmar the poet said:-
" And I knew of the balconies of its mosque 
Two stones in Time's long keeping
They wept the desolation and I said as they mounned: 
* Fortitude has vanished after your weeping1".
-selves."
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The stones, of course, do not weep nor are they submissive, except by way of 
analogy and implication and by the way of informing of the great calamity 
and that it is one of those which makes even a mountain weep; thus 
magnifying the matter"*
Further examples from the poetry of Labid and other poets were 
demonstrated. The last was of al-Tirimmah1s verse
"And the companion of worries when worries gather together 
The darkness of the night is a sleepless pillow". /
^  V '’(•yh 's' 5^5
✓
The poet here makes the pillow sleepless meaning he who sleeps on it, on 
account of the hammering of worries of both his heart and mind* Likewise 
when God Almighty mentions these things and characterises them by such 
epithets, He means other than them or he who witnesses, is admonished by and 
contemplates dn their creation. And this is not deep to consider".
Poetical Criteria
Pursuing the course of interpretation which included many a verse where 
a multitude of doctrinal controversies were propounded - though the literary 
examples were inevitably called for now and then as illustrations, al-Haqillani 
at this stage of ’IC. al-Intisar! deals with purely literary criteria.
His opponents, mainly the Bafidah, ascribed to the text of the Qur?an 
corruption, incoherence and disorderliness which, in their opinion, were due 
to the people, i.e. the first three caliphs who had corrupted the text of the 
Holy Hook,
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The charge levelled against the story of Abraham (Surah XXIX, w*15~27)
was that it had been interrupted by the story of Muhammad (w. 17-24) which
1obstructed its sequence*
Before al-Baqillani recorded his verdict concerning the construction of
the text in question, he invited his opponents into some detailed considera­
tion of literay standards* Thus he opened the case:-
"For your assumption that in this form lies disjointment of speech and 
distortion of it, this is ignorance and departure from comprehension of the 
merit of diction and the ability of perceiving variations in speech; for the 
experts considered such a form of delivery a specimen of chasteness and elo­
quence and ability of expansion in speech. To them it is eloquent to emerge 
from one form of speech into another and the description of the interjectory, 
then the submergence once more into the former theme in an approbated and
agreeable way. And they attributed to him who makes such offerings in his
2
orations and poetry, the ability of good speech.
The first measure considered in this respect wass- 
"Digression (istitrad)^ i.e. the poet is engaged in describing a certain 
object then diverts to another”.
After it was thus defined, quotations from several poets were 
demonstrated. The first was from gassan b* Thabit.
"If you have lied in what you told me,
You have saved yourself the way al-Harith b. Hi sham did.
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He left the friends, not fighting in their defence, 
And repaired to the neck (lit* head) and bridle of a 
Fierce steed* (^ imirra) ^
"It is obvious", commented al-Baqillani, "that Hassan did not mean by the
commencement of his speech, with the warning against lying, the mention of
the escape of al-Harith b* Hi sham, his failure, nor was he rebuking him;
what he primarily meant was something else, though he inserted this in his
2poem and by so doing diverted it from its original intent".
Further examples were also quoted from abu Tammam, al-Buhturi and
al-Sariyy al-Haffa’*
The second criterion was;- 
— ^
"Apostrophe (iltifat) i.e* the emergence of one meaning from another, 
whether the poet returns to the former theme or abandons it altogether. 
This, however, is abundant in the Qur^ an, the Arabs1 speech and the poetry 
of the eloquent*,and we need not go into thorough details."' Examples 
from the Qur an were quoted.'
From poetry he quoted as example Jarir’s verses;- 
"When were the tents (pitched) in Du Tuiuh
(X) English translation by Professor von Grunebaum, ’A Tenth Century 
Document p.45* See also ’Diwan’, ed. H. Hirschfield, p*3*
(2) Fol. 295B.
(3) Cf. ’I^jaz1, pp. 149-156.
(4) Q,ur* an, X/22, XIV/19-21./ ^
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may you (fern®) be given water by abundant rain — Oil ye tents#
Do you forget the day she polished her teeth with the balsam branch? 
Mav the hal.sam be x^ abererl abmirlanblv*”
uHad the poet not digressed from one sense into another he should have 
said;- ’When were the tents (pitched) in Du Tuluh,oh ye tents I For
only this is the completion of what he commenced. As for the prayer
for the tents to be watered by abundant rain and the description of
his beloved’s teeth and the branch for polishing them^these have no
connection with what he intended in the first place* They are but an
2evidence of eloquence and expressiveness*”
In this way al-Baqillani also quoted from Abu Tammam,al-Wab±ghah
» 3
al-Ja’di, ICuthayyir ’Azzah, Abu Hayyah al-Numayri and others.
*
After all such criteria or figures of speech, mainly observed for 
the composition of poetry, were demonstrated, al-Baqillani returned 
once more to the construction of the story or stories in question* His 
conclusions read
”Had all these(examples) and the like of them been rightly consider­
ed within the realms of purity of language, eloquence and the aptitude
(1) English translation, Professor^von Grunebaum (op.cit.)p.Al* The 
second vers^differs from the Diwan text (cf* Beirut edn*19^0/1379 
pp. -^16-7) sncl other refrences including the author’s *1’jaz’p.130 
wherin it reads 11 ’Atansa” ’Do you forget(how it was)when Sulaima 
bade us farewell?1 The version recorded here we find also in ’ al- 
Lisan’ , vol*IX,Bulaq edn# p. 4-2 ; yet with a slight difference in 
wording,while the first word in the text of *al-Lisan’ is the 
word "Atadhkur11 ’Do you remember....?* the first word here being 
in the text above.
0
(2) Fol. 296b. 
(j>) Ibid.
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for variety in speech, then that speech with which God has addressed 
His prophet- wherein yon dare to charge- is more relevant, mors 
resembling and more frequently recited than most of what we have just 
mentioned; if only because His speech emerges from a story of one 
prophet and the recounting of his people*s reaction, to the story of 
the Prophet, (Muhammad) and the address to him and the rebuttal of his 
people, Quraysh; so as to confirm and encourage him in his patience 
and perseverance in his cause* All this is appropriate, for God here 
gives His prophet-an account of a previous prophet and of His address 
to that prophetfs people, and compares the reactionary attitude of the 
two peoples**.* All this undoubtedly indicates an ability in composi­
tion which could hardly be achieved by most of the learned men, of 
orators and prose writers* It Is unattainable and beyond the reach 
save for the very fe\j& Whosoever, therefore, imagines that in this 
text there are corruption of speech and digression from the way of 
eloquence and the wont of those who speak the languagef!fhad surely an
'I
arid thought with shoitcomings"
This method of interpretation al-Baqillani seems to have maintain­
ed towards all interwoven stories in the Qur5an*
* K« al-Intisar* and al-Baqillani1s Conflicting Opinion Therein*
Dr* Taha Husain, in a public lecture, (1930) once decleared that* 9r
the language of the Qur*an x^ as neither prose nor poetry, but purely 
Qursan*^
Whatever Taha Husain*s critics^at the time might have thought of his
(1) Fol*d96a-197b*
(2) *Min Hadith al-ShI*r wal-Nathr* (193&) pp*2A ff*
(3 ) Gee *Zaki Mubark, *al-Nathr al-Fanni* (1936) &ed edn.vol.1p*3^*
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opinion, wliich plainly stated that the Qur*an stands apart in the
Arabic language and it is clearly distinct from the more common means
of communication and conveying of ideas, both prose and poetry, al-
Baqillani almost a thousand years ago expounded similar views*
,K*al-Intisarl, or this extant part of it, presents to us two sides
of al-Baqillani*s conception of the language of the Qur*an 5 on the
one hand, the idea that the Qur*an should not be categorised as prose
or verse, an idea quite harmonious with Taha Husain*s theory, or
rather one which placed Taha Husain on a par with him, on the other
*
hand, another idea which found a closer affinity with Taha Husain*s 
critics,viz* it should be described as prose*
The seeming.'contradiction of al-Baqillani*s thesis concerns not 
only the Qur*ansunique position in the Arabic language, as Taha 
Husain would have us believe, but also that the Qur*an was revealed 
merely in the manner of Arabic dialect*
*K*al-Intisar*,being as far as we know the only work in which these 
apparently diametrically opposed views are found together, reads at 
the very beginning
**And God made it (i*e* the Qur*an) by what it contains of amazing 
composition, pure diction, unprecedented style and by its being 
divorced from all other forms of Arabic language a sign for His 
prophet*” ^
At the end of this volume, and several times throughout its 
literary chapters, we read
” When God spoke to the Arabs in their own tongue, it was in the 
manner of their language. They in their turn sometimes favoured the
long-winded
(1) Fol. 1a.
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style and repetition when it was thought more eloquent and apposite; and 
limited themselves at other times to oonciseness when that was considered 
appropriate; therefore God spoke to them in their fashion.
Are these two opinions reconcilable?
It does not, in point of fact, require al-Baqillani1s opinion as to 
whether or not the Qur’an is in Arabic; this has well been taken care of by
the Qur’an itself, and of its original Arabic it has been clearly and
2 -  -  -  
emphatically stated more than once. Nor is it also al-Baqillani1 s main
argument or dispute* The principal idea in both his statements is in which
of the two major means of expression in Arabic, prose or verse, should the
language of the Qur’an be accommodated?
To him at any rate, and to Taha Husain ten centuries later, it cannot
possible be identified with either and therefore a third position must be
assigned for it.
Of this uniqueness in the following two works, 'Hidayat al-Mustarshidin* 
and al-Qur^an1, he has more to tell us.
II 'It. MUKA.T AL-IHTISAR1^
•*
The author’s chapter on IMag
While reflecting on some of the material in the complete copy of the
(1) Pol. 29Sb.
(2) Cf. e.g. XXVl/195, XII/2, XX/l3, XLl/3.
(3) The original MS. of unknown date, containing (approximately) 144 folios
belongs to the Alexandria Municipality Library, No. 828 of which a 
photo-copy was acquired by the Arab League Organisation in 1948* 
commentary No.284, (cf. 'Tihrist al-Makhtutat al-Musammarah1 (1954) 
vol.l, p.49 No. 284. There is?mention of this work in GAL. The original 
author^of the summary was Abu *Abd Allah. Muhammad b. *Abd Allah al~ 
Sayrafi, but when he died, ^Abd al-Jalil b. Abu Baler al-Sabuni collated 
the material, adding a short preface (f.2b or lb) with some changes to 
the first's text, (cf. f. 114a)
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first part of *K. al-Intisar1, an enquiry was made as to the whereabouts of 
the author1s promised chapter on I^ jaz, which according to his provisional 
plans in the introduction to that part, should have occured in the first part 
itself. This, however, is not the case. After despairing of obtaining the 
extant text of ,K* Nukat al-Intisar1, at long last a photo-copy was made 
available.
The book as a whole is a summary of the entire fK. al-Intisar1 and it 
contains in the second part alone about twenty-five chapters, some of which 
have been subdivided into a number of sections.
Apart from the chapters dealing directly with the question of Ic jaz, the 
rest of the material deals with various aspects in connection with the histoi^ y 
of the Qur’an or further refutation of some of the allegations on the part 
of the Bafidah sect. The topics which are discussed in these chapters ares-
Chapter concerning the allegation of some of the Bafidah that the
Qur^an is incomplete  ........    f.69a*
" " the proof that the Qur’an is the miracle of the
Prophet  ...... ...........................  f. 69b*
1 1 The difference between the Qur^an and the rest of
the Arabic language......................   f.72a*
" " eloquence ............      f.72b.
n " al-Bayan (this has been subdivided into four
sections, three of them dealing with the rule of 
mscwiMg , ff.74b~76b, the last with omission ff.
76b-78b) ..................................  f.74b.
1 1 those who claim that the Qur’an is poetry f.79b.
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Chapter concerning the MuHazilah who maintained that the Arabs were
prevented from opposing the Qur'an (i.e* the idea
of al~Sarfah) ... .................. . f*84a*
(This is also subdivided into five sections ff.85a-91&)
" " what was related of the Prophet being heard
reading '‘Those are the most high Gharahi^"........f.92b*
" ” the Prophet!s forgetfulness... .............. . f.94b.
" " the first person to gather the Qur'an between the
two covers, and the proof that he was right in
doing so ............ .......................  f.95t>*
’’ ” the prohibition of reading the Qur’an by the meaning
without words ............................. f*97b.
" " the prohibition of reading the Qur’ an in the Persian
language.................................... f.105a*
M " the proofs of those who are in favour of the reading
in Persian and the opposition against them «»«*•••• f*107b« 
M " Abu Baler's collation of the Qur’an and on what
material it was written....................... f*110b.
" " the proof that what Abu Baler did was right....... f.lllb*
" " *UthmanScollation of the Qur’an  ...... ........ f.H2b.
" " Ibn Mas^ud's attitude towards this collation *••••• f*115a*
" " Uthan's choice of therta&to*g of Zayd b* Thabit and
not Ibn Mas* ud's.............   *......f,117b*
" " the proof of ^ Uthman's correctness in choosing the
rekdiiti^  of Zayd..............................  f*120b.
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Chapter concerning the dialect in which the Qur*an was revealed . f,124b.
" M The difference over i v m ^ i a h t b e t w e e n
people of al-Sham, Madinah and Iraq...........  f,126a*
" ” what al-HaDaj b, Yusuf adhered to in that respect f,128a.
* " the readings of the seven Imams and their
differences............................... . f,130a.
" n the criticism against cUthman.........   f.l^ Oa.
1 u the differences between the seven readings and
whether or not all or some of them differ from that 
of the community and what is the diversity of the 
different copies of the Qur*an (including one 
further section,) .... *.......... ♦........... f.l30b.
Of all these our concern is with the chapters dealing with I*jaz (ff. 
69b-92b) which covers }the Qur’an as miracle, the Qur'an and the Arabic 
language, eloquence, al-Bayan, the Qur'an and poetry and the theory of al- 
Sarfah, For brevity of detail and to avoid unnecessary repetition we shall
deal with these topics with others of similar nature, adding accounts from
other of his works separately or while reflecting on other of his books 
where more detail concerning some of them is to be found,
III 'KITAB HIMYAT AL-MUSTA&SHIDIN'1
1 -  -(1) The copy of this MS. was made 54 years after the death of al-Baillani by 
Muhammad b, < Abd Allah b* Muhammad al-VAdawi at the town of Sur in the years 
457-8 A.H,, and revised by him 4 years later in 4^2 A.H, This information 
is found on a page attached to vol.XVTI. This original MS, is in al-Azhar 
University Library;^photocopy preserved°at the Arab League Organisation 
Library, Photographed MSS. Theology 245» see, 'Fihrist al-~Makhtutat al- 
Musawwarah* vol, 1*, p.141. Uo.245* ^he Pact that there was no system of 
pagination used in the original Ms.(or added to the photographed copy), 
compels us for accuracy and convenience to refer to the folios of each
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Introduction
- 2 _
When Ibn al™<Arabi lauded al-Baqillani1s !K* I j^az al-Qur’an* as the 
best work on the subject ever written , it is questionable whether he was 
referring to the particular *K. al*-Icjaz', as can be inferred from the 
sources mentioned below, or to his writings on the subject in general. If 
the appraisal was confined to the former only there are, among al-Baqillani1s 
other writings on the subject, works of equal interest; if not more advanced 
in certain respects than it.
As we have/occasion* to notice earlier, in most of al-BaqillaniIs 
extant works, a chapter, a whole work or several parts of a single work 
are devoted to the question of I^ jaz or an aspect of it. ’It. Hidayat al- 
Mustarshidin1 ^ is perhaps a unique example of the last category.
Fortunately the surviving seriate volumes of this work, which deal 
exclusively with the question of prophetAhoods, contribute a great deaJL to 
the problem of I&jaz.
(1) cont. individual volume separately. The surviving volumes vary between 
19 and 22 folios; 19 ff. vol. XVII.
20 ff. vols« IX,X,XII,XIII,XIV.
22jff. vols. VI,VII,VIII,XVI.
(2) Not the famous mystic Muhyi al-Din, otherwise known as al-Shaykh al-
Alcbar (d*655/l240), but more likely the Ashc‘arite-Malikite judge 
Abu Bakr_Muhammad b. *Abd Allah (d.J545/H45) also known as Ibn 
al-*Arabi who refers to al-Baqillani several times in his commentary
1 Ahkam al-Qur1an! (Cairo ed. 1555A.H) see particularly vol. 1, pp.424? 
450-1. 456* For furhher acclamatory remarks and a summary of al- 
Baqillani 1 s views.
(5) Suydti, fftqan! vol.2. p.154; Zarkashi, ,Burhan,^ vol.2.^ .9*
(4) !Iliida^ al-Mustarshidin wal- Muqni1* li-ma^ifat Usui al-Din1. (The
guidance to the seekers of guidance and the sufficing in the knowledge
of the principles of religion); this is the full title which is 
inscribed on the covering folios of vols. VII,XII,XIII,XVII.
33^
Solely from the references made hy the author himself in this work to 
1his previous works it is evident that this was of a much later period* Yet
there is no specific date, as with the rest of his works, that it can be ascr-
- ibed to* Hor is it known for certain how many volumes the work comprised
in its entirety, except for the mere fact that the remainder extant begins
at volume hits^  and continue^  without break, until volume seventeen* At the
end of the last volume further topics are advertised to be dealt with in
2the succeeding partr, or parts.
While in the previous work, *K. al-Intisar*, the principle idea was the 
Qur?an in general and more particularly its transmission, the chapter of I^ jaz 
as appears in the summary of the second part of this work, is of a 
comparatively restricted range contrasted with that in the work which is now 
under consideration. The main idea in the present work being prophet«hoods 
which occupies all the surviving parts, the concept of miracles in general 
and the Idea of the I^ jaz in its specific literary sense, more particularly
are the predominant themes*
Although some of the causative theological factors and some of the 
literary discussions in this work are to be met with in some form or another 
in other of the extant works of the author, it is noticeable that some of the 
topics are elaborated upon in much more generous and greater detail, if not 
viewed in an entirely different light.
(1) Ten are mentioned, cf* the author*s list of works mentioned earlier.
(2) Vol. XVII, f.l9a; the author*s final words are: ,rThis is a sufficient 
and convincing account regarding prophet-hood and the qualities of the 
Epistles ••.•. to be followed by a chapter concerned with al-Amr bil- 
Macaruf wal-Nahy ^ An al-Munkar, (Command with instruction and right 
direction). ~
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The material within these volumes is arranged with the topics or chapter 
and section headings following them. This fact indicates that the multitude 
of volumes are of little technical significance, hence it is obvious that, a 
certain chapter or topic, which commences at the beginning, the middle or the 
end of a certain volume, continues throughout the following volume or volumes.
An Approach
Our particular interest in this work begins precisely with volume VIII, 
f.!7b, 1*5» when the study of ^jas al-Qur^an1 is introduced for the first 
time, and continues until volume XVI, f.llb. From then onwards a different 
topic, though not far removed from the general theme of this work - or the 
surviving parts of it - is commenced. For the material spanning volumes 
VIII to volume XVI, however, al-Baqillani has provided his own systematic 
arrangement for handling it, indeed, even arrangement for the material of 
some of the topics has also been supplied as shall shortly be seen.
Nonetheless, for the obvious fact alluded to towards the end of the last 
chapter, for the inconsistency in some of the author's arrangements, and for 
the added reason that we are introducing a work by al-Baqillahi for the first 
time, which provides us with a comprehensive account - literary as well as 
theological - the plan which shall be adopted in the following pages will 
consist of the following objectives:
A - a brief outline of the accounts found in the second half of volume XVI 
(beginning at folio lib) until the end of volume XVII which is also the 
end of the surviving parts of this work. Then those found in the volumes 
prior to volume VXXX, and up to folio 171 in it. Both accounts are
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introductory and subsidiaries to the main chapter on Ic jaz*
33 - the remainder which deals directly with the chapter of I^ jaz for the 
thoroughness of material demonstrated between vol. VIII f.l7b. until folio 
15a in volume XIII, we shall consider in this the author's theological 
background to the question in general, to which may also be added his similar 
contribution In other works, if any.
G - the bulk of the accounts found between volume XIII f,15a to volume XVI 
f. lib, being a direct contribution to such topics as eloquence, composition, 
poetry and rhymed prose, with other accounts of their nature appearing in 
other of al-Baqillani's works will be considered in chapters bearing these 
titles.
Although in this attempt it is hoped to avoid much of the unnecessary 
repetition caused originally by the quest for the author's works, one 
shortcoming with regard particularly to the work under consideration 
ostensibly seems to be an isolation of some of the literary discussions from 
their immediate and direct causes, as some of them have been juxtaposed, 
being provoked or stimulated by some of the theological arguments and vice 
versa. This, however, is not too alarming, in fact, we may be assisting 
the author's original plans for although he was prompted by his inter­
vening discussions into premature pronouncement or fully developed ones he 
nevertheless refers to them in varied, though brief, forms when reaching 
their proper places in his general plan.
Volumes XVI.XVII
The opening of volume XVI is a continuation of a subsidiary section 
on rhymed prose which begins at folio 14b in volume XV. This continuation!
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ends at 4b. and a new chapter concerning' *The departure of the style of the 
Qur’an from the composition of poetry and other compositions1 commences 
(ff* 4b-llb). The account given in this chapter among others shall he 
considered in our chapter on !The Qur’an and poetry1, (i) a discussion on 
the form* The materials in the remainder of this volume and the succeeding 
one deal exclusively with !Miracles other than the Qur'an1,^  which are 
evidently of secondary importance and far from contributing anything 
directly to the chapter of I^ jaa. Ilor need we enter into detail regarding 
them, but if only to give a general picture of this work and its contents
i
the following may serve as an outline i-
a) A brief account on the status of miracles besides the Qur^ an, vol XVI 
ff. llb-12a*
b) Reflections on some of the details given in the Qur?an and the 
traditions concerning or interpreting some of them* Further detail in 
this respect is also found in vol* Xlll ff. 6b-8b. The authors 
discourse also touches on the attitudes of those who rejected such 
miracles as al-Warra^ and Ibn al-Ramandi. Vol. XVI ff. 12a«*14a.
c) Having demonstrated those miracles in general (f. 14b.) he begins to 
reflect on them in further detail* Among those reflected upon in 
vol. XVI are;™
the p flowing of water between the prophet's fingers f. l6a.
the feeding of the many from the little food f. l6b*
(l) For brief remarks on this chapter cf. 'Tamhid1, pp. 133-4; fBayan 
p. 55j Insaf!, p*63, !I^ jaz* p. 10* 'Intisar1 (sum) f.87b* The \ 
author's comment in az1 reads 'But thoSe miracles took place at 
particular times, special circumstances, witnessed by particular 
people and were transmitted
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the physical coming of the tree towards the Prophet and its
return to its place f.l7a,
the yearning of the palm tree stock for the Prophet when he
left for the pulpit f.l9b,
the splitting of the moon f*19b,
the praising of God of the pebbles in the Prophet's hands f. lb,
the Prophet's ascent to heaven (al-Micraj) f. lb,
the talk of the wolf to a man from A slam f. 2a,
the sinking in the ground of the feet of SuraxEjah's horse when
driven after the Prophet to kill him f.2a-4a*
d) Amplification on some of the accounts given in the previous volume and
early in the present one:-
the physical coming of the tree ^f.4^ ”5a,
the feeding of the many from the little food ff.6a-8b,
his invocation against Mu<j.ar (the tribe) ff. 8b,
the Prophet's fortelling of the fate of the army of Mufvfcah ff.8b-10a 
the annunciation concerning the qualities of the Prophet, the 
multiplicity of 'Hatf’ or voices whose speakers are unseen, 
the foretelling of monks, priests and the people of the 
Books of the Prophet ff*10a-l6
e) Finally a section on the universality of the Prophet’s mission ffl6a-19a
VOLUME VI
The first of the surviving parts of the voluminous 'Hidayat al- 
Mustarshidin , at least in the copy which is now accessible to us, is
(l) S.A. Saqr in his introduction to his edition of jaz al-Qur’an’, p*44
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enumerated in it as the sixth volume* The subtitle of this volume, which 
. reads, 'Min Kitab al-Mubuwwat' (Of the book of prophet-hoods), underlines 
clearly the fact that the question of prophethood had hitherto been the 
principal idea* Although material demonstrated and issues reflected upon 
in the unobtainable parts of thiswork are beyond our reach, the mere fact: 
that the author referred to some of the topics in them in the surviving 
volumes makes it possible to trace his views on them, in some way or
2another, in some of his other extant works which are well known to us *
Thus the question which has been the primary occupation until this volume
is that of the prophethoods and the same subject continues to dominate
the rest of the surviving parts until the author's final word in volume
seventeen* From here onwards topics advertised for later discussion are of
3a different nature*
(1) cont. appears to have been informed by a particular friend of an incom­
plete MS. of the same work* Though, so far little about that MS. is known 
to us, for our particular purpose, al-Baqillani1s reflection on the 
question of Icjaz, there is^in the present version quite enough material.
(2) Eg. His chapter on abilityon which several of his arguments, including 
his views on the question of al-Sarfah« markedly depend. To this chapter 
references are made in vols. XI,°ff* 12a;14b; XIV, f* lb., to mention 
only a few* The author's views with regard to this topic are traceable, 
in some form or another, in 'Tamhid', ed. McCarthy, pp. 286-95? also 
'In§af', pp* 46-7. He seems also to have discussed, in the missing parts 
such topics as the 'question of the creation of the Qur9an', cf. vol. XII 
f. 19b. This is also traceable in ’Tamhid', (op.cit.) pp. 237~51* Among 
other chapters also is 'the existence of magic', vol* VII, ff. lb-14a,
of which extensive details are found in *K. a;-Bayan', ed. McCarthy, pp. 
77 sqq. All these topics alluded to have doubtless a theological angle, 
but it is perhaps far too early to suggest that all the missing parts 
are thus biased, in fact there is evidence of discussion of a literary 
nature, as the following reference suggests " ... As we have already 
said and explained in the categories of the eloquents among poets, 
orators and writers." vol. X, f.l6a.
(3) See vol. XVII, f. 19b.
3^0
The first current section in this volume is entitled 
"And among these (i.e. the proofs) which explain the impossibility of the
1 "delay of the miraculous act at the claim of the prophetical office .... is..
A section which is obviously a continuation of an extended chapter
which was commenced somewhere in the previous missing volumes.
In this section, however, and the short sections that immediately follow 
2 - -it, al-Baqillani is engaged in setting apart the distinguishing character­
istics of the miraculous acts, for the office of a prophet on the one hand, 
and for that of a saint or a gifted person on the ether. In the last of 
these sections explanations are also given to the reported deeds which had
occxired in the lives of the prophets before their claims of the prophetical
• . 3mission*
At folio 5a of this volume begins the first chapter under the 
following headings-
"The way in which miracles prove the veracity of the prophets".
This is illustrated first by a series of questions and answers,^ - a pattern 
which is almost inevitable in all of al-Baqillani*s works and a uniformity 
quite characteristic of many of the theological writings. It serves however
to remove dialectical obstacles and elucidate the points before the author
(1) Vol. VI, f.2a.
(2) Ibid, ff* 3a, 3a, 4a.
(3) Ibid, f*4a. It would seem from references made in the authorTs
introduction to'K, al-Bayan* (op.cit. pp. 4*5*7) as well as from the 
title of the same work that the difference between prophets' miracles 
and saints' 'karamat' is one of the major discussions in that work.
(4) Vol. VI, ff. 11a, lib, 12a, 12b,
3*H
reaches his final conclusion in the line of discussion. This , however,
may also he due to his teaching method* The series of questions and answers
is followed closely hy yet another series of sections elaborating the point 
1
further still, leading up towards the conclusions, which appear throughout
the first three volumes, and apologetics alternately from without his own
community and from within; externally against attacks levelled at the
fact of miracles generally, and internally against activities and interpretatr
-ions obscuring them, seen from the author's Sunnite standpoint*
For instance, the fourth section in the last series is directed
against the Brahman attitude regarding miracles* From its title alone the
controversy is made clear and indicates fairly the depth of the theological
wrangling ahead. It opens:-
MThe Brahm&n$vilify miracles, alleging that, had they been a proof of
the veracity of the office of the prophetical mission, they should have
been analogous by means of logic and reasoning, and should only be a proof
of the veracity of a prophet, but since that is not so and the existence
of their like is possible, and the violation of the law of nature proves
2
the prophethood of no-one, their status as proofs is invalid*"
To our controversialist al-Baqillani, such a claim or claims were 
perhaps more than alarming, however false or genuine the attribution of the 
claims themselves, and was bound to induce him to a lengthy discussion of 
proofs and counter-proofs, which as it happened, he implements until the end
(1) Ibid, ff. 15a, 15b, 18b.
(2) Ibid, f* 20b.
3hZ
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of this volume, elucidating even further,and covering well over a third of 
the following one.
VOLUME VII
The Brahmans' arguments against miracles as proofs of prophethoods and
the author's refutations of them, carry us well into volume VII* The last
section, however, directed against them, delivers us yet to a further field
of discussion and to a subject well discussed by the author in a previous
work* The contention here is internal - within the Muslim community* Al-
Baqillani is led to tackle, or reflect on, some of his contemporaries'
attitudes* The opening of the last section dealing with the Brahman reads:
"They (the Brahman) rely on their deprecation of the credibility of the
miraculous acts, maintaining that there is no means of knowing whether those
who claim the prophetical mission do not succeed by means of a trick or some
2
other device, which enables them to perform that which they did."
The controversy progresses to the following section, which bears the
title, 'And among the factors which explain the impossibility of that which
- r .3appeared at the hands of the Apostles to be a form of trickery or Makhariq is
t
• * • «
As the subject of trickery in contrast to miracles is raised in the 
discussion in the last three sections of this chapter, it leads the author
(1) Ibid, ff. 21b, 22a, 22b.
(2) Vol* VII, ff.lb, lb, 2a, 3b, 3b, 4a. Apart however from single 
remarks in the published part of 'K. al-Bayan', p.26., and in 'I4jas' 
p.6; a long chapter in 'K. al-Tamhid* was devoted against the Brahman, 
ed* McCarthy, ch.9*, pp.104-131•
(3) Ibid, ff. 4h, 10a, cf. 'Bayan1, op.cit. pp. 56”93*
3^3
to reflect on these points:™ •
a) The status of trickery, magic and the like of other divinations generally 
and the impossibility of identifying what occured at the prophet’s hand 
with such things. The details which are given in this section are less
1comprehensive compared with the author’s lengthy chapter in *K. al-Bayan1.
b) As some of the Jews interpreted some of the miracles attributed to the
B?ophet, particularly those other than the Qur^ an, as forms of trickery,
al-Baqillani, in retort, argues the application of such interpretations
to those attributed to Moses* His views here are similar to those
—  2
expressed already in ’K, al™Tamhidf.
c) The last section is of some importance as it exemplifies some of the
factors that affected the study of I^ jaz in the fourth century. The
discussion is directed primarily at the activities of some persons in
Islam* Ho matter how, in a mystical light, such activities in later times
might have been viewed or interpreted, to the orthodox of the fourth
century they were considered very serious and alarming, if only because
they would confuse, or lead to the doubt in, the miracles of the prophets,
or link them with magicians’ and prestidigitators’ trickeries and
sorceries. Yet, consideration of the belief that some of the prophets’
miracles were within the ability of other people, was no doubt among the
contributing factors which urged al-Baqillani to contend against stich
3
activities. Among these persons was noticeably .
(1)lbid* f* 11a, cf, 'Bayan* op.cit.
(2) Ch. 12, pp. 160-120, also p. 144*
(3) Such as al™Jannabi, Ibn Hilal, Sulayman ibn al-Hasan, all he described 
as of the Qaramitan movement. See also ’Bayan* p. 74*
3W-
al-Hallaj of whom several anecdotes are recorded
Finally in this volume a new topic, or a new chapter, is commenced, 
entitled 'Nothing but the miraculous can prove the veracity of the Apostles 1 
which is in fact a further elaboration on that maintained in the previous 
chapter and although we find two sections and a question in connection 
with this new topic in this volume, the whole may be considered as a 
prologue to a chapter directed against another group of the author's rival 
theologians, namely the Qadariyyah or the Muctazilah.
VOLUME Till
Although the bulk of this volume is devoted against the Mu<-tazilite 
principles or the irreconcilability of the miraculous act as a proof of the 
prophetical mission and its veracity in the light of those principles, it 
also marks the beginning of the systematic study of the question of I*jaz.
(1) He, to the pious Muslims of the fourth century, including the mystics 
themselves, was considered a highly dangerous personality, not only for 
the miraculous prodigies he claimed, or claimed to have occxi^ .ed. at his 
hand, but also to what_isreported of him of opposing the Qur^ an. S^ee 
for example al-Qushayri, !al-Risalah' p. 164; ibn Kathir, 'al-Bidayah 
wal-Nihayah1, vol. XI, (the events of the year 3Q9) p* 135* The 
historian al-Tanukhi (d. 384)» Jami^al-Tawarikh*, with English 
trans. ed. Margoliouth, also reported his winning over the Rafidah, cf. 
pp. 81-3» and Eng* trans* pp* 87-8* Thus whether true or false his 
alleged happenings, his opposition to the Qur’an and the inclination of 
the Rafi#ah towards him, each separately would be enough to set al- 
Baqillani against him. The suggestion by Massignon (quoted by M. Watt, 
'Islamic Philosophy and Theology', Islamic Survey (l), pp*80-l), Hhat 
the discussion of apologetic miracles found from the time of__al-Baqillan 
(d* 1013) onwards was triggered off by the claims of al-Hallaj." 
Massignon's remark, which concerns chiefly the prodigies attributed to 
al-Hallaj to which others lay claims, namely the opposition to the 
Qur’an and his winning over the Rafidah, must be added.
(2) Ibid* ff. 13b-l6b.
(3) Ibid. f. 16b.
3^5
With regard to the Muetazilite principles nonetheless, the accounts which 
are given in this chapter are by no means the only accounts to be found in 
this work as a whole against other of the Mu<tazilite principles. 'Nor is it
extant works we find him tussling in one way or another against them*
The accounts which are given here however are not only specific and
thoroughly detailed, they also show al-Baqillahi1s ability for connecting
other theological disputes with the question of Icjaz.
The opening of this volume is a sub-chapter under the title, 'Explanation
of the falsity of proving the veracity of the Apostles1 miracles according
1
to the Qadarite principles.1
2The chapter then runs into a series of sections and the discussion of 
certain points of doubt, all in relation to the attitudes of the Muctazilah 
and the interpretations of the attributes of God, particularly His Will*
Both the main sections and the subsidiaries are summed up by the author at 
one point in the following:
a) The inability of the Mu^tazilite school of Basrah to comprehend the 
meaning of the Will of God*
b) The belief of the Qadarite school of Baghdad in the impossibility of the 
Will of God in reality*
c) The adherence of the majority of both schools to the belief that accidents 
are the effects or the decrees of substances alone, without the
the first or last encounter with them. In fact, in all of al-Baqillahi1 s
(1) Ibid. f. lb.
Ibid* ff. 5b, 12a, 14b. 
Ibid* ff. 7b, 12a*
3^6
1interference of God#
On these three points thus revolves the rest of the sections and it
would he stifficient to notice here that all such attitudes, as seen by the
author, lead directly to the ruling out of the possibility of miracles*
The -prophetic mission and iMaz
Now from the more general approach towards prophethood to the more
particular, specifically that of Muhammad, which in consequence promoted the
chapter on Icjaz, thus accentuated in the opening words in the first section
in !K# al-Icjaa!, "What necessitates the complete solicitude with the
knowledge of I4jaz; al-QurJan is that the prophetic mission of our Prophet
2is based on this miracle*" Here it suffices to notice that the concept of
prophetic mission is the second tenent of the firm principles on which the
3
religion is based*
Although, and for reasons which have already been mentioned, the author*e 
views are invariably repeated, in this work, exclusively, we are presented 
with a general plan of the chapter# He commences:
"We must begin therefore by 3>jas al—Qur’an as a proof of the 
prophetic mission of the Prophet (Muhammad) - may God grant success - 
declaring that proof cannot be accomplished unless it has been known that
(1) Ibid* f* 2b*
(2) P* 10*
(3) To use al-Baqillani‘s own words: "We must therefore believe that the 
ordinance of monotheism and prophethood is tantamount to the ordinance 
of prayer, fasting, pilgrimage and all religious observances*" ‘Bayan1, 
p* 40; see also ‘Tamhid1, ed# McCarthy, pp* 132-40? ‘Insaf*, p* 6l; 
‘Intisar*, ff* 69b sqq*
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the Prophet did claim prophethood and insisted upon being followed and 
the knowledge of his veracity* That the Qur’an did come to us through 
him and he challenged the Arabs to produce its like, or even a chapter
of its like, and they failed to do so, despite the long duration of the ,
challenge* Nor did they oppose him, notwithstanding the keeness of their 
desires, the abundance of their motives, thei?^resolution to oppose him 
and the dispersing of the gathering around him*
They did not avert from opposing him for any other reason but the
impossibility for them just to do that* It had been beyond them to 
produce the like of it, or a single chapter of its like, for two reasons 
Firstly, because of its unique and magnificent composition, which is , 
unlike the forms and compositions of their speech, though its individ­
ual words and phrases are the same as their speech, which they utter,
and of which they are in full mastery. What they produce of prose and
verse differs totally from the composition of the Qur’an, by which they 
were challenged* Secondly, by what it is endowed with of purity of s
language and eloquence, which extends the limit of their ability and .
what they were accustomed to of purity pf/;diction (which we shall see) ; 
and whether it outstrips their eloquence by the most or the least, 
after knowing its distinguishing merit, which draws the line between 
it and their eloquence.11
Although from the very outset of this interlude the idea of I1 jus : 
was perceived by al—Baqillani as clearly petrified on the one hand in 
the composition of the Qur’an and, on the other, its eloquence and 
purifcy of diction, and although it was by no means his last x*ord in 
defining what he meant by these terms, his discussion would imply the 
the exclusion of secondary theological discussions which normally 
accompany them* This*as <was'roften
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the case, resulted in a two-fold approach towjrds Icjaz, that is to say a 
theological apologetic approach and at the same time a literary one* The 
two approaches often intermingle, one with the other* For example, a 
theological dispute may end up as a fruitful literary discussion, sometimes 
the reverse is true* This dualism of approach was no doubt necessitated by 
the nature of the subject itself and the author's experience# Yet the 
preference, rather the extension, of either approach is very clear. In the 
present work, for instance, and to some degree in !K* al-Intisar' (or the 
abridgement of it), the inextricability of approaches is very marked. 
Moreover, we find him more inclined to pursue either of these two approaches 
as in his other works# In 'IC* al-Icjaz', for example, the literary dis­
cussion is obviously predominant, whereas in both 'K* al-Tamhid1 and 'K. al- 
Bayan' the literary discussion becomes negligible, while the theological 
one is more in evidence.
In justification of the dual approach to the chapter on I^ jaz, as in 
the work under consideration, al-Baqillani has this to say, following 
immediately on the above quoted remark:
"The proof of the correctness of this arrangement is that, it is 
impossible to demonstrate the proofs (for prophethood), by the miraculous 
act, for him who does not claim the prophetic mission, nor is it possible 
to prove his prophethood by a miracle whose existence and manifestation is 
not known; in this however there is no difference of opinion regarding it* 
Also it is impossible to know that what was manifest was a miraculous act 
for him who would claim prophetical office, when he himself did not claim 
t3f#tnor challenge by it (the bringing of the like of it) in writing or in
3^9
uttered words or the equivalent of the latter.
The foxvn the challenge took was that of a declaration in proof of 
his prophethood, asserting that God supports him by (a book) the like 
of which no man can produce either in its■genus or in its form of 
expression*
The challenge was made in these words, and in asserting that it can­
not be met* This claim would have been rendered invalid had anyone 
produced the like of it* Similarly it would not have been recognised 
that the challenge was made with a work of miraculous(or inimitable) 
nature had it not become manifest that the challenge x^ as not met and 
that the opposition failed to take it up. Further, the miraculous 
nature of that work can only be proved when it is seen that the 
opposition tried to meet the challenge and failed after trying*(f.19a) 
At this point the author concentrares his attention on the Qur’an, 
its brilliant style and high eloquence,and in due course makes the 
point that the Arabs' failure to meet the challenge was not the result 
of their fearing to do so, or merely of doubt in themselves or of 
other less immediate factors which prevent*©&'. them from attempting*
Had anyone of these or similar factors been the cause, that would not 
have constituted a proof of the miraculous nature of the Qur’an or 
its inirnitability. The reason of their failure must be their sheer 
inability to meet the challenge.
Two Major theological themes 
Xn the light of the justified systematic arrangement by the author 
in his prelude and also 011 the assumption that it should be accept­
able, al-Baqillani now embarks on his long, protracted and discursive
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dialogue on the chapter of I1jaz following up and reflecting 
simultaneously on both aspects of the problem- the theological as well 
as the literary*™ in considerable dbbail given predominantly and 
characteristically in the form of question and answers, proofs and 
counter-proofs, or the clarifications of some points of doubt raised by 
his opponents*
It is quite obvious that the theological discussion in this work as 
a whole is more comprehensive, detailed and repetitive than the rest of 
the author's extant works put together® Some of the topics were treated 
from a different angle in ’K.al-Bayan1 and 'K.al-I1jaz1»
'iC^al-Hidayah1, on the other hand, appears to be more comprehensive 
in both aspects; a topic or a particular question, for example, which 
may require a short section or a mere mention in the former two works 
or in others, may occupy a chapter extending over a volume or two in 
the present work*
The long and most discursive theological dialogue in this work can 
be viewed under two main entries., namely, nthe challenge” and ”the 
opposition” (or rivalry) and from this latter itself branches out a 
third major controversy, the idea of al-Sarfah * In 'K^al-Tamhid*, 
which was, after all, a preliminary study covering a wider range of 
theological aspects, there are many points in the chapter on I'jas 
which are treated in brief compared with the present work*
Before dealing with these major topics note should be taken of some 
of the things which he mentioned at the opening of his prologue and 
which he considered needed no proof, as they necessarily became known* 
Such facts
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as the Prophet’s claim of the prophetic mission, his insistence on a 
following of believers and the fulfilment of prescribed religious 
obligations* These became as well-known as his appearance at Makkah 
and Madinah*
This should become known in the same way as any other traditional
fact handed down,for example, that ’The Book* is by Sibawayah, *The
Muwatta” by Malik and ’Halt friends both, let us weep1by Imru’al- * *
Qays*
I .THE CmLLBNGE
The challenge of the Qur’an to the Arabs to produce the like of it 
in toto, ten chapters or even one chapter, is stated in the Qur’an in 
a corresponding number of verses and thus it became the essential 
basis of all theological discussion on I*jaz* Al-Baqillanx1s long and 
involved assessment deals fundamentally with two major aspects:
i) the authenticity of the aspect of the challenge as such and its 
vital importance in confirming the prophetical office.
ii) the authenticity of the Qu^nic verses in which the challenge is 
stated*
This is the general theme in this early part of this work. In the 
later stages, however, we find the idea often recapitulated, inter- 
mingled with the aspect of rivalry and introduced in various 
discussions, particularly those grouped under the sub-heading ’The 
proofs of I*jaz'*
The first section here is ’Concerning the Prophet’s challenge to
the Arabs and opens with the question,”If anyone asks,how can you
(1) Ibid. f. 19b*
(a) Although this features markedly in this work,cf. also’X1jaz1
pp. 22 sciq* and also pp•33^-5•
(J>) Vol. VIII,f* 2C&
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ascertain- in the light of the foregoing premises- that the Prophet 
did challenge M s  people(tribe, Quraysh) and others who spoke the same 
language, to produce the like of the Qur’an*M 
This question continues:
,!This would prompt us to consider whether or not they opposed him*
If you persist in asserting that he did challenge them, we shall say
that they did not rival him* Had he challenged them by it and scolded
them for their incompetence and their shortcoming, they would spare
no time in competing with him* But he used only to recite it to them
so as to enlighten them on historical events,on matters of religion
and for the virtue of its contents,its language or literary value. To
say, however, that he claimed it as a miracle for himself, yet
rebuked them for their inability to produce its like is baseless”
2On the basis of denying ’the essential knowledge* runs al- 
Baqillani’s counter-reply.
To deny the authenticity of the challenge is the same as denying 
any obvious fact which requires no proof. In the author’s opinion 
those who deny the challenge are likely to deny anything attributed 
to the Prophet, and in this are but co-equal with the Sophists and
3
the Sumaniyyah who deny visual objects.
The dialogue proceeded :-
HBut how can it be possible that the knowledge of the Prophet’s 
challenge with the the Qur’an is necessarily known
(1) Ibid.
(2) Ibid. f* 20b, 11’jas1pp.15,2^ for his definition of the 
essential knowledge see ’Tamhid’ ed* McCarthy,pp.7-3.
(3) Ibid.. f. 20b*
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when some of the Muslims , who accepted the Prophet*s prophecy deny 
it" 1
The names of Hisham al-Fuwati and fAbbad al-Saymari, the two• t
distinguished Mu’tazilite and others are mentioned, though by way of
inference rather than direct quotation* The questioners argues
•’for we know they could not have held the view that the Prophet had
claimed it (the Qur’an) as a proof of his prophetic mission, because
they were of the opinion that accidents, as they become known through
a particular means, prove nothing. This would have been a blatant
contradiction. And also the challenge could not be necessarily known
and denied by them, for an intelligent person cannot force himself to
2
deny necessities *u
After a brief emphatic recapitulation of the proofs of the challenge 
al-Baqillani in reply argues from the following points:™
(i) if one or both the men in question deny the challenge they were 
no doubt denying the necessities; and it is not impossible to 
find one or two who deny necessities*
(ii) of fAhbad alone, he reported his denial of ouch obvious
historical events as *The Battle of the Camel* at Basrah, and 
if it were true of him, his position in denying necessities was 
no better than the Sophists,
(iii) yet, both men were of the belief that the miracle during the
Prophet’s life was the coming do\'/m of Gabriel who brought down 
the Qur * an.
(1) Ibid. f. 21a.
(2) Ibid* f. 21b.
Analysing this attitude of theiis, al-Baqillani considers the differe­
nce to be merely one of terminology rather than essence; for what they 
meaht by their saying that Gabriel was the miracle was,in truth, a 
return to the concept of eloquence and the composition of the Qur?an,
not Gabriel himself* Because if a certain substance (Jisrn) is endowed
1
with a particular quality is considered miraculous• This means that 
the miraculous element lies in the quality* What, however, embroiled 
the men in question in confusion and produced their wild thesis, was 
their assumption that when accidents became known by a particular 
means, they could not be taken as proofs*
The final section in this volume is the first step to the 
second aspect of the challenge or the authenticity of the verses in 
which the challenge is stated* Two of them are mentioned with 
comments on them'* Reference has also been made to 1 K.al-Intisar* for 
further points of criticism on the Qur*an text and the authorfs 
refutation of it*
VOLUME IX
The opening of this volume is a continuation of the discussion
on the text of the challenge wherein a further two verses, in which
i\.
the challenge is made were quoted* As usual they are accompanied by 
a brief exegetical comment, as on similar occasions in the author’s
(1) Ibid„,Here with the example of the Qur’an, al-Baqillani draws 
simultaneously on the physical movement of the tree* He cannot, 
of course, describe the Qur’an as 1Jisrn** We notice that in
111jaz1p.A49j he attributes this view to the later Muftazilite, 
Abu Hashim. One wonders as to whom it belongs.
(2) Ibid. f.22a.
(3) The verses are XVII/88, 11/23*
W  These are; XI/13, Lll/3k, in addition to XVIl/83,11/23 quoted in 
the last section in the previous volume.
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other works. Although the authenticity of these verses is the sole 
topic for discussion it is hy no means the author!s final word concern­
ing them. One in particular has given rise to further reflection in 
some of the following parts of this work? The discussion here, however, 
evokes the following dialogue. The author’s long answers may be reduced 
to the fundamentals•
Q: What if it is said: nWe do not know for certain that these verses 
were among those which were brought by the Prophet and recited to 
the Arabs and taught to them ?"
A: This would confirm your doubt in others^  in every chapter, verse 
and word in it, which leads consequently to doubt in its entirety.
In other words, why is your doubt confined to these only ?
Q: How do you know? Perhaps thesejfverses were revealed towards the end 
of the Prophet’s life, therefore not enough time remained for the 
people of Madinah to produce a. rival text.
A: If that were so, it would not have prevented them from rivalling 
one chapter at least; since the challenge did not specify a short or a 
long one. If they were in a position to do so,surely they might at
(1) Most of the above verses are quoted in ,Tamhidt ,156;
’ I’jas1 pp.22-zf; 1 Intisar1 (sum. ) f f .82b ,3yh; •Bayan*pp*2^-28. Some 
of them are r©®©Trirsed*to on similar occasions throughout some of 
the works , cf. eg.’IIidayah1 vol.XVII, x .8b ; ’I1 ja&’iop.23,31 957? 
28l,p87.
(2) Over the discussion of the question of al-Sarfah in vol*XII,ff* 
2a-ph, the interpretation of the verse XVII/88 has been evoked. 
Also another question in connecition with the challenge emerges 
at the opening of vol. XIV,f•1b-3a« Moreover a section in the 
same volume ff. 6a~8a by the title 1 Their invectives against the 
Qur’an and the answer to them1, is based mainly on this verse. It 
is also recorded among the verses indicating prophecies in vols* 
XIII,f06b; XI,f. 6a.
(3) Reference is made to the Surahs; CXII,CX,XIXa
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least have rivalled one of the short ones. If it it indeed to be 
imagined that he died shortly after the revelation of these verses.
Considering the history of the Qur’an, all the verses in which the 
the challenge was stated were reyeal,|at Makkah, and it is impossible 
to believe that he remained at Makkah for fourteen years without 
c hal 1 e 11 gi ng t hem ©
If he only challenged them at Madinali they would have asked him 
why had he not challenged them b>y the Qur’an at Makkah*
The last point stimulates a new twist in the questioning:- 
Q: What if it is said; perhaps he said to them: n I did not challenge
you at Makkah because of the scarcity of my supporters and out of fear 
for myself, but did so at Madinah while victorious and protected?”
A: This is a remote presumption for he did challenge, rebuke and
ridicule them at Makkah unafraid of their sword* Yet even if what 
you sayf had been the case, it would not have made any difference, 
for had rival text been possible to produce-, , they would have 
ttied it, indeed, if it were within their ability, neither war nor 
a sudden attack would have stopped them, hence neither conflict 
nor the clashing of the ranks nor the meeting in the battlefield 
would have diverted them from oratory, rhymed prose or poetry.
Sec:
Q: If they said of all the verses indicating the challenge by the
Qur’an to the Arabs, that the Prophet had said they were not his 
but were the speech of God and were his utterance, he was merely 
expressing them, how could he therefore have challenged with
(1) This is not perhaps the case in verses 23-^ Ctf Surah II,if the 
whole was revealed at Iladinah*
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them, when lie was only an expressor and mouthpiece for them?”
$he're following series of three sections offered by the author in
answer to the two points involved in this question, that is to say,
the mere expression by the Prophet of the words of God and his challeng
-ing with them* With regard to the former issue, al-Baqillani argues
that there was no difference whether the challenge was in the Prophet's
own words or by those which was narrating from God; in either case
there was a challenge, though it should be understood that the
2challenge was more effective as a revelation*
Sec;
Again assuming that the challenge was by ifclreemere recitation in 
the Proj)hetfs own words, which are not nfcnecessity known, the 
knowledge of the challenge must be through the manifest reasons; that 
considering the Prophet1s outstanding knowledge of Arabic, had he 
abandoned the challenge he must have done so for his knowledge that 
the Qur’an was no different from the rest of Arabic eloquence and 
also if all the later Muslim generations realised the fact about the 
Qur’an, that it is an eternal miracle, unmatchable and unrivlled, 
it must be realised that it must have been even more so in the case 
of the Prophet for he was claiming prophethood and x’evelation and 
could not have abandoned the challenge*^
Sec:
Moreover, it is logically impossible for the Prophet’s supporters 
and opponents, who were renowed for sound reasoning and far­
sightedness that he could remain among them for a long period while
(1) Ibid* f* pa-*
(2) Ibid*
(3) Ibid* £ &>.
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claiming prophethood, that tho revelation had been sent dovm to him
and that he spoke not out of caprice but a revelation, reciting verses
which clearly glorified himself and the Qiir*an, and also impose
religious duties and obligations; nor is it possible that Quraysh and
others, known for many a fine quality, to remain silent without
challenging him; nor for his supporters to yield submissively, had it
2
not been for the undefiable challenge»
II, - OPPOSITION (Rivalry)
In accordance with the authorfs general plan, set out in the
prologue, having thus dealt with the aspect of the challenge he now
commences on the second major theological theme, Tthe opposition1
(rivalry)^or the lack of it. Unlike his treatment of the question
of the challenge, he spends much longer time on it, in this and the
succeeding volumes of this work; to such an extent that the majority
of the questions raised throughout the remainder of this volume and
those which follow it, until the middle of volume XVI, deal directly
with this question. In some of the later parts, however, a question
or a point may be formulated combinklng both aspects, the challenge
as well as the opposition.
In comparison it would seem that some of the questions involved
in these discussions had occupied the author in some way or another 
in some
(1) Among the verses the author cites are; XIII/33,XXXIV/28,XXVI/193•
(2) FF.^-a-bbc
(p) Thus the term ,Mu* aradah1 has been maitained by the author in all 
M s  works, yet the meaning it often implies is that of rivalry. 
Opposition as such may not be an accurate term.
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of his early works as ^l-Tamhid1 and ‘'al-Intisar1, but they were often of
extreme brevity to the degree that a question or particular point which
may receive a short answer in these works is pursued in the present in
much more discursive and elaborate detail® Nevertheless, it is by no means
all that the author appears to have contributed towards this particular
issue, further aspects of it especially from a traditional standpoint, as
he himself informs us at the opening of this chapter, were discussed in
1other of his early works*
The basic issues discussed in those missing works and alluded to by
the author himself concerned the tradition related by consecutive
testimonies (Mutawatir) which became generally known and therefore confirm
an essential knowledge of the veracity of whatever it refers to* His
views in these works, as inferred seem to be from a general historical
viewpoint, rather than those of a strict traditionalist* For further
elucidation of his views he here demonstrates several examples concerning
2
the transmission of historical events*
The discussion from here is twofold, thejauthor!s strong belief in the 
nonexistence of opposition or active rivalry against the text of the Qur’an 
by the Arabs, which covers the rest of the volume and the other which 
starts from the opening of the succeeding volume wherein the theme is 
generally refutative and polemic at the same time*'’
(1) Reference is made here to a chapter concerning authentically trans­
mitted traditions (Akhbar) in some of the authorTs early works, !K®
Usui al-Fiqh1 and to two works on Imamah, cf*
(2) ff* 7a»9b*
(3) f. 20a®
5&o
The first question, rather the first point of doubt, was:- 
"Why do you deny that the Prophet was rivalled with the like of the 
Qur’an and it became therefore no longer miraculous?'1
After the author's short interlude concerning the transmission of 
historical events, leading toffche enumeration alternately of some of the 
causes which could have prompted the Arabs and other people who disagreed 
with the Prophet*s mission to transmit such rivalry, .hacl it ever occurred, 
he illustrates the point further in a series of -short sections*
Sec;
Among the compelling motives for the transmission of rivalry to the 
Qur’an and its declaration, had it ever occurred, is the fact that people 
of religion are more anxious to transmit what proves their religion 
right and discard that which differs from them, than the men of letters 
and others to hand down literature and all that is secular* In the light 
of this statements, the author concludes that had there been a rivalry, other 
people of other religions should have transmitted it*- 
Sec;
Another proof of the falsity for the claim of rivalry is that consider" 
ing the situation of the Prophet to the Arabs and their straggle against 
him, if there had been a rivalry, there would have been a gres/ter drive to 
transmit it than indulging in wars against him.'
(1) vol. IX, f. 6b.
(2) Ibid. ff. 9t>-10a.
(3) Ibid. ff. lla-b.
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Sec:
Assuming that there was a rival text, known only to the few, it 
should have become known as time passed*
Sec:
Moreover, granted that it were possible to say that the Prophet 
was opposed with the like of the Qur*an, but that it was not trans­
mitted, as the Qur^an had been; such an assumption can be countered 
by a similar supposition, as for example, that there was another 
Qur’an, ten times as long, and more advanced in eloquence than it* 
Sec;
As a proof of the abundance of motives, it is found that people
y
transmitted such nonsensical rivalry as that of Musaylamah.
Secs
If a rival text had actually been produced, but was forgotten
through the expediency of averting people’s motives, that itself
k-
would have been a violation of the laws of nature*
Another point of doubt was that opposition with a text took 
place, though that was not necessarily transmitted for some reason 
which was not necessarily known. In support of this argument a 
comparison was drawn between the transmission of other historical 
events and the rival text. B.eaause the transmission of the latter
5would involve certain risk it was abandoned*
(1) Ibid* ff* 11b-12a-*
(2) Ibid. ff*12a & b*
(3) Ibid. ff*12b~13a; also ^amhld1, p*15A; 1Intisar1(Sum)f*71b;
’I’
(4) Ibid. ff,* 'ljb-'l^ a. This may show a certain inclination towrds
the idea of al-Sarfah.
(3) Ibid* ff, lAa-b*
As usual, a long reply is provided by the author in which he
draws 011 several features in the Prophet’s struggle with the Arabs,
all of which wsse enough to cause the transmission of an account of
1
any rivalry or opposition.
The argument then specifies a particular preventative cause,viz,
2the fear of the Prophetfs supporters.
The fear, argues al—Baqillani, did not prevent other allegations
against the Prophet-. Yet his supporters were fewer in number than 
3his opponents-.
The final point of doubt in this volume is that there was no 
rivalry for there was no need for it, which in his opinion was but
Aa nonsensical argument.
This volume ends at this point and also ends the authorfs 
discussion concerning the non-existence of a rival text. For 
further discussions concerning with rivalry; such as the non­
transmission of the supposed rival text through fear of doubt on 
the part of the Prophet’s followers or that war was thought a more 
effective measure,etc-., these are topics for discussion in the 
following volume.
VOLUME X
This unfortunately is the most defective volume among the 
surviving parts of this work, except for the last folios 11a-20b. 
The general theme of the discussion here is on the whole a further 
discursive continuation on the aspect of the opposition or rivalry,
(1) Ibid. ff.lAb-l6b.
(2; Ibid. ff-*15a.
(3) Ibid. ff.l6a-l8a.
(A) Ibid. ff*l8a-20a.
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in fact, it marks the commencement of the more refutative part in 
this argument, to which the author alluded towards the end of the 
previous volume: namely, a refutation, rather confutation or counter­
point, to the speculation and points of doubt put forth by, or 
assumed on the part of others,in connection with the question of 
opposition*
On the whole, the volume comprises three main points of doubt, in
that respect, each of which is illustrated further by a series of
short sections and each of them reflecting on or countering a certain
point in the main issue in the question* Yet as the doubt proceeds,
some of the subsidiary questions in turn provoke further issues, xhe
main points of doubt can be reduced almost in their entirety, as for
the author’s multiple answers, for the reasons mentioned above, we can
only hope to paraphrase some of the main points in them.
The first chapter in this volume is entitled ’’Concerning those who
allege that a rival text was not prodiiced despite the ability of the
opponents to do that., for reasons and doubts which caused the Arabs
1
to abstain from it*” The first section, or the first point of doubt, 
beginning in the familiar suppositional form : ”If anyone asks”, 
argues:-
Q: ’’Would you deny that the Arabs did not rival the Qur*an despite
their ability to do so, because their motives were not sufficient? 
Owing, however, to the fact that an act can be performed by an able 
person, ox. by' him'.of uvheiii it can conceivably be said that he is an 
able person, when he wishes it and who is caused by motives to do so,
(1) Vol*
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if he lacks the motives,there is no ground for ybur denial?"
A: In reply to this he enumerates a series of motives ranging from
the.claim of prophethood, the long duration of the challenge by the 
Qur’an, before and after the ProphetTs migration and during the time 
he was in a weak position,and when he became victorious, to his wars 
and his rebukes of the Arabs, the new religion and what it brought of 
new teachings. All these taken in the light of what had become known 
of the ardent seal and self-pride of the Arabs, were sufficient causes 
for rivalry, had they had the ability- Talcing the latter into 
concederation,they should have taken up the challenge instead of wars,
slanders, defamatory poetry and accusing the Prophet of magic and mad-
*“ 2 ness or their denunciation of the Qur^an as legendary myth,
Q: "Would you deny that they abandoned the opposition for war because
they did not know that, had they produced a rival text,they would have
falsified his claim, therefore they imagined that war was the best
cure.?11
(1) Ibid.
(2) Ibid.ff;2a&b•
(3) Ibid, f,2b$ see also ’Tamhid1 ,pp*lA9-50. The idea that recourse 
to war was the reason that prevented the opposition from produc­
ing a rival text takes various forms throughout the present work 
and other works by the author. The questions are sometimes 
identical or slightly modified, for example, the question in the
text above recurs with some modification at f.5& in vol.XV; 
Sometimes the suddenness of the war was considered the preventing 
cause,vol.X,f.11a, or the actual engagement in the war, ’Intisar1 
(Sum.) f.71a. X *
On the other hand, the argument was that the rival text was
prepared but fear of the sword prevented them from declaring it,
TTamhidt, p,lA6; *Intisar1 (Sum.) f.71a*
•
The difference in the wording of the two works is that while 
in the former the question takes the affirmative form, in the 
latter it is suppositional. For further reflection on this aspect 
of war see also vols; XV,f2a; XI,f,19h*
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A: Every intelligent person necessarily knowsthat a sound rivalry 
would diminish a false claim, likewise every intelligent person knows 
that on being challenged and provoked by oration, poetry, epistle or 
any craft or trade to produce the like of it, if he did so, obviously 
he would have succeeded',
Q: " Would you deny that they only abandoned competing with him..*,* 
for fear lest his supporters might have thought it was a successful 
rivalrjr (therefore his supporters enquire of him whether this was so 
and he replies that it was not) ?,!
The authofi* sclong answer consists of txiro points : ~
a) The unity of language, i^e* that if the Prophet's supporters 
ever thought that the Qur?an could be rivalled,they would have found 
in this a better cause themselves for rejecting him*
b) The knowledge of language and eloquence is something natural 
to the speakers of the language and not aquired, The importance of 
this point to the author we see later in his consideration of 
eloquence* As an illustration of this argument that there had been 
no doubt on the part of the early Arabs, he demonstrates two 
episodes concerning two of the militant rivals of the Prophet*
Q: "Would you deny that the people gave up because they were
doubtful whether the challenge was in the composition,eloquence or
("l) Ibid, ^
(2) Ibid. f.3a. The completion of this question Is from ’Tamhid*
See also 'Intisar1 (Sum,) f* 71a.
(3) Vis. al-Walid Id. al-Mughirah and al-Nadr b. al-Harith.
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what the Qur*an revealed of prophecies, and therfore they did not
bother with opposition and recoursed instead to war ?M
A; The long reply emphasises only one point that there is no
equivocation in the text of the challenge to be understood other
than eloquence and composition.
There follows another point of doubt and the refutation to it.
Q: M¥ould you deny that the Prophet's followers or some of them were
in a position to rival the Q,ur*an (and to produce) what was even
more eloquent and pure than it, and that they did so .***#-but that
in the hope of achieving leadership or an office they conspired with
2him to conceal it ?"
A: As a rebuttal to this the author argues the following points;”
i) Had it been within the power of his followers to rival him it 
should have been equally within the power of his opponents, for the 
language, nature (temperament), the land and the environment are but 
the same* It cannot be said that his followers were favourably 
disposed and his opponents not*
ii) Had there been a conspiracy on the alleged rivalry it should 
have become manifest through the ages, though concealed for a short 
time, for people through natural propensity are bound to speak of it 
as time passed^ *-
iii) Moreover, his followers themselves were at one time among his
3
great en&mies*
From the last point in the author's reply jsgises a further
r
question which in turn occupies his discussion until f»77a where we
f ____________________
("1) F •
(2) F. kh.
(3) F, Vb-5a.
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reach the final ]6oInt of doubt in this volume* For the reason 
mentioned earlier it is difficult to benefit from the authorTs 
account on f f f O f  the account on the readable ff*- 11a~17a 
the contribution in them to the chapter of eloquence willihe seen 
later*
VOLUMES XI and XII
The former of these two voknmes is linked with the volume prior
to it™ volume.-X^  as the discussion over the last ’point of doubt * in
that extends into it and consequently leads to the discussion of a 
new topic spreading into the succeeding volume™XIl*
In the intervening chapter sections and proofs* the discussion 
as in the final sections in volume X reflects on some of the aspects 
of eloquence and composition* Somehow the question of 1ABILITY! is 
introduced into that literary and theological atmosphere and leads 
in turn to the inclusion of the question of al-Sarfah which.*had the 
author adhered to his systematic arrangementT is to be expected at f* 
12b in the succeeding volume XIIt and continues until f*9a in volume 
XII* Volume XII also proceeds naturally into the following,XIII*
The accounts given at the opening of volume XI* for their
relevance to the question of eloquence and composition may suxi&^ q^ Ly
(ij The various headings of which arei—
-i) A section in connection with the last point of doubt In vol* 
X*ff*1b-2b* _
ii) Among the proofs of the inimitability of the Qur*an (mainly 
from a stylistic viewpoint,) ff*2b-3h*
iii) A proof that it is impossible that the difference between
the eloquence of the ^ur’an and the most eloquent among the 
the speakers of the language (Arabic) should be close or 
equal* f f.pb~6a*
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be accommodated in our chapter on eloquence in al-Baqillani’s 
studies. But at this juncture it would be better to wait and see 
what the author has to say on the question of al-Sarfah*
Cont.
iv) A further section (ff.6a-8a) concerning:
a) language is natural and not aquired,
b) the inability of the Prophet’s contemporaries to 
rival the Qur’an.
v) Chapter on the proof of the pre-eminence of the
eloquence of the Qur’an to all common eloquence to the 
speakers of the language. (ff*8a-11a)
The poimt of doubt which provoked all the above and
other theological discussion on such topics as necessity,
inference and speculation reads:-
’’would you deny that the opponents of the Prophet
were able to rival the Qur’an and produce the like of it,
but fearing that no sooner had they done so, it would
have been doubted and views would have differed
extremely concerning it. Some would have said that it
was like it, others hold the reverse* And doubt would
befall him it was said that it was not a rivalry and
thus lead him to speculation (Nassar) ••••• Also doubt
*
would remain with the Prophet’s supporters who recoursed 
to mere guesswork and could never be certain. Yet even 
if they produced a rival text the matter reverts once more 
to surmise. In either case doubt being unavoidable, thus 
they began with it” (vol*X,f*17 a & b).
Cf. also ’Tamhld’ p.150; ’Intisar’ (Sum) f. 71a;
11 ’ jags’p p .  3 8 2 - 5 .
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IHi; AL-BAQILLANI AND THE THEORY OR AL-SARFAH.1
(#
Having thus dealt with vast aspects of the question of opposition, or 
the absence of it, to the Qur*an, as his systematic arrangement in fK. 
Hidayat al-Mustarshidin* led him, al-Baqillani now deals with a very 
complicated question, rather a hypothesis, which is closely linked with 
the controversies in connection with the opposition* The idea here is 
that the opposition would have been tenable but for a divine intervention 
which rendered it impossible. This later became known as the theory of 
al-Sarfah*
Taha Husain has ascribed two major influences to the rise of Arabic
literary criticism during the third century A*H*, as a result of the idea
of al-Sarfah; firstly, that it induced its opponents to reject and write
against it, and secondly it persuaded those of weak belief to reproach the 
2Qur-j an.
The second remark, to judge from the example cited as an illustration,
3rs perhaps an undue oversimplification, Altho\igh the idea of al-Sarfah 
was of a Mu^tasilite origin, and in all probability an overgrowth of their 
principles, there appears scarcely any detail about it in the third 
century, Hor could the ambivalent attitude of Jahiz count as a sound 
opinion,
(1) it is worthy of note here that there was no difference of opinion 
between the theologians concerning the term al-Sarfah itself, or the 
root from which it derived. The Sunnite al-Baqillani1 s views being 
our concern, reference may be made to one of his colleagues, indeed his 
closest friend, Ibn Furak (d* 406/1015) who cited for the term such 
synonyms as: to prevent, to hinder, to withhold, to turn away, etc.
See *K, al-Hudud fi al-Usul1, B.M* MS. Add, 9683, f, 56b.
(2) ’Dhikra Abl al-Ala’ (2nd ed. Cairo 1922) pp. JL09-110.
(3) The name specified was that of Ibn al-Bawandi, whose . motives on
that account we have seen earlier were much more profound.
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During the fourth century, however, as can he inferred from the study 
of al-Rummani the Mu^tasilite, although he himself said little about it, it 
would appear that the idea attained a doctrinal status in the system of 
Muctazilite theology. On the other hand, the traditionalist al~Khattabi 
strongly disapproved of it. To him it was but a contradictory and fruit- 
less attempt on the part of those who upheld it.
Towards the closing years of the fourth century and early in the fifth,
the idea of al-Sarfah appeared to undergo a rather peculiar shift of 
opinion among the scholars of the three main theological sects. The
Mu*tazilite al-Qadi ’Abel al-Jabbar, for instance, unlike the rest of his 'u
1
school, adversely attacked and deplored it* Meanwhile it began to gain
new protagonists from the other two rival' sects. The Shi^ite al-Sharif
al-Murtada* to whom allusion has already been made, wrote in some detail 
2
favouring it. As for the Sunni te-Ash<arite theologians, we find the 
name of Abu Ishaq al-Isfra> ini (d. 418/1027) a master in his own right and 
close associate of. al-Baqillani^attached to it. Moreover, in the course 
of the succeeding fifty years or so, another distinguished Sunnite- 
Ash^arite theologian, one of al-Baqillani*s successors in the Malikite 
school of jurisprudence and the most outstanding Ashcarite to come after
(l^  ’Mughni*, vol. XVI, pp. 322-8.
(2) Tabarsi, 1 Majmu* a1-Bayan1, vol. 1, p.3«  ^ , — f
(3) For his relations with al-Baqillani see Ibn Asakir, Tabyin^ Damascus 
edn., p*244» For his views on al-Sarfah, see Jurjani, ’Sharh al-Mawaqif1 
p.559; also Ibn Kamal Pasha, ’Risalah fi I^jaz al-Qur* an1, B.M.MS.Or. 
59^ 5» f*123a. ’Abd al-Aleem, ’Islamic Culture’ vol. VTI, p.216, has
. also noticed that Abu Ishaq dealt with I j^as in his work *K. al-Jami’, 
a work which is only mentioned by H.|C. vol.II, p.510» no.3892. It is 
not really certain whether he dealt with al-Sarfah or not.
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him, «-Abd al-Malik al-Juwayni, better known as Imam al-Haramyya (d.470/l083)
1vigorously embraced the idea of al-Sarfah,
If al-Jahiz, earlier in the third century, had expressed two opposite 
attitudes towards the idea, accepting it-s validity at one stage and reject­
ing it at another, the Sunnite controversialist al-Baqsillani presents us 
with a subtle and equivocal stand, for although he strongly and emphatically 
states the lameness and ineptness of the idea with regard to the composition 
of the Qur9an, his discussion upon other matters - indeed, even that of the 
composition of the Qur’an - appears in essence to allow for it.
In the case of al-Jahiz, we hoped to view his contradictory attitudes 
in the light of his relationship with his master al-Nazzam, disregarding 
the fluctuating loyalties reported of him on serious matters. Now in the 
case of the Sunnite al-Baqillani the situation can well be visualised in 
the light of the embittered rivalries among the theological sects, part­
icularly that of the Muctazilites.
Although, in most of the extant works of al-Baqillani, references are
2found in one way or another to the Idea in fact some of its aspects
3
were discussed In works which are not available to us. Yet his most
elaborate chapter on the question we find so far is in ’K. Hidayat al-
Mustarshidin1, as his discussions involve two volumes of the work^ and
5
features markedly in other parts of it.
(1) !al™cAqidah al-Nizamiyyah1, pp. 54-55®
(2) !Tamhid! ed. McCarthy, p. 145; ’Bayan1, ed. McCarthy, pp. 14-15* 21;
!I£jaz!, pp. 40-45, 99-100; 'Intisar*, (the abridgement), ff. 79B-92B.
(5) 'Intisar (abridgement), f. 84a. The reference here is to TK. Usui al-Dxn
(4) Vol. XI, f. 13b - vol. XII, f. 8b.
(5) Vols. VII, f.9b; VII,ff. 19a, 20a; XII, f. 15b; XIV, ff. lb-2a.
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Considering the circumstances in which al-Baqillani wrote most of his 
works one sees the reason why he had to repeat himself time and again.
The brief or very brief accounts which occxirred in such works as 'Tamhid1, 
'Insaf1, fBayanf and ‘I^az’ in connection with the question of al-Sarfah, 
became more and more lucid and protracted in such works as 'al-Intisar 
and 'Ilidayat al-Mustarshidin1 wherein a wide x^ ange of theological wrangles, 
involving a series of principles of his school and those of his rivals 
are exposed*
For some assessment of the idea it is necessary to consider the 
following points
What did the Ashcarite author understand of the idea?
On what basis did he reject it?
And did he in point of fact reject it altogether or allow for it in
certain respects?
But before dealing with any of these questions, it is perhaps 
appropriate to consider the accounts given by al-Baqillani of the Mu*tazilite 
thesis as ascribed to the man who became the father of the idea, al-Nazzam* 
Bearing in mind that from the days of the founder of the idea to those of
al-Baqillani certain developments and persistent, though variable,
interpretations were attached to it at the hands of the later Mut£azilite 
generations^which fossilized the mere hypothesis into doctrinal belief 
and which also called for further involVment of other principles of the 
theology of the school.
The first report occurs in al-Baqillani's lengthy chapter in !K, 
al-Hidayahl and readss—
(1) In !Intis*ar! (summary) the discussion of al-Sarfah seems to have been 
of some length but the summarizers no doubt cut it short.
y?3
"Though al-Nazzam among them (i.e. the Mu’tazilah) maintains that :
• *
1X know not that the Arabs spoke the likE of the Qur’an before they were
challenged by it. Nay, perhaps speech of the like of it had been a
custom to them which was violated at the same time of the challenge by
the Qur’an, 03? they lacked the knowledge of it or were prevented from
speaking such* And it was possible that they might have regained that
1
knowledge after the time of the challenge and the death of the Prophet." 
Another attribution to al-Nazzam is also recorded in the same work
4 *
while the author is demonstrating the various theses which were offered
in order to explain I’jaz;
"Al-Nazzam and those who agreed with him among the Qadariyyah say:
• •
The miraculousness of the Qur’an lies in the prevention from rivalry
and al-Sarfah at the time of the challenge to produce the like of it.
♦
Prevention and al-Sarfah therefore are the only miraculous elements,
and not the Qur’an itself* For it had been customary for the Arabs to
speak the like of the Qur’an and perhaps they had spoken in a language
2that was purer and more eloquent than it."
In these two statements was laid the foundation of the idea, which
3
was often maintained in later discussions. The stress is clearly put 
on two main aspects;
a) that of ability,
b) that of knowledge,
of both of which,in this this respect, the Arabs were deprived, 
according to
(1) 1Hidayah1 vol. XI,f.12b*
(2) Ibid. vol* XII,f.9a.
(3) Ibid. vol.XIV,f.2a.
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the Mu*tasilah. The aspect of ability is here the most important and the 
aspect of knowledge merely an explanatory one. Now for an insight into 
the conflicting principles regarding ability which is the principal key 
to the question of al-Sarfah, we should look, though in brief, at the 
prevailing attitudes of both schools, under the following Imdings:
i) God’s Will over man’s act,
ii) Man in ^relation to his own act.
Assuming under the former, that both statements attributed to al- 
Nazzam were genuine, whatever the exceptions and however hypothetical 
the idea expressed may sound, it would seem that in the endeavour to 
establish the idea of al-Sarfah he was the first to defy one of the 
principles of his own school, or at least m^de an exception of one of 
the school’s strongly and generally held tenents, Hence, in essence, 
his theory allowed for a Divine Intervention to have hindered the Arabs 
from the production of the like of the Qpr?an* Such a view would be 
quite irreconcilable with the school as a whole, in its common adherence 
to the idea of justice, whence man was given initiative power, ability 
or free will, which the school as a whole held in opposition to God's 
Will (Qadar) over man’s action*
In contrast to this attitude we find al-Ash£ari, and consequently 
al-Baqillani professing the view that man cannot create anything. God 
is the only creator. Nor does man's power produce any effect on his action 
at all* God creates the power (Qudrah) of His creature as well as his 
choice (ikhtiyar)« Thus He creates in him, his action, corresponding to
(l) 'Tamhid1, ed. McCarthy, p.253
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the power and choice thus created®
Thus, although the initiative and the performance of man’s action
is God’s creation, according to the Ash*arite theology, to avoid
slipping into another theological extreme (i.e. the tendency of the
compulsionists or al-Jabriyyah) and also to account at the same time for
responsibility to man in his act (in essence, none), al~Ashcari took a
middle way by adopting or reviving^the idea of acquisition or appropria-
tion (Kasb) which argues that though the initiative and the performance
of man’s act is God’s creation, man, who is but the subject of his act,
is nonetheless responsible through his acquisition of it*
However, the theory of acquisition might have been viewed as an
2
obscure chapter in the Ash^arite theology, it was but another endeavour 
to explain man’s act in relation to God®
Despite such diametrically opposed attitudes of the two schools, the 
rift between al-Nazzam’s conception of the idea of al-Sarfah, at least 
as recorded by al-BaqilianI, and that of al-Baqillani himself, is not 
perhaps very great; for both men were acknowledging the Power of God 
over man’s act® The only apparent discrepancy between them in this is 
that, while for al-Nazzam it was the exception, to al-Baqillani it was 
the rule®
It can hardly be assumed that al-Baqillani rejected the idea in the 
light of the aforementioned concept, on the contrary, there are far too
(1) For the historical development of this idea, see W.M. Watt, J.R*A*S 
(1943) "The origin of the Islamic Doctrine of Acquisition", pp. 234“ 
247* Also by the same author "Islamic Philosophy and Theology" pp® 
85- 88®
(2)Thus the coining of the phrase; ’More obscure than the Acq^^isition of 
the Ash<arite’*
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many examples wherein he was totally reliant on the idea in his arguments, 
not only by implication hut by plainly using the term al-Sarfah itself,'*' 
which makes his own position over this matter more or less equivocal.
In point of fact, such equivocation in his stand appeared to have prompted 
someone at one time to ask ( or he himself, as his suppositional method 
would allow, anticipate* the question):
"If it is said: this is but like the claim of the Qadariyyah that
—  2al-Sarfah prevented the Arabs from producing the like of the Qur?an".
To which he exclaimed: "God forbid 11
Nevertheless, having demonstrated a number of their interpretations 
of the idea he concluded thus:
"But if they ( the Mu4tazilah) maintain al-Sarfah as meaning the 
deprivation(of the Arabs) of the ability to speak the like of the Qur'an, 
though they ( the Arabs) might have been enabled to do so, they (the 
MuHazilah) would have been right; and if that is so, what they (the
(i) See fBayan!, p*34> "Similarly, if the apostle challenged, his opponents
to rise from their places and move their limbs and use their tongues,
and they were hindered from doing so while he was enabled to do so, 
the miraculoiTsness wo-mld then be in the violation of what they were 
accustomed to by the creation in them of impotence and inability to
do what they had been challenged..... " see also pp. 9^ -7,
(2^  Hidayah, vol. XIV, f.2a.
(3) Ibid, e.g. "Some of them say:- ’The Arabs were speaking the like of
the Qurfan, but thejr were deprived of it during the time of the
challenge.1 Others say:- ’It was within their ability to produce 
the like of it, but they were prevented from doing so by depriving 
them of motives or providing them with an alternative occupation. 1
Others say:- ’  by being deprived of the essential knowledge
from their hearts ...  for they ( the Mu<tazilah) believe that
knowledge to the eloquent is a matter of innateness and not acquired.,u
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Mu*tazilah) said is wrong and the difference "between our view and theirs 
2is apparent.”
In a much earlier work al-Baqillani wrote: f,We do not mean by our
denial of al-Sarfah that God Almighty disables us in a matter which is 
possibly attainable.”
Regardless of the later Mu*tasilite interpretations the above 
quotations would perhaps sxim up fairly well for us al-Baqillani * s percep­
tion of the idea. Considering the first of them, the obvious question 
would be, what was the diversity of opinion over the two ideas, to-which 
the author here is referring, and what was al-Bazsam’s original attitude?
The answer seems to lie in the second concept, which has been 
mentioned earlier, of man in relation to his own act. A concept over which 
the two rival schools differed considerably, nonetheless al-Razsam, 
singularly and unlike the rest of his school, proved to be an exception in 
this respect.
The chapter which we need to consider, with regard to this issue, 
is that of ability which played an important role in the development of 
the study of the idea and was oftimes evoked in al-Baqillani*s discussion.^
(l) The reference here to the above quoted, also vols* XI, XII.
12) Ibid.
(3) Intisar, ( the summary) f.86a.
(4) Though his chapter on ability, to which he refers quite often through­
out the surviving part of this work, as noted here earlier, is among
the missing parts of this work. We fi id a long chapter in 'K, al-
Tamhid1 on ability, see ed. McCarthy, ch. 25, pp. 286-295* His views 
are summed up in rIC. al-Insaf, p. 46, in these words, "And it must
be known.that the ability of creatures is simultaneous with their 
acts, nether before nor afterwards, as is the knowledge of the 
creatures and their perception which cannot exist before the known 
and the perceived."
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The Muf tazilite attitude, as presented to us by al-Baqillani, argues that
if man can yield an act in one way, he can equally and by the selfsame
1
power yield it in other ways*
According to this idea, he who can speak Arabic, for example, :±sl by 
the same power, ‘ . 3 capable of speaking Persian and other languages 
- &d - -iibw
Yet, to make this hypothesis more vexedly complex the Mu‘■tazilite
condition - that is provided man had the knowledge and the means (lit*
tool) which was the second most important factor in the discussion - was
no longer necessarily required; for they argued that the lack of knowledge
or means does not prevent, in effect, the act, hence the real prevention
is the opposite of what the able can effect and the lack of knowledge
3here is not the opposite*
To put the controversy in clear perspective; the MuHazilites
argued that this power which yields an act must be a power to will an act 
and its opposite and that ability must also exist in the moment before 
the act. In opposition to this attitude, al-Baqillani, and long before 
him al-Ashcari, held that the power is only the doing of the act, not its 
opposite, and it must exist in the moment of acting, neither before nor 
after*
Considering in this respect al-Nazzam1s attitude, one feels somewhat 
surprised, for his views here are not those of the Mu*tazilites, but of the
(1) ’Bayan’, pp. 20-21; 1Intisar* (summary) f* 84a; ’Hidayah* vol. XI, 
ff. 12b-13a.
(2) ’Bayan’, pp. 20-21*
(3) ’Hidayah*, vol. XX, ff. 14b-l^ a. ’Intisar’ (summary) f. 84b.
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later Ash*arites. "Ability," it was reported of him to have said, "is in
the act, indissolubly connected with every element of it," He also used
to say: "Man cannot do whatever comes into his mind, contrary to the
rest of the Muctazilah.
Thus it would seem, as far as the two essentl&Ll aspects i.e. God's
Will over man's act and man in relation to his own act, were concerned
that al-Nazzam, though ostensibly the main target of al-Baqillani's fierce
attack, proved to be, from the standpoint of principles, on al-Baqillani's
side in the argument. Though, granted he was the progenitor of the idea,
or thus we are led to believe, what seems to have aggravated the situation
and aroused al-Baqillani's deprecation was neither the idea nor the
principles, original or exceptional, on which it had been founded, but
rather the later Mutazilite interpretation of it, and the intermingling
of it with other of their principles* During al-Baqillani's life-time,
2however, some of the Mu^tazilites appear to have abandoned the idea or 
accepted of it what was al-Baqillani s version* In fact, we find his own 
famous argument, "If the composition of the like of the Qur^ah is possible, 
but al-Sarfah prevents men from doing it, speech would not be miraculous
a
but prevention would be," became a MuHazilite argument to be held by 
the famous al-Qadi cAbd al-Jabbar himself.^
(1) M, Abu Rqdah, 'Ibrahim b* Sayyar al-Hazsam ..." p* 174*
(2) 'Hidayah', vol. XI, 21b.
(3) Ibid* vol.* XII, ff. 3b, 9a; 'I^ jaz', p.43* -
(4) 'Mughni', vol. XVI, pp. 219> 322. Here the Qadi argues: "We have 
explained that had this attitude (towards al-Sarfah) been correct, the 
Qur'an would not have been miraculous but their prevention would have 
been*
Finally, further to the second question in which we hoped to sum
up al-Baqillani1s conception of the idea, a decisive difference
between the terms 11 Adam al-QudrahT and ' 'Ajz' , both of which may be
rendered as -inability-, must be considered* Here the former term was
of great importance, the latter however he did not consider to be the
right term* He argues
"Know that we do not say the Arabs fail$.d( *Ajizat) to produce
the like of the composition of the Qur’an* But we say they were
incompetent to do so (Ghayr Qadii'in fAlyh) * She difference between
these two sayings is that inability(*Ajz) according to us cannot be
applied except to something already existant, as we have explained in
the chapter on ability in this book and others* If they (the Arabs)
were unable, according to this principle, to produce the like of the
composition of the Qur’an, they should have been able to produce the
like of that*1 *But if we say they were unable (Ghayr Qadirin)to
do so it should have been impossible, for them to do so because of the
lack 6f ability (Qudrah), though he who is lacking ability cannot be
said to have failedC1Xjiz)*"
THE DIFFERENT INTERPRETATION^ OF I*jIZ
Having dealt with the question of al-Sarfah, al-Baqillani now
commences a new chapter entitled" Concerning peoples' different views 
- Zon I'jaz"* We have, however, already seen in the introduction to part 
four the various theses offered for interpreting I'jaz by the three 
main theological schools during the fourth century and there is no need 
here for us to repeat them* Al-Baqillani*s own conception of I'jaz,as
(1) 'Hidayah', vol* XI,f*12a-b
(2) Ibid, vol. XII,f.9a.
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often emphasised, is confined "basically to its composition and
eloquence. A view which is stressed in all his works when dealing with
I’jas. Taking his works in semi-chronological order, he seems to allow
- 1for other aspects In 'IC.al-Tamhid' for example, at one time, in addi­
tion to the eloquence and composition, he includes prophecies (al-
Ikhbar 'An al-Ghuyub) but later in the same work and also in later
2 3 Aworks; ‘Intisar1, 'Insaf*, and 'I'jas* a third is also added, the • •
telling about nations of the past, despite the Prophet's illiteracy*
In 'I'jaz' he informs us that these three were the conceptions of
his friends (i.e. the Sunnites) and others.
In 'K.al-Hidayah1 his approach is different, or to be more precise,
a critical one. Most of that which he enumerates in his previous works
is severely scrutinised and in some cases rendered impossible to be
held as a means by which I'jaz can be demonstrated. He has devoted-
judging by the average number of folios in each volume - what may
amouhtto a complete volume to it, beginning at folio 9a in volume XII
and ending at folio 9a in volume XIII*
The material, as usual, is set in the familiar pattern of questions
and answers, point and counter-point, and divided into sections and
sub-sections, chapters and sub-chapters; sometimes the latter them­
selves being divided further. In conclusion, after demonstrating in
brief,the various theses, he declares !,And we shall Repudiate all other
5thesesw^fhibh disagree with our own.” Leaving out the author's long and
(1) Ed. McCarthy,p.1A1,alsopp.157*159*
(2) Pt* 1,f.7a; Sum. pt.2,f.70a.
(3) Pp.62-3*
(A) Pp.A8-50,
(5) Vol,XIl,f,10a.
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and discursive dialogue, his attitude toward these theses can, on the whole, 
be summed up in the following;
i) theses which he utterly rejected;
ii) those accepted as valid in their own right, but not as a means by
which I'jaz can be demonstrated;
iii) the latter interpreted as denoting his own conception of eloquence 
and composition*
A) The first inquiry talcing the form of a question concernsthe two
Mu*tazilite attitudes, that is to say that I*jaz lies either in the eloquence
1alone without the composition, or vice versa* This is followed by an
2analogous section in support of the author's own conception* Some of 
these arguments we shall meet later in our chapter on eloquence0
B) Sec;
A very short section concerning the question of al-Sarfah* Here the author 
refers us to his preceding discussion in this volume and the previous one*
C) Sec;
Proofs which reject the view that the I^jaz of the Qur>an derives from its 
freedom from contradiction and discrepancy*^ The basiG controversy here 
is with regard to the interpretation of the Qurvanic verse; "If it were 
from other than God they would find in it many a discrepancy." (XV/8l)* 
Al-Baqillani does not deny the meaning of the verse, but interprets it as
5
indicating discrepancies in its eloquence and composition* Por further
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discussion on this, references are made to 'K. al-Intisar1 and 'Usui al-*
Din1,
D) Ch:
Concerning the -views of those who maintain that the I^jaz of the QurwL
lies in its contents and its teachings, which if they were examined would
1
all prove to he right. This likewise, he does not deny hut as a means of 
Isjaz considers it a remote possibility. Al-Baqillani's objections here aris 
from two points. Firstly, that there is no difference between the prophet's 
instructions and those of the Qur^an, for both are right in this respect. 
Secondly, this would confuse scriptures with the philosophers' sayings 
which iiltimately proved to be right.
E) Ch:
Concerning the refutation of the idea that the Q,ur»an is Mu<jiz because
2 - 
it is eternal. Here is where the I^jaz controversy involves the famous
theological trial, the creation of the Qur»an. The controversy here deals
with a supposition attributed to the Mu<tazilites which gives rise to the
well-known controversy* To this we can only add that al-Baqillani relies
-z
mainly on al-Ash*ari's refutation of it and that his lengthy chapter on it
4
is among the missing parts of this work.
F) Ch:
Concerning the view attributed to Ahl al-Haq<£(Sunnites) or others who
fl} Ibid. ff. l6a-17b.
(2J Ibid. ff. 17b~19b.
13) Ibid. f. 18a.
(4) Ibid. f. 19b. A short section on this and the following is found in
’I jaz', pp. 394-6* Cf. 'Tarahid', ed. McCarthy, pp. 237""251*
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maintained the basis of I*jaz in the Qur’an is that it is tanta-
'I
mount to the eternal speech of God* This is also another aspect 
emerging from the question of the creation of the Qur’an* The view 
here appears to be that it is neither eternal nor created but tanta­
mount (’Ibarah ’An) to the eternal and therefore it is mu’jiz* Al- 
Baqillanx considered this to be wrong from the following points:
i) Xf It is so, it must follow that the expression (al-1Ibarah) of 
the eternal by way of imitation and memorisation is also mu’jiz, for 
in this it is but like the original expression, but it is agreed 
that the expression by way of imitation is not mu’jiz, likewise the 
original expression itself, being only an expression, but the 
eloquence and composition contained therein are*
ii) Also if this expression were just prose or one that is qualified 
by a degree of eloquence attainable by the Arabs, or else poetry, 
which is within their ability, it would not be mu’jiz though an 
expression of His speech*
iii) All scriptures are expressions of God’s speech,though they are 
not mu’jizat because of the languages in which they were revealed*
iv) According to this view also, a letter or letters,or a word or 
two, should also be mu’jiz, for it is an expression of God's speech*
G) CH:
Concerning the Qur’^ nic prophecies Cal—Xkhbar ’An al—Ghuyub) as a 
—  2means of I’jaz: This is one of the two points maintained in the
author's other works, in addition to his main conception. Although 
it has been generally held as a
(1) Ibid. 19b - vol.XIII,f.1b
(2) Vol. XIII,f.2a.
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proof of I'jaz, even by the author himself, as his account in his 
early work: would imply, here he does not deny their miraculous role, 
but as means by which I'jaz* is demonstrable they are not acceptable# 
For him such information,whether from God or the Prophet and whether 
or not in an eloquent form,makes no difference, I'jaz; in them however 
lies in the knowledge of the Prophet of them, but but not the infor­
mations themselves. The first part of this dialogue is a comparative 
one, in it contrast is made between the information passed down 
through prophets and the predictions and forecastings of soothsayers, 
astronomers and doctors of medicine.
H) Sec:
Here an inquiry is made about I'jaz; and prophecies# Is it the mere
recounting in detail of them, the veracity of information or the
actual happening of them? Having discussed these three points he
concluded tnat prophecies cannot be declared miraculous by any of
them# They are only miraculous insofar as they infringe the laws of
2
nature through the Prophet's knowledge of them*
I) Ch:
The prophecies mentioned in the Qur'an# He demonstrates as an
- 3example a number of verses from the Qur'an#
J) Sec:
A final section in which some of the prophecies attributed to the 
Prophet are recorded.
(1) Ibid.ff#2b-5a; for further details reference is made to his work,
(2) Ibid.ff#5a-6b# 'Baqa'iq al-ICalam'
(3) Ibid.ff#6b-7h* Verses examplified in__this and others of the 
author's works: A=*Hidayah' ; 33. = 'I'jaz;'; C='Intisar'; D=*TamhId* ; 
E='Insa£'are 11/94-5 ABCD;VIII/7 ABC; XlVIl/16 ASC;/21 ABODE;
XXX/1-4ABCD;LIV/50ABCD;IX/85ABC; •;/33ABCD; XLVIII/20-1A ;XVII/83 A ; 
XXIV/55 BCD; III/61 ..BCD; LVIII/21 E; VIl/128 E.
(4) Ibid.. £f.7b-8b. For further detail reference is made to 'K.al-
Intisar
It was fairly fitting after the author's lengthy chapter on the
various interpretations of I'jaz and his assessment of them that a
reflective chapter should he attempted inquiring as to whether or not
such dissidence of opinion amongst the different schools of thought
would produce any effect on,or disposses the Qur’an of its miraculous- 
1ness •
The title of the chapter reads
"Concerning the objection of the heretical opponents against I'jaz
in view of the diversity of opinion amongst the Muslim^ and the
2answer to it."
The first question argues:-
"How can the Qur’an still be miraculous despite the difference of 
of opinion among the Muslim as to how it is so,; the refutation of 
some of their theses,and contradictions in some others?.....Does not 
such diversity of opinion deprive the Qur’an of its miraculous 
status ?" ^
In reply to this al-Baqillani emphasises the fact that, despite 
the Muslims* different sects, they all believe in the miraculousness 
of the Qur’an and all adhere to it as the proof of the Prophet's 
veracity* He argues further that it cannot be said that the 
difference of interpretation of the I’jaz would affect the function 
of the Qur’an as a proof of Muhammad's truthfulness*
As the term proof itself was brought into the discussion, several 
definitions for it were discussed* Having favoured one in particular
(1) For short reflection on this point, cf* 'I'jaz* pp*A46-7*
(2) Vol. XIII,f.9a.
(3) Ibid*
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he dismissed the rest as inadequate* This was followed by three 
short reflective sections on the various interpretations of I'jaz 
he had shown earlier.
The following chapter ^begins at f*15a in vol. XIII) is a point 
of departure as the discussion becomes mainly impregnated with 
literary assessments of eloquence, rhymed prose and poetry.
And here is where we leave the general theological background 
of the chapter of I'jaz in al-Baqillani4s studies for the literary 
evaluation of the aforementioned topics respectively in the 
remainder of this work as well as others.
AL-BAQILL&NI AND AL-BALAGKAH (ELOQITEHCE)
I Unacknowledged sources
”Every author in Baghdad,” wrote the master al-IChawarazmi, ”is but
quoting from other people*s works in his own, save al-Qadi Abu Baler* To
be sure\ it was al-Qadi Abu Baler, al-Baqillani himself, who at one time
• -
criticised other authors for the paucity of their original thoughtaa&d
2
their dependence on other people*s material. If the source of all
quotations was known and stated both the laudatory anecdote as well as
al-Baqillani1s reproach would be perfectly valid,but the fact appears
to be that, in the majority of cases, especially those taken from old
authors,the origin of quotations is almost impossible to ascertain*
Despite al-Baqillani*s contempt for people who did so, his own
controversial posture would suggest that quotation, direct or inspired,
/an
so as to confirm or refute, was' indispensable tool in his own case. A 
matter which he acknowledges in some cases but ignores in the majority* 
This latter point is evinced in his early work, ,IC#al-Intisa:?1 in which 
we have had occasion to point out his indebtedness to fK.Ta,wil Mushkil 
al-Qur*an! of Ibn Qutaybah, if not the work as a whole, at least 
certain chapters of it. The inspirational role of the latter*s book is 
not perhaps very surprising, if only because its author was a 
custodian of tradition prior to alAsh*ari himself*
(1) *Tamhld*, Cairo edn. p.2^f; *Ta*rikh Baghdad* vol.5iP^SBO•
(2) His criticism was launched in particular against al-Jahi&s works, 
see * I* jaz*,pp. 377-8. * *
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In M s  chapter on eloquence, one notices that the laudatoiry anecdote
of the master al~IQmwarazmi, regarding quotation, and al-Baqillani!s own
view on other authors* originality are not compatible, under any pretext;
al-Baqillani here not only quotes, or to he more precise, paraphrases,
other authors1 works - who in the field of scholasticism were his rivals hy
tradition - but paradoxically enough, it was he himself who at one time
held and cherished the same views, yet criticised, modified or rejected
them altogether in some respect or another* Does such inconsistency
towards rhetoric depict for us different phases in al-Baqillani*s career as
a literacy critic or were his views moulded to fit different circumstances?
The following, it is hoped, will provide an answer to this question,
through an expansion of his sources and attitudes*
II The definition of eloquence
Although al-Baqillani has defined the term al-Balaghah, eloquence,
1elsewhere in his extant works, the definition has received further 
elaboration in *K. Hidayat al-MListarshidin! * It would also seem that he 
had elaborated on the term in similar fashion in his earlier work al- 
Intisar* but one or both of its summarisers have reduced it* Further, in 
both !K# al-Intisar1 and !I<-jaz al-Qur'an1 he elaborates on other aspects 
of eloquence which are not to be found in !K* Hidayat al-Mustarshiftin'*
(i) Eg* "For eloquence is natural and not something that can be acquired; 
it is based on factors that exist in the intellect and are known 
by the eloquents." 'Bayan*, p* 27*
"The esseahe..6.f eloquence is the clarity in expressing oneself of 
the best meaning in the most eloquent diction, and the purpose intended 
by the speech*" 'Icjaz*, p* 433*
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With regard to the definition of eloquence, for which we shall look 
primarily to *K. al-Hidayah*, it would seem that apart from his own 
choice of the definition and exposition of that, it was al-JShis’s *K. 
al-Bayan wal-Tabyin’^  which was the main source for the rest of al- 
Baqillani *s definition* As for his contemporary rhetoricians Abu Tlilal 
al-Aslcari and his maternal uncle, Abu Ahmad al-Askari, with the latter of
t
2
whom he had had literary correspondence, there appears to have been 
little influence on him, in this respect*
Putting all traditional rivalry, scholastic as well as personal 
quarrels aside, it is undoubtedly al-Jahiz*s *K, al-Bayan1 on which al-
Baqillani draws to varying degrees in three of his major works, *Intisar1,
— — 31 Hidayah* and *Icjaz*, with regard to the definition of eloquence* The
question of whether he was influenced by Ibn Qutaybah’s *K* ^yun al-
Akhbar1, wherein several definitions of eloquence were recorded,^ is
very unlikely as he seems to be familiar with Jahiz’s *K. al-Bayan1,
Yet assuming he, was influenced by the latter*s work, it would, at any
(1) For al-Baqillahi* s familiarity with this work of JalpLz, see *I<jaz*,
P. 193*
(2) Cf. Ibid* pp* 114, 149, 153, 156, 175* He also appears to have 
had personal conversation with him, pp. 176, 421, 453*
(3) Of. A) Jahiz, ’Bayan’, vol. 1, p. 97 with ’Intisar* (Sum), f. 72b,
also the following pages from the former work with folios 
from the latter, pp. 106, 113, 89, 92, 93, HI, 114, 115 
with f. 73a; pp. 144, 145, 114 with f. 73k; pp. 134, 91 
with f. 74su
B) Jahiz (op cit), vol. 1, p. 88, with ’Hidayah1, vol. XXV, f. 
12a, also the following pages from the former with the folios 
from the latter, p. 93 with f, 10a; p. 97 with f. 12a; p. 113 
with f. 11a; pp. Ill, 115, with f. 11a; pp. 106-9 with f. 11a.
it would seem convinclingly that this volume of *Hidayah 
is based fundamentally on al-Jahiz s two main chapters 
htl-Bayan* and 1 al-Balaghah ’. For 'further refrences see belo
C) J^ kis.Copj.cit.)!:1 j.az,pt193,aclaiowledgement mad.e to Jahiz.
(4) Cf. particularly vol. 2, pp. 169, 170, 173, 174. (1928/1346 edn).
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rate, be al-Jahiz via Ibn Qutaybah, as the latter was himself 
• *
quoting from al-Jahiz’a *K.al-Bayan*# •
It may be argued that al-Baqillani1s main intention in introduc­
ing al-Jahiz*s definitions was to criticise them* This was true with 
• •
respect to some of the definitions, nonetheless al-Baqillani*s own
definition of the term, al-Balaghah, which he esteemed as the most
exclusive, precise and catholic of all definitions, even the best
of them all, parallels some of them closely. Yet, if we accept the
abcurracy of the summary of 'K.al-IntisaH which is earlier than ’K.
al-Hidayah* the situation becomes somewhat puzzling, for it is found
that what al-Baqillani appears to have accepted in an earlier worh
is rejected and strongly criticised by him in a latex* one* Here is
al-Baqillani1s definition as it occur© in *Hidayat al-Hustarshidin*:
’’Although people’s verbal expi*ession and the meaning therein
differ concerning the definition of eloquence, we choose to define
it as:-Eloquence is the expression of the right meaning in what is
3matching and compliant, in noble, splendid and pure diction, which 
instils a deep impression on the souls and ears. Hence the express­
ion of a meaning in noble diction leaves the best impression on the 
hearts and ears, which aannot be effected when it has been expressed 
in a diction empty of nobilijjy and beauty of meaning. Thus, when the 
beauty of meaning and
(1) * Intisar* (Sum.) f. 73a-.
(2) 1Hidayah* vol.XIV,ff* 10a,J2a.
(3) The wox*ds thus occxir in * Hidayah’vol. XIV,ff.9b-10a,
but in ’Intisar* (Sum.) they read A— f*73a.
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the nobility of diction are conjoined in speech, such speech becomes 
eloquent; if it has been expressed in a yet more noble diction, it will 
be still far better and more eloquent.
It is not, however, that a mere conjunction of a word to another, 
which expresses the meaning, thus attaining a degree in eloquence, but 
rather when a noble word is joined with a nobler one, when composed in 
the most noble diction that can express the meaning* speech attains the 
height of eloquence. Failing this and confining the expression to less 
noble diction and beauty, the speech consequently fails to assume its 
height in eloquence. And this is well-known from the state of speech 
and the precedence of people in it.
In other words, eloquence in speech is the expression of meaning in 
a form which is matching and compliant without being inadequate, 
mediocre or concealed or hidden, but free from the superfluities of 
speech and ambiguous words, and its divisions must accord with its noble 
diction. That, if such speech was long and extended to a greater length, 
it should follow naturally in a smooth continuation and not digress from 
what the speaker commenced at the opening of his speech, nor should the 
extension be abrupt,
Having thus given us his own definition of eloquence, al-Baqillani
2
proceeds, following a well-established tradition, to give an exposition 
of some of the expressions which occur in the definition, meanwhile
of eloquence covers the pages 15“37 in !Sinacatayn.'
•r
1) 'Hidayah', vol. XIV, ff. 9b-10a*
2) Cf* Jahiz, 'Bayan', vol. 1, p. l6l, in fact most of the definitions
u
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reflecting 011 or criticising other definitions or certain phrases in 
them. For example, 011 the phrases:
A) correctness of the divisions of speech, he comments:-
"None of the parts of speech should intermingle with another, nor
the meaning he expressed in synonymous words or near-synonymous (mutaqarib)
nor of different composition and metres, lest its eloquence disappears,
its meaning rendered ambiguous and unbalanced, uneven and unparallel in
its metre® That each individual sentence should indicate an aspect of
it when it is long, for when speech is such, its splendour fades and
becomes coarse to the ear, and its parts clash and become disjointed
and perhaps its meaning becomes obscured and hard to grasp except with
1
an effort of thinking and consideration,"
B) Choice of words:—
"The meaning should not be expressed in vulgar and common diction,
2
when it can be expressed in noble diction®"
C) Exactitude and matchability;—
"Speech should be free of superfluous (Fudul) and unnecessary words,
not lacking in those which are necessary, nor should be encumbered Mth
that which makes the meaning ambiguous, whereas if it is expressed in
3
other terms the meaning becomes clear and apparent."
(1) Ibid. vol* XIV, f, 10b®
(2) Ibid® fol. 10b-11a,
(3) Ibid, f, 11a,
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Modification and rejection
While al-Baq.illahi is elaborating on his ov/n choice - and as had 
been the method in the work by which he was inspired, ’K* al-Bayan’, of 
al-Jahiz - he quotes and criticises some of the definitions recorded of 
eloquence and stiggests further modification of others. In this he does 
not, however, strike us very much by the originality of his views, but 
rather by a certain development in his conception of some of them, and 
by his inconsistency. The following would perhaps illustrate this;-
"The eloquence of a speech (or statement) is that it should be 
free from constraint, remote from artificiality and needless of a gloss."
This was the meaning of al-Asmafi1s definition of eloquence^  "The 
eloquent person is he who discloses the meaning in such a way that it needs 
no further explanation."
Although we find this definition in *K0 al-Intisar1 where it is given
1 -without any comment, in the later *IC* Hidayat al-Mustarshidin*, al™
Baqillani subjects it to criticism. "For", he argues, "a meaning can be
disclosed without need for further explanation by him who uses common
diction and colloquial language, abandoning the use of noble diction.
What is thus expressed cannot be considered eloquent, though the meaning
is understood and needs no further explanation. Speech can only be
eloquent when it requires no further explanation, provided that the diction
2is distinguished and noble."
(2)
1) ’Intisar1 (Sum) f. 72b*
 'Eidayah* vol. XIV, f. lib.
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This is not an original opinion of al-Baqillani the Ash<arite, it was
in fact a Mu<tazilite argument and it had long been recorded by al-Jahiz.
with particular comment 011 it.~
With regard to the phrase, "The cardinal point of eloquence is the
ability to make people understand according to their mental capability
and their social status," we find it had been incorporated by al-Baqillani
2in the definition which begins in *K. al-Intisar1, but that in his later 
work ’al-Hidayah’ he had rejected that statement as unnecessary and a 
needless addition to the definition of eloquence, or at least to his modified 
form of it. He argues
"The addition of the condition *to make people understand according
to their mental capability......1 is unnecessary; for it is impossible
to make the rabble, the mob, the vulgar and the coarse understand the 
meaning in noble diction® They can only comprehend the meaning when it 
is expressed to them in common and colloquial diction and in the rabble’s 
tongue® If the speaker, however, manages to convey to them the meaning 
in such a language and mn such manner, he is not eloquent, nor is what 
he says worthy of being described as eloqiience* It may indicate his 
wisdom, his knowledge of what is required to address different classes 
of people, his copious awareness of customs ....... , but by no means
can his speech be associated with eloquence."
Nevertheless, despite his inconsistency regarding the passage above,
(1) ’Bayan[, vol. 1, p. 163® The comment here is with regard to 
’Attabi’s definition.
(2l F. 73a.
(3) ’Hidayah’, vol. XIV, f. 10b.
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he was merely elaborating on the view of al^ Jahia*
Finally, the opening of the Indian definition of eloquence,
2translated for and recorded by al-Jahi^ reads:- "The prime of eloquence 
is the gathering of the tools of eloquence," Although most of this
3
definition pertains to the speaker, rather than to the speech itself, 
al-Baqillani was interested exclusively in speech and did not, therefore, 
consider the opening qualification of the Indian definition to be of 
any importance since it concerned the speaker*^
III Al-Baqillani1s conception of eloquence
To his definition of eloquence, rather his selective choice of it,
seen above, al-Baqill&nl undoubtedly attaches a particular significance
, kwhich clearly underlines his conception of Balagah* His rebellious 
attitude towards the theoretical Balagah which was propounded in some 
detail in what might have been one of his later works, *K, al'-I<jazl 
appeared to have long been discussed within a framework of embittered 
and discursive theological wrangles, as in fK. al-Hidayah* and other 
earlier works. For an insight into some of these early discussions, 
which often occur within or infuse a lengthy theological dialogue, inter™ 
rupted by a subsidiary question or the clearing up of a point of doubt, 
an attempt can be made under the following headings.
(1) !Bayan!, vol. 1* p* 93* The phrase appears as a part of the Indian
definition of eloquence* See also p. 162*
(2) Ibid* p* 92*
(3) Abu Hilal in 1 al-SinaS atayn* having commented on the same phrase p,
20-21 appeared to consider it as description of speech, cf. p* '370
(4) ’Hidayah*, vol. XIV, f* 10b*
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1» Eloquence and composition
In an earlier chapter, we have noticed that of composition or those
works entitled Nazm al-Qur’an, nothing so far is known except their names*
The first to write in this respect was al-Jahiz, from whose time onwards
authors, of different theological persuasions, also contributed, especially
the Mu^ tazilites, Nevertheless, considering the woris of such later
Mu<tazilite authors as al-Rummani and al-Qadi tfAbd al~Jabbar, the
enthusiasm for the idea of composition in that school appears to have
ebbed very low. The former, for example, included it neither among the
seven points by which he sought to demonstrate I^ jaz, nor reflected on
it even in passing, as we have seen* The latter, on the other hand,
even criticised the ability of the idea as a means by which I^ jaz could
1be demonstrated* Although this may indicate some of the later 
NEiutazilite opinions, of the earlier, about whose works nothing is known, 
al-Baqillani says the following
"Some of the Qadariyyah maintained that I^ jaz al-Qur’an is what it
(Qur’an) contains of composition, but they did not consider the eloquence.
2and the nobility of the words".
(1) Cf. 1 al-Muglini1 vol, 16, pp. 197-8* Here it is noticeable that his 
view is identical with al-Baqillani!s® In reply to a question con­
cerning the composition he concludesi "Therefore to us, it is impos­
sible that the partioularisation (competence) of the Qur’an with a 
style of composition can be without its eloquence (fasahah) which is 
the purity of utterance and the beauty of meaning," Yet at p, 215» 
faced with a similar question, he considers the concept of the com­
position as confirmatory to that of eloquence*
(2) 'Hidayah1, vol, XII, f, 9a*
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- an attitude which he dismisses as invalid and of which the later
Mu^tazilites appear to hold the reverse# Weighing al-Baqillani1s own
conception of the idea of composition alone, however, against the later
MuHazilites1 preference, that of eloquence, as a means by which I<jaz
can be demonstrated, their attitudes would appear of equal protagonistic
advantage, though neither dismisses the strongest viewpoint of the
opponent offhand, yet when either questions this view in isolation they
1denounce it or give it a subordinate position.
To al-Baqillani, at any rate, in the insoluble compound of eloquence
and composition, lies the culmination of I4, jaz and it is impossible for
him to consider one without the other. To this end, all other ways by
which I<jaz is sought demonstrable, to him are inadequate, unless they
2
are interpreted as indicating eloquence and composition together. Thus 
with al-Baqillani1s conception of I<jaz, being so positive, the most 
important question to be asked perhaps is: What did eloquence mean to him 
and how far did his conception of it differ from that of contemporary 
Mu<tazilites?
Much of the answer to the latter part of this question depends entirely 
on his definition of eloquence itself, as he repeatedly maintains on 
several occasions in *K. al-Hidayah* and which he also holds in
(1) A good parallel in this respect is apparent when comparing al- 
Baqillani* s ,Hidayaht vols. XII, f. 10a and b; XI f. 17a, with *Abd
al-Jabbar's 1Mu^hni*, vol. 16 p. 322.
(2) Accounts were given of these ways when we outlined vols. XII, XIII.
Bote particularly vol. XII, f. 14b.
(3) Eg. vols. XIV, ff. 9b, 13a; XII, lib.
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opposition to the Moftazilite definition of al-Balagah ( i.e. the purity 
and heauty of words only) being in his opinion exclusive, not only because 
it rules out the concept of the composition, rather relegates it to a 
secondary place, but also because it opens the door to legitimate 
questions, such as s-
1 The utterances and individual words are common ih all fonns of the Arabs1
speech and they initiated them, and were from whom other people took them.
That the status of an eloquent word in the Qur'an is as good as it is in
poetry, oratory, the art of letter writing,prose and rhymed prose, and
cannot be different simply because of the diverse forms of speech in
1which it occurs.”
For these reasons, al-Baqillani at one stage seems to have been
inclined to favour the conception of composition or style without any
2
consideration of eloquence. But to hold this was to discard half of his 
own dual conception. To surmount such difficulty he recoursed to a 
different definition of eloquence. This only solved one half of the prob­
lem but in doing so presented himself with another, which was that although 
it is clear to him that eloquence, as such, differs from composition, as
y
such,^  his definition of the eloquence of the Qur’an is hardly separable 
from its composition, which may be taken as further evidence of the
(1) This argument is reported twice; vols. XII, f* 10a; XIV, f, 17a.
(2) Cf. vols. XIV, f0 16b; XII, f. 10a and b.
(3) In a reply to a question inquiring about the differences between
the two ( vol. XIV, fB 18a and b) the authorfs final words read;"'
"It is clear that eloquence in speech is something different 
from its composition arrangement, etc."
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inextricability of the two as perceived by the author, with regard to
the language of the Qur'an® He went even further as to argue:*- "We have
1 -said already that it is possible that I<jaa of the Qur’an lies in its
eloquence and composition® In the light of this we must consider the
eloquence of the individual words in itais; something more than the mere
words used by the speakers of the language in all their forms of speech*
2
Nay we say • *,"« Wrhat he said was but the definition of eloquence
once more, which can hardly be separated from composition®
2® Words and meanings
In our final chapter on the original text of *K. al-Intisar1 a
comparison was drawn between the views of the twentieth century Taha Husain
and those of the tenth century al-Baqillani, concerning the status of 
the language of the Qur'an in Arabic® Of the latterTs seemingly conflict-
Ing opinions further details are hoped to be found in other of his extant
works•
The apparently contradictory views of al-Baqillani that the Qur’an 
is Arabic and yet totally different, seem to have originated from the 
consideration of two different entities, on the one hand the consideration 
of the individual words as such, and on the other the grouping of them, 
the composition® Words alone do not distinguish the language of the 
Qur'an from the rest of the Arabic language® The question often emerges; 
"How can the Qur'an be different when it is couched in the same words as
(1) Cf* vol. XII® f* 10a and b®
(2) Cf. vol* XIV, f* 16b*
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1
as other forms of speech?’1 Nor do words, per se, particularise any form
of speech* But what signifies the language of the Qur'an in Arabic is
its composition* This is the essence of al-Baqillani1s often maintained 
2argument*" For example, "We do not mean by our saying that the Qur* an 
is Arabic and it is revealed in the language of the Arabs , that its 
eloquence and composition, which are beyond the customs of the Arabs 
and the tongue of their eloquence, had ever been spoken by them .,** but 
we mean by our saying it is Arabic ‘ that the individual words in it 
are Arabic and that the speakers of the language had already spoken them*"'V
With regard to meaning, al-Baqillani’s views are similar to those of
al-Jahiz and many others, that'meanings are common to every language and
therefore signify nothing of the eloquence, brilliance or style of that
A
particular language *
5* Eloquence is natural and not acquired
That eloquence, for that matter language, is natural and not acquired 
is an important consideration in al-Baqillan^s theo-literary discussion*
In this concept Jies undoubtedly the basis of his rejection of the
effectiveness of the theoretical Balaghah. The theological background
C lP
of this argument is extremely complex for it employs in the first place 
the most puzzling chapter in the Ash^arite theology, the idea of aquisition, 
particularly with regard to knowledge. Here we may concentrate on the two
(1) Cf, 1Tamilid* p. 133-5 the question here is; "How can the Qur’an be 
miraculous when it is not other than the letters of the alphabet in 
which both the eloquents as well as others had spoken".
(2) For his elaborations see 1Hidayahf vols. XI, ff* 10a-12a; XII, ff*
10a-12a; XIII, f. 20a; -XIV, ff. 2b, 17b-18a.
(3) Cf. vol. XI. 10a.
(4) Cf. vols. XII f. 10b; XIII, lib, 19a.
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main relevant points* Firstly, how was the concept initially included
ing the literary theory of criticism?
Taking al-Baqillani!s works in chronological order, a paradox arises 
as he seems to emphasise two contradictory arguments. Was there a mis­
understanding of the man’s views by some of his later summarisers?
In !K* al-Tamhid’f which is one of his earliest works, the idea of 
language as natural was propounded in a reply to one of the questions on 
the opposition or rivalry* The proposition was that the Arabs might have 
oppesed the Our*an but did not for the reason that doubt could have 
occurred among the followers of the Prophet as to whether or not what 
had been produced was in opposition* In reply to this he argued that it
was incorrectj. for the tongue and the language were theirs and language
1
was natural to them, therefore doubt could not have taken place.
In fK0 al-Bayan1 the emphasis is shifted from language to eloquence
as we read:- "For eloquence is natural and not something that can be
acquired; it is based on factors which exist in the soul and are known
2
by the eloquent." Or once again:- "And since eloquence was something 
natural to them" and also on the same page:- "But eloquence is not some™
3
thing that can be achieved by any artifice being rather a created habit,"
In *K. al-Intisar1, strangely enough, we read this statement: "The
Arabs were not when they were created speaking or aware of speech, but were 
ignorant until they touched on language and agreed on it, henceforth they
in the chapter of I^jaa and secondly, what effect resulted from it regard-
l) ’Tamhid* p. 1^ 0*
2; and (p) 1Bayun1 pp* 27, 31*
beoame aware of meaning and composition with a knowledge which is neither
a natural impulse nor natural. If it were a natural necessity it would
have been for them to have spoken initially with all their poetry, rhymed
prose, composition, prose and oratory, not delaying until a general
1concensus was reached."
If this is to be a true representation of a thesis by al-Baqillani,
it is clear that itis in contradiction to what he maintained in other
works, even if the discussion was on a different level.
However, in ’K. al-Hidayah* the author's thesis that eloquence as a
whole is natural is well illustrated and features in several volumes as a
reply to the question
"If it is possible that a person could excel, through exertion in the
quest of sciences and the acquisition of them and by exercising evexy
effort attain a high position, outstripping all his contemporaries in a
particular branch of sci&Ince, would you deny therefore this possibility^
and a distinguished and great advancement in eloquence, language and
la
composition by means of effort in the knowledge of language ....?"
The first part of his two-fold reply is:-
"Eloquence and chasteness in speech are not achieved by means of 
quest and acquisition but rather are they inborn, natural and of a
? 3necessity"," This was emphasised several times. The main argument was 
that though proficiency in sciences, trades and crafts could Increase
(1) 1 Intis’ar’ (Sum) f* 72a, and b»
(la) vol. X. f. 17a.
(2) Ibid.
(3; Cf. e.g. vols. X, ff. 7a, 10a, 17"bj 19a. XI, f. 4a.
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by further quest and acquisition, that in language could not for the simple
reason that it was imitation and something which had been handed down, the
later generations following the steps of the former.
Elaborating on the idea of language as a necessity, he argued that
by necessity was not meant logical deduction but that those who were bom
speaking a language and trained in it were necessarily cognmxsiin the trait
1of that language*
2j. .T ra d jli^  /bheo^getica]^ jfflffg lcdge
Is the eloquence of the Qyr^an categorically definable?
Although with this question begins the author*s chapter on eloquence 
in *IC. al-Hidayah * the same question was jueovoked. on .another occasion later 
in the sane work. And each time Simulating a series of further questioned 
The author* s reply however? reveals to us one of the crucial factors that 
shaped his attitude toward theoretical rhetoric of which more is to be 
seen in the following two chapters*
Two fourth-century attitudes emerging from one conception yet arriving 
at different conclusions need to be considered* To Abu HilaX al-*Askari, 
the contemporary of al-Baqi 11 ani and to many others including al—JBaqillani 
himself the only and most obvious answer to the above (question can only be 
achieved through a thorough knowledge of the language in which the qur’‘an 
was revealed* And the way to this is none, else but by studying the
Vol. X, £i 17a0
k2J Most of them invol ing theological details some of which we have
already seen. Vol. XIII, ff. 36a, 17a, 17b, 18b, 20a; vol. XV, ff.2a 
4a, 5a; XIV, ff. lb, 2b, 4a.
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stylistic characteristics of that lanyuaye both in its prose and verse.
This approach is well propounded from the very outset of Abu Hilal’s 
’If. cl-Sina^atyn1.~
Al-baqilluni’ s awarenes. of the appropriateness of such an approach
o
is often emphasised particularly in his lony chapter in !fe al-I1jaz’,
"The way to the huowledye of 1! jus", which v/as mainly desinned for this 
ptTrpose* Although, knowledge had bomi considered the fundamental initiative 
two types of it must be '*ealised:. there wa.s on the one side 0, the ore tic ad. 
approach toward tba.t knowledge &T' which Abu Kilal was a supporter as well 
as a participant end of which ?1-Baqillani bad his doubt as to its 
expediency, and on the o tin or, a traditional approach 0 .0  which al- 
Baqillani stood firmly*
When the foreyoiny question was pxit to al-Bacjillani, his reply 
includ.es awony many other thinys which already me have, in at in his 
theoloyiced. discum ions, he emphasises the knowledge of the early genera­
tions, particularlythe Prophet's contemporariesj of lanyuaye 0 Here is 
the other version of the above question as it occurs at a la.ter staye and 
the anther1s reply to it:-
Q,: "You have claimed that there is a. c rtain disparity in the quality
of people’s eloquence and maintained that the difference between the 
eloquence of the dun?an and the most eloquent of men is apparent and 
wel]-luiownq it is as the difference between the most eloquent auony
1) pp. 1-2.
2) pp. 171-216,
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'the A.rabs and he who is inferior end of little elocj_ueii.ee* Tell uc there­
fore of the qualitative traits of eloquences and the outstripping; of the 
Qur’an of them all, so as to ascertain you:!: claim?"
In reply al-Baqillani arquos:-
"V/e have explained sufficiently already w.itli regard to this” and we 
need not reiterate; we have however explained that the distinction between 
two kinds of speech, a hiJLi and a low, is not necessarily comprehensible 
to everyone, hut only to him who is well aware of the property of eloquence 
with exactitude and in minute detail, and also in a position to express 
hi'xself categorically of it Similarly, the precedence coneemins the
composition of poetry, the knowledge of the poet’s temper and his natural 
disposition; ’ftae distinction betwe n his poetry and. that of another who 
is of a ran1- below him or close to him* All such is well-knowoi to the 
poets and the people of eloquence and. lanquaqe. fhouqh all this is not 
confined to them, ^ithin a restricted limit, nor it it of a, specific well- 
known and detailed quality which can be described nor can a, name for it be 
qbven* The well-versed in poetry can distinguish between a poet’s work 
and that of his contemporary end tell the difference between then, as well 
as the authenticity of poetry* A matter which is nob amenable ‘bo him who 
does not uncLrstand poetry, is not aware of the nature ox the poet;pmhas
n
not read, considered, or contemplated his poetry. ’|C*
(1) The reference here is to vol* XXII, f, Ifa.
(2) Vol. XV, f.
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Al-Baqillani and the traditional theory of Bala&hah
With regard to the definition of eloquence it was, more or less,
a1-Jahiz’s fK« al-Bayan wal-Tabyin1 which was the main source, though
1 - - unacknowledged, that guided al-Baqillani in his attempt, where he had
occasion to modify or criticise the ample material provided therein*
Even his own definition, one feels, is but a patchwork, the fragments of
which can easily be traced among the multitude of materials put forth by
al-Jahix**
Al-Jahiz, as we have seen already, had also reflected on a number of 
figures of speech which received further development throughout the third 
and fourth centuries, inspiring a good number of authors* Of these 
figures al-Baqillani appears to have made extensive use, particularly 
those of conciseness and prolex style* This appears more convincingly 
in ’K, al-Intisar* and ‘Hidayat1 al-Mustarshidin*• During the fourth 
century another Mu^tazilite rhetorician, al-Rummani, emerged as an author 
who, as we have seen earlier, not only promoted the study of eloquence, 
but closely associated it with the study of I*jaz in his treatise 
'Al-lfukat fi I* jaz al-Qur»an!* From this latter work al-Baqillani drew 
inspiration for three of his major works known to us* The results, however, 
are not always the same.
(i) By comparison we find Abu Hilal (,Sina<ataynl, pp. 45) acknowledges 
his reliance on this work. His uncle, Abu Ahmad al-^Askari,
(fBalaghatayy al-<Arab wal-^Ajam1, Constantinople, 1302 A.H., pp.
218-9) also includes Jahiz amongst his sources* The fact that the 
rest of his sources $p.f;low- al-Jahiz may suggest in turn his influence 
on them. »
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To imderstand al-Baqillani1s real attitude towards the traditional 
approach to Balaghah, one needs perhaps to distinguish between two 
periods in his writings; works prior to fK. al-I<jaz' mainly ’Intisar* 
’Hidayah1 and ’Bayan1, and his later rebellious attitude epitomised in 
’I^jas1, though the fountainhead of this tendency is to be sought in the 
earlier !Iii day ah', as we have sho^ ai in the previous chapter*
In the early works he shows, -in one respect, almost a conventional 
attitude, pursuing traditional conceptions well elaborated in R.ummanifs 
treatises* In this respect it is almost certain that he is only reproduc™ 
ing the latter1 s contribution. Here he speaks of almost exactly the same 
figures of speech;
A) Conciseness (or omission)
B) Metaphor,^
v 3
C) Simile,
D) Paranomas ia,^
(1) In the earlier work, ’Intisar1 (Sum), f. 77&> al-Baqillani or presum­
ably one of his summarisers, only usedybhe term omission for concise­
ness® This, as we know from al-Rummani1s treatise (pp* 70-l) is one 
of the two main divisions of conciseness. In ’Hidayah1, vol. XV, f*
7a, the term conciseness is retained. The difference seems to be that, 
he refers us, in his contribution in the latter work, to a previous 
volume which is most likely to be vol.XIV, ff. 9 sqq., wherein his 
elaboration on conciseness and prolex style (which ws,s a direct^ 
precis of Jahiz in *K. al-Bayan1) whereas in the former, ’Intisar1
or at least what is left of it, there is a clear indication that he 
was under the influence of al-Bumrnani1s treatise. Note particularly 
his remark; 1 .. and the omission of the correlative is more eloquent 
.in the light of this account given by al-Rummani in his treatise, 
pp. 79-7-* This particular remark is also an aftermath which occurs 
in the latter, ’Hidayah’, and it is in fact the only important 
remark which was perhaps one of the main reasons for him to repeat 
the same chapter twice in the same work®
(2) intisar1 (Sum), f. 77a; ’Hidayah’, vol. XV, f. 8b.
(3) Ibid. f. 77®';it)id.| f. (entitled ’Similes and parables’.)
(4) Ibid. f. 77&“"b; ibid 9t>.
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E) Hyperbole,
F) Implication,
“7
G) Harmony,^
Ii) Fawasil, (the -.endsDi Q,ur*anic verse),^
-*■ R
i) Tasrif, (the various derivations of words),
j) Bayan, (clarity or eloquence).^
In these works his comments show little sign of resentment, to the
figures ox speech; emphasising the fact that each of them is more eloquent
when it occurs in the Qur^an than in the rest of the Arabic language.
He even follows them to their sub-divisions which had been assigned to
~ “ 7 them by al-Hummani.
Ibid, ff, 77t>~78a; ibid. f, 11a, (2) Ibid, f. 78a; ibid f. 10b.
Ibid, f. 78a-b; ibid f. 14a,
Ibid. ff. '78b-80b; ibid f. 14a. This term, being the 3.ast figure occur- 
ing in 'Hidayah* and because of its connection with_rhymed prose, 
appears to have acted as a 'red herring1. Al-BaqilTani's attention 
had been diverted and he no longer continued his reflection on the rest 
of the figures of speech, leaving out a very important one, the Bayan 
(clarity or eloquence) which actua lly to him was the only figure 
worthy of recognition, (cf. 'I*jus* pp. 418, 426.) and plunging head­
long until the end of this volume furthering his discussion with 
different types of rhymed prose until vol. XYI, f. 4b, and he was never 
able to return to the point.
(5) Ibid. F, 78a; ibid. f, lib,
6) Ibid. ff, 741>~76b; not mentioned in 'Hidayah*.
7) Cf. al-Bacxillani * s divisions of the figures of speech with al-Rurmnani * s 
treatise, al-Nukat;
A) Conciseness two divs. I.f. 77a; H. f. 7a-b; N.pp. 74-5*
B) Simile " " I.f. 77a; H.f. 8a; N.pp. 7
C) Hyperbole six " I.f. 77b; H. ff. lla-12b; N,pp„ 9^-7•
d) Paranomasia two " I.f. 77a-b; H, ff, 9b-10a; H.pp, 91”2,
E) Bayan four " I.ff. 74b-7^b; Ii. none; N.pp. 98-101.
I = 'Intisar* (.Sum); H - 'Hidayah', vol. XV; N = 'Nukat*.
F) Implication, though Rummanx divided It, offering two sub-divisions 
for each part (pp. 94“9)? ^ f the first Wo, anil perhaps for their
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There is perhaps no need for us here to go into any detail on the 
figures of speech demonstrated by al-Baqillani in these two works; for 
not only do they show no originality but also for the added reason that 
we have dealt with the source from which they derived* see Chapter 
on al-Rummani.
Al-Balaghah, Badi* and al-Baqillani*s rebellion
"If rhetoric was to be a techne" ( an art or craft based on special
knowledge) the speaker or writer should have knowledge of the human soul
and its different parts or functions; also he should have a theoretical
knowledge of the different kinds of men," These were Plato!s words:
"Aristotle took up the challenge in the first two books of Rhetoric, He
begins by asserting that Rhetoric is a techne and establishes the formula
2
of the three types of Rhetoric which were universally adopted later."
Although the Arabic literary theory of criticism is believed to have
(1) conto from overleaf.
logical or A3:istotelian bias, al-Baqillani ignores them in both works® 
lie did however produce the literary or secondary sub-divisions ('INti- 
sar', f. J8&; 'Hidayah*, vol* XV. ff. 10b-lla*). It is perhaps coin­
cidental that we find Rummani refers us for further detail regarding 
this figure to his *K, al-Jami* (p*95)« Similarly al-Baqillani also 
refers us to an strlier work for more detail, presumably to one of his 
works on Usui (cf, 'Hidayah1, vol. XV, f, 11a®
G) Harmony of letters. "While Rummani divides it into three types (pp*S7-9)„ 
rejecting two of them and accepting and praising the third, al-Baqillani 
('Intisar* (Sum), f0J8a-b; 'Hidayah1 vol, XV", f, 13b) does not follow 
him closely and seems to divide it into two types only. There appears 
also some confusion in al-Baqillani*s text with regard to this figure, 
see following footnote.
H) Metaphor, l) Fawasil and J) Tasrif seem to require no particular 
sub-divisions«
(2) G.M.A. Grube, 'Aristotle on Poetry and Style' p. 65®
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been influenced, in some measure, by the Aristotelian Rhetoric or Greek 
philosophy generally, in the case of al-Baqillani the classical controversy 
between Plato and Aristotle cited above appeared to be in some way reversed. 
The search for techne or criteria, either purely Arabic or externally
inspired, had engaged the literary theorists for more than two centuries
-  2before al-Baqillanifs own time, even long before that, and was still
occupying his contemporaries, even he himself, as has been seen previously 
was utilizing some of the theorists* achievements.
3
The little dissention over a particular figure of speech, or the 
detrimental statement which could 'undermine the theoretical Balaghah 
entirely as a science and the criteria of Badi< which we have noticed in 
some of the author*s earlier works, now become more apparent as we reach 
*K* al-^ Ijaz*.
Two questions however are posed in this context: firstly, why did
al-Baqillani rebel against the techne or theoretical Balaghah and secondly, 
on what basis?
(i) Qudamah b« Ja<far was the most suspect case but more recent studies 
have shown that the work__*The Criticism of prose* was mistakenly 
ascribed to him (see *Ali Hasan A^bd al-Qadir , ’Majalat al-Majma* 
al™* Ilmi al-<Arabi*, Damascus 1368-1948 vol« 24, P«73sq.q.«) Also modem 
studies have minimised the general claim of the Aristotelian impact on 
Qudamah’s ’The Criticism of Poetry* cfa H,Ritter, in his introduction 
to *K. Asrar al-Balaghah* (1954) P° 4° He notes: "But if the Rhetoric 
of Aristotle is compared with Qudamah*s book very few points of con­
trast can be found*.* S.A. Bonebeklcer also in his introduction to "The 
Kitab Faqd al-Sir" (1955) P* 41 writes: "On the other hand, the 
Rhetoric and the Poetic of Aristotles have left no clear trace on 
’The Haqd al-Sir.*
For the more premature pre-Islamic and UmmayA criticism see Shautoi Dayf 
al-Balaghah Ta’rikh wa Tatawwr.’ pp„ 9-19, ' •
(2)
©
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But before attempting to answer these questions, it would perhaps be
more appropriate to examine, though in brief, some of the prevailing
attitudes towards Balaghah#
Ibn al-MtiHazs’s !K# al-Badi* ’ marks, beyond question, the beginning
of specialisation and scientific techne in the Arabic literary theory of
criticism. His achievement had, it is evident, a far-reaching effect on
2
the eminent literay theorists of the fourth century which would confirm 
its pioneering role. The author’s claim that he was the first Arab author 
to initiate such work , however, is only valid in the sense that he was 
the first to classify such criteria since his study was, in effect, a 
reappraisal of current literary theses; the term Badi* itself had long 
been established and adopted for the same function before him,^ " Further 
his five main chapters (i,e0 Metaphor, p#3; Alliteration, p®255 Antithesis, 
p.36; The confirming of the end with the beginning, p*47 und Dialectical 
mannerism, p. 53) and the additional thirteen figures which he called
(3) cont* from overleaf* While reflecting on the figure of sppech Fawasil 
(vol. XV, f.ISb) we notice such remarks^ "It is not WE who say that 
eloquence is confined to Taj anus al-Ma^ati4(syllabic harmony) nor the 
likeness of the Fawasil (the end of Qur^anic verses), but we say these 
belong to eloquence I.,*,* when the words endow with them are harmonious 
and the meanings therein are noble and beautiful*"
(2) cf* eg* al-Amidi, 1al-Muwazanah1 ed* S*A*_Saqr, vol._l*pp* 14, 17, IS, 
20* 51 and throughout pp* 134-290; al-Qjadi al-Jurjani, ’ al-Wajsatah1 ed* 
A.A* Zayn, pp* 33-42Abu Ililal, ’al-Sinacatayn’, p* 410 also 
endebted to K# al-Badif
(3) See'Badi<’P° 58
(4) cfo al”Jak-i?.s ’al-Bayan', vol* 1, p*51; vol. 4, PP*55~6, ihn al-Mu^tazs 
himself acknowledges his borrowing of the fifth category from al-Jahiz, 
see 'Badi^', p* 53*
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1 beauties’. -1 (Mubis&n-) , were not altogether unfamiliar to the literary
critics before him, especially his immediate predecessors, as Tha<lab and
al-Mubarrad who were also counted among his tutors0 * Ibn al-MuHazz's
prophecy that the chapters on the figures of speech he had drawn for Bad I*
2could be proliferated further or be reduced to a chapter or two was proven,
immediately his contemporary (in a sense, his colleague) Qudamah ibn Ja<far
fulfilled the former aspect by furnishing his work ’The criticism of
poetry' alone with twenty or more figures, agreeing, though with different
terminology in seven of them with Ibn al-MuHazz the rest being however,
3if not altogether fresh, ad least old terms retitled*
(l) Apart from the studies of al-Jahiz and Ibn Qutaybah we find, for
Instance, seven of the figures of speech recorded by Ibn al-Mu*tazz 
mentioned mn Thalab's !K* Qawadid al-Shi<r! (ed* C.Schisparell)- Three 
of them are considered by Ibn al-MuHazz among his five main chapters 
of !Badi<!. Terminology may, however, differ* 
cf.l, Isti<arah, rBadi ' p^sid* 'Qawadd al~Shi<rf p* 193°
2* Mutabaqah, Ibid p« 36 Ibid (itis called Kujaurarat al-Addad)p* 196.
3* al-Taj nis Ibid p* 25 Ibid (we find Mutabiq as a kind of Tajnis).
4* Tashbih (Beauties). ,  ^Ibid. p.6fc* Ibid. pp*134™^) 203- ((p* 19^ .
5* Tpirid. and Kinayah (beautify). ; Ibid* p*64, Ibid (called latafat 
al-Ma<na) p* 191°
6* al-Ifrat fi al-Sifah (beautify) . Ibid p* 65, Ibibd.(al-Ifrat fi 
al-Iqifaq.), p. 190*
7° Husn al-Khuruj (beautify®) . Ibid p. 60* Ibid* p* 195° 
f2^  Badi<p*2*
(3; (a) Isti^arah, Badi<p* 3sQ.q., Haqd al-Shi<r p* 202 sqcj*
(bJ Mutabacjah, Ibid p. 36. Ibid (He calls Takafu*) pp. 78-9°
(c) Tajnis Ibid p. 25 Ibid (as al-Muiabiq wal-Mujanis) p* 93° 
fd) Kinayah and T<rid, Ibid p* 6% Ibid (as Irdaf) p* 88*
(e) Ifrat^Ibid p* 65 Ibid Ghuluww p. 34° 
if) litifat Ibid p* 58 Ibid p. 81*
(g) Tashbih Ibid p. 68 Ibid pp. 23-61*
4*1 4*
Yet, while Ibn al-Mu*tasz emphasises liis first five chapters, Qudamah,
on the other hand, makes no such stipu3.at.ion® Like the former, he also
1claimed his attempt to he unprecedented, presumably for the Greek element
he injected into it* But unlike Qudamah, it was Ibn al-Mu Jazz’s study
which received more popularity among the fourth century critics, ’the
former!s fCriticism of Poetry*, was received with less enthusiasm and
?
sometimes even harsh criticism®
It was al-Baqillani1s near contemporary, Abu Hilal al-RLslcari, who
3utilised Qudamah's invention almost entirely, adding his own invention
(1) 1Naqd al-Shi^ r1, p.1*
(2; al-Amidi e.g. did not appreciate Qudamah!s further dimensions to some
of the figures of. ’Muvazanah’ vol. 1® p. 275? XTon Bashiq, l<Umdahl 
vol. 1. p. 221. In addition to the references made in their extant 
works, to the former a Risalah in which he criticised Qudamah*s
approach is attributed and to the latter a work_by the title;
*Counterfeiting Qudamah*S Criticism’ cf. Ibn Abi al-Isbic, ’Tahrir al- 
Tahbir*, introduction, p. 88.
(3) In addition to the seven figures of speech in which Qudamah agrees
with Ibn al-Mu*tazz ~ though terminology sometimes differs - he intro­
duced;- (throughout the three main sections of his book)further 
figures^of speech;- 
#al-Tarsi4, p. 14| a^-Kubulaghah, p. 27 (which is different from the 
Ghuluww); Sihhat al-Taqsim, p. 7P? Sihliat al-Tafsir, p. 73s al- 
Muqabalah, p. 72; al-Tatmim, p. 75; al-Isti^hrab wal-Turfah, p. 331 
al-Musawah, p® 84; al-Isharah (l jaz) p. 85; al-Tamth.il, p* 90; &1~ 
Wawshlh, p* 96; al-I^hal, p. 97* Abu Hilal In his 35 sections on 
Badi*' !Sina<atayn’ pp. 266-430 includes ten of Qudamah!s additional 
figures, moreover he introduces for the first time, six figures
(l) al-Tashtir (2) al-Mujawarah
(3) al-Muda f (4; al-Tatris
(3) al-Talatuf (6) al-Istishhad.
The rest of Abu Iiilal !s seven figures are of uncertain origin, 
presumable from his uncle, Abu Ahmad al- ^ skari to whom he refers 
several times in his book.
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to it, and thus extended the number of the figures of speech still further,
which successiArely progressed in some later rhetorical studies^ until by
the middle of the eighth century they reached one hundred and fifty-one*
To return, in the light of the above roughly sketched survey, to
our two questions concerning al-Baqillani1s rebellion more particularly
with regard to the cause for this and the basis on which his revolt was
established, we notice first that in his criticism of poetry, al-Baqillani
was responding to a provocation, since some had ttied to compare the
Qur'an’s eloquence with that of poetry* Gould it be said that his criticism
of poetry led him consequently to question the validity of the criteria
on which poetry itself was examined? Whatever stress this may have laid
on his argument, in the prevalent theological contention are found far
better motives for his discontent.
As in the cane of poetry also a similar charge sprang from al-Balaghah
which no doubt hardened al-Baqillani’s attitude towards it. In ’I^jaz1
2
he records a two-century-old unsuccessful attempt, in this respect, but
in !K. al-Hidayah* he reports: "Hay, but some of our contemporaries
(1) Among the later authors who extended the number of the figures of 
Badl’o are:- Ibn Rashiq (d. 463/tO 7/8) who brought them to 65 in *K. 
al-^Umdah'; Usamah b. Munqidh (d.584/ll88) pushed the figures to 95 
in his !K* al-Badi*’; Ibn Abi al-Isba4 (d. 654/1256) took on himself 
to bring them to one hundred (cf. liis introduction to !K. al-Tahrir 
wal-Tabhir’, vol. 1, p. 96)? Safiy al-Din al-Hilli (d.677/127$) 
recorded in a single poem 151 figures of speech, cf. his poem *al-
Kafiyyah al-Badi^iyyah’,^hiwan*Hajaf edn, (1956) PP* 471“4$$*
(2) pp. 46, 237, see also 375.
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said that in their own eloquence and that of the Arabs before them there
1
is even more eloquence then in the Qp.rf anc n
Further, as we have seen already in the theological controversies
which appear to have been the more prevalent and powerful motives when
turning towards the rival camp, mainly that of the school of the Mu*tazilah,
vie find an intense shift of support from composition to eloquence* the
tenacious conception of the idea of the composition, with or without
Balaghah, was still strong and active as in the studies of the composition 
the _
of J Qur'an early in the century; but by the time of al-Runimani, we find
his treatise criticised by al-Baqillani - for no other reason than that 
the latter1s inference seems to suggest its reliance totally on theoretical 
Balaghah. Moreover, among the later Mu<tasilites who fostei’ed the idea 
of eloquence in connection with the study of was al-Baqillani1s
contemporary, al-Qadi *Abd al-Jabbar whose support and enthusuasm for 
Balaghah was in no whit less than that of al-Baqillani fox* composition* 
Bajaghah, as such, was not denied by al-Baqillani regarding the 
question of I^jas itselfj he is no doubt in favour of it as part of his 
strong composite conception of eloquence and composition. In this con­
text his comprehension of it, it must be realised, lies mainly in the
purity of individual words which is not sufficient by itself.
2Thus the studies of Badi<,Balaghah oi" poetry criticism have all
(1) ’Hidayah1, vol. XIV, f. l6bc
(2) While some of the fourth century critics (e.g. al-Amidi, al-Jurjani 
and Abu Hilal) used the term Badi* , others favoured the term poetry 
criticism, cf* al-Khawarazmi, (d0^d7)? ’Mafatih al-HJlum* ch„ 5? 
sec* pp* 94-7•
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contributed towards the techne and provided ample criteria by which
poetry or prose could be evaluated. Having been faced with the question
as to whether I^jaz was recognisable by the rhetorical elements of Badi^
or poetry criticism, early in'K. al-^Ijaz’, or those listed under the
2 -study of Balaghah later in the same work, al-Baqillani by way of a 
succinct summary recorded over forty of them. Some in the studies of
Baditand poetry criticism are identical with those occuring in the study
z A 5
of Balaghah, others are sub-categorised or conjoined, he sums the whole
matter up in his words: "Some people assume that the I*jaz of the Qur’an
can be derived from the chapters (on the rhetorical figures) which we
have submitted and that proofs of this (l^jaz) can be adduced from them.
This, however, is not our opinion. For (p. 95) these types, when brought
to attention, can be grasped by training, habit (ta<awvrad) and application
(tasannu-: ) . The same applies to poetry which can be produced (taf ammul)
properly if a man knows its method (tariq) and is thus enabled to
compose it (nazm). Whereas the types (of presentation) from which we
maintain that the Icjaz of the Qur^an may be known cannot possibly be
achieved by human beings nor grasped by them.
fl) 1 IrjazT pp. 101 sqq.
(2) Ibid. pp. 396-455*
(3) E.g. Isth-'arah, Ta shbih, Mubalaghah, I<jaz, the last figure in 
studies of poetry and criticism Isharah.
(4) E.g* Tadad, Mutabaqah, Takafu; Mnayah, Ta< rid Lahn. al-Qawl.
(5) E.g. Tamthil, Mumathalah; al Ghuluww, al-Ifrart fi al-Sifah*
(6) p. 162, trans by G. von Grunebaum, !A Tenth Century
Document *..... p. 49 *
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Having reflected on these studies of Balaghah later in the same work
he elucidated this viewpoint furthers "We have related at the opening
of this work (the reference is to the above quoted) that some people
wished to consider I1 jas by the elements of eloquence called Badi*1 of
which examples from poetry have been demonstrated. Others claimed to
consider it in the light of those we have enumerated in this section (the
reference is to his criticism of Ruramani). Know that what we have
explained and maintained already is the right conception! for these
matters are divisible, some of them can be found, affected or acquired by
learning* Thus any of these cannot possibly lead to the true knowledge
of I* jazo But those which cannot be acquired by learning or affectedness
of eloquence, demonstrate I! jas *«*» "
"We have maintained in this section that there is no dispute with him
who claimed that simile is a means for learning eloquence, but if we say
that simile which occurs in the Our »an is miraculous we should be faced
with the question of similes that appear in poetry - as you well know-you
will find in the poetry of Ibn al-Mu*taza similes that have charm
Or in other words; "As for the verse in which he claimed that there
is a simile if he claims that its I^jaz lies in its words and composition,
I do not dispute this, on the contrary, I shall prove it, but I should
2not claim its I<iaz because of the simile alone*"
(l) Ibid. p. 416-17.
(2J Ibid p. 418.
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Finally, in this respect, it may be asked what xcukicul'-os source or 
author bad a l—’o a gill ani in mind in his rebellion against theoretical 
Balaghah?
In summing up al-lacjillanifs position in relation to rhetoric.
Professor G0 von Grunebaum once noticed; "It cannot be said with certainty
whence al-fagi11 an i derived his terms and definitions,blratever caution
preempt cl him to draw this conclusion it can fairly be sadd, at least on
al-ue/qillaui * s own a'1‘thoa'ity, that b.e :iiT,iself made clear o?1 numerous
occasions whence someof his terms and definitions were derived. As for
those whose sources were concealed there are clear indications as to the
origin'; of a substantial mm her of them.
Considering for exa. .pie rue to.rws and figures of ape ch demonstrated
in c o n ' a c t i o n  with his reflection on ‘Balaghah though the source from
which they vrere taken is rot c] early stated, we cannot be mistaken in
holding that it was al-Fuvnnani1 s treatise 'which was al-fkqillani1 s main
source. As for the bull" of the figures -which, were selectively demonstrated
*  £
in his chapter on .Badi, in conjunction 'with poetry critlcism; two authors
evidently appear to have b^er hi- main source, Ibn ul-Mu1 tasz end
hudcmah ibn Jn*far. It wow]d seem, however, that Up began first by
manipulating the views of both authors as can be seen in his first reflect-
/ cv. 2ions on the figures he recorded ear 11 or in this chapter. (i* e* Ist;Jv rah,
l) A Tenth Century Document .... Introduction, xn XX*
'?) Cf. 'radif p, d syx; heqd nl-Gki'kg p. 129; I<jcz, p. 10G*
h20
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Tajnis cr Knjanasah and I-hitabaqah).''
As the fifth chapter in *K0 al-'Gal 1 ** was the dialectical mannerism 
which had be n borrowed with Bxfaiow 1 edpement from one of al-Jahiz* works, 
it .stands to reason why al-P>aoLi 11 an! refrained from including it in hie 
list, considering the traditional rivalry between their two schools on the 
one hand and the criticism la1 inched unninst al—Jahiz. personally — the 
author as well as his works - in ’XC« al—I^jaz*, on the other." This 
would p>erhaps explain al-Baqilian!1 s restraint in including that particular 
fipnre of speech in his selective list0
/X
Ohi t)ie wholej it would seem that he has made use of ten figures ' of 
speech of those occurinp- in Ibn al~Kuctazs * s hi 0 ul-Radl*', so-so of which 
had also occurred in TTbe criticism of poetry* of al~Qudameh bearing the 
same terminology or under a different one.
From hand el-Shi^r* itself eleven" of the figures which are not 
to be found in Ibn sl-FuHazz1 s work are apparent in !K0 el~Irjazf„
Although he did mention the names of those two authors with regard to 
the definition of some of the fipures^ his definitions and the examples 
cited to illustrate them are in almost all the cases coincidental v/ith 
theirs.
(lj Ibid, p. ip sppo Ibid, n* ?2j Ibid, p. Iff.
2) Ibid 5 p 6 16 s o o Ibid, m r  79-80; Ibjd, p. 122 c
See * I M ^ ’, pp. 189-7.
These ares Isticarah, hutrdaacjp.h, Tajnis, Rad ul-Hjz Mia al-Sadr, 
Iltifat, Ictirad, uui\3'£, Kinayah, and TaMld, Tashblh, al-If rat fi 
al-11 f *-‘b (Crhn.ltivr-;) .
(9) These are! al-l'hinTibalab, all'usai/ah, al-Igbal, Sihhat ? 1-Tagsim,
•lihhat r.l-Tafsrr, nl-Kiib'On^hnh, (combined wit’-! the OtodA-luww), al- 
Jsharah, al—1Tamfhrl, al—Ta tmiln (and al—Ta.kmrl) , al— rrmt and a IF 
Tavshih •
(6) Cfe p. lip In I CJas, the fiju-.*Q is Tanbb-il.
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The rgj '.a.1.n(ieof the fiyures selected by al—BacpLlluri which are
e] even - Two of them he in a* either ox different teririnoloyy, “ sub-
t . . .  2 3catejori sation oX* the comparison of two d i f f erent terms® In tne case
4 ^o i? a particular term' the source from which he took it is revealed,
Another was a well-established term*
It is clean:, however, that- of all authors whose works inspired
al-Bacjillani in this respect, Abu Kilal al- hxskari , the author of 'K*
c.l-Si»latobajm1 does not seem to have had any particular influence on him,
if only because we rind none of the six fijiv»*es of speech introduced
for the (first tine by Abu Bilal included in !F. al-I^yas’*^
7There are four figures of speech in 1K® al-Bi nacad*ayn1 included 
neither in Ibn al-Iv?uetaso 1 s nor fudanah's list* hor were they evony 
the six figures introduced for the first tine by Abu. Hilal* The fact
(l) lwitubucpah and Takafu : Tab.'id al—hadh bin?. Yushbih al—"Dh ;^TT|T1 
Istithna*
( 2 ) V i n a' - ah an d t nn vl—f ^ \ d „\ ✓ ‘ * * ---  ^ ~ia-- o
3) Tasri and Ta,jnis0 hoe also Ihideru eh*
4) his source for Jstitrad was Abu Ahnud. Asknri«
s 3 Tikrnr*
(6) Prefers or von Crrunebaun with royard to this has noted "only one of 
the six figures observed, by al- Asknr.i p.px ears in his hook" (i*©* 
si—fen j Han.iT s *I'j^z1), rx oit* p 0 IK* The footnote fox1 the cpuoied 
remark. in Professor von Grunebamn reads ,l (pi) Ta atuf (inter ) 
no* 23 in nl-3aqillani, no* 32 in Askari." Ta atuf, to use a 
recent edition of ’K., al—Sira atyn1 (fairo 1932) is not included 
aniony the six newly Invented fiyures observed for the first time 
by Abu kilal0 And there appear to have been some confusiwon 
between Talatuf ^hich is one of the six fiyures introduced for the 
first time by Abu Hilal (cf* Bin a atyn) (1932) p« 2^ 7? a,ud Ta atuf
Twhich. was perhaps an error in the edition used by Prof* von • Brunebaum
(?) These are Tu atuf, al- Aks (wal-Te.bdil) r,l-oalb w&l-Ijnb and al­
bs titrad*
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that these four occur in*K.al-I<jaz* does not necessarily mean that
the source from which they were taken was Abu Hilal1s work since he
himself was dependent on other sources in them*
VI Al-Bayan.
Of all the figures of speech whether emergent from the practical 
studies, either under the title of al-Badi*or poetry criticism general-
-ly, or enumerated in the study of al-Balaghah,as in the study of al-
  Ope
Rummani,Bayan is the only (Which was unconditionally accepted by al-
Baqillani* In'K*al-Intisar1 we find a lengthy independent and
introductory chapter beginning with the differentiation between the
more general al-Bayan and al-Balaghah, followed , after the technical
definition of the former,by reflection on the five indicationj^Which had
beeh assigned to it,i*e* utterance, allusion,wording,'Aqd(digital
counting) and Nusbah(lit.a post;tech* a state of circumstance)*A11 of
which are indications as to what is absent from the senses and of
necessity unknown* Nothing is new, however, in this information; for it
-  -  2and even more besides can be found in al-Jahiz!s fK*al-Bayan1 * The only
additional remark seems to be that between the time of al-Jahiz and that* »
of al-Baqillani some had tried to exclude allusion from the afore- 
-mentioned five points for Bayanywhile al-Baqillani attempted to 
restore it*
InlK*al-Hidayahf the fate of the chapter on Bayan,through the : v* *. 
diversion of the authorfs attention by another chapter, or a figure of 
speech, has already been noticed* Yet in the same work we are informed 
by the author that he had contributed more detail concerning Bayan in 
his books on Usui
(1) Intisar (Sunu)_ ff*74-a-76a*
(2) Bayan wal-Tabyin,vol#’1,pp*76-00
(3) Cf. vol* XIV,f* 16a*
- 1In *K. al-I*jas* having demonstrated the ten figures of speech
which were recorded by al-Rummani the first figure he acknowledged
- 2unconditionally was Bayan* There appearr to be two reasons for
al-Baqillanx1 s unconditional acceptance: firstly, that Bayan is
x
praised in the Qur’an*s own text and secondly, that it cannot be 
taught, this latter being the main basis on which the author 
rejected the rest of the figures of speech*
(1) I* jaz, pp*369-4*l6*
(2) Ibid, pp. 4*26-4*29#
(3) E.g. Surah LV/3-4-*
THE QIJR’AN AND POETRY 
1" A discussion on the form
Is the Qur’an poetry or rather is there any form of poetry in the 
Qur’an ? A negative answer for this question is clearly and empha­
tically made in the Qur’an's own text: " It is not the speech of a 
poet,n(LXIX/Jfl) and other similar verses* This, however, did not 
prevent some people from alloid.ng the reverse; the question posed in 
this case is, perhaps, what is the poetry towhich:-the Qur’anic text 
was related?
In Arabic, poetry is traditionalty defined as 'Speech in metre 
and rhyme*' According to this definition, the form rather than the 
matter appear to have been the characteristic which distinguishes 
the art of poetry, to the early Arabs, and on this basis alone shall 
we look at the author,.al-Baqillani, and his antagonists with regard 
to the form of the Qur’an*
There are lengthy chapters specifically on this point in 'K.al- . 
Intisar1,(Sum.),^  'K.Hidayat al-Mustarshidin'^and 'K.I'jaz al-Qur’aS' 
Although there are slight modifications in their titles and the form 
in which discussions are demonstrated, the contents on the whole 
bear much resemblance.
In 'I'jaz, which presumably was of a much later period, al-Baqilla­
ni seems to arrive at a conclusion which is more advanced than in
(1) Pt. 2, ff. 79b-8^a, entitled 'Reply to him who claims that the 
Qur’an is poetry- *
(2) Vol. XVI,ff,Vb-12b, entitled*Chapter concerning the difference 
btween the Qur’an and the composition of poetry etc.*
O) pp.?6-86, entitled, 'The denial of poetry in the Qur’an1.
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the other two works. In fact, he touches on the essence of poetry 
rather than the form, which is the main thesis for discussioh. He 
opens his chapter by offering us interpretations of the attitudes of 
some of the early Arabs, as recorded in the Qur’an and of their saying 
that it is a poetry and the Prophet is a poet* His interpretation runs: 
"What the Qur’an related of their saying that the Qur’an was poetry 
and the Prophet was a poet should be taken in the sense that they 
associated him with poetry, to indr cate that he was mor$ conscious 
than anybody else of the skilful art of the composition of gpeech; 
they did not intend it to mean that what he brought them was of the 
kind of poetry that had been known to them by its well defined and 
familiar metres nor that that which the philosophers mean when describ­
ing the sage and the wise among them as poetic, because of their subtle 
use of speech and dialectic* That genre falls outside the definition 
of poetry as the Arabs understand it."
"On either of these accounts," argues al-Baqillani," their descrip­
tion is correct. A third possibility is that the words were used by 
those whose knowledge of the metre of poetry was inadequate. This,
-i
however, is the least likely supposition."
Yet, it was this last attitude, or the interpretation of it, which 
was al-Baqillani’s px’inciphl theme in all of these three works.
Taken into consideration as a whole, of the accounts given in the 
three works, those which occur in 'Hidayat al-Mustarshidin1are evidently
(1) 'I'jaz1 pp. 76-7.
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more detailed than those giY.en in the other two , though it would
seem that similarities between them and those in fK ,al-Intisar' , even 
in the abridged form are rather close.
The accounts o& the whole reflect a twofold controversy: firstly, 
a historical recorded attitude and secondly, also shared by some of
A _
the author!s contemporaries, that the Qur’an is poetry* In due 
course the question which inevitably arose was, what was poetry- 
with prime consideration to its form- the classical epitomisation of 
that and the x-elevance, or correspondence of that to the form of the 
Qur’an ?
The discussion, as usual, took the pattern of question and answer
or reproach and the refutation and rebuttal. If anything may be
inferred from these questions, however, it is that they are very
evocative indeed and highly sceptical. The first perhaps would
suffice to show this :
Q: "Would you deny that the Qur’an is poetry and in the metre of
poetry, that its vex,ses(Ayatuhu) are tantamount to the verses of the
poem, the short verse and the long, that its chapters(Suwaruhu) are
2
coaqual to the poems and the short and the long ?"
The question was elaborated further: " Because the Qur’an had been 
endowed with noble composition and wording, doubt inhibited those 
who did not consider them and assumed therefore it was something 
different from poetry and other forms of speech* Nevertheless, ,one 
o£ the strongest reasons for the existence of poetry in the Qur’an is
(1) 'I'jas1, The author's introduction, p.5*
(2) 'Hidayah'vol. XVI,f.4b.
that we find in it what may be considered as poetry and in the metre 
of poetry, the which cannot be denied* The only difference is in the
naming of its verses and poems, while the Bayt (the verse) is in it
—  1called Syah and the Qasidah (the chapter) is called Surah♦ "
m
The controversialist goes* 011 to add:nBy examining this we find
2many examples in the Qur’an in the metre of poetry”
3
Although these examples are by no means exhautive, they are quoted 
by al-Baqillani in his three works now being considered with only 
slight variation* On the itfhole, they show that either a verse from 
the Qur’an is in the same metre as a verse in poetry or that a Qur’a 
-nic verse is incorporated by a poet in one of his poems* For example 
the Qur’ani^c verse
a)"And He will lay low and give you victory over them and He will
heal the hearts of the believers." (IX/1A)
0 ''  ^ 3 J * ' - S  A " '
^ > — ^5 r^o-^v*
is in the same metre as the poet's verse (Wafie) , / y y ✓
LyA=»- ;• L> y —
"We have such a multitude of sheep, which we drive by,
Zj.
As though the horns of the old ones are like sticks"
b) The Qur’anic verse,
"Hast thou observed who belieth religion ? That is he who 
repelled the orphan." (CVII/1-2) 
is interpolated by the poet, Abu Nuwas in one of his poems:
(1) Ibid.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Ibid. f*5h.
(A) ^Xntisar (Sum.)1 , f *80a; 1 Hidayahi ,vol.XVI, f *5h; ’I’jaz^p.
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^ ^  V°^\ 'C-He <-2 3^ 1 ’ t_oiA (• a -.A~'°^
'C^ . '--- 4 'a  -•:---‘ .liU zjJ\
"He reads,blatantly, so as to brealc my heart,
for love shatters the sickened heart,
*1
Hast thou * etc.”
The purpode of this dispute is of course to evoke the stateBients
in the Qur’an confirming that it is not poetry and consequently that 
it is not a revelation. Al-Baqillani, in refuting this, argues with the 
foXLlowing points:
i) the denial that the Qur’an is not poetry is confirmed in its own 
text,
ii) had it been poetry the early Arabs (the Prophetfs contemporaries) 
should have said so and therefore opposed him and 
iii) the opinion of the experts agreed that it is not poetry.
It was however the second of these points xfhich stimulated the
discussion further, particularly in MC.al-IntisarT and ’IC. Hidayat al- 
Mustarshidin1, bringing into realisation the scrutiny and interpreta­
tion of some of the historical accounts in this connection; noticeable 
among them were the stories of al-Walid b. al-Mughirah, and the wife of
(1) Ibid.; Ibid.p79; ’Tamhid1,ed. McCarthy, p.155*
(2) Ibid.; Ibid.; Ibid.
(3) Ibid.f.80a-b; Ibid.vol.XVI,ff.6b-7a, -the gist of this episode is
on hearing someone reading the Qur’anic verse” 0 ye who believe 1
Fulfil your combat” (V/l), al-Walid turned his head in admiration
and uttered:”One verse(Baytun Wahidun) contains command, prohibi­
tion, information desired, restriction, allowance, invocation and 
reply* I confess this is not the utterance of a human being.”
The important words here are 1 one verse1 which were taken as 
evidence. Al-Baqillani, although he rejected it on the basis ( 
above noted, found that it contradicts the final words in the
same statement,i.e. if the whole argument was to prove that the
Qur’an was poetry and, more important, not a revelation, the man 
in question was made to appear* as if arguing against himself*
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one of the Prophet*s own poets, fAbd Allah b. Rawaljah
Al-Baqillani could not deny the authenticity of some of these 
episodes, if only because in the Qur’an itself reference is made to 
them* But while his opponents held them to have been genei-ally 
accepted and the attitude of the Prophet’s contemporaries indis­
criminately , he interpreted them as the opinions of some individu­
als who were motivated by stubborness and the urge for falsification
2and the suppression- of the new religion, or ignorance as in the case
3of the mentioned poet*s wife. The rest of the episodes, however, to 
which he himself added a few more, he dismisses on the ground that t 
they were of no sound authenticityCi.e.Akhbar ahad)^ or were handed d 
down through a relatively small number of transmitters, not enough 
to make the Mutawatir.
As history has provided no concrete solution or because at its 
best it is a matter of interpretation, al-Baqillani1s opponents had 
but to resort to a more material question, the text of the Qur’an
("U Ibid.f.SOb; Ibid.f.7b. The substance of this story is that
on hocusing her husband of having committed adultery, she, 
in the belief that if a Muslim was in a high state of 
impurity, (Junub; he was not permitted to read the Qur’an, 
requested him to recite some verses therefrom to prove his 
innocence. He recited instead the following poem:
which the wife accepted as from the Qur?^n# however this
story was true, to al-Baqillani it only proved the ignorance 
of the wife*
(2; Ibid. ff.80b-3la;Ibid.f*8a-b*
(3) Ibid. f.8la; Ibid.f.8b.
(^ 0 Por futher discussion on these traditional criteria, see J*
Hobson, E.I* fHadIth*, vol. III(n.s.; p.23*
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itself, ox’ os 'they pivi, it; "At any i/p.to, v/hnt then is the ausv.'ex“ to 
that which wc have just mentioned, that many ox the ^ur*anic verses are 
in the metre of poetry, end she old therefore bs poetry, o:vi considered 
as such.o'1"'
It vp?s neccsse.ry for a 1— -hvpillerii to identify v/hal was poetry lumper 
and what was to be considered as poetry in the traditional sense, and 
whether the measures? constituted for poetry v-ould possiblsy accomodate 
the text of the Qur*an, ox1 at least the verses in ouestioa0 Fis reply 
exryued: ’’That Ouray/sh and. all the eloquent among the Arabs, as. well as
the experts in this matter, never believed that one verse of poetry 
(al-Bayt), or its equivalent v/as poetry although it may constitute a 
part of a poem and contain some of the rules of poetry* They were all 
well aware that poetry, in the strict sense of the word, whose composer 
v/as worthy of the title of poet, consisted of no less than two verses
onwards* This is also the opinion of the majority of our contemporary..
2
Mislims, as veil as the experts in this matter-”
The question naturally to be expected, following the above statement 
is, ''Why is not one verse poetry or worthy of the description as such?”
To ul~oaqillani, as to al-.Tahia nearly two centuries before, the 
answer was, should that have be on the case, most people vrould be declassed 
poets, eve'n to the .inclusion of children, since a sufficient, quantity
1) ’ H1 dr yah. ’, vol „ XVI, f« 8b „
2) Ibid. 'Irti^ar1 (hum), f0 81a: ’I’jas, p., 80- In * Inti ear* the 
author’s definition of poetry reads: ’’Poetry proper is speech 
with rhyme and metre, which cannot be achieved but for bin who is 
aware of it, in tending both the right metre and rhyme-1
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of prosodical metre can easily be recognised in their speech, duriny any
form of their everyday conversation, in such domestic pbvases as:
1
"Give me vater to drink, in the tankard, v boy."
v * f
or similarly:
2
"Close the door andbriny me the food*"
* . j
v.diich should be also considered as poetry# Moreover, such a metrical 
quantity may also occur in such genealogical chains as:
-5 **
"he is ’All, the son of Islyio, the son of Yahyah, the son of Khalid, 
The son of I-usa, the son of Kuthayr, the son of al-'AlaJ the son of
% * I y
i^VcSVty, + fa’id."5* * * 4
The leas': recoynised qua.ntity, aryn.es al-naqillani, is two verses, 
with the exception of the metre Rajas, vdierein four verses of that are
d r
tantamcunt to tvro0'1 Some, however, have excluded this metre altogether.
The persist^njt opposition returned/to the text of the /ur’an to find 
at least the minimum quantity metrically measurable by any of the 
standardised metres* Their choice v/as the openiny verses of the surahs,
S' ry
LI (3”4)° amd L3GCVTI (l~p)» Considerably that the first verse in the
11nti car' (Sum), f0 81a; 'Hidayah1, vol0 YYI, f* 9?- ; ,ItjazT p* 8/. 
Ibid; ibid; ibid; p, 81*
Ibid; ibid f* 9b.
(4) Ibid. f. 81a; ibid* f. 8a; ’I’jas1 p* 80,
(5) Although this attitude is recorded in ’Intisar1 (hum), f. 82a; 'I'jaz* 
p. 81, the author1 s ov/n opinion is, if the poems of the metre Rajaz 
were as lony as those of hud bah and his father al-’Ajaj, there is 
no reason for their exclusion* ’Inlisar* (turn) fe 02a,
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former surah has a different endinj, ’.he letter Waw, vherens the .succeed­
ing verses end in the letter Ha it makes the least quantity of the Rajas 
metre incomplete, without other prosodical deficlecces.
The last Surah the opposition picked on was La.XIX Al-
Baqillani, as he did in the previous Surahs, here he wins hy emphasising
o
that such a quantity may occur in common speech* “ Yet, from, a x'rosodical 
viewpoint the Q,ur1auic verse endinqs varied between Q*T.H*Ci* and R* This 
however, led in turn to the consideration of one of the prosodical 
defects IICFA* or the substitution of some eoqncT'G letter for the Kaviyy 
which is one of the yryvest fan.lt s in poetry," Further accord ini; to the 
rules of prosody the letters Alif, Waw and Yu’ cannot be emriloyed as
A.
letters of Hbwiyy when they are lony voxels as in the verses in question, ' 
Finally, fVom the prosodical deficiency Ikf a J emerges the question 
most expected; cannot poetry be considered as such when there exist 
differences in its rhyme, ('furuf al-Rawiyy), despite tho existence of
(1) "n-y those that pluck out vehemently
and those that draw out violently,
by those ft at swim serenely
and those that outstrip suddenly
bpj those that direct an. affair!” trans, A. J. Arherry, (op, cit) 
vol., 2, p, In ’Intisar1 (Sum), f, B^a, oth..r verses were
questioned e,XVIEll/55? Yl/2, but only in parts,
(2) Several examples are X'own awonj them:
"fy the noble's ripht *
And. his faco of deli^ht t___y Ja){ t
And hi ., body slight . ^ t •____* -JiT ^  \ ^
And- his faith so lijht -— la^4 * *\ 1Jo_k* t *— ■— ^ 3 *
(or so foolish) 1 Hidayab* XY1, f, 10a; "1 Int J car1 (his) f, 82a.
Cf. A briyht, !A qramn-ar of the Arabic Lanjueye1, vol* II, in 317*
(4) Op* cit* p* 372.
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some of the verses which were composed in that fashion?
The question being thus twofold, al-Baqillani begins by tailing 
the second part first, reflecting on the authenticity of the two
were ascribed* The majority of the verses and the poets, to him, are
in !The Book1, which might have been with others of the same rhyme* 
Though he does not deny this possibility, what he strongly 
rejects.is that the verses offered cannot be taken as proof that 
The Qur’anic verses in question are poetry*
The firtt part of the question, however, he referred to the 
experts, who do not consider as poetry that which is of different 
rhymes*
(2) 'Hidayah1,vol* XVI,f,11a; ’Intisar1 (Sum*) f. 82b, In the
latter work a fourth verse is recorded; In 1 If jaa*p*8^ -, the 
author’s example is:-
1
poems which were offered as examples, and the poets to whom they
2anonymous, except for one verse, which was mentioned by Sibaxmyh
(1)
Vhile cknowledging in an earlier chapter: the view that the fourth, 
century v/as the century of the specialists in. literary theory, it should 
perhpas be realised that this does not imply limitation in the field of 
specialisation as the epithet would indicate, although some of the critics 
were, or became known to us, as such® Thin, at any rate, is not the point 
of view which has been expressed and which we are acknowledging, hence 
it does not argue of the limitation of the field of specialisation but 
rather the depth and thoroughness in the scope of literary theory,,
Throughout 'the thi*>-d and fourth centuries there were authors whose 
contributions are apparent in more than one field of literary or 
scientific study, and who proved to have eoua.lly accomplished noteworthy 
prominence in more than one branch of study,, Ibn Jarir al-Tabari (d* 
310/922), f 03: exampi.e, was beyond (pi esti on, an eminent hi at order as imll 
as the most distinguished among the coiMsnbators oh the Q,urran0
Tkht al~Baqillani was a preeminent theologian and a, jurist, in 
his own right, are facts which need not be emphasised here* The fact 
that he v/as a literary critic as well, and rightly proved to be such, is 
not perhaps surprising considering the nature of the subject with which 
he v/as dealing* Theology as such, or lav/ for that matter, did not 
prevent other authors from tackling literary matters, and in this respect 
both al-Jnhis and. al-Qadi al-Jurjahi prove to be good examples0
The question which needs to bo asked here, before we look more 
closely at al-nagillani1 s reflection:: on certain poems, is, did his
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strong theoloyic?,! conviction unclenninc hie irteyrity as a literary 
critic?
Zaki Aubarakf s as '-ertion,that al-Bayillani approached poei■1 s of 
which he knew the weaknesses so as to show "by contrast their inferiorities 
against the superiority of the Our’ an, is hardly justifiable from a, 
traditional Aral) viewpoint hone ~ except Zaki Mubarak - have suyyested 
that Inn'll* al-Qays!s !Iiu<allanahf and al-Biihturi’ s poem, which are the 
two main poems criticised "by al—Bacxillani, were known wholly for their 
weakness^ ^  fact, the traditional viewpoint of them proves the contrary 
which was the only reason al-Bacjillaui selected them in the first place
It is a fact that every are has a peculiar relationship to every 
existtry literary work, and it is conceivable that every aye sees Imrub 
al-fays1s ,Mu<allayah* for instance from a new ancle; it is eanally 
trie that every individual critic lias his own idiosyncra.sy, which leads 
to bhe obvious conclusion 'that every work of criticism is truly relevant 
only to the aye that produces it0 But retrospective criticism is a 
different matter; it is simply a matter of opinion0 Throxijhout the 
ayes we find some of the literary critics held and confirmed similar 
views to those 0 T al—Bayil’lawi'J in f act, some ac'busilly even m- of e him*'"
On the other hand, there were those who could not see eye to eye with 
him, even amony his own contemporaries, as we shall see later*
(1) VAl“%fhr a.l-'l'an.’ > i ’ , 2nd ed.ne, vol. 2f p. O4 ,
(2) !I!jaa1t XT. 241-3, ?27-;34.
(3) Al-Bayhdadi, fK. Khisanat - 1-Adab1, (Belay edr. 1299), volfl 1, pp. 508: 
519, 330; vo 1 o2, pp. 66; vol.4, PP* 246, ,05, 417s 4^ -8, ^§2*
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In thin '■'PRprct, the modem scholars * diverse a tti times hear some 
re semblance to those of the ancients0 If Zaki Ttibamk in his unsupported 
view tries to denigrate al --baqillani1 s 11 ter any criticism on an count of 
the man * s theological convict ion, von Gnmebanin1 s opinion of his attain­
ment is: "Considering its pioneering nature, al-Baqillani1s achievement
ranks lii^hV"
Ostensibly, it would se m that one has no choice but to take sides 
in the dispute over the role of al-faqi 1 lani as a literary critic and 
to ally oneself with one of the two prevailing attitudes: for or against
him; but this would. take us nowhere1^ nor would the reconciliation of 
different opinions be of jreater reward,
There are, however, certain facts which must be borne in mind, Al- 
Baqillani was a. responsible theologian and here lies the whole problem.
As a theologian, and this is to be expected, of him as any zealous 
theologian, te is bound to be sensitive on dor matIc matters. He was, no 
doubt, indiynant to find some who were tryiny to compare Imru * al-Qays’
9
Htiidadlaqah! ov* his other poetry with the Sacred "look," or were alleged, to 
do so, and others who claimed that al~Buhtiiri1 s poetry had. reached in 
eloquence the status of 3qj uz •") This is chiefly the cause of his indiynation 
He was therefore stirred, provoked or oven shocked, but be that as if may, 
these were only the causes of his reaction; the question is how far did. his 
indignation warp his judgement, if in fact it did. so at all?
JAOS., vol. LXI (19U), P. 97. (2) 'I'Jas1, pp. ?"2, 328.
Ibid,, p* 17b« In Profes'.-or G„ von Bmnebaums trails. 'A tenth century 
document of Arabic literary theory and criticism’, pe Ilf, I.his passage 
reads: "Amoug them (the secreta.ries) there are some who in yroos
exaggeration (yuliiw.-.an) claim for al-Buhtmri the
5 Imuu? al-Qavs1 s Mu^allauah and the -poem of al-Buhturi
To begin with, al-Baqillahi does not criticise the verses of the
Mu^allaqah in their entirety, as his announcement in an earlier chapter in
- 1 *K. al-I^ jaz* would have us believe* He has, however, chosen to discuss
2
approximately half of its verses* His criticism, though in varying pro­
portion, is focused on the first three themes of the Mu^allaqah, which are,
i) The conventional opening, the love theme or the Nasib,
ii) The decription of the night,
iii) The description of the horse,
thus leaving other aspects and themes included in the poem virtually 
untouched*
(1) P. 70.
(2) All in all, the number criticised or reflected upon by the author is 
38 verses out of the total figure of 77> &s occurs in one of the ear­
liest , records of the Mu^allaqah, that of al-Asma^I (cf. the latest 
edition of the poetfs Hi wan, by M. Abu al-FadS', pp. 8-26). In an early 
surviving commentary on the poem, that of al-Nahhas (d. 377-8/987), 
the number of verses is 76. (of* E.I'rankel ed. (Halle a/S, I876), pp. 
3—63)* Also, cf. al-Batlayusif s commentary (Bombay edn. 1895)» pp*19“ 
52; and fThe Bivan of the six ancient Arabic poets1, ed.W.Ahlwardt, 
(London, 1870), pp* 146-50, no.48. Though both the Ahlwardt and Abu al- 
Fadl edns* are based on the al-A<lam of Santa Maria copy, a verse has 
been dropped in the former, which was perhaps due to the different 
MSS. used by the two editors. Throughout the ages, it would seem that 
there were incorporated a considerable number of verses into the 
original. Cf. for example, Abu Zayd al-Qurashi, 1 Jamharat Ashlar al- 
A^rab*, pp. 49-66, he recorded 85 verses; al-Sandubi edn. (Cairo 1958) 
pp. 124-37 9 wherein the figure is 91* We are assured by the early 
critics that al-Asm^ai's version is the most authentic, (cf. e.g. 
Mubarrad, flCamil,, ed. W. Wright, (Leipzig 1846), p. 148.
(3) Of, the first theme, which consists of_43 vv. in al-A^lan^s copy of al- 
Asm^ai's Hi way ah« we find al-Baqillani contends with only 32w. 
leaving out w .  39 4> 52,35 > 36,38,39 * 41 >42 and 43? transposition of 
verses is apparent between w .19 and_20, and, peculiarly enough, 
between w.8 (6) and 29. Al-Baqillani is not perhaps to be indicted 
for the dismissal of w *  3 and 4» the same shortcoming:' occurs in the
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(3) cont.
fourth century commentator al-Nahhas1 s version, which may indicate that 
the version of the Mu^allaqah current during the fourth century lacked 
them* Nor can he be accused of alternating between verses to serve a 
particular end; transposition of verses within a single theme is noti­
ceable in various versions* (Cf. al-Na$iasfs commentary, w.32,42; 18>
44? 52, 3^ ; etc. Also, al-Batlayusi1 s commentary, w *  32,38; 57>65?etc.) 
In the case of the latter however, alternation is apparent even between 
the verses of two different themes. Alternation of verses can lead to a 
gross misinterpretation and bad assessment when coparing' for example, 
the verses 19 and 20 in al-Baqillani1s criticism (lIljazl, pp.258-9)> 
with Ibn *Abd Rabbith, *Al-<Iqd al-Farld1, vol.5,PP* 347» 357> as they, 
in the latter work, are in their right order, or at least as occur in 
al-Asma< i1s 1Riwayah1 *
The second theme, the ^description of the night, which comprises 
the w .  44-48, al-Baqillani comments briefly on three verses.
The third and the last theme he touched, the description of the 
horse,.w. 49-58, three verses only receive attention.
In this respect, the question of al-Riwayah (the transmission) 
itself raises a difficult question, when we come to consider the somewhat 
bizarre alterations of the^readings of the Mu^allaqah throughout the 
centuries, up to al-Baqillani1 s own time, (cf. Abu al-Fac^ l edn. pp. 367- 
376> wherein he listed the various readings of it). For an exclusive 
study on the subject, see also Nasir al-Din al-Asad, fMasadir al-Sh&ir 
al-Jahili1, ch.5, pp* 485-549* Nonetheless, if al-Asma*i1 e version had 
been traditionally recognised as one of the most authentic readings, and 
if we also take into account that of al-Nahhas, the fourth century com­
mentator, al-Baqillani1s 38 w *  of the Mu'allaqah would appear to corres­
pond roughly to the two versions put together, (Nahhas, though r'he often 
refers to al-Asma^i's Riwayah, cf. e.g. v*6, p.7* and v.9* p* 9> &e 
described it particularly as the best, cf. e.g. v*15> P* 14* a^d v.33* 
p. 27, etc., used nonetheless another version) in 24 verses al-Baqillani 
is in full agreement with al-Asma*1. In 10 verses, when the differences 
are made over a word or words, "construction or both, he agrees with
al-Nahhas.* )
In the^case of verse 9* the difference is in grammatical inflection. 
Al-Baqillani1 s version may differ from them both, cf. v.5# He may agree 
in one hemistich with one and in the second with another, cf. w .  19 and 
27* The three of them may differ over words and construction, cf.v.28.
Verse 29 provides us with a very confused case, al-Nahhas, for 
example, dismissed it altogether, offering instead two versions of 
verse no. 30* It involves also v.8, which is partially dismissed by al- 
Baqillani. For a fuller picture the diagram below may indicate the 
peculiarity of this verse and its involvement.
Further, none of the afore-mentioned are fully exhausted. Of three 
chosen themes it is the first one, the Nasib theme, of which al-Baqillani 
covers a substantial number of verses, as well as scrutinising them in 
fuller detail, whereas, in respect of the other two his contribution was 
far less.
In the case of al-Buhturifs panegyrical poem al-Baqillani1 s liberal 
selection therefrom is more generous than that from the Mu^allaqah, for 
he reflects on forty-one verses out of the entire fifty-three which the 
poem contains. From the second and the longest theme the description 
of the horse - he was only contend with nine verses out of twenty* And 
a single verse in the final theme was overlooked by him.
On the whole the poem consists of four major themes:-
(I) the love prelude the Nasib, (ll w.)
(3) cont.
Hemistich
al-Asma'4 i al-Nahhas al-Baqillani
+
as v. 29b
+
as v. 8b(6) as v. 8b(6)
+
*
mentioned twice
Key
+ = not found
5 a present
* a In one version he agrees with al-Asma<i, in the other with
al-Baqillani.
(4) See Kjaz, p. 355.
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(ii) the delineation of the horse, (20 w.)
(iii) the praise for the eulogised person, and (12 w.)
(iv) finally the description of the sword. (10 w.)
Apart however from the few exceptions, above noted, the order of
the verses within those themes was observed intact* There are however
various readings of the text of the poem manifest in several sources
which recorded or referred to it. On the other hand, though|altematin'g
2of a verse with another or the disappearance of some of the verses -vs- 
apparent in some of the editions of the poet's Diwanythis latter ’ 
is not'. : the case in al-Baqillani1 s selection.
As the love theme engages most of al-Baqillani1s criticism of the 
Mu^allaqah, to be precise 32 verses out of the total of 38? which he 
selects, one of the issues involved therein is worthy, perhaps, to 
be called:
Moral and ethical criticism.
Mien judging a work of art as moral or immoral, the first thing to 
be considered is perhaps the principle or principles on which a verdict 
is justified and thus established. Although criteria, as the works of 
art themselves, differ considerably, in the case of the theologian
(1) ITor a good number of these various readings, see the^most recent 
edition of the poet's Diwan (19&4) by H.K. al-§ayrafi, vol. 3» PP* 
1741-52. Cf.^particularly w* 5*6*11*12*52,35»45>49>50,52 with those 
in al-Baqillani's selection.
(2) Cf. Constantinople edn. (1300 A.H.) vol.2, p. 218. Here v.23 occurs 
as 17 and v.18 as 31 a&d 54 alternates with 35*
(3) Cf. Beirut edn. (1962) p._568 wherein v.19 is not found. Por further 
observation see al-8ayrafifs edn. (op.cit., pp.1741 footnote and the 
footnote for v.22.)'
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al-Baqillani the religious element appears naturally the most obvious. j  
Yet the fact remains that the ode or the Qasidah. which was subjected to
O
such criticism, had been a product of a pagan age, which, for good or ill, 
had had its own set of properties and values. Whether this important 
factor would invalidate the later judgements, which were persuaded or 
motivated by different terms of reference, or not, the case is clearly 
unevenly balanced.
Nonetheless, although we may observe the imbalance or unfairness of 
a literary trial, we should not pronounce judgement on a classical work, 
in this respect, before consulting the Arabic literary theory, particularly 
the views of the critics prior to al-Baqillani himself.
Was the moral concept a sound criterion for criticising poetry?
The question was thus raised by the poetry critic Qudamah b. Ja* far 
(d. 532/922) sometime earlier in this century or in the latter part of 
the previous one, especially in connection with certain verses in the 
ode in question.
At the very outset of his 1Criticism of poetry1 while demonstrating
1the qualities on which poetry should be criticised and preambling on one 
of the four major elements he assigned to poetry, the meaning, he observes 
that, meanings to poetry are the substance or the raw material at the 
disposal of the poets, no matter whatsoever the poet chooses, praise-
A
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worthy or defamatory, what is important is the perfection of the treat­
ment of the meaning of the material he chooses.
(l) fNaqd al-Shi<rf, ed. S.A. Bonebakker, pp.4-5*
hkZ
Illustrating this point further he adds, ”1 have found some people
who defamed Imru* al-Qays!s verses,
'Many a fair one like thee, though not like thee a virgin,
Have I visited by night; and many a lovely mother have
I diverted from the care of her yearling infant adorned with amulets I
When the suckling behind her cried, she turned to him
With half her body, but half of it pressed beneath
1My embrace, was not turned from me.1
arguing that the meaning here is obscene. The obscenity of the meaning
itself is not a reason which repudiates the excellence of the poetry in it,
as the excellence of carpentry cannot be denigrated because of the bad
inherent quality of the wood.”
On the other hand pre-Islamic poetical manners were not condemned on
account of this fact, on the contrary, they were preserved; some of the
poetry critics even insisted that the poets of their own time should
2
adhere rigidly to them#
« *• •*"
Nor was al-Baqillani the first to launch moral criticism against the 
verses of Imru? al-Qays's Muallaqah* It was Ibn Sallam’s (d.232/845) 
sonorous remark concerning pre-Islamic poets generally, that some of them 
used to abstain fajom obscenity in their poetry and we re not notorious 
for mentioning their atrocities; but others did not refrain from doing 
so nor were they ashamed of indulging such. Of the latter group Ibn Sallam
fl} *The Poem of Amral Kais*, trans. by Sir W. Jones, p. 15*
(2) Ibn Qutaybah, 'Al-Shi^r wal-Shu*ara*, ed. M.J* de Goeje, pp* 14“15*
'I
single out the poet Imru’ al-Qays.
Turning to al-Baqillani's approach in the light of the aboue 
attitude^; Qudamah’s permissve remark, with which, we have good reason 
to believe, he was familiar, appears to have iieant nothing to him, or 
passed unheeded by him, but that of the early ibn Dallam and those who 
followed him clearly appealed to him and was exercised on a number of 
the verses of the Mu’allaqah such as:-
v. (9) fThe first half of this verse (9; contains nothing but silliness 
v. (9; fHis silly juvenile attitude.' 
v. (10;’Qutweigliing with silliness1, 
v* (l1)fA feminize manner of speech*1
v* (I1;!ln the second hemistich again there is a touch of feminine.1
speech.1
v. (l^;*He shows such obscenity and foulness that the decent person 
^al-narim; i*/ould loathe, and be too proud to repeat."
(l) ’Tabaqat al-Shu*ara’* pp.3 ^ - For example of such outrageous 
atrocities he quoted the verses:
"Many’s the pregnant woman like you,aye, and the nursing mother 
I’ve night-visited, and made her forget her amuleted one-year- 
old."
and,tl£ oame already she’d slipped off her garment for sleep,
Beside the tent-flap, all but a single flimsy slip."
(The Seven Odes, trans. A.J.Arberry,pp.3^ *,62)
Ibn Qutaybah's 'Al-Shi'r wal-Shu’ara’, p.^0, quoted the same 
first verse as occurred in Ibn Sallam’s ’Tabaqat'and another 
from a different poem.
"I ascended to her after her people had gone to sleep,
Like itfater bubbles rising gradually,(Hal ’ala hal)
(Trans, von Grunebaum, p. 11)
Al-Marzubanx,(d.3^/99^*)’Al-Muwashshah’, p. 113, quoted also the 
verse which occurred in both , to which he added the verse 
following it in the Mu’allaqah,
"Whenever he whimpered behind her, she turned to him, 
with half her body, the other half unshifted under me*" 
(Titans,A.J.Arberry, op.cit.pp,35,62.)
v*(15) ’The first vex’se (v*1f>) represents extreme obscenity and 
levity*1
v *(17) ’The first verse (v*17) exhibits a great amount of poor
judgement (rakaka), and a feminine touch and delicacy,
yes, (even) effeminacy*1 
* ** ** —
4 Al-Baqillani*s attitude towards poetry*
„ « ••
Summing up al-Baqillani1s position in the development of
rhetoric Professor von Grunebaum. observes, "His outlook is that
2of an educated layman rather than that of a specialist*11
For al-Baqillani the field of specialisation was theology to 
which all his works testify* However, when theology progresses to 
literary criticism as in *K. al-Ifjaz1 , though he often utilises 
the views of literary critics, his own judgements and personal 
observations are no doubt of extreme originality*
Before considering some examples of al-Baqillani’s assessment 
of poetry, to see whether his views are harmonious with any literary 
traditional theory of criticism or exceedingly eccentric and biased, 
his attitude towards poetry generally should perhaps be considered 
first* To read such remarks as
"He who imagines that poetry is of noteworthy prominence, his 
error is apparent and his ignorance is manifest* For poetry is a 
mode (of expression) mellowed by tongues, alternated by hearts, 
overflowing with misgivings and in it the Bevil plays his part,11^  
the immediate impression would be that the author here is resentful
1) ’i’jaz’Vpp* 251-6, Eng* trans. by G. von Grunebaum, *A tenth- 
century document*...1 pp* 65-9. 2(> Trans* Intro* pp. xx.
2) * I1 jaz* , pp. ^57*
of the whole business of poetry root and branch* But this would be
an unfair assumption*And such a remark should necessarily be
considered in relation to the content in i?hich it occurs wherein the
comparison is between God-sent, the Qur’an and man-made,poetry*
In this context the author’s view is not far removed from the
meaning of the Qur’anic verse (XXVT/22^ f) concerning poets* Consider-
-ing,however, poetry in isolation or poetry for poetry’s sake or in
relation to its copartner,prose, al-Baqillani1s conception of it is
extremely high* On hearing,for example, a debate in which two experts
in literature were expressing two different views; the former show-
-ing the advantage of prose over poetry, the latter favouring the
reverse, in support of the rlatter viexsr he comments :-
" In my opinion, the latter view is confirmed by the fact that
most of the brilliance of Arabic language is in poetry and that we
1do not find in their prose iirhat we find in their poetry*11
In the same debate one of the objections levelled against poetry
was that it narrows the possibility of rendering ideas; to which
al-Baqillani has this to sajr
"Despite its narrowing of the boundries of speech, it nonetheless
contains it intact***•***If poetry is well-arranged within its domain
and if all its Implements are complete no (other) human discourse
2approaches it* "
(1) Ibid, p. 236*
(2) Ibid* For an earlier assessment of this issue see G.von 
Grunebaum, Al-Mubarrad*s Epistle on poetry and prose,
Orientalia, (n*s.) vol* X, (19*1-1) p* 373*
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Another point which also Is worth considering in this respect is 
the view of poetry critics on the two poems in question, especially 
those critics who were long before the author’s time and also those 
counted among his contemporaries♦■Fortunately, a considerable number 
of verses in both poems, if not the poets’ anthologies as a whole,had 
been or were a subject of evaluation to those critics* Al-Baqillani 
was evidently well aware of many of those views, indeed, he even 
took the trouble to examine some of them* It is quite immaterial 
whether he agrees or differs with those critics as long as the rules 
are genuine and the criteria of similar bases* And if he happened to 
exercise those rules more fully, surely, the more to his credit*
For his own criticism however, his declaration, right from the 
start, that he is to demonstrate some of the weaknesses and short­
comings of such celebrated poems, may lead us for the moment to 
think of the onesidedness of his treatment or even of his stretching 
of the point too far*
This however does not lead him astray to deny or overlook any
"I
element of beauty in them*
Further it would seem that al-Baqillani1s strop&tendency to show 
that such a mundane,albeit fine art,as poetry,even at its best could 
be imbued and impaired with defects, urged him to penetrate more 
deeply in his examination of the text of the two poems, or his 
selection from them, which ,to say the least, is the real function 
of a true critic*
UT Cf7 eg. I'jaz, pp* 27*f-5,3*b2
To illustrate the above we may quote at some length from his
criticism of the Mu’allaqah:-
” 1*”Halt ye two, let us weep in remembrance of a beloved one and of 
a dwelling-place at Saqt al-Liwa, between adM>ahul and Hawmal,
2* and Tudih and al-Miqrat;’ its traces have not been effaced by 
what Southwind and Northwind have woven over it*"
Those who are his eager partisans or claim all the beauties of poetry 
(for him) say: this is an innovation (badx*) for he (p.131) halts and 
asks to halt, sheds tears and asks to shed tears, mentions the past 
(^ahd), the mansion and the beloved, gives vent to his pain and wishes 
(the past) to remain, and all this in one verse; and(his partisans list) 
more merits of like kind*
We have explained this only lest you might think we overlook the 
points of beauty (in his poems) whenever they occur, and neglect the 
signs of craftsmanship (sina'TO whenever they are to be found* Consider- 
may Allah lead you the right way-and look -may Allah give you guidance: 
You know that in these two lines thsne is nothing whereby he has 
outstripped any other poet on the race-track or beaten any other artist* 
Both in wording and meaning there are defects(in these verses).
The first of them is that he invites him who weeps for the memory of 
the beloved^to halt* The mention (or:though) of her does not,however, 
demand that the unconcerned should weep* For the latter the striving 
for happiness would be the only natural thing, though he might weep 
because of his (friend's) weeping and feel sorry for his friend because 
of the narrowness of his straits* As for his weeping for his friend’s 
beloved and his companion’s mistress, that is absurd. For if it is the 
poet’s intention to let (the companion) halt and shed tears as a lover, 
the wording is correct but the sense is bad from another point of view: 
It is the height of folly (sah® to assume that the poet should not be 
jealous of his beloved and should ask another man to dally with her,and 
to display his love jointly with himself*
Further, the recording of the places apd the naming of the localities: 
ad-Dahul, Haumal, Tudih, al-Miqrat and S^qt al-Liwa, does not serve 
any purpose in these two verses* It would have been sufficient to 
mention (trans.p.62) some of them in laying out the scene (of his 
grief; ta^rif). This prolixity (tatwil), since it avails nothing',, (shows) 
a certain lack of (poetical) power (4ayy) 1
(1) Later on while reflecting on al-Buhturl’s poem (v*3iP« 337*)
referring^to the same verses once more in comparison with that of 
al-Buhturi’s wherein similarly certain names of certain places are 
given, al-Baqillani has this to say:- 
"Imru’ulqis was not content with one specification (hadd) but he 
delimited (the area in question) by four, specifications as if he 
wished to buy the site(Manzil) and was afraid-if he made a mistake 
in one of the borderlines- that the purchase would be void or its 
conditions invalid” (trans. p.93)
For more similar ridiculing remarks see also pp• 3^6,3*i*S, 331 *
Further,his words lam yacfu rasmu-ha (its traces have not been 
effaced). Al-AsmaM mentions amongst the beauties of (this poem) that 
(the traces) are remaining. So that it grieves us, to,.,see, them♦ Had 
they been wiped out we would feel (more) at ease, but" i1T~^uld be more 
appropriate to be considered one of its drawbacksl.For if he is sincere 
in his love the effacing of the traces could only increase the 
intensity of his affection and the strength of his passion. Al-Asma*! 
upholds the propriety of this clause only for fear lest (Imru’ulqais) 
be blamed for it and the (following) questions be raised: What is the 
purpose of his informing us that the vestiges of the abodes of his 
beloved have not been effaced ? And: What^meaning (can be ascribed) to 
this padding(of the verse) ? So (al-Asma^i) adduces whatever he can 
(in Imru’ulqais1defense) but he has not succeeded by lois help in 
absolving M m  from M s  blunder (^alal). Then there is in this(group of) 
word($) one more^defect: for he finishes the (sequence of) verses, 
saying (vs.^b.): fa-hal <inda rasmin darisin min mu<av7ali(but is an 
effaced trace a place for excessive wailing ?) So (already) Abu 
^Ubaida points out that he goes back on himself and gives Mmself the 
lie, just as does Zuhair: (p.132)
uHalt at the abodes which the (bygone) times have not effaced; 
oh yes, but winds and rains have changed them.”
Another(scholar) says: with the first verse (Imru,ulqais) intends 
(to say) that the traces have not been entirely obliterated, and with 
the second (i.e.,Vb) that they have partly disappeared, so that the 
two terms do not contradict each other. This assumption does not help, 
for afa and darasa have the same meaning. Hence, when he says lam 
ya<fu rasmuha , and then *afa, this is doubtless a contradiction. The 
attempted justification of Abu <Ubaida (^tidar) would be nearer the 
mark if only it were
(P.63)
correct. But (Imru’ulqais) does not introduce M s  saying' (i.e.Vb) 
in order to rectify (istidrak) M s  statement in 2a) as does Zuhair.
So (Abu TJbaida) is still farther off the mark#
(For) li-ma nasajat-ha (by what have woven....*) ,(Imru’ulqais) 
should have said li- ma nasaja-ha • He expressed Mmself incorrectly 
and chose by way of comment the feminine form, for they (i.e.,the 
v/ords janub and
(1) The phrase u We, hoxvever, regret M s  testimony11 which 
occurs in the translation after al-Asma^i's name is
a mistake due- as the translator expresses M s  fear - to
a fault in the text from which it was translated* The 
underlined is what we find in the edition we are using.
(2) According to the poetfs Diwan the verse nu&ber is 6b.
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sam*al) are applied here in the meaning of winds (and winds are feminine*) 
Only the metre forced him to take this improper licence* lam ya^fu rasmu-ha 
(its traces have not been effaced):- the best wording would have been lam 
ya*fu rasmu-hu; for he mentions al-manzil (the abode; masc*)* If (the 
femime) refers to the plains (biqa';) and regions in which the abodes are 
situated, it is still a mistake* For he wants to qualify as obliterated 
only the abode where his beloved had alighted, or (to describe it as) not 
having been effaced, as distinguished from the neighbouring places* If, 
however, by al-manzil (the abode) he means ad-dar (the homestead) and 
therefore uses the feminine (ad-dar being feminine), it is again a mistake* 
And even if (these lines) should be free from all (the defects referrdd to) 
and from all other shortcomings which we do not care to mention because of 
our aversion to profusion, we still would not doubt that the poetry of our 
own contemporaries is by no meang inferior to these verses, nay, that it 
even surpasses and excels them”*
Comparing the above example of al-Baillani1 s criticism with other poetry
critics* views to see how far he himself was off the mark or indeed how
original and penetrating his views are, one notices that apart from those
early critics whose views were criticised by him, there were those among
2
the early critics who generally praised the verses in question* Among
3
his own contemporaries although we find some who praised them in part, 
others recorded some of the shortcomings in them.^ Yet if we may seek an 
apologist's view among the author's contemporaries to harmonise or to
— ■■ m^
balance the severity of his judgement, al-Sharif al-Murtada's opinion may 
be of some importance.
(l) A Tenth century Document, pp. 61-3*
(2; See Ibn Qutaybah, al-Shir wal-Shu^ara’/ p. 561 Qudamah, Maqd al-Shi^r,
P* 97.
(3) Snidi, Muwazanah, vol.I., p* 4&4*
(4) Marzubani, Muwashshah, 35*
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"Among that which can sustain various interpretations" writes al- 
Sharif al-Mu^ fcada, 'Amali1, vol. 2* pp. 192-5» "is Imru*sl-Qays! s verse, 
(verse 2):
"5?oodih and El-Mikrat, whose trace is not yet effaced 
for all the spinning of the south winds and north "blasts."
(a) Some people say:-
The meaning here is that its trace ds not obliterated by the spinning 
of the two mentioned winds only, but because of the continuous winds and 
rains in general - and as a proof for this is his saying in the other 
verse (6b) "What is there left to lean on when the trace is obliterated?"
(b) Others says-
The meaning of "its trace is not effaced" is that its trace is not 
obliterated. According to this view the trace was in existence and 
unobliterated, and the poet’s saying in the other verse, "obliterated 
trace" means where the trace would be obliterated in future, though it 
was then in existence.
(c) Others say:-
The meaning of its trace is not yet effaced as has been maintained 
in the second opinion, i.e. it is not obliterated by the spinning (of the 
two winds), but they (the two places), were in existence and standing, to 
an extent that we are saddened for them and become concerned for their 
sight - Had they been totally obliterated we would not have grieved, as 
the poet Ibn Ahmar said:
f,0h would that the abodes had perished,
Lest they should brdhg a sad and grieved (lover) t*o‘- tears".
^51
Or as another poet said:-
"Would that the traces of abodes which remain to grieve us 
Disappeared as their inhabitants had perished.1 /
* x
As for the poet*s saying aft ©wards: "What is there left to lean on
when the trace is obliterated" is not in contradiction with this 5 it is 
as anyone may say: "Your boolc is obliterated", i.e. partly,
(Thisview was recorded by al-Baqillani, 11 jaz, p. 246)*
(d) Abu Bakr al-'*Abdi says:-
"The meaning of fIts trace is not yet effaced* is from my heart, 
though the physical place itself is effaced. According to this inter­
pretation, the mentioned statement does not include the poet*s saying:
"What is there left to lean on wheiie the trace is obliterated?" In all 
aspects| therefore,there would be no contradictions."
(e) Others says-
The poet means by his saying *its trace is not yet effaced f;t that it 
is not obliterated* Then he contradicts himself when he says "What is there 
left to lean on where the trace is obliterated?"
A contradiction similar to that of Zuhayr when he says;- 
"HaltI at the abodes which Time has not effaced,
Yea, winds and continuous rains have obliterated."
or as the other poet says:-
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"t ^ould that you never "die-fot, 0 best (son) of^Amr son of Malik, 
Kay, he who is taken to the graves is surely deceased.1
Al-Murtada, however, does not consider Zuhayr1 s verse as contradictory, 
for it can be taken in the of any of the interpretations offered
in the verse of Imru’ al-Qays which rid it of contradiction* Nor the other 
poet's verse hence the first hemistich of it is an invocation and it does 
not imply affirmation nor negation.,r
(This is AW'Ubaydah1 s view as recorded by al-Baqillani, I'jaz, pp.
to be al-Murtada1s own view), that is, to consider the meaning of 'its
trace is not yet effaced1 as it does not increase or grow therefore it is 
apparent, so that the observer knows it and it is recognised by the spec­
tator, but it is hidden obscured and invisible. Then the poet adds: "What 
is there left to lean on where the trace is obliterated?" Thus there would 
be mo contradiction between both statements hence obliteration is stated 
in both cases. There is no doubt that the word (*Afa; is effaced) is 
an antithetical word which can express obliteration in one sense and 
multiplicity and profusion in another."
For the meaning of the word 1 ^ Afa' indicating multiplicity and 
increase al-Murtada quoted from the Qur* an the verse (VTl/90), from 
Tradition, 'Trim the moustaches, and spare the beards*; from poetry, 
the verse: *But we made the sword to wound the camels' thighs
(f) There is another way of interpreting Imru’al-Qays's verse (this seems
Which are full of meat, and their humps are high1.
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3 # Criteria of Criticism
It is noi^ jmuch a question of the genuiness or the widespread 
employment of the principles of criticism excertddby al-Baqillani 
on the text of the two poems in question or what he selected from ’ 
them, but merely which of these principles did he use ?
In the example which we have already seen of his criticism of the
first two verses of the Mu’allaqah there are at least four objec- 
-tions which have been raised# The same objections together with 
others have also been levelled against several verses throughout 
the rest of the same poem as well as that of al-Buhturi. In the 
following we may briefly outline some of the major points of 
criticism :
A. Lack of originality*
That nothing was unique or the idea was very common or had been
expressed by an earlier poet,*or was expressed by even a much later
one in a more vigrous and expressive form than by any of the two  ^)
poets concerned* is almost a uniform imttern of evaluation ,rather
disparagement* which is maintained by the author at the openAhgg and
closing of the example which we have seen# Further, more examples
2are also apparent in other verses of the same poem and to an even
- "5greater extent in the poem of al-Buhturi#
(1) In addition to his translation of the poetry section in !K*al- 
I*jaz1 refrence should also be made to professor, G.von Grunebamt^s 
learned detailed clasification of the criteria of evaluation n 
Arabic literary Criticism in the 10th century J»A#0.S.vol#
LXI,(19^0)pp#52-5*iu which the vies of al-Baqillani and others have 
aptly been demonstrated#
(2) Eg.vv>8,(p.250),9,(25l),1z)-,(25«, 16,(255) .17.(256) ,21,(260), 
22,(261), 24-,(26^) etc,
(3) Eg.vv; 3, (3^0) ,5,(3^1),6,(3^2) ,9-11,(3^5),13,(3^7), 1zf,(3^)etc
The approach itself is sound enough, or at least it can be confirmed
by many examples from the works of the literary critics of the -
relevent period. However,the final aspect of the above four points
(i.e. the outstripping or the excelling of a later poet an earlier
one brought about as an additional discrediting measure) however true
from a purely comparative view point, it does contradict on the other
hand & valuable basis for comparison' emphasised by al-Baqillani himself
when dealing with the poetry of al-Buhturi. He writes
”The poetry of al-Buhturi can only be compared with that of poets of
his own class (tabaqa) and of his own contemporaries, xvl10 compete
with him in the same race-emirse and have attained to (about) the
2same station.”
Had this been the author1s method in dealing with the Mu*allaqah,or
/have
indeed with the poem of al-Buhturi itself, he would at least acted 
up to his own principles.
B. Padding (Hashw) ^
kC. Contradiction
D. Grammatical errors
(1) 1 ’You find11 no tic e d al-Baqillani ”that the earlier (poet) employs 
motives for which a later (poet) has substituted something better 
inspired by the earlier” * X* jaz* p.279 ,Trans, p.83#1
(2) Ibid,p.369,Trans.-p.112.
(3) Eg. the word*minni*(lit. from me),the subject being the word tears 
and the phrase *on my breast* also the repeating of the subject, 
tears in the second hemistich in verse 3 of the Mu*allaqah.
Another example is the phrase * beside the tent-flap* in the verse 
25 (p.267) ” I came and already she*d stripped off her garment 
for sleep......all but a single flimsy slip”
In the case of al-Buhturi*s poem more examples can be seen. See 
verses;2,9* 18,Vf,*f6. Sometimes the padding was qualified as
chilling- eg.v.l8(p.35l) just bad,see vv#Vf,^6,(pp.360,361)
(40 Eg. Mu*allaqah,vv.2,6 (pp.&46,24-8)
(3) Although the author reported that men of letters had written a
good deal on Imru*al-Qays*s grammatical and other mistakes(p.278), 
he hirmfelf recorded some of them in vv.2,12t13?23,28*
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E. Rhetorical shortcomings.
2
E* Dislocation either between two hemistichs" in a single verse
•3
or the poor relation between a verse and those preceeding it* 
Sometimes the interdependance between verses has also been
k.noticed by., the‘author*
T) Although some of the rhetorical shortcomings occuring in the 
Mu!allaqah are observed by the author, such as; the weakness 
of the simile (v*11, p*252); the iaappropriateness of the 
metaphor (v*20, p*257)* or its being of inferior position 
(v. 21,p*250) and the comparison of simile and antithesis 
>:l(-v.50, p.27?)* In the case of al-BuhturrL* s poem, however, for 
the obvious fact that some of the later poets, particularly Abu 
Tammarn and al-Buhturi, depended greatly on rhetorical devices 
or indulged them considerably; several shortcomings / 
were observed by al-Baqillani in al-Buhturifs poem. Some of them 
he described as;
i) Ugly and unbecoming, e.g. the simile in vv. 17«19« (pp*390, 
552), metaphor in v.Mf (p*359)«
ii)Common, e.g. the simile in v.*f (p.3^0).
iii)Constraint, e.g* the antithesis v.3 (p*339) , I'arsi1 v.A 
(p.3^ -0) , antithesis and paronomasia v.10 (p.3^5)*
3) E,g* Mu1 allaqah, vv. 9 (p.2 9^) , 10 (p.25l), 10 (p.237) , 26
(p.268)»
3) E.g. Mufallaqah, vv* 21,(p»26l); Buhturifs poem vv.7 (p>*3^ 2) ,
11 (p*3W, 12 (p.3^6), 19 (p.332), 32 (p*35z0, 35(336), 37-8 
(p«358), k3 (p«359)• More noticeably when the poet moves from 
one of them into another.
A)
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RHYMED PROSE
This is tlie third and final literary theme considered in 
al-Baqillani*s studies on I fjaz. As in the case of his dilineat 
ion of poetry his contribution concerns two major objectivess-
a) The occurrence of rhymed prose (Saj*) in the Qur'an:
b) The criticism of some examples of rhymed prose which had 
been associated in one way or another wich the style of the 
Qur'an: It is however, unlike his chapter concerning poetry in
the sense that his contribution here is far less.
In his early theological works such as *K. al-Tamhid* and
al-Hidayah*, his discussion concerning rhymed prose sprang
primarily from one of the theological controversies, viz. the
question of opposition or rivalry. In the former work, for
example, the question is one case was, "Could not /MUsaylamah* s
rhymed prose be considered a form of rivalry to the Qur'an ?M
This was a proposition which the author repulsed on the grounds
that had it been considered any form of rivalry the Arabs, more
particularly Musaylamah1s contemporaries (the reference here
being to the apostatical movement during his time) should have
clung to it. He himself did not claim it as miraculous style
1nor did he challenge by it.
Earlier in *K. al-Hidayah* the same examples of the 
persistance of Musaylamah1s rhymed prose were cited in connexion 
with the same question of rivalry, but then merely as a proof of 
the abundance
l) Pp. 15^-5.
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of the Arabs* motives to transmit any rivalry against the Qur’an, if
there had been any#
Later in the same work when the author’s discussion becomes more
or less eclectic, Musaylamah’s examples, together with pre- and post-
2Islamic specimens of good and bad rhymed prose were compared#
In ’I’jaz* the author’s major chapter on the subject was confined 
mainly to one specific issue or the denial of the existance of rhymed 
prode (Sajf) in the Qur’an, a debate with a more theological overtone 
than a literary one* To the author as well as many of the Ashfarite 
school, including al-Ashfari himself, there was no rhymed prose in the 
Qur’an# On the other hand, there were many others who held the 
reverse, arguing that it even contained rhymed prose of splendour and 
literary merit comparable to that conveyed by the application of 
figurative language#
This assertion by the latter group was based on the following:-
i) There is a particular verse in the Qur’an (XX/70) in which the 
name of Aaron preceeds that of Moses, for no apparent reason, accord­
ing to them, but the sake of the rhyme#
ii) Comparatively rhymed prose differs from poetry in that it does 
not api^ ear in speech unintentionally, or if it does so, it is much 
less than the least recognizable quantity of poetry, the which can
be found in the speech of him who is a poet proper and him,who is not; 
therefore the quantity of rhymed prose occulting in the Qur’an could 
not have appeared unintentionally#
1) Vol. IX,ff*12-b-13b# *
2)Vols# XV,ff.1^b-20a; XVI,ff•1a-Vb. Such names as; Sayf b# Dhi Yazan, 
Abu Talib, al-Hajjaj, al-Mukhtar and others. See also ’I’jaz’pp.
23B-#2^1#
iii) This latter point was based on a particular definition of 
rhymed prose.
Contending with such opinion al-Baqillani begins by fox-warding 
a series of external factors which led rapidly towards theological 
wrangles, some of which we have alx-eady seen in his chaptei-s on the 
challenge. For example
Had there been rhymed prose in the Qur’an it should not have been 
different from the rest of the Arabs1 language. And if it were like 
the rest of their speech it would not have been miraculous. Further 
he argues if it is possible to say that there is miraculous rhymed
I
prose it shodld be equally possible to speak of miraculous poetry, Yet 
t h y m B d r . p r o s b h w & s d c u s t Q m a r j z :  to.; the "ArAb soothsayers a n d  i t s  exclusion 
from the Qur’an is more appropriate than that of poetry, fox- the 
reason that divination contradicts prophethood where poetry does not. 
In addition to all this a Tradition of the Pi-ophet condemning the 
language of the soothsayers is cited.
Leaving, however, all such external justification aside and facing 
the question of rhymed prose ^.per se, what had been considered as 
l-hymed prose in the Qur’an by those who professed such, in al~ 
Baqillanl’s opinion was but sheer misunderstanding.
In his opinion speech may bear resemblance to rhymed prose but it 
does not necessarily do so. For what qualifies speech as rhymed prose 
is the fact that the meaning in it is subject to its wording and 
determined by the outcome of it, a feature which is not in the 
Qur’an.
Faced with the question of whether the Qur’an included them
h-59
both (i»e»Rhymed prose in which the meaning is merely following the 
wording and not for any merit of its own or vice versa), the author 
considers that a detailed assessment of this would require a full 
investigation of each chapter in the Qur’an which is beyond the 
scope of this itfork.
— iJustifying the theory of al-Fawasil ( quiescence or pauses at.the
*
end of Qur’anic verses) which distinguishes the style of the Qur’an 
from the rest of Arabic language, in his opinion it is sound as long 
as they are considered unintended, therefore their occurrence is but 
like the occuafFififuce of a single verse of poetry in speech which does 
not entitle it to be called poetry.
Further, if what occurs in the Qur’an should be considered 
rhymed prose, in the author’s opinion, it should be bad and 
unpraiseworthy for the reason that rhymed prose has its fixed rules, 
any divergence from which leads to the decline of speech and its 
isolation from the realm of eloquence.
Having recoursed to further external factors in support of his 
view and also rejecting the concept of internal rhyme in the Qur’an, 
al-Baqillani finally refers to the definition of rhymed prose and 
the Qur’anic verse (XX/70) an importance to which was attached by 
those who maintained that there was rhymed prose in the Qur’an.
The definition, that rhymed prose was derived from the constant 
cooing of a pigeon \ms meaningless to him for this would include 
poetry also. I11 the case of the Qur’anic verse the claim in his 
opinion is also false for the advantage here lies in the repeating 
of the same story in various ways.
(l) Although al-Baqillanx is supporting al-Rummani’s idea about al- 
Fawasil he does not a^ree with him in all aspects (cf.p.90 with 
*Nukat*p.90),nor with'his definition^of rhymed“prose cf.Ibid.93 
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CHAPTER VIII
A:-L - A S  A D A B l D H i
(Al-Qadi *Abd al-Jabbar Ibn Ahmad Ibn *Abd al-Jabbar) 
• •
325A 15 A.II. = 935/104-2 A.D.
"He is what-the Mu*ta&ilah call the chief 
judge ( Qadi al-Qudat ), a title by 
which they*denote none but him and when­
ever it is mentioned refers to no one 
else save him* He was the head (Imam) of 
the Muftazilah in his day*"
Subki, 1Tabaqat*,111/219-20*
*
We read in Ibn al-Athlr's 'Kamil' (vol.IX,p.235),"....and 
he passed the ninety years of age."
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BIOGRAPHICAL AND LITERARY BACKGROUND
From the scant biographical accounts - often repeated throughout
the centuries - the portrait depicted of al-Qadl ’Abd al-Jabbar shows
*
a man whose most prominent characteristic was that he was the most 
influential as well as controversial theological figure among the 
later generation of the Mu’tazilah who came after Abu Hashim. He was
- i
born of humble origin; among the common people of Hamadhan, his
2
father,we are told, was a cupper. Nevertheless, his ambition made of 
him the singular man of learning in his lifetime and afterwards, and 
raised him to one of the highest offices in the administration of 
jurisprudence*
For a brief introductory outline about his life and works we would,
perhaps, be enlightened by the accounts given of him by Ibn al-Murtada,
*
”3
the author of ’Tabaqat al-Mu1tazilah’, Notwithstanding the fact that
materials otherwise are rare, Ibn al-Murtada's notes provide us with
♦
an extended list of ’Abd al-Jabbar’s works, but it is by no means
exclusive. Perhaps some complementary illustrative notes would not be
amiss. Ibn al-Murtada writes:-
*
M Having finished recording the generations (of the Mu’tazilah)
which had been mentioned by al-Qadi( the reference here being to the
•
QadI ’Abd al-Jabbar himself and his book,’Tabaqat al-Mu*tazilah* to 
*
which, the author being considered, has referred on p. 7? On this
1. The phrase here reads Min Sawad Hamadhan, which can also mean ’the
rural area’. See Ibn Hajar, ’Lisan al-Mizan1, vol. 3» P* 386.*
2. Ibid.
3. *Al-Mu'tazilah*, ed. T.W.Arnold, the Arabic text, pp. 66-7.
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remarkable x^ ork of 'Abd al-Jabbar other authors seem to have been
/I
solely dependent.) we have added two more strata of them (i.e. the
Mu'tazilah) an eleventh and a twelveth which were recorded by al-Hakim.
— ~ ~ p —
(1) Qadi al-C^ udat, the chief judge, 'Abd al-Jabbar b. Ahmad b. 'Abd • • *
-  -  -  k-al-Jabbar al-Hamadhani* In his early life he followed the Ash'arite
1. For Abu Sa'id al-Bayhaqi!s 'IC.Sharh Usui al-Masaill' , x^hosejaain 
source was 'K.Tabaqat'al-MuStazilah1oi* al-Qadi 'Abd al-Jabbar, see 
S.M*Stern, El.* (195^/60), vol. I, p.60.
2. It should be understood, we are advised by Ibn al-Athir,(Kamil,vol. 
VIII,p.150), that the judiciary title, Qadi al-Qudat, the chief . 
judge is not to be understood in its general significance; he xvas 
only the chief judge of the province of Rayy and neighbouring 
districts*
3. A^ further name is recorded by Sam1ani,'Ansab' ,f.32a nnd Subkl, 
'Tabaqat' , vol.3iP*219,i.e.with the addition of_Ibn al-IChalilib* 
'Abd Allah. About his Kunyah while we find Sublci (op.cit) chose 
Abu al-Husain , the rest of the biographers agreed on Abu al-Hasan. 
It could however be a printing error in Subki's.
In some of the references instead of al-HamadhanS,al-Asadabadhi is 
observed,(cf* Yaqut, Mu'jam',vol.2, p.31^)» sometimes both of them* 
(cf* Dhahabi,'K.al-1 Ibar', vol*3jp.119) *or only the Mu'tazilite,(cf?; 
Ibn al-Athir,op.cit.,pp.77,235)* Yet, with regard to his Nisbah, 
'Asadabadhi* there appears to have been some confusion, which has 
extended even to modern studies; Yaqut, for example, presents us 
with tvjo versions, one of_them,is no doubt, a mistake,!.e. 
"Istirabadhi" or "Istarabadhi", (cf. Mu'jam al-Buldan, ed. Witsten- 
feld,vol.IV,p.839)• The same error also occurs in Ibn al-1Imad,Sh. 
Dh.,vol. 3 i P*202; also in Isnawi, it reads "Isarabadin,Tabaqat al- 
Fuqaha1' B.M.Ms.Or. 3037,f*45b. and perhaps in others*
Subki, on the other hand, (Tabaqat, vol.3»P*219) ,_>Dhahabi,(K.al- 
'Ibar....,vol*3,p*119) and IbA Hajar, (lisan al-Mizan, vol.p.386) 
have chosen "Asadabadi" which*is also a mistake.
The above underlined Nisbah is more likely to be the most genuine, 
for the reasons .^hat^
Firstly, Asadabadh lay on the boundary of Hamadhan, and secondly 
and moij^ b auspiciously, the revealing fact that it is the home 
tom of al-Zubayr b. 'Abd al-Wahld (d.3^7/958) xrtio also is knoum 
as "al-Asadabadhl" and who was*one of 'Abd al-Jabbar's own tutors 
(cf._Sam'ani,'Ansab*,vol I, pp. 210-12,(1963); Ibn al-Athir,
*Lubab*,vol. 1, p. Vi.
For further geographical details about these two different tovms
i.e. Asadabadh and Asadabad, see *&bu Baler Ahmad b, Muhammad al- 
Hamadhanl, *K.al-Buldan ', ed. de Goeje, pp.229-30.
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rite in dogmatic principles (Usui), and in law (or Furu1) he used
•  ■ -
to practice the Shafi*aite teaching* As he frequented the learneds1 
circles and began to contemplate and discuss matters he became aware 
of the right way to which he submitted* He then attached himself to
- - 'j
Abu Ishaq b* fAyyash under whom he studied for a while, after which
2he emigrated to Baghdad* In Baghdad he resided with al-Shaykh 
Abu *Abd Allah for a considerable period of time (studying) until/, 
he outstripped his fellow students and became a singular man of 
learning*
Al~Hakirao writes:
11 I am incapable of describing his status in learning and his 
excellence, he was the man who distended the science of theology,and 
unfolded its raiment, and who composed the valuable works in it which 
were renowned in the East and West* He conveyed in them great and 
serious controversies, the like of which were never surpassed. He 
lived a long life during which he never ceased teaching and dictating 
books. His books and disciples were cosmopolitan both during his life 
and after his death, and to him was passed down the leadership of the 
Mu*tazilah, hence he became their Shaykh and scholar without rival: 
They were dependent on his books and issues which abrogated the works 
of former scholars. His fame, however, is quite sufficient to need 
no further description.
1. Abu Ishaq Ibrahim b* *Ayyash al-Basri (d.^86/996) w -^° heen a 
disciple of Abu Hashim and from him took both Abu fAbd Allah and 
* Abd al-Jabbar, he wrote a book on Imamah and other subjects.See 
pp. -^n al-Murtada*s 1Tabaqat* »
2. On his way to Makkah as a pilgrim^ Isnawi_, TabaqatMs.f*V?h.
3* Al-Shaykh Abu *Abd Allah al-Husain b. *Ali al-Basri (293/367=909/ 
977) who was nicknamed ,Tal-Ja*adM, described as the guide, a 
voluminotis author as well as a Mu* tazilite leader. (Cont.)
k&*
After the year 3&0 A.H. al-Sahib summoned him to Rayy where he
* •
stayed continuing his teaching till he died in the year 4*15 or Vl6.M 
(p.67) Al-Sahib used to say of him: * He is the most excellent man 
on eafcth1, or again: 1 He is the most learned man on earth.1.
When he wished to read the Hanafite law under Abu *Abd Allah he 
was advised by him thus:
1 This is a science in which every diligent man is rewarded. I am
myself a Hanafite, be you a Shafifaite 1,thenceforth he achieved a
high position in law. But he dedicated his life to the study of
theology. He used to say: n Law has its people to look after it as
a means fox'* this life, but theology has no persons save God,
exalted be He." Al-Hakim said:-
*
M It had been reported that his writing in the various subjects 
which he embraced covered -^00,000 leaves."
His works are multifarious, among them ai’e those which deal 
with:
Theology
(1) 1 K, al-Dawa'i wal-Sawarif 1 (Fx al-Kalam)^
(2) • K. al-IChilaf vral-Wifaq 1 (» " )
3. (contd.) The correspondence between him and 'Abd al-Jabbar cont-
inued until the latter assumed the office of Chief Judge, then 
it ceased to be. For further details about^his life and work see 
Ibn al-Murtada1s book,pp.62-3 and al-Baghdadi,,Ta,rikh Baghdad1, 
vol.8,pp73-^» No. *f153« In all the surviving parts of 'IC.al- 
Mughni1 fAbd al-Jabbar often refers to him*
1. The famous minister and scholar (d.385/993)• The relation 
between the two men we shall see later.
2. This estimation seems to be quite fair, judging from.the dis­
covered and published 5 parts of *K• al-Mughni1 , * al'-Usul al- 
Khamsah1 and others which amount roughly to some *f,7Cf2 pages.
3. This phrase Fx al-Kalam (concerning theology) is to be found 
in the new edition of this work ed. S.Diweld- Wilzer, p. 113*
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(3) *K# al-Khatir* (Fi al-ICalam)
«
(4) »IC. al-I'timad* (■» » )
(5) 1K• al-Man * wal-Tamanu *1
(6) *K. Ma Yajuz Fi-hi al-Tazayud wa-ma la Yajuz*, etc#
His Dictations
(7) ' Al-Mughni'1
(8) 1 Al-Fi'l wal-Fa'xl'
(9) *K* al-Mabsut*
(10)'K.al-Muhit' (Bil-Takllf)2
(11) »K. al-Hikmah wal-Hakim*
« •
(12)fK,Sharh al-Usul al-Khams' ^
• •
His Commentaries
(13) *Sharh al-Jami*ayn*
(14) 1 u al-Usul*
(15) * " al-Maqalat1
(16) ' " al-A'rad’♦
Those dealing with Usui al-Fiqh (Principles of Lawi
(17) 1Al-Nihayah wal-1Amd *
(18) ’Its Commentary*
Refutation
He had also works devoted to refuting works by his opponents
4
(19) *Naqd al-Luma* 1
1* Several parts of which have been discovered and published 
recently including that which will be dealt with later,
2* Part one also of this work has been edited recently by J,J,
?19^l^’ J Beyrouth,(1963); also by fUmar al-Sayyd *Azmi,Cairo,
3s Edited very recently by fAbd al-Karim tUthman Cairo (19&5)» ^k® 
from sources accessable to him has listed about 20 more works
to the list drawn here see pp* 20-23*
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(20) *Naqd al-Imamah* ^
Regies
Those which were answers to questions remote regions as:-
(21) *Al-Ziyarat*
(22) 1Al-*Askariyyat*
(23) 1Al-Qashaniyyat1
(2*f) * Al-Khawarazmiyyat1
(25) ’Al-Nisaburiyyat*
Dispute
Those which i..vc concerning disputesbetwwen eminent scholars*
(26) fAl-Khilaf bayn al-Shaykhayn*
Those concerning religious exhortation
(27) ’Nasihat al-Mutafaqiha*» •
He has books on every topic that I heard of and even that which I
did not, in which ha was the most excellent and inventive* On the
whole, a full list of his works is impossible*"
* **
This is what Ibn al-Murtada has tre^corded about the life and x-zorks 
of *Abd al-Jabbar* With regard, however, to the list of works he re­
corded for him, although by far it is the richest one, nevertheless, 
as he himself often repeated, it is by no means comprehensive* Further,
4* (contd*) This presumably is ’K.al-Luma** of Abu alHasan al-Ash*ari; 
a work which aroused other Mu*tazilites to refute it, and brought 
a counter-refutation from the Ash*arite side as can be inferred 
from the title of al-Baqillani * s *K* Haqd al-Naqd *Ala al-HamadhanaS 
1* The subject of al-Imamh on the other hand had its own contention 
between the three theological sects. I have not been able to find 
out which of the Shl*aite authors* works he was refuting. It could 
possibly be that of al-Shaykh al-Mufid. But we find al-Sharlf al- 
Murtada has refuted *Abd al-Jabbar*s section on Imamah in IC* al- 
Mughni in his work which entitled *K* al-Shafi*
h&7
it may be noticed, that Ibn al-Murtada's original source was
(28) ’K.Tabaqat al-Muftazilah* by al-Qadi ’Abd al-Jabbar himself** •
Furthermore, there is *Abd al-Jabbar!s long printed work,
(29) "Tanzlh al-Qur’an !An al-Mata1in*(Cairo,1329 A.H.), in which the 
author himself made reference to another work, which he called:
(30) 1Al-Muhkam wal-Mutashabih*^
9
Also names of works are mentioned by the author in the surviving 
parts of some of his works. For example;
(31) 'K.al-Jami' al-Saghlr' 2
(32) 'K.al-'hmd' 5
(33) 'K.al-Misbah'• ,
5
C.Brockelmann has also discovered six more manuscripts, five of
which are not included in Ibn al-Murtada’s list* These are:
-  -  6
(3^ ) ’Tathbit Dala’il Nubuwat Sayyidina Muhammad1
(33) ’Risalah fi 1 Ilm al-Kimya’1
(36) 'Mas’alah fi al-GhSybah (of the Imam)
(37) fAl-Amali’
(38) ’Mutashabih al-Qur’an1
— «. — *7 ~
(39) Suyuti has also recorded a Tafsir (a commentary on the Qur’an)
g
(4-0) and Haji IChalifah has added one more polemic work.
1. See p.
2. 1Al-MughnI1vol.XII, p* 37*
3* Ibid. vol.XVI,p. 93 and vol. XVII,pp. 17,8*1-, 132, 35**- etc. 
’Tathbit....fMs. ff.36b,196a,
3. GAL., Sup.I,pp.^3^3-^.
6* Ibn Hajar, ’Lisan al-Mizan*, vol.3,p*386; Ibn Qadi Shuhbah,*
•TabAqat.* *,BM*Ms,Or.3039|^#69a8cb.; Ibn al-’lmadj Sh.Dh.volT3»PP* 
202-3 all have mentioned ’Dala’il al-Nubmvwah1 ,perhaps they were 
referring to the same work or to the author’s chapter in *K.al-
Mughni1which deals with al-Nubuwwat.'
7* 'Tabaqat al-Mufassirln* p.16^ no. *t7*
8. **ICashf al-Zunun* vol. Ill, p. 353» no. 5903*
bSB
Susana Diweld in her new edition of Ihn al-Murtada’s ’Tabaqat al-
• *
Mu'tazilah* has listed nal-Mughni bi-Barakati-hin as an independent
work* But this is nothing but fK* al-Mughal* • The plirase MBi-Barakat- 
i-hin (by His blessing , is nothing more than a prayer as can be in­
ferred from the context it occurs in, in the author’s account on Abu
Muhammad A* al-Ramahurmuzi in whose mosque *Abd al-Jabbai? began
- 2writing his *K*al-Mughni*. Also by the same editor the word 
,fIkhtiyaratn has been listed as a title of a certain work which can 
mean no book at all or more than one book*
It seems that Ibn al-Murtada, for some reason or another, has lefta 7
out of his account a well-known episode which most other biographers
have mentioned, sometimes in a rather scornful manner. The episode
shows fAbd al-Jabbar*s ingratitude and misbehaviour towards a man,
had it not been for his patronage, he could not have achieved his
far-reaching reputation as a judge*
The event and its dire consequence took place after the death of
al-Sahib b* ’Abbad in 385/995* As people assembled for consolation 
* *
and to pay their tributes to the deceased statesman and scholar, it
was reported of al-Qadi *Abd al-Jabbar to have said: '* That he could
*
not approve of mercy being implored for Ibn Abbad as he had died with­
out any manifestation of repentance; an observation for which the Qadi 
was charged of being disrespectful. Fakhr al-Dawlah proceeded to 
arrest him and his connections, and fixed their fine at 3*000,000
1. ’Die Klassen Der Mu*tazilten von Ahmad ....al-Murtada1,
Bibliothec Islamica, vol XXI, pp* 98*113*
2* Cf. Arnold’s edition, p.58. ■ ' '
3* Al-Ma’arri, ’Risalat al-Ghufran* ed. Bint al-Shati’,pp*405-6.
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dirhams* Among goods sold to make up this sum there were a thousand 
Tailasans. and a thousand garments of Egyptian wool# Ought not this 
Qadi to have explained his otm account befor'e giving sentence on that 
of some one else, and that person Ibn Abbad, who had promoted him,
-I
made his fortune, feathered his nest and given him his position*11
Whatever the moral principle on which 'Abd al-Jabbar inflicted his 
judgement might have been, of the exact circumstances we are not in a 
position to tell# In the light of some recorded material it would 
seem that the conflict between the two men had begun sometime between 
367 when 'Abd al-Jabbar was appointed chief judge, and the year 383*
It should perhaps be remembered that despite his distinguished posi­
tion as statesman, Ibn 'Abbad was also a scholar in his own right, to
2 -an extent that on some occasions even fAbd al-Jabbar himself was
obliged to learn from him#
The circumstances, if we may interpx'et it in the light of someodf 
the reported episodes, seemed to have been that 'Abd al-Jabbar, feel­
ing himself a man of considerable weight in learning, surrounded by
— — 3the hypocritical society of Nisabur, could not feel free from a debt 
bestowed on him by Ibn 'Abbad who set him up and gave him position#
1* Abu Shuja* al-Rudhrawri, * Dhayl Tajarib al-Umaml vol# III,pp*262-
263* Trans# D.E#Margoliouth, 'The Experience of the Nations'Pt# VI 
P £ * _ 2 7 8 - 9 .  '
2# Yaqut, 'Mu'jam', 'vol# II, p# 31^ ? Ibn Kathir,'Al-Bidayah wal-
Nihayah* vol# II, p# 315*
3* The only poem so far we find for 'Abd al-Jabbar begins:-
" May God not glorify such a country as Nisabur,
Wherein the market of hypocrisy is ever flourishing#" 
v3U> \  ^ ^  *Oi\-
Xaqut, 'Mu'jam al-Buldan* , ed* Wtistenfeld, vol# IV, p# 39*
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Yaqut provides us with such an illuminating episode:
11 One day, 'Abd al-Jabbar met Ibn 'Abbad while the former was 
riding* He did not descend, so as to show his curtesy to Ibn 'Abbad, 
instead he said:
n 0 Sahib, though for the sake of ’ etiquette, X wish to &is- • •
mount( so as to show respect) but the dignity of knowledge restrains 
me*
Yaqut also reported the amusing yet revealing episode about the
deterioration in the form of addresses used by 'Abd al-Jabbar in his
correspondences with al-Sahib*
• •
T* He ( the Qadi) used to address his letters to Ibn 'Abbad as:-
To al-Sahib....**from his propagator (Da*i-hi) 'Abd al-Jabbar b.• *
Ahmad#
•  ■ • - '
Then, to al-Sahib*.♦*#** from his client (Wali-hi) 'Abd al-Jabbar • *
b# Ahmad*
In the end to al-Sahib ( without any respects) from 'Abd al-• •
Jabbar b. Ahmad*
Al-Sahib, in noticing such deterioration, said one day to his » •
companions:-
11 I have a feeling that our friend may dry tip to al-Jabbar I 
( God ) only#^
1# Yaqut, 'Mu'jam1 , vol* II, p# 31^* 
2* Ibid*
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Al-Asadabadhi and Qur’anic Studies 
*K* Tanzih al-Qtir5an fAn al-Mata^in*
I I. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  r -  r — *  J- ^
The role of ’al-Ma.jaz* in the scholastic Tafsir
As a theologian, as expected of him, just as in the case of his
contemporary rival, al-Baqillani, *Abd al-Jabbar*s writings, of
necessity, Were closely related to the text of the Qur’an in One way or
another* Although it may suggest itself, the question to be asked is
perhaps, in which of the branches of Qur’anic study was the Qadi’s
*
chief concern and what was his actual contribution ?
To avoid any unnecessary speculation, and because of the existence 
of a single exegetical work by the author, accessable to us, this 
latter should not totally be overlooked if only to give some idea of 
his endeavour, particularly from a linguistic and literary point of 
view*
As a commentator, in all the scanty biographical accounts trans­
mitted throughout the centuries about *Abd al-Jabbar, among other 
shreds of that busy life, two qualities seem the most prominent, on the 
one hand the author*s copious and prolific writings and on the other 
the multiplicity of his pupils0 Among the latter,for instance, is a 
name which was later renowned, that of the Mu’tazilite commentator,
al-Qazwini (d*A83/1090). The later al-Suyutl in his *Tabaqat al-
* *
Mufasirin1^  for example, informs us that al-Qazw£ni*s commentary on
the Qur’an consisted of five hundred volumes of which a whole volume
was devoted to one single verse(ll/l02)* Further, al-Suyuti also
*
informs us that al-Qazwini was instructed by al-Qadi *Abd al-Jabbar**
1* This is the earliest recovered work by fAbd a.lMJabbar* It was pub­
lished for the first time in 1329 A.H*,reprinted,Beirut, 1966*
2 * 1839 edn. p.19,No.37*
That was an example of the effort of one of the Qadi’s pupils in the*
field of Qur’anic exegisis, but what was the effort of the master 
himself ?
Al-iSuyutx, in the same quoted work, when reflecting on ’Abd al- 
Jabbar, the commentator, wrote that he himself had seen of his aowbrk 
on Tafsir which he described as of a moderate size. This in all 
probability is the work under consideration, as the printed version 
of it contains 392. octavo pages. But what did al~Suyuti know of ’Abd 
al-Jabbar*s commentaries ?
A much earlier author, Ibn al-’Arabi (d»5^3/11^8) gives us a 
different accotmt of ’Abd al-Jabbar*s copious writings on Tafsir, 
which is more to be expected of him. Ibn al-’Arabi informs us that he 
with others, had read in the City of Peace (Baghdad), in the Nizami-
fyah school library, a commentary by ’Abd al-Jabbar entitled ’The
—  2Comprehensive’(al-Muhit) which consisted of a hundred volumes.. *
’Abd al-Jabbar himself,however, apart from the present work and 
his commentary on single verses in other of his surviving works,
*3
particularly *It.al-Mughni’ and *Tathbit..•’, in the introduction of 
the present work informs us of a complete commentary cwe^ing all the 
chapters In the Qur’an, which- judging by its title alone- was un­
doubtedly another work on Tafsir.
The present work, nonetheless, can also be described as a commen­
tary on the Qur’an. Yet calling it thus it should perhaps be qualifi­
ed further as a selective commentary, for although it reflects on all 
the chapters In the Qur’an,the author is dealing, in point of fact, 
with specific verses in each chapter, or offering mere answers to
particular queries concerning them.
1, .Ibid.p. 16,No.4-7*
21 Ibn ’Asakir, 'Tabyyin* ,p.2$)_t on the margin; see also Ibn Taymiyya, 
Muqaddimah,p. 21* (3) Mughni, vol,xvi,pp.387-396.
Moreover fx*om its title it is clear that it is a polemic work, a
~ 1tendency also nojd.cable in certain sections of ’K.al-Mughni1,
If al-Baqillani in fK*al-Intisar1 was in the first place concerned
with the Allegations of the Rafidah against the text of the Qur’an
•
and in some measure the views of the Mu'tazilah, the two main sects 
referred to frequently in this work are the Jabriyyah, the compul- 
sionists and the Mushabbihah (the anthropomorphism) • The fact that 
the author was a leading Mu’tazilite makes it natural also that the 
interpretation offered fell totally within the scholastic framework 
of the school1s five main principles as also did other major theses, 
such as the creation of the Qur’an, the interpretation of many verses 
whose literal sense would imply an anthropomorphic property and 
guidance and misguidance* Thus it is apparent that the general picture 
of this work as a whole is an example of dogmatic commentary, that is 
to say , an interpretation which sought support for some of the 
scholastic teaching in the Qur’an or interpreted certain verses of 
the Qur’an so as to confirm or justify their teachings.
A typical example to illustrate this can be seen in the following 
enquiry and the answer to it,concerning the verse Xl/107 :
nQ; IT may be asked concerning the verse, nAnd as for those who 
arowwretched - why, in the firel There shall they groan and sob I to 
dwell therein for aye, so long as the heavens and earth endure11, Does 
not this imply the termination of punishment by the perpetuity of the 
the heavens and earth, which will eventually become extinct; yet you 
have maintained
1. Cf* Ibid* p* 370-379 with 'Tanzih1, p. k*
2. Cf* for the formers pp. 12^,128, 133,202, 33^,21^,; for the latters 
pp.126,33^,225.
that punishment is everlasting, how can this he possible?"
"A: The verse may be interpreted as follows: Hell has its own 
heaven and earth and so does paradise, which shall be everlasting; 
this is the meaning* It was also said of the meaning here that it 
was : ' the improbability of their exemption from Hell, therefore
it was connected with something very remote whose inexistence could 
not be imagined, in accordance with the Arab method as in the poet’s 
saying:-
’When the crow turns -i hoary ' * I shall come to my folk
Anri ■M'l'icm •h’ho ■f'.nr* .ejlirml rl r>nmp n .d ( T*rh *i 4*» f-poaVi in-i”llr t
No doubt the role of language generally and the figurative interpre­
tation were considered of vital importance; one particular query
fastened, to his neckn, (XVII/13) clearly emphasized this# The query 
here is that this is not known in the language; for it cannot be said 
of him who has a right to something or owes a due to someone that it is
More than two centuries earlier a query of a similar nature had 
promptedhthe philologist, Abu 1Ubaydah to write *K* al-Majaz’ as 
we have already seen* In Almost the same way ’Abd al-Jabbar repeated
as an Arabic book, whatever was found in it must be Arabic either 
in the literal sense of the words themselves or metaphorically, for 
they were thus acceptable when they occurred in rhymed poetry and in
Having interpreted the word ’bird’ in the verse in question as 
denoting ’requital’jfrom the language he also reported that it was 
also said of him who encountered a misfortune or met with luck; to 
so- and-so the bird has come with such-and-such*
over the Qur’anic verse, nAnd every man’s augury (lit.bird) have We
a bird fastened to his neck*
Abu ’TJbaydah’s words, arguing that since the Qur’an was described
prose.
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The difference between the two approaches of the two men is that 
of the philologist proper, Abu 'Ubaydah and the professional 
theologian fAbd al-Jabbar* In this respect it is noticable that frhile 
fheuformer seeks support for each verse or for as&ingle word in it 
from poetry or the general useage of language, the latter, despite 
his emphasis on the relation between the Qur'an and the rest of the 
language in which it was revealed, makes little use of poetry in 
the present commentary, in the whole of it about eight lines of 
poetry are quoted*
Rhetorical and figurative analyses*
a) Ma.jaz* (the trope)
Despite the fact that before and during al-Asadabadhi's lifetime
rhetorical and figurative studies had developed considerably,
particularly at the hands of the Mu'tazilite scholars who closely
associated this branch of study with the language of the Qur'an,
as was noticed in the study of the Mu'tazilite al-Rummani, 'Abd al-
Jabbar himself was in favour of eloquence as a means by which I'jaz
could fully be understood* In the present brief commentary however
little elaboration in this respect is to found. The most frequent
figure of speech to x\rhich he refers on several occasions is that
of the Majaz,through which he aims at the Interpretation of several
verses. However, his conception of this linuistic phenomenon goes no
further than its primitive conception as occurs in the earlier
studies of the third century, especially those of Abu 'Ubaydah and
al-Jahiz; in other words another form of expression beyond the limited . •
literal sense , , _ v  ___________ \contd.)
1Ibid*pp.165"6#
2.Ibid.pp. 201-202.
1. pp. 9,158,166,2S6,277,311,330,353.
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of individual words* He contributes therefore very little to the 
many terms which analytically emerge from it, unlike the study of t£bh 
Qutaybah, nor for that matter, are thorough details given when he is 
solely dependent on Majaz in his interpretation, despite his emphasis 
of its importance or description of it as the most effective means em­
ployed by the language*
The following query would suffice as an example:-
”Q: How can God attribute mockery to Himself as in his saying,
'God shall mock at them and let them go on in their rebellion blindly 
wandering1, (11/15) ?
"A: Mockery is impossible for* God, for it is a special act done by
him who cannot achieve what he wishes except by such means* God - exalted 
be He - is above such* What He meant by this is that He shall punish 
and requitethem for their mockings, as He says in the verse (XHTl/40)
• ••• And the Arabs say 'requital is for requital', The former is not, 
however, a requital* And in the ^rophet's saying 'Give back the trust 
to him who entrusted you, but deceive not he who deceives you. * The word 
mocking in the verse is used for the requital of their mocking by way of
■j
Majaz. and the extensive use of language*"
(b) Tashbih-Simile
The other rhetorical figure of speech frequently used is simile, a 
useful device employed in analyzing several verses. But as in the case 
of the Majaz, the author briefly points out some of its qualities such as 
usefulness in parable or its general appropriateness. The following per-
1. p. Ill ~ ‘
2* E.g. pp. 12, 98, 148, 24-0, 522-5, 528, 351.
5. p* 328.
V?7
haps illustrates this:-
"And amongst men is one who serves God upon the very edge." (XXJl/ll) 
Q: "What can he understood by this which is unknown in the language?"
A: "The meaning is, as the hypocrite ostensibly shows his service
to God, concealing something different from what he reveals, thus he 
has been likened to the edge, for the edge is the brink of something.
In the act of worshipping one needs to reveal or submit both internally 
as well as externally, but as the hypocrite shows only one side of this 
he, thus has been described ....•••• and this kind of simile achieves
I
in eloquence what the plain use of words does not.
(c) Mub al a^hah-Byp erb ol e
This figure of speech has been referred to more than once also, yet 
as in the case of the former two, details are very brief. Moreover, 
he often emphasizes "And this is in accordance with the Arabs method of 
hyperbole", kor an insight to his treatment of it the following query 
would perhaps be enough.
Q: "It may be asked concerning the verse "Verily, the worst of
beasts; in Godfs sight are of the deaf, the dumb who do not understand." 
(VIIl/22). How can the deaf and the dumb be linked with those who do not 
understand?"
A: "It has been mentioned in the verse before it" ... and be not 
as -those who say, "We hear," and. they hear not" (VIIl/21). Thus he 
blamed them for rejection, and then likened them to the deaf and dumb,
1. p. 240.
k?8
in agreement of the way in which language stresses the reproach for
1him who heeds not righteousness and who may also be described as dead.1
(d) Al-Hadhf - Omission
Certain aspects of omission have been stressed, both from a grammatical
point of view as well as on a rhetorical basis; such omissions as the
2 5 4omission of apodosis of ocjth, the predicate, the correlative or the
5
antecedent of two nouns in a state of construction. The following query
is an example of one of them which also involves rhetorical analysis*
Q: "It may be asked concerning His saying "Do you reckon the giving
of Mater to pilgrims and inhabiting of the Holy Mosque as the same as
one who believes in GodJ?" (lX/20), how can the simile here bgt appropriate,
between the slaking of the pilgrims thirst and the belief in God?
A: "What is meant here is, is the person who undertalees the giving
of water to the pilgrims equal to him who believes in God, or is the
giving of water to the pilgrims as the belief of him who believes in God?
The like of such omission is desirable in the language when the unomitted
6in speech indicates the omitted*"
1* P* 144.
2. E*g. p. 362
5* E.g. p. 164
4* E.G. p. 185
5. E.g. p. 331.
6. p. 148, see also 325, 3^ 1, etc.
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The Proofs of the prophetic Mission 
K, Tathbit ^
A Biographical and Polemic Approach
Notwithstanding the esteem and regard for this work by some of
the later authorities, who in acknowledgement described it as a
work in which the author had excelled and through which he became
distinguished, and consequently considered it among the greatest
and best of the author's writings; and despite its title « the proofs
of the prophetic mission- and the early chapters which concern mainly 
«*- 3the Qur’an , there is, however, very little contribution in it to 
the chapter of I'jaz from a literary point of view*
For some idea about the general scope which this work covers,it 
is clear that there are three major themes on which revolve most of 
the accounts given; a polemic approach, a biographical historical 
one and from this latter itself emerges considerable detail with 
reference to the problem of I'jaz in its widest sense, viz* the 
examination of some of the miracles attributed to the Prophet other 
than the Qur5an#
Although each of these themes is quite distinct from the other, 
the way in which they were handled by the author is by no means 
clear cut# Each overlapping and often leading to or running into the 
other alternately#
1# The full title of this work is *K.Tathbit Dala'il Nubuwwt
Sayyidina (Nabiyyina) Muhammad1, Suleymaniya, Koprtlltt, Sehid 
Ali Pasa Ms#1575* This manuscript was copied from an earlier one 
by 'Ali b* Muhammad b.'Abd al-Rahman al-Bakrm in 620 A#H.cf#f#
313a* Ik© original was written in the year 3&5»cf#ff*19a,79h*
The \srord in brackets is what was used by the author himself but a 
later hand has substituted the word before it in the title,cf#1b# 
2* See Ibn Hajar,'Lisan al-Mizan*vol*5*P*386; Ibn al-*Imad,Sh»Dh.
vol.3,p#202*
3. Cf. eg. ff.4-2a~100a, 193h-197h#
The polemic approach
This is presumably the most interesting part in this work, 
occupying at the same time the bulk of it. It reveals on the one 
hand the author*s controversial ability and on the other the extent 
of his knowledge and awareness of other religions and creeds than 
Islam, In this respect lies the significance as well as the heresi- 
graphical value of this work as an important early document of the 
controversies between Muslimsand non-Muslims and among the various 
sects within the Muslimscommunity itself all seen from a Mu*tazilite 
stand point*
It is in tliis respect that the authorfs lengthy chapters on
1 2  3 AChristianity, Judaism, Mnzdaism, and Hanichaeism are remarkable. On
the heretical movements engendered within the Muslim community there 
is interesting information both from a historical as well as a here­
tical view point regarding the Qaramitan movement. Accounts are also
6given on some of the Shifite sects. Finally in this respect also
details of vital interest are given on a number of heretical authors
and their works current during the author*s life, which undoubtedly
were the direct motivation that initiated the study of I*3az before
7
and during the fourth century*
1. Cf. eg, ff* A2a~100a, 193b-197b* For a recent assessment of the 
author*s accounts on Christianity see S*M,Stern,The Journal of 
Theological Studies(n.s) vol.XVIII (1967) PP*3^~57s vol,XIX,pt,1 
(1968) pp.127-185.
2. Cf* eg* ff* l8lb,20^*b,22Ab-252b, (largely the Jews of Madxnah)
3. " ,! n 150a-l53b, 91a, 87a, 4-9a~50b.
A. 11 " » 87a8cb.
5. ** '* u 170a-17Aa,6lb~62a, 171a-l8la,*f9b, 6 a^,
6. " ** ,r 19a,l89b-190b,279a-287b.
7* " " 11 23b,35a, 61a,106a,9^a,169a etc*
A biographical and historical approach
This is the second major theme which consequently led to the
author’s reflection on the subject of miracles other than the Qur’an.
This tendency, as we have seen 011 earlier occasions, was pursued by
other groups of authors who clearly emphasized their avoidance of
the theologians!approach to the subject, In the case of the
theologian, fAbd al-Jabbax* the two approaches are combined. Here he
reflects on several aspects of the Srrah of the Prophet’s life from
the rise of Islam to the end of the Caliphate of the first four
Caliphs. In supxoort of some of these accounts the interpretation of
certain verses from the Qur’an and some of the Traditions were felt
as a necessity, including among the former those verses in which the
challenge by the Qur’an is stated.
Miracles other than the Qur’an
Within the predominant biographical theme, especially in the
early chapters while the author is seeking support for the prophetic
mission from the Qur’an’s own text, and for the reason that some of
the miracles other than the,.Qur’an are mentioned or thus interpreted
from the Qui^ ’an itself, the author has elaborated in detail on them.
To the accounts in these chapters may also be added the author’s
lengthy chapter concerning miracles other than the Qur’an in !K. al-
Mughnx’(vol. XVI, pp^ f 07-^23) where a considerable number of these
have been reflected upon.
In this respect,however, two points are worthy of note; firstly
the Mu’tazilah attitude toitfards miracles other than the Qur’an and
secondly the author’s explanation of this attitude*
T* Cf.eg. ff.120a-1Vob.
2* Five of them have been discussed in this work,see ff.25a, 26b, 
29a,37a,^ !-0a; and 17 are discussed in ’K.al-Mughni’
Referfe.ce has already been made to statements indicatingj—
rejection of miracles by the Mu’tazilah* Such accounts were most 
often transmitted by those who held views oppositeto those of the 
Mu’tazilah* Here however, the author is himself a Mu’tazilite and 
his views are therefore of special significance*
At one stage he noticed ” As for those who tried to disgrace our 
Shaykhs concerning them, (the reference here being to miracles other 
than the Qur’an) alleging that they had rejected all miracles 
attributed to Muhammad* This allegation is but sheer ignorance*
Our Shaykhs had confirmed and proved such miracles* But they did
■i
not uphold them as a px*oof in the face of the opponents.n
On the other hand there were those among the Mu’tazilah who 
rejected or, to say the least, criticized the validity of some of 
those miracles,such as al~Nazzam, with whom ’Abd al-Jabbar strongly 
disagreed.^
'10 A1-* Mughni%,„ vol.XVI, p* 152. vl.c
2. Tathbit*...ff-25a~26a; see also ’MughnI1 vol.XVI,p*2A2*
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Al-Asadabadhi and The Study of X'.jaz 
!IC. al-Mughni volume XVX~^
For an obvious reason the editor of the sixteenth volume 
of ’It, al-Mughni has chosen 'X'jaz al-Qur9 an' as a title lor 
it. The author himself, however, called it, *K. al-Nubuwwat* or 
a work on prophethood, as stated in the final words of it and in 
references elsewhere in the recovered parts of the work as a 
whole.^
The XVI th. volume, together with the unrecovered volume
XV complete 'Abd al-Jabbar's contribution to the chapter of
- 3prophethoods and X 'jaz. The question of whether or not he 
dealt with any literary aspect or employed purely theological 
discussion in volume XV, remains so far unresolved.
Further, in the introduction to one of the published 
volumes (vol, VXl), 'The -Creation of the Qur’an), there is a 
certain word which if it is to be understood as it stands, the 
author seems to promise therein a brief elaboration on the 
chapter of I*jaz4 postponing the detailed discussion to the 
present volume and the unrecovered colume XV prior to it.
1* Edited by Amin al-Khuli, (i960)
2 • E.g. XVI p. *1-33; vol. VI, p 5; vol. XVXI,p. 267.
3* cf. Editors note, vol. VI, p. X (1962).
4. vol, VXI (1961 ) p.5* The Arabic word here reads 3
which may be a misreading of the word notice the
similarities of the letters.
5* cf, vol, VII, editors, note p.D*
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Preliminaries and Subsidiaries
Before approaching the.: question of the prophetical mission 
of Muhammad and consequently and. specifically the problem of 
I< Jaz ^ al■'-Asadabadhi was evidently conag.m%(t with many preliminaries 
covering a wide field in connection with the general discussion 
of prophethood* It is obvious that many aspects were covered 
in these preliminaries employing all the missing volume 
fifteen and a good portion of the present volume0
The latter (XVI) opens with a section dealing with one 
aspect of the self-contained unit stressed by the chain of trans­
mitters, or the chapter on al-Akhbar, which began in the former 
(XV)® Four further sections on the same chapter are also to be 
found (pp® 9"^ 7)«
This is followed by another lengthy chapter comprising 
twelve sections concerning the abrogation of religions (pp* ^9"
ite).
The author*s final words in that chapter read flNow we
return to the demonstration of I^jaz al-Qur* an and all that
connected with it| of its transmission, the way it should be
handled and the arrangement of the discussion afterwards of
2the branches related to it®
To the chapter on I*1 jaz9 both from a theological as well
as from a literary stand point pages (l^3ra3^) are devoted, into
which we shall look more closely, particularly the latter aspect®
1o References have been made to some of the aspects in vol® scg 
in the present volume cf3 his reference to his chapter or 
section on the Brahman p« 1 kk, 75»
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Having dealt with the aspects of the question of I<jaz, the 
author begins to reflect on subsidiary aspects which he him­
self considers of secondary importance, branching from or re­
lated to the principal theses« This begins with a series, 
of fourteen sections following immediately the main discussion 
on T* jaz Cpp0 345-406)o Here he deals with several allegations 
or the refutation of them® His main targets are the views of 
the extremists (al-Ghulat), al^Batiniyyah or those who were 
divergent from liberal acceptance of the Qur*an or who claim 
to find under the letter of the Qur*an a hidden esoteric 
meaning^  ^he Traditionalists and several others*
The final section in this work is a reflection on the 
duties and obligations of him who accepts the Prophet®s mission
Cpp® 125-433)
Neither the px^ eliminary sections and chapters nor the sub­
sidiaries which branch from the main discussion of I* jaz require from 
us . • further details®
—-----------------  (contde)
2o p® l42o
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The Theological approach
As in the ease of al-BaqillaniJ especially in *K» Hidayat al«
<■* ^
Mustarshidin, al-Asadabadhi contributed, in a very similar vein, 
to the theological aspects involved in the chapter of I*jaz® 
Naturally, the classification of the materials in some cases 
and the conclusions drawn therefrom differ in one way or another, 
but the most striking feature is that the details over the main 
issues reflected upon and the discursive method of handling 
them bear a close resemblance, more particularly with regard to 
such subjects as the aspects of the challenge, the opposition 
and the reflection on the different ways in which I* jaz was inter­
preted® Even some of the minor and less significant points; 
such as the definition of the proofs, the different opinions on 
1* jag held by Muslims and whether such diversity would effect the 
authenticity of I* jag or not and several others® Whether or not 
such similiarity of approach was due to the fact that one of the 
authors was improvi'^ng on the other's work or sheer coincidence is 
hard to say©
In the light of this we shall touch briefly on al-Asadabadhi *s 
major theological sections in the XVIth volume of 'K* al-Mughni®0
1) Introductory sections
The author's chapter on the prophetical mission and I*jaz 
commences with a series of discursive sections of varying length 
serving as rudimentary essentials for the realization of the
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prophetical mission and I* jaa®
The first section (pp® 143-144) concerns the lore
necessary for the knowledge of the prophetical mission* The
io'res is divided into three categories, essential knowledge s
acquired knowledge and a third indecisive one* which may be
confused with either of the former* The knowledge of the
prophetical mission belongs to the fix'st category*
The second section (pp® 115-152) concerns the explanation
of the proof and the acceptance or rejection of it® The section
as a whole is an introduction to a chapter on the transmission
of the Qur1 an s some aspects of it are discussed in the succeeding
section* In conclusion the author reflects on the Mu* tazilite
conception of miracles other than the Qur’an®
The third section (pp* 153-166) concerns the explanation of
the means to the knowledge of the Qur'an* This is a contribution
towards the transmission of the Qur'lm which is very much in the
manner of al-Baqillani1 s *K® al^Intisar*® It includes the*
refutation of the theses of certain sects against the iest 
of the Qur’an such as its incompleteness or corruption and 
similar allegations* If al-Baqillani1s attacks were against al- 
Rafidah and the Mu*tazilah, *Abd al-Jabbar was also battling 
against a Shi* ite sect, the Imaraiyyah, but on the other hand he 
ivas against some of the traditionists and al-Hashawiyyah in their 
claim that the transmission of the Qur'an had been through a
*1-88
single authority. Among the questions discussed were Ibn 
Mas^ud's attitude to the chapters CXIII and CXXV, the prayer 
al-=Qunut? the Basmalah and* Umar's views concerning stoningo
The fourth section (pp. 167-190) concerns the knowledge of
as a proof of the prophetical mission# The principal arguments 
here are; the Qur'an’s occu&^nc.© through the agency of the 
Prophet and his claim of it as a proof of his mission9 but in 
the discussion other theological issues are involved such as the 
creation of the Qur’an and the comparison of the Qur'an, with 
other prophetical miracles**
The fifth and final section (pp. 191^196) provides us with 
a thorough background for the question of itfhether language is a 
thing inspired <hr a matter of general concensus#
II) The challenge and opposition (rivalry)
After his intervening sections on the literary aspect of 
X*jazf the author moves to consideration of the two major theo­
logical themes respectively, the aspects of the challenge and 
the opposition, in a similar fashion to al»Baqillani® Here is 
a brief outline of the author’s section on them:«
a) Explanation of the genuineness of the challenge v " — ’
Eloquent speech is of varying degrees and ends, and although 
the amount of individual words is limited their composition falls 
into various forms, and accordingly the status of speech in 
eloquence does differ; therefore it is possible that disparity should
what particularizes the Qur'an, so that it can be comprehended
take place in it, so as to discex'ii between its various degrees »
in a thing of such a nature a challenge by it is correct®
This is the main idea concerning the proving of the veracity
of the challenge by means of eloquent speech. After a brief
lapse into the question of ability, the restof this section is
devoted to the discussion of the impossibility of maintaining
the challenge by means other than eloquence, such as, al~Sarfah,
*
the composition alone, prophecies ~ particularly those mentioned 
in the Qur'an ~ and words and meanings*
b) Explanation of the way in which it is proper that the Qur'“an 
is inimitable (pp® 226^235)
Having confirmed at the opening of this section that the 
Qur> an is inimitable, because advanced people in eloquence are in­
capable of producing its like, the author proceeds to discuss 
the concept of ability, following the question, wherefore such 
people were incapable, when incapability of performing an act 
necessitated the lack of ability, means and such like, which they 
did not lack? What is lacking in the author’s opinion is know­
ledge* This as we have seen in the chapter on al-Sarfaht in
*
al-Baqillani’s study, was considered a weak argument proposed 
by the Qadariyyah or the Mu*tazilah. Here al-Asadabadhi does 
not deny the Mu*tazilite conception of the ability of man in 
the performing of an act - any act « granted ability and means,
1® cf* al“Baqiliani, 'Hidayah* volXI, ff® 8a~15a, on this 
reference is made to al-Asadabadhi and the Fefutation of one 
of his works, see f* 1^6*
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but emphasises throughout the section that there are various 
degrees in that performance, and knowledge is the main key to 
them, but in the case of the language of the Qurlan those people 
able in language lack that particular quality of the language 
of the Qur'an or the knowledge of it®
c) The challenge by the Qur*an (pp®
The main point in this section is to prove historically
by
that the Prophet did challeng^ / the Qur'an© The series of questions 
and answers used here are almost exactly the same as those 
employed by al-Baqillani in ’K, al-Hidayah1 (volsa VIII, IX) 
and the whole section serves as a preliminary step towards 
the question of the opposition©
d) Explanation of the proof that the Qur'an is inimitable (pp© 2*t6“»2**9)
Here is further progress towards the discussion of the 
opposition© After a short account of the circumstances in which 
the Prophet challenged the Arabs by the Qurian, al-Asadabadhi 
presents the proof for the lack of opposition by the following 
claims;
(i) There was no opposition on the part of the Arabs to 
the Qurian ©
(ii) Because it was impossible for them®
(iii) It was impossible because of the quality of the Qur^an’s 
eloquence©
(iv) That quality v/as unprecedented, therefore it was a 
violation of custom©
As the impossibility of opposition necessitates the lack of it and 
the violation of the law of nature by a certain quality cannot be 
established before the quality itself is established, the four claims 
can be reduced to two;
i) The lack of opposition,
ii) due to its violation of custom.
To these two points the following lengthy sections are devoted.
e) The opposition did not take place (pp*250-264)
Knowledgethrough authentically transmitted tradition (Akhbar) is 
tantamount to perceptive knowledge. On this premise the author conducts 
his discursive argument in this section. The questions dealt with are 
identical with those in al-Baqillani1s 'K.Hidayat al-Mustarshidin'
(vol.IX), and all of them are endeavours at providing an answer to 
a specific point which is, if there were an opposition or rivalry it
should have been handed down.
f) The opposition did not occur for it was impossible (pp* 264-310) 
This is by far the longest section in this volume. After a short
interlude in which the author reflects on the concept of ability
generally and the abundance of the Arabs1 motives to rival the 
Qur’an , he moves to explore the abundance of those motives in
a number of questions which in turn engendered more.
Among the main questions are:- 
How is it known that the Arabs' motives were abundant ?
And if so, How has it become known that such motives urged them
to belie the Prophet's claim ?
Hov; is it known that they did not doubt the effectiveness of the 
literary opposition while other forms of opposition could be?
All such questions are also similar to those in al»Baqillani1 s 
Hidayah volo x«
In the light of the above two major sections a short 
reflective section on the distinctive. y of eloquence of the 
Qur'*an is also found (pp© 311 “315)
III© The different interpretations of I\jaz (pp© 316“336)
Besides this section devoted to the scrutiny of the
various theses claiming ways in which I*jaz can be interpreted,
elaborations on some of them are also apparent in other sections 
1in this volume ; indeed remarks concerning some of the points
2
are traceable in other of the author’s extant works©
On the whole, the author’s views, as in the case of al-
Baqillani, are of two kinds; rejection of some of these theses
and acceptance of others, but not as means for identifying
I' jaz® To the formet belong his views on al~’Sapfah » which is
*
a Mu^tasilite thesis », and the eternal nature of the Qur»an
or the representation of the eternal words of God, both of which
3were the views supported by some of the Sunnite scholars* The 
rest of the seven interpretations as has been seen in the
1© cf© pp* 216~223*
2© of© ’Tanzih’ p* 208© Commenting on the verse xvii/88, his 
views on al-Sarfah read-is-
”Had they (tfie Arabs) been able to produce the like of the 
Qur*an, but they were prevented (Surifu) this verse would 
have no meaning©
3© cfo Baqillani ’I*jas* p© 393? ’Hidayah* vol® XIII f® 19b®
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introduction to part IV and the study of al-Baqillani, though to 
him valid consideration cannot be held as means for demonstrating 
I'jaz. Regarding his views on eloquence and composition see the 
following*
^9^
Eloquence and Composition
’ " A key section:
The strange thing about al-Asadabadhi*s literary contribution
to the chapter on I’jaz is undoubtedly its extreme brevity* This- -
peculiarity however becomes more apparent when it id realised that
the author’s main conception of the idea of I’jaz lies in eloquence*
In contrast however, his literary contribution is far less than his
theological elaboration* Altogether six sections of this volume
include in their titles the term eloquence in one form or another.
Yet a closer look at the contents of these sections shows that the
first and the most important section of them is not wholly the
author's. The remainder of these sections on the other hand are
unbalanced by theological detail*
The most important section reads 
- - . 21
" Our Shaykh, Abu Hashim says,"Speech can only be eloquent through 
the chasteness of its wording and the beauty of its meaning* Both 
factors must be considered; for if the speech is chaste in wording 
but with a meagre meaning it is no longer considered eloquent0 It 
should therefore include both these elements. Eloquence in speech 
does not mean that it should be of any particular composition,for 
the reason that an orator may be considered more eloquent than the 
poet and yet the forms of compositions are totally different,if what 
is meant by composition is merely a different method* Further the 
form of composition may be the same, but the merit is manifest in 
the eloquence. What must be considered therefore is what we have
mentioned, for it is the only recognizable
T.r Of.The_Iiea'ain'gs on pp. 191,197,199,207,210,311•
2. The son of Abu ’All al-Jubba’i, for both father and son see 
before*
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trait in every composition and every method,"
The above statement by Abu Hashim is illustrated by the twofold 
question:
Q: "Could not an eminently eloquent person be unable to compose
poetry,although poetry can be composedby someone who is inferior to 
not
him? Why does/ his excellence in eloquence manifest itself in the 
form of composition ?
A: Merit cannot be judged according to possibility or impossibility,
fox’ it can only be valid in relation to those who share ability in 
common where one of them is better than the other* Where inability
occurs this is impossible...... ..... * for It cannot be said that
one person is more eloquent than another who is unable to be eloquent. 
But it is not usual that a person can specialize in one form of style 
to the exclusion of other people; so that the categories of style 
of eloquence become well-known and common, likewise the §egree of 
eloquence* Therefore L ' both must have a distinctive merit. For this 
reason it would be valid In my opinion, to say then the Qur’an is 
endowed with a special style of composition to the exclusion of 
eloquence, which is the chasteness in wording and the beauty of 
meaning*"
And if someone says " Even if I take into consideration the style 
of composition I must equally consider the distinctive merit of
'i
eloquence" he will have reverted to what I am saying"
(1) vol. XVI,pp.197-8.
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The importance of this section is twofold; it emphasizes eloquence, 
or rather identifies lfjaz with the idea of eloquence, which in this 
context (according to the Muftazilite definition) is nothing more than 
the chasteness of wording and the beauty of meaning* On the other hand, 
it reduces the concept of composition to nothing, or at its best to the 
status of a part of the conception of eloquence itself*
The above argument is that of Abu Hashim who died 321/933* It
suggests in all probability that he was reacting to a Mu*tazilite
thesis, for hitherto the idea of composition was, as far as it is
known to us, the monopoly of the Mu’tazilite authors such as al-Jahiz* •
and al-Wasiti,to mention only two,whose work included such a title, and 
it would seem to have encouraged such later Mu’tazilites as al-Rummaiii 
£0 contribute in some detail towards the idea of eloquence.
Later on al-Asadabadhx, for some reason did not follow the example 
of al-Rummani, yet his own views on the idea of composition in particu­
lar do not seem directed against the early Multazilite masters alone, 
but rather against some of his contemporary Sunnites, more particularly 
al-Baqillani, who addpted and strongly supported the idea of composi­
tion*
If Abu Hashim offered any other arguments.hgainst composition, we 
do not know how they ran. However al-Asadabadhi who inherited his views 
and. supported, them, seemed to have found himself in difficulties when­
ever theological questions were aimed at him. But before we come to 
examine some of those difficulties which troubled him with
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regard to composition, perhaps we should first examine liim on 
eloquence•
(A) E l o q u e n c e *
In a section entitled 1 On the differentiation of eloquenc3* al- 
Asadabadhi elaborates further 011 Abu Hashim* s thesisiin favour of 
eloquence,
2”Know that eloquence does not manifest itself in the individual
parts of speech, hut only occurs in speech through the joining (bil-
Daram) of words together in a special order, and in joining it is
*
necessary that each word must have a particular definition. This
definition can be sought through convention (bil-Muwada*ah) which
includes the joining (al-Damm) or through parsing which is participant*
in it or by means of the context in the speech. To these three categor­
ies there is no fourth one; for in speech, either the word itself is 
considered, its vowels or its place. This must be realised in each 
individtial word as well as in the rest of the irords when they are 
grouped together; for a word when joined with another may acquire a 
particular definition and that goes for its grammai?, vowels and its
place in speech* In accordance with what we have just mentioned the
■3
merit of eloquence manifests itself in these aspects and nothaJig else.ri
In this section the author has also touched on several points 
related to language in general and eloquence in particular. The first
1. P.199
2* In a footnote the the editor quotes a variant, which seems to 
cotradict the reading in the text which the editor accepted. 
3* P* 199*
^92?
question leads to the consideration of an important element in the 
chapter of eloquence, that is to say, the concept of meaning* The 
question here is:
Q: ”You have said that among the elements which are included within
eloquence is the "beauty of meaning, would you not therefore consider 
it (as an essential element?).”
A: Although meanings are essential, in them the trait of eloquence is
not manifest, though it occurs in speech because of them. For we
find two persons expressing the same meaning, yet one of them is
more eloquent than the other* On the other hand, the meaning can be
iof.ty and noble yet the fom in which it has been expressed is low#
1Nonetheless, it must be considered.”
Nothing perhaps is new in this, the same idea has long been ex­
pressed by al-Jahis.
In the sphere of eloquence further substantiating remarks are to be 
found about the role of the use of figurative language, particularly 
that of al-Majaz; or trope which he considered to be in certain cir­
cumstances more penetrating in expressing the meaning than the plain 
use of words. Conciseness and prolex style, could be employed as cir­
cumstances required. And such features as the beauty of melody and 
the sweetness of utterance enhance speech to the hearing. The 
importance of the latter was but a garnish, in his opinion to what 
he had already maintained.
1. Ibid, of* also p. 222*
The second question in this section rested on the problem of
I
whether or not language was something achieved by convention and 
1choice, which was a Mu'tazilite thesis, or whether it was inspired,
if the former was the case, the proposition put was nQ,ould not the
speakers have produced something more advanced in eloquence ?”
(and consequently,in the case of the Qur’an,something superior to it)
The question induced a long analytical discussion involving the 
aspect of ihe'dtnchjledge of language# Moreover the following two 
sections may also be considered as further discursive corollaries 
to it* However, the question itself in the author*s opinion was a 
misinterpretation on the part of the questioner, of the idea that 
to the Mu'tazilah language was something achieved by convention# 
Nonetheless, in reply to the question, al-Asadabadhi argues that 
whatever be the origin of language, inspired or otherwise, pre- 
s\ipposing that the speakers could produce something more advanced 
in eloquence is ruled out merely by assuming the opposite#1 What 
must be considered is what existeaand according to its virtue alone
must be determined the merit of the language of the Qur’an as well 
as other forms of speech#
Next the discussion focussed mainly on the idea of the knowledge 
of language* The following section entitled 11 Explanation of the 
basis on which it is appropriate to speak of the disparity of 
eloquence”, further illustrates the authors opinion in a similar vein#
1* p# 201, £his point was expouned in the author's preliminary^* 
see pp. 191-6.
2• p # 207•
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His opinion was that the right means to discern the disparity of 
eloquence is only by deep knowledge of the language and nothing else 
which means natural aptitude and command of the tools. However since 
both are common to every speaker, there would be no disparity when 
two speakers are equal. The basis for disparity must be something 
other than the ability and command of means, which is nothing but 
knowledge.
And knowledge, with regard to language is something of necessity 
and not acquired* This is the main issue in the succeding section 
and also the author’s main conception of it. This is to cut short a 
long discursive sectionl
(B) Composition and al-Asadabadhi1s rebellious attitude:
One has every reason to believe that not only was al-Asadabadhi 
under the influence of the attitude of his Shaykli, Abu Hashim, 
concerning the inappropriateness of the conception of composition 
as a means by which I'jas could be demonstrated, but also that other 
factors contributed towards the hardening of his opinion, if only 
the views of his rival Ash'arite contemporaries, to speak of none 
but al-Baqillani.
Of Abu Hashim1s opinion itself nothing is known apart from what 
was transmitted by al-Asadabadhi which is an obvious attempt to under 
mine the conception of composition, or reduce it so that at its very 
best its status was untenable without considex*ation of eloquence. It 
is problematic, however, as to what would have been the answer of Abu
1. p p . 210-213*
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Hashim if he had encountered such theological wrangles over this 
issue as did the later al-Asadabadhi.
Al-Baqillani*s realization of the concept of composition is less 
equivocal* He held it on a par with that of eloquence, condemning 
any view supporting the one without the other. In the case of al- 
Asadabadhi however the matter seems to founder, as he furnishes his 
argument with what appears to be incompatible details. Was he, as 
his Shaykh, Abu Hashim, against the idea or, as others, for it or 
was he for and against it with certain provisos in either case?
Before examining any of these aspects acquaintance should be 
made with what exactly was meant and understood by composition in the 
first place. Abu Hashim*s opinion which had been the main source 
of al-Asadabadhi shouldbe considered first.
As the ways in which speech was formed were common, this indicated 
that speech could either be prose or verse, nothing else, the 
language of the Qur’an therefore must have had its share in one 
of them, iirhat particularized it was the eloquence therein* In other 
itfords, if the form (composition) had already existed, yet could 
not be considered alone, what was all the fuss about? This 
basically seems to have been Abu Hashim*s view
When al-Asadabadhi came to emphasize Vfche superiority of i^ ords 
over the meaning he considered the former as being the only measyre 
through which merit in speech is discernable, elucidating this 
further he argues
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nWhat reveals the quality of speech is hut the variation which
concerns words, or the appearance of certain words before or after
others, or the vowels which indicate the function of grammar*
Through these three, differentiation thus takes place*n1
Turning to al-Baqillani we read the following as a definition
of the composition of letters, 11 Their composition is nothing more
than their existence one before another and their ax*rangement as
2they are, and nothing else*”
The discrepancy between the two statements is slight, while the
former is concerned with words the latter- dictated only by the
nature of the question- is concerned with letters, nonetheless both 
lead to a similar conclusion*
In the course of al-Asadabadhi1s discussion on the questions of 
the challenge and the opposition, or rivalry, further questions 
arose with regard to the idea of composition, and its appropriateness 
The first question reads
Q: » Could not the challenge by the Qur’an be valid an account
of its specification with unprecedented composition, hence what 
had been customary to the people (the Arabs ) was poetry and its 
like and orations and the kike thereof in prose, therefore the
— 7
Qur’an came with an unprecedented style in eloquence ?n
1« Mughnx, xvi, p * 200 
2* Tamhid,ed* McCarthy,p* 151 
5* Mughni, xvi,p*216*
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The main points in reply to this question ares-
a) The purpose was to explain a way in which the challenge was 
valid*
b) That since what had been maintained, that is, with regard to
eloquence(seeing that the Qur’an is in a particular style which was
different from what they knew in prose and verse) was correct, what the
questioner was enquiring about did not disagree with what had been
already maintained; on the contrary, in the author’s opinion it
emphasized his main conception.
Until this point al-Asadabadhi shows tolerance and forbearance to
the idea of composition* But when his reply proceeds a little further
he reverses the argument against the questioner and addresses him
o
nBut we know that the matter is contrary to what you have suggested”
The rest of this argument concerns a clarification of the point that 
precedence alone is not sufficient and other considerations must be
taken injpo account* He illustrates the concept of mere precedence as
folloxvs : -
” For him iHio has precedence in poetry, i^ hat he produces is not 
necessarily inimitable, though it were distinguished with unprecedeted 
composition.” 3
A similar question and answer,however, also accur in the same
section. The final words there read: ”And for this reason (i.e. mere
precedence in poetry) we have considered the quality of being unprece-
dented in that form merely emphatic”, that is to say when the various
forms of speech being composed are already endowed with eloquence*
1.Mughni,vol*xvi,p* 216 
2*Ibid* p* 216
3.Ibid* p. 216
^•Ibid* p*225
5.Ibid. p. 223.
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When reflecting on the different ways of I’jaz, the question
about composition becomes evident once more* This time he comes
closer to al-Baqillani*s view of fusing the idea of eloquence and
composition. Yet, he differs from him in that eloquence alone can
be held as a means by ltfhich I’jaz can be demonstrated but not vice 
1versa*
Further, in this amalgamation the position of composition must
be only considered a measure for emphasis* The question at one point
involves difficult theological considerations which need not be
2dealt with here*
Yet, despite this reluctant attitude towards composition and his 
relegation of it , motivated by personal qualns, he could not dismiss 
it altogether* On the contrary, his own argument always involuntarily 
reverted to it, as can be seen in the following inquiry
Q: nHas not the Qur’an been revealed in the language of the Arabs, 
and therefore should there not be in their speech the like of it**.? 
How can it be said that the degree of its eloquence is beyond their 
usiial capacity
Oddly enough, in the first half of his answer to this enquiry, 
al-Asadabadhi refers to nothing but the composition, contrary to his 
general emphasis, throughout on the idea of eloquence. It reads thus:
1. pp.321-322
2. p* 30^*
3* Ibid The word used here is ’Nizam’ of the root ’Nazm’* Sometimes 
he uses the term Damm, nonetheless thejr convay the laiae idea*
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"What is meant by saying that the Qur’an was revealed in their 
language is nothing more than that its words are embodied in the 
language which they adopted by general convention, but in this 
particular composition,it is not in the language#11
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Conclusion
In retrospect it would seem that from the earliest days of 
the revelation, throughout the centuries, the language of the 
Qur’an held the pre-eminent status in the Arab mind. The initia­
tion of the Arabic linguistic and literary studies are directly 
attributable to this phenomenon. The apparent reason, so far as 
is estimable, for the rise of Arabic literary studies was first 
and foremost an attempt at sustaining and safeguarding the purity 
and sanctity of the language of the Sacred Book.
Among the factors which contributed to this was obviously 
the eruption of the Arabs from the relative isolation of their 
peninsular into direct contact with other peoples who were of 
different languages and cultural backgrounds.
By the end of the second century, when many branches of ling- 
-uistic study were fully developed, or progressing onward to 
further achievement, the early generations of philologists and 
grammarians contributed in their embryonic attempts, in no small 
measure, towards the explanation of the inspiring qualities of 
the language of the Qur’an, particularly in the learned circles 
of Basrah and ICufah. From these early philo-grammatical studies 
originated such woxi^ s as 'Majaa al-Qur’an1, ’Ma’ani al-Qur’an* 
and others which inspired greatly eminent scholars of the 
succeeding generations, \*ho digested and refined them even further, 
particularly with regard to the literary and rhetorical terminology.
It was the studies of these later generations of scholars, among 
whom were such authorities as al-Jahiz and Ibn Qutaybah, in which,
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doubtless, was laid the foundation of the literary theory of
criticism, albeit in a nebulous form, coagulating in time with
further elaboration, into a coherent system*
Meanwhile, in the sphere of scholastic theology, events of great
consequence were ensuing, culminating in the famous historical
trial the * Creation of the Qur’an1, which advanced immense confcfcover
-sies among the scholars* Perhaps because of this, at least as far
as contemporary sources are concerned, it induced inquiries into the
inimitability of the language of the Qur’an, producing for the first
time a negative dimension -i*e* the theory of al-Sarfah- to the
chapter of I’jaz, which accompanied it for centuries thence*
The third century, witnessed, together with the development of
Arabic linguistic,sciences, a further evolution of Qur’anic studies,
yet there was still no sign of the emergence of I’jaz as an
independent topic, except in the work of al-Jahiz , entitled 1 Nazm* • •
al-Qur’an** This latter would appear to have been the acceptable 
title for the study of I*jaz upward to the fourth century* It is 
unfortunate however that none of the works under that title is 
accessable to us *
The closing decades of the third century revealed three trends 
of great potential:
a) In the purely literary theory achievements were accomplished 
at the hands of such philologists and grammarians as al-Mubarrad 
and Tha'lab reaching almost final shape in the studies of their 
pupils, Ibn al-Mu*tazz and Qudamah b* Ja’far*
b) From sceptical and philosophical sources emerged the most 
provocative attacks aimed at the very essence of the bases of the
idea of I1jaz(i#e* prophecies, scriptures and miracles), as we have 
seen in the shattering attacks of both Ibn al-Rai*randi and Ibn Zakariy 
al-Razi, whose views unquestionably were among the basic factors that 
affected the study of Ifjaa in the fourth century*
In the case of al-Jahiz and Ibn Qutaybah however the provoking• *
motives were a mixture of external and internal factors due 
principally to the integration of Arabs and non-Arabs*
c) The final and last achievement in that century was the emergence 
of I^az, for the first time, as a new topic, due, presumably": no
lesser factors than those have just mentioned*
It is regretable however that with the loss of the first work on 
I!jaz we are also in no position to obtain the immediate responses 
of the third-fourth century period to the aforesaid factors,be they 
purely theological or imbue&dwith literary analyses glimpses of which 
we have seen in some of the authors who are our main concern, partic­
ularly in the study of *Abd al-Jabbar# The link between the studies 
early in the *fth cen^ry and the authors of I’jas later in the centur 
is also untraceable*
With the exception of the Traditionist, al-Khattabi, the rest of* •
the authors who are connected with the study of Ifjaz during the 
fourth century were Committed1 or professional theologians, indeed, 
to two of them the leadership of their own schools, was passed down; 
Namely al-Baqillani and al-Asadabadhi* As for the third, al-Rummani 
although he was not a leader in name he did in fact command a large 
following in the school of the Mu*tazilah, to the degree that he was 
distinguished by some biographers as the Muftazilite al-Rummani.
Al-Hummani*s short treatise is evidently the most systematic and
5©9
the most direct contribution to I’jaz in the literary sense we have
so far seen* The author having divided ’Balaghah* into ten figures of
speech,he followed them respectively into further analysis • His
classification is in many respects by far the best* His views were
impressivej and it is perhaps no surprise that his treatise achieved
the widest acclaim influencing a good number of his contemporaries
scholars, including no lesser authorities than Abu Hilal al-’Askari
and al-Baqillani and many of the later generations, some of whom
criticised certain shortcomings in them, particularly his categorisa-
-tion of ’Tala’um* and *Fawasil1•
♦
The author was, as far as we could make out, greatly inspired by
Aristotelian rhetoric, but to his credit he did not follow blindly
the criteria of rhetoric as propounded by Aristotle*
The other short work was that of al-Khattabi in which the author
* •
stresses certain characteristic of I’jaz * His effort is remarkable 
in his endeavour, right from the start, to dispell the concept that, 
though the eloquence of the Qur’an was well-known it could not be 
defined in literary terms, a view itfhich,as we have seen, was enter­
tained before and after the author’s time*
His moderate emphasis on the role of the individual words marks 
a radical departure, from the hitherto traditional view concerning 
their role* His attitude towards them culminated further in his 
brief philological and etymological analysis of the subtle applica­
tions of individual words*
His evaluation of meanings differs totally from the discarding
attitude which was adopted first by al-Jahiz and supported by several• •
others*
With regard to composition the author's short reflection, terse a;
it is, was txninhibited by any partisan consideration, unlike al-
Baqillani and al-Asadabadhi*
As an anti-theologians he seemed to have turned one of the
theological arguments in connexion with I'jaz (i.e* al-Mu'aradah),
»
into a fruitful literary analysis* Finally in v/hat is tantamount to 
a mystical experience is the author's final words on the subject, 
that is to say, the effect of the Qur’an on the hearts and souls*
The two major authors who evidently championed the study of I* jaz
in its theological aspect and in most elaborate and exhaustive detail
were doubtless the two outstanding theologians, al-Baqillani and 'Abe 
al-Jabbar.They parallel each other from this angle very closely over
the wide and discursive range of the subject particularly with regarc
to the three main aspects- the challenge, the opposition and the idea
of al-Sarfah-, differing only in some of their final conclusions*
*Abd al-Jabbar alone however expanded his argument, invoking new
dimentions of hitorical polemics* His literary contribution is
particularly prevelant in his expounding of role of 'Majaz* in his
short scholastic Tafsir and in his elaboration on eloquence and style
in 'K.al-Mughni*, but in both of these he was merely exercising
earlier views.
The man who dotibtless brought the study of I'jaz to its ultimate 
fruition in the fourth century was al-Baqillani. His critical reflec­
tion on eloquence is an original evaluation of the efforts of the 
earlier scholars* Further his criticism of poetry defines him as a 
literary critic in his own right*
His viextfs however on rhymed prose expose his limitation, lacking
the penetrating insight he revealed in his contribution to eloquenc 
and poetry criticism*
Finally, it was by no means that the chapter on I’jaz engaged 
only the authors with whom we have dealt, many others reflected on 
it in one way or another, inspiring many of the outstanding critics 
Abu Hilal al-'Askari the author of fK*al-SinaTatayn* is but one of 
many#
We have merely restricted ourselves in the foregoing pages to 
those studies in which I'jaz was the majoi? theme*
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A Final Word on the Subject 
by
Dr* W#N*Arafat
Although the question of the iniftitability of the Qur’an date? 
from the time of the Prophet himself, and the challenge in the Qur’an, 
it became the subject of literary, grammatical and philological 
controversy in the third century (A*H) and continued to be so until 
our own time#
As soon as the basic point was formulated in an attempt at explain- 
-ing in concrete or rational terms the reasons of the deep effect the 
Qur’an has always had on the Arabs, attempts were made to think and 
analyse#
One of the earliest and least important from the accademic point 
of view was the theory of al-JSai’fah, which quite simply dismisses
the lack of an effective rival text to the intervention of the divine 
will# This was the view of the rationalist Mu’tazilite^ *
The other attempt^ tended to begin with an analysis of the contents 
or the various aspects of the Qur’an and nearly all gradually 
developed into a theoretical analysis of the rhetorical and 
philological.characteristic^ of the .Arabic language, mingled ^  
occasionally9|j4^Hberarylcriti.cismfand, as in the case of al- 
Baqillani, vvH|fccritical analysis of well-known poems,
nThe conclusion one may justifiably reach, after an examination of
that would'end-the curiousity of the scholars, critics, theologians 
or philologista*
The effect of the Qur’an on the Arabs is due to more factors than 
they have been able to specify or list; perhaps because of the 
composite nature and the sublimity of expression in a language 
that is naturally one of the richest and most flexible#
The studies of I'jas will remain valuable essays on philology, 
rhetoric and literary criticism and the Qur’an will continue to 
g%:ard the integrity of the Arabic language over a wide area of the 
globe*
that the question will remain unsolved in a manner
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